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Abstract

This study explores the shifting anthropological constructs of identity for the Middle Tanana people 

through time. It first summarizes this theme through contemporary regional Native American internal and external 

influences. A discussion is then given on how these constructs became formed through historical processes. Next, 

it provides an in-depth look into how identity became shaped prior to the Euro-American influence through an 

ethnographic reconstruction. These are framed in a way to form relevant hypotheses to study the regional 

prehistoric archaeological record. The Historical Linguistics analytical approach used here confirms that there is 

very little, if any, evidence in the languages of the Tanana Valley from any non-Dene or other hypothetical pre

existing linguistic group. Language forms an integral unit of community identity. This study also frames the 

linguistic argument for deep regional cultural antiquity and identity through an extensive survey of traditional 

place names. A brief comparative study of the processes and effects of the incursion of the Indo-European 

languages into traditional Dene territory is discussed to demonstrate this argument. Next, the research explores 

the middle and later Holocene archaeological record of the Shaw Creek basin, located deep within the Middle 

Tanana homelands, using innovative approaches framing traditional Optimal Foraging theory arguments through 

the lens of Complexity theory. It focuses on the household archaeology and spatial artifact analysis of two 

archaeological sites, Swan Point (three Holocene components) and Pickupsticks (one Holocene component). In 

these case studies, cultural identity analogs, social structure, and agency are discussed using the material cultural 

record as a proxy. Finally, a dynamic, seasonal, ecological landscape-use model informed by predator/prey 

interactions is used to inform hypothetical human foraging movements. It models decision-making and risk

mitigation processes through resource shortfalls, predicting raw materials' movements from their source locations 

to their discard locations at these two archaeological sites. The conclusions support the theory that Dene presence 

in the Middle Tanana Valley is an ancient phenomenon that has at least early Holocene roots. Further, the period 

between 2,000 and 1,000 years ago appears to have been a critical period of additional cultural intensification 

processes. The processes leading to the development of the Athabascan archaeological tradition are considered to 

be the result of demographic expansion, increased territoriality, and a critical reinterpretation of the roles of 

kinship and non-related partnerships.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The study presented here results from investigations into two prehistoric household sites, Swan Point 

(XBD-00156) and Pickupsticks (XBD-00374). The sites are located about five miles apart within the Shaw Creek Flats 

and overlooking Shaw Creek in the Middle Tanana Valley, Alaska. These households are temporally separated from 

each other by almost a millennium. The youngest of the two, Pickupsticks, is about 1,000 years old, and the Swan 

Point residence is nearly 2,000 years old. They are both compared against the reconstructed knowledge 

concerning traditional households of the pre-contact 19th century. This unique perspective allows us to take three 

steps back in time using roughly millennium-long intervals to investigate broad questions such as: How does the 

material record inform us of the life history of the people who lived there? How similar or different were those 

lives from those glimpses before and after concerning their economy, technology, and values? What was their 

technological, linguistic, and genetic contribution to the descendant communities of the Middle Tanana? How can 

this information be used to empower today's Native Alaskan communities and advance the science of the 

collective human past?

As an archaeologist trained as an anthropologist in the Americanist tradition, I cannot look at the 

archaeological record without reflections on past and present social systems. These have informed and produced 

the desire to study it in the way I have here. The exploration of these ancient cultural traces of economics, 

technology, and community interactions can help us to reflect upon the relative importance of social networks, 

economic behaviors, and cultural values that appear to have been successful to those unique periods of the past, 

and which ones were successful across vast periods of time and space. Ultimately, these questions and answers 

are absorbed internally and assist in navigating and reevaluating the social constructs we value today.

1.2 Identifying Problem Domains

Following multiple extensive investigations between John Cook's (1969 and Charles Holmes's (1986) 

dissertations, interest in the prehistoric cultures of the Middle to Late Holocene-Epoch in Interior Alaska waned. In 

the recently published Oxford Handbook of the Prehistoric Arctic (Friesen and Mason 2016b), only a single chapter 

(Potter 2016) of forty was explicitly devoted to this subject (six other chapters referred to these cultures in a 

cursory manner). This research gap helped to form the reason for this current study.

The research subjects here represent my own personal interest. Investigations such as these are, in turn, 

often a reflection of collective values framed and informed by the great social questions unique to each 

generation. These period-specific paradigms shape the interests and conclusions of every generation's unique 

investigation of the past and how they use that knowledge to inform their present in a meaningful way. It is no 

surprise that the generation who lived under the constant threat of nuclear annihilation also discovered and 
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perpetuated the theory of dinosaur extinction as caused by the singular impact of a comet (i.e., Alvarez et al. 

1980). The previous generation's paleontologists who had lived through the rise and popularization of racial theory 

and the devastating impacts of the American Dust Bowl had viewed it mainly as an intellectual oddity, and when 

prompted, explained it as a result of racial senility or climate change (i.e., Benton 1990).

Early American archaeology developed with the generation who came of age just after the Indian Wars 

were complete in the 1880s AD. They were driven to explore, “rediscover”, and reevaluate the cultures, antiquity, 

and origins of Native Americans, whose near-annihilation and genocide were nearly complete during this era. Their 

perspectives had both positive and negative effects on the surviving people and cultures. Still, they ultimately did 

help to foster a more constructive view of the Native American experience that Euro-Americans had lost during the 

19th century.

In the 20th century, successive waves of feminists worked to find sociopolitical equality and raise the voice 

for wealthy Euro-American women, later followed by those of the middle-class and minorities. Their perspectives 

began to affect the archaeological field slowly. The 1960s and '70s brought about the initial movement towards 

the democratization of science, where a concerted effort was made to bring women and minority experiences into 

these departments. Thus, research into realms of interest unique to these groups within our population 

intensified. Informed and stimulated by the enormous growth of American capital wealth in the mid-20th century, 

processual archaeology began developing methods to extrapolate the economic and social systems of the deep 

past and apply scientific rigor to their interpretations.

Our research paradigms are reflections of the great social questions of each generation. While studying 

my way through this dissertation over the past seven years, it often bothered me that it had been decades since 

the last significant paradigm shift in our discipline had occurred, this being the post-processual critique of the 

1980s. During the following decade, the passage of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 

(NAGPRA) 1990 Public Law 101-601, 25 US Code 3001 et seq., 104 Statute 3048 (GovTrack.us 2020) directed 

intellectual focus toward conceiving of the past as a consumable, non-renewable resource. Access to control, 

ownership, and interpretation of the past operated similarly to other colonial modes of resource extraction, 

empowering a small elite and disempowering descendant communities. Recognition of this problem has led to the 

rise of community archaeology, participatory research, and minority-driven archaeological interpretation and 

coalitions (i.e., Bruchac 2014). Increasingly since the early 2000s, we have become a discipline driven by 

methodology, no longer falling into exclusive theoretical camps but using any tool and thought construct we deem 

necessary for our goals in our reconstruction of the past.

I discussed this problem several times over the years with my brother, Zach, who was studying at the 

American Film Institute. The arts are often the most sensitive to subtle social shifts in values, being natural outlets 

deemed culturally appropriate for exploring otherwise dissenting norms. These embryonic themes eventually 

influence the sciences but usually much later on. Over the past decade, the overarching ideas in the arts and 

humanities have highlighted that the dominant white, male-centered, heteronormative narrative is passe, 
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intellectually, and creatively bankrupt. Its perpetuation is only serving to conceal the voices of other genuine 

experiences.

Equality might lend itself to similarity, but equity highlights and equalizes our different perspectives. This 

process has been ongoing for centuries on this continent. In my generation (the so-called Millennials), the next 

great social equalizer was the construction of the free-access global internet, which equalized all persons' voices, 

unlike anything had before. On the positive side, this tool has fueled social justice in countless forms, as all persons 

theoretically have unlimited access to all types of information from around the world. On a negative note, most 

digital search platforms' predictive algorithms are designed to produce results increasingly tailored to fit the user's 

preconceived desires, resulting in reinforced fixed concepts rather than a balanced information product.

We have experienced in this decade a unique and turbulent global social movement toward continuing 

cultural equity. The rise of the Fourth-Wave Feminist movement began around 2012. It focused on illuminating the 

persistent gendered and racial-cultural norms that contribute to persistent patterns of oppression and 

marginalization. These looked at how a person's socio-political identities combine to create unique modes of 

discrimination and privilege. This movement has grown out of the Intersectionality studies of the 1990s. This new 

wave of feminist theory has focused on the realms of the population which remain oppressed, marginalized, and 

silenced in our current economic and political spheres: including women of color, immigrants, transgender, the 

economically impoverished, among others.

As a white, heterosexual, cisgender male from a modest, lower-income but culturally middle-class, rural 

American background, my personal struggles for empowerment are only reflective of a narrative of economics. It is 

limited to and focuses on the current devastating costs of university education and healthcare. This narrative has 

often blinded me to the far-more difficult road to personal freedom and empowerment that other chosen and 

ascribed identities face in my country. Producing this dissertation has also become an internal process of learning 

and understanding the more difficult, ongoing experience that the marginalized communities face in our society. 

The point of acknowledging systemic societal inequality and of one's own socially privileged position is not to 

produce a sense of gender, class, ethnic, or racial guilt; after all, we are all the accidental product of birth. 

Acknowledging these factors allows the more empowered sectors of society to identify unique and systemic 

problems (in the case of this dissertation, to the Native American identity and experience) to work together to 

solve them equitably. Those of us that form the current privileged societal identities cannot take sole leadership 

against solving ongoing discrimination and inequality. We can only use our communal privilege to raise our 

partners' voices and provide guidance and leadership opportunities. Otherwise, we appropriate the struggle.

In a sense, this work is my personal journey of discovery, working with one such profoundly marginalized 

group of Native Americans. White American culture often continues to fetishize the crafted, mid-20th-century 

image of a 19th century people fighting against their inevitable doom in the face of American expansionism. At the 

same time, it denies the 20th century narrative of a people who rebounded from the brink of demographic and 

cultural genocide, attaining their rights for freedom to live and worship as they pleased and regaining political 
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power. However, the road these communities face toward full empowerment in American society is long from 

over.

This research is heavily influenced by the values of the current Fourth Wave Feminist movement. The 

work seeks to find the Native American voice in my research, not as an “other” or an abstract, long-gone culture, 

but actively promoting an identity that is at once equal to, contemporary with, and as dynamic as my own cultural 

experience. Therefore, this work seeks not to present archaeology as history but to explore the traditional culture 

of the Middle Tanana people and apply that to the archaeological record to understand how to recognize the local 

Dene people's antiquity and origins.

1.3 Dissertation Organization and Guide

While Archaeology has deep roots in the disciplines of history, art, and geology, it has, for decades now, 

become a scientific analysis of the past. As such, it seeks to preserve all past forms of constructs oriented toward 

understanding our past, perpetuate and reevaluate our current and past rationality for these, and promote and 

develop innovative technological and theoretical advances that we can apply to these studies. In this sense, we 

never become a static discipline but are in a continually fluctuating state of innovation and introspection.

Karl Marx ([1867] 2017) introduced the world to the concept of commodity fetishism, describing how 

communities create a hierarchical system of value for goods they consume. With the continued rise of the mass 

production of items and their global flow, people are no longer able to appreciate the labor investment, which 

produced the item. Therefore, its value is no longer informed by the labor investment (such as with hand-crafted 

items) but by social beliefs and community symbolism regarding each item. Gold thus becomes valued more for its 

near-sacred symbolic social role rather than its practical applications. In the same way, I argue that the realm of 

the sciences has become so vast and globalized that the non-scientific community is also forced to approach it as 

another commodity fetish. Despite being exposed to the scientific method, applications, and discoveries 

throughout their public education, the average person is often forced to accept scientific findings through faith in 

the system rather than through each particular study's individual achievements. These largely remain inaccessible 

or difficult to find for non-academics. The public is blocked from this access mainly through a lack of personal time 

and social barriers of inaccessibility to primary scientific papers. However, the rising popularity of open access 

research profile social media websites is helping to circumvent this. Therefore, scientific discoveries and advances 

often must be approached in a religious sense and accepted on faith in the process rather than on critical analysis 

by the average person. This process has produced a culture where the value of scientific advancement is informed 

in the general population, not by individual merit of specific studies (as scientists are heavily trained to do with 

each paper they reference), but by the social beliefs and values that their sub-communities hold for different 

compartmentalized scientific realms of research. The most influential research arena, the internet, in its current 

largely unregulated form, is designed through predictive algorithms to produce results that fit user's pre-informed 

views about any given topic, enhancing targeted consumption of corporate products. Therefore, it is not the non- 
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scientific community's fault for any misperceived value or devaluation of any particular scientific field of study. The 

lack of transparency is the responsibility of scientists, private and public institutions, and the publication journals 

that block open access to publicly funded research conclusions. Recent efforts for open-access research by social 

media platforms have begun to rectify these problems, placing future momentum back in the hands of public 

interest.

In an effort to remove the effect of commodity fetishism from my work, I have striven to illuminate my 

methods as much as possible for a non-specialized audience. It has been informed heavily by teaching 

undergraduate classes, labs, and field courses. Textbooks continue to be structured according to a historical 

narrative, beginning in the past moving forward. I have found that when one begins teaching archaeology and 

paleoanthropology first from a cultural anthropology standpoint, then systematically moving into archaeological 

applications and methods, the best comprehension results are achieved. First, we demonstrate how we form our 

hypotheses and research conclusions by studying living populations and then extrapolating those ideas to the past, 

acknowledging problems arising for interpreting systems with no present analog. It requires less faith-like 

adherence to the consumer's findings, and they can instead more-readily employ a logical response to personally 

evaluate why, how, and what we have concluded from the archaeological and fossil records.

This dissertation is structured opposite of a historical narrative. The temporal flow begins with the 

present and moving steadily deeper into the past. It is constructed as such to help the reader understand how an 

archaeologist is faced with constructing a framework of the past when confronting a site whose components and 

history are unknown. These only become illuminated as the exploration commences. Excavations usually begin by 

moving through the recent past, often located in the upper layers of a site where more is known about and ending 

with the far distant past in the lowest levels of which far less is known.

It first begins with the theoretical background: two great paradigms have profoundly influenced my 

reconstruction of the past: Human Behavioral Ecology and its infamous linear, logical economic models, and 

Complexity Theory, which seeks to explore non-linear states of systems. It also explores Niche Construction theory, 

Social Complexity, and Household Archaeology, all paradigmatic tools that help shape a series of hypotheses that 

dominate the following research.

Chapters 3 and 4 are concerned with people, their constructs of identity, and shared historical experience. 

Chapter 3 begins with a brief contemporary and historical narrative of the Middle Tanana Native Alaskan 

community. It frames community identity today through modes of power, continued free movement through 

residency and careers (unique to the Native Alaskan experience), and the historical forces that continue to shape 

identity. Chapter 4 is an ethnographic reconstruction of the Middle Tanana people. This chapter is far more in

depth than most archaeological dissertations, highlighting the processes that could affect the archaeological 

record.

With the rise of liberal democracy and republican ideals since the 19th century worldwide, nation-building 

has been closely tied with ethnicity constructs. Today, as throughout the past, language continues to form an
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integral part of community identity. It has always carried a central place in the intellectual investigations of the 

Alaskan Dene people and their past

While conducting archaeological fieldwork through private consulting contracts during the first years of 

this dissertation's work, I began to form the core questions concerning how a non-Euro-American-informed 

Archaeological Theory might look. I discussed it often with the Native Alaskan informants and elders who worked 

with us. In particular, I informally posed the question to several Native Alaskan co-workers: “Where do we begin in 

order to study and understand the archaeological record from a Native Alaskan perspective?” I posed this question 

first in 2012 to David John, Yup'ik, of Crooked Creek, later in 2013 to MacArthur Tickett, Inupiaq, of Ambler, and 

finally in 2014 to Dixie Dayo, of mixed Native ancestry from Minto. They independently told me to begin with the 

place names; they contain the answers to many cultural-specific research questions. Identity, history, value, and 

land-use are inherently tied to place, and the names derive their meaning from them. Traditional Ecological 

Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Knowledge form the backbone of this work. It is so integral that it is often 

woven in without overt reference, and I hope that the reader can recognize its influence.

Chapter 5 represents a summary of my work with James Kari on recording and mapping Alaska's 

traditional Dene place names. While this aspect only forms one chapter in this work, it represents the most 

significant level of effort, as I have worked on it almost continuously since December 2012. The chapter also 

provides an in-depth discussion on the process of reconstructing the Dene Atlas. I compare the dataset against the 

current English atlas. It relies on editorial work conducted mainly by Jim Kari since the early 2000s. Kari's work has 

illuminated many lines of evidence that the ancestral linguistic reconstruction Proto-Dene appears to have 

expanded throughout Alaska in a landscape devoid of any prior (or co-residing) non-Dene language in most areas. 

Since we do not see any period of extensive human extirpation in Alaska, it suggests great regional antiquity for 

the Dene family. This hypothesis has been difficult to accept for many Quaternary Beringian researchers, likely due 

to a lack of training in lexicographic or historical linguistic methods, which would allow them to critique the merit 

of the theory adequately. To help frame Kari's arguments, I have included a discussion of the linguistic interactions 

between English and Dene.

In Chapter 6, the dissertation shifts its focus again. It began first with the people, then moved to their 

language, and now it focuses on their things. Archaeology is fundamentally about the study of objects and their 

life-histories. Secondarily, it uses that to make inferences about the agency which used those objects: people. In a 

sense, archaeologists are like an executive chef who, after the customers leave their restaurant, moves about the 

tables and through the garbage to construct references about their dietary habits and desires. Chapter 6 presents 

a summary of the current archaeological and ecological reconstructions of the past in this region of Alaska. It only 

discusses the most recent two reconstructed technological traditions in the region: the Athabascan and Northern 

Archaic. It does not explore the earlier Denali Complex or other Terminal Pleistocene traditions as they are beyond 

this work's scope.
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Chapter 7 provides a background of the archaeological projects focusing on Swan Point and Pickupsticks.

Chapter 8 is a series of radiocarbon analyses. It summarizes all new and past published assays, including 

Bayesian analyses, to further explore each site's cultural occupations and integrate the dates from both sites.

Chapter 9 is a discussion of the geoarchaeology of the cultural pit features. It contains a brief macroscopic 

summary of each feature and a comparison between the anthropogenic and natural stratigraphy.

Chapter 10 is a spatial analysis of the artifacts. It primarily focuses on a lithic analysis of material types and 

their vertical and horizontal organization across the sites. The faunal artifacts from Swan Point are being published 

elsewhere and are mostly not discussed, but the faunal remains from Pickupsticks are included here. It also 

includes a discussion about the lithic terminology and classification scheme still evident in the Middle Tanana 

language.

Chapter 11 is a hypothetical model of seasonal raw material transport from source locations to the site. 

Typically, models such as these use slope determinations to produce energy-efficient routes. This model seeks to 

create a landscape informed by an actor trying to walk about the region in the most energy-efficient journey 

towards a known goal and choosing the path most likely to provide game meat. The model landscape is informed 

by wolf denning and hunting locales concerning the same shelter and game types that prehistoric humans utilized.

Chapter 12 presents a comprehensive discussion, and Chapter 13 is a concise concluding statement. The 

Appendix is a transcription of an interview between Craig Mishler and Eva Moffit. Eva presents a picture of the 

history of her family from Salchaket. The themes which she discusses are reframed through my concepts and 

values as an archaeologist and anthropologist. It is in the interest of retaining her primary voice and the voice of 

her culture and people that it is included here.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Methods

2.1 Introduction

This dissertation's data comes from direct analysis of artifacts collected from nearly 30 years of 

excavations at the Swan Point and Pickupsticks sites in the Shaw Creek drainage of the central Tanana Valley. 

These artifacts will be shown to be the results of past human behaviors relating to crafting, carcass processing, and 

household maintenance and curation. Accurately developing and interpreting spatial and temporal relationships 

across components and between the assemblages will require a demonstration of the contextual relationships 

between the artifacts and the regional record. The contextual links will then be interpreted through theoretical 

models, producing an archaeological explanation and behavioral inferences.

Academic archaeology currently represents a continuing process wherein a vast amount of national 

resources has been dedicated worldwide toward uncovering, understanding, and capitalizing on the reconstructed 

past. As such, a wide variety of theoretical perspectives, models, and methods have arisen and are available for 

interpretive use. In such an environment, there can be no "pure" theoretical approach. Just as cultural sharing 

occurs naturally between neighboring groups, these academic camps also borrow from each other's strengths and 

highlight each camp's weaknesses. In such an intellectual climate, the following work should be considered a 

merging of themes and useful methods and models. It reflects the investigator's education and is heavily 

formulated in the Binfordian processual tradition of structuring hypothetico-deductive investigative concepts 

regarding economic resource production, flow, and consumption (Binford 1978). The settlement features explored 

here provide a glimpse into households. Subsequently, post-processual ideas about the division of labor by gender 

and age-grades (Conkey and Spector 1984), the culture-specific entangled life histories of things and people 

(Hodder 2011), inform a discussion of Neo-Marxist explorations into the concepts of power, group membership, 

and social mechanisms designed to ease tensions arising from these situations (Moore 1986; Tringham 2012: 83

85), and an anarchist/collective action-influenced perspective on the reflexive agencies between social elites and 

community members who wield power collectively (i.e., Furholt et al. 2020). These behavioral interpretations are 

bolstered through investigations of site formation processes (Schiffer 1987).

While the data used here spans much of the Holocene Epoch (11,700 cal BP to present; this data focuses 

on ~8,000-700 cal BP), and a significant portion is especially devoted to the past 3,000 years. It is very likely that 

the archaeological remains at these two sites relate directly to the ancestors of the regional Native Alaskans that 

were historically encountered by Euro-Americans in the Middle Tanana region, justifying the ethnohistoric- 

informed interpretive lens (Steward 1942), albeit one that is informed through the perspective of intersectionality 

(Leone et al. 2005). Primary ethnographic work for this region was previously conducted by Mertie Baggen, 

Elizabeth Andrews, and Craig Mishler. Their raw data, including notes and taped interviews with elders, are 

curated at the University of Alaska Fairbanks Rasmuson Library Archives and Alaska Native Language Center
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Archives. These resources, among others curated by local historians and other federal and state agencies, were 

heavily researched to produce a comprehensive ethnohistoric summary framed to highlight its influence on the 

archaeological record. The primary archaeological data used here to make inferences about the past peoples and 

cultures represents a dataset likely biased by both natural taphonomy and cultural behaviors. We cannot fully 

reconstruct the original conditions (such as time of year, resource availability, stress from neighboring groups, 

group health, etc.) that influenced the assemblages. In order to minimize as many spurious or circular inferences as 

possible, the following theoretical paradigms and models will be used to structure this study.

This dissertation's theoretical approach is grounded in Human Behavioral Ecology (HBE) and focuses on 

identifying environmental and economic situations conducive for humans to optimize their energy capture 

(Bettinger 2009; Surovell 2003, 2009). It also attempts to understand the types of economic and ecological states 

(qualitative character/structure) and conditions (quantitative composition/amount) where immediate survival 

choices may be optimal over decisions that might otherwise favor long-term energy optimization behaviors. It 

recognizes that environment and economy is not a simplistic spectrum of resource abundance versus collapse, but 

a complex system where multiple factors are in a constant state of independent and dependent flux (Reiches et al. 

2009; Tucker and Taylor 2007). It recognizes that at any given time, the local environment contains a finite 

potential quantity of energy. When the local energy sink potential is relatively increased and recognized as a long

term event, humans can learn to consume and conserve it. Periodically, every energy system will eventually 

collapse or be subsumed within another (Turner and Sabloff 2012). In these economically shifting situations, 

humans may adapt by resorting to non-conservative risk-prone behaviors that provide immediate (rather than 

long-term) benefits. Finally, recognizing that as a species, humans have successfully adapted culturally and 

biologically to both long-term energy conservation and short-term risk-mitigation strategies, modeling these 

behaviors requires both linear and non-linear theoretical constructs (Bettinger 2009).

This work recognizes that the way people perceive and interpret energy consumption is determined by 

placing concepts of value on the energy package. Value concepts can be informed by ecological scarcity and 

culturally-defined belief systems. Both represent a subjective experience. Therefore, the following chapter 

explores several theoretical perspectives that study energy capture in both saturated environments and energy 

deserts and adaptive mechanisms that humans utilize to foresee and forestall that energy loss. It recognizes that 

no single economic or biological theory satisfactorily explains human foraging habits and that it is crucial to 

understand each's appropriate strengths and limitations. This study's three principal theoretical frameworks are 

Optimal Foraging Theory, Complexity Theory, and Niche Construction Theory. Three secondary theoretical 

constructs which justify the models, tests, and background framework used here are niche construction theory, 

social complexity, and household archaeology.

These three frameworks are constructed here in a way that fulfills the aims of the overarching processual 

Archaeology paradigm that revolutionized the way North American archaeology became practiced. Processualist 

approaches heavily rely on initial reference framing through anthropological theory (Binford 1962). It uses 
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competing hypotheses addressing multi-scale perspectives (site-specific, intersite, landscape, temporal, etc.), 

interpreted using the objective scientific method. Behavioral interpretations focus on agents and social entities 

and how their actions are reflected in the artifact record (Ashmore 2002; Tringham 2001). It includes influences 

from the reactive paradigm, post-processualism, which emphasized the interpretive nature of our current 

culturally-informed explorations of the past. The likelihood that the artifact record results from (possibly 

unknowable) symbolically-influenced behavioral mechanisms in the past is emphasized in this perspective (Hodder 

1999). Each has unique contextual strengths and weaknesses that the others attempt to mitigate. These two 

paradigms together continue to structure much of North American intellectual development in the field of study 

and jointly inform the models used here.

2.2 Optimal Foraging Theory

Behavioral Ecology (BE) is a framework of study within Optimal Foraging Theory (OFT). The research 

paradigm is designed to explore biological questions of foraging strategies (primarily specialist species) from an 

economic viewpoint. The concept of foraging choice as a primary mechanism driving individual and group 

decisions focuses on optimizing the net energy gain over loss for individuals and populations regarding 

consumption choice, individual vs. group foraging, and optimal habitat location (Charnov 1976a; Rapport 1971). 

Studying foraging choice through optimization perspectives has allowed researchers to explore energy 

optimization hypotheses through the concepts of prey choice (McNair 1979; Real and Caraco 1986; Sih 1980), 

predator calculations of prey density, and inter-species competition (Hatchwell and Komdeur 2000; Horn 1968; 

Oaten 1977), degree of carcass consumption (Charnov 1976a), brood size (Winterhalder and Leslie 2002), predator 

aggregation (Sutherland 1983), habitat choice (Charnov 1976b; Charnov et al. 1976; Horn 1968; Krebs et al. 1976; 

Stephens and Charnov 1982; McNair 1982, 1983), and patch depletion (Fretwell and Lucas 1969; Nonacs 2001; 

Stephens 2008; Thiel and Hoffmeister 2004; Wajnberg et al. 2000). Behavioral optimization choices are designed to 

study how a genetic package survives in the individual and reproduces itself through the net gain of energy. It 

assumes that natural selection will favor the reproduction of individuals whose behaviors optimize their energy 

expenditures. In this paradigm, both behaviors and genes are positively selected for which support energy 

optimization.

BE cites its roots in Charles Darwin's works, the Origin of Species ([1859] 1998), and The Descent of Man 

and Selection in Relation to Sex ([1871] 2014). As a naturalist who studied the behavior and reproductive traits of 

various species, Darwin suggested that external forces appeared to be influencing heritable traits in all species 

through the same general processes. In addition to the external force of natural selection influencing organisms 

and population changes ([1859] 1998), he also explored hypotheses such as sexual selection. Sexual selection 

focuses on female mate partner choice and competition between males for breeding rights and how this has 

translated into life history success. If males competed for reproductive rights, reproductive success became tied to 

behaviors that select for energy optimization, where males who can conserve the most energy throughout the 
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year will dominate male-to-male competitions and become the most desirable mates. Darwin's ([1859] 1998) 

specific contribution to the body of BE is his three postulates of external selection:

1) Supply is limited, and therefore not all individuals can survive,

2) Variation is a mechanism allowing for individuals to survive, and

3) Variation is heritable.

Darwin's works influenced the subsequent growth of a body of biological theory known as Ethology, 

dominant especially during the 1930s. Ethology focused on describing and quantifying the instinctive behaviors 

shared between members of a species. It assumed that behavioral systems developed as a direct reaction to 

external stimuli (Krebs and Davies 1997) and spurred field methodologies developed by the avian biologist 

Nikolaas Tinbergen (1953). Tinbergen's (1963) methods laid the following groundwork of OFT structuring 

hypotheses-led research connecting behaviors and their fitness benefits:

1) Function: How does prey/foraging site choice enhance the survival of offspring?

2) Causation: What are the factors determining prey or foraging site choice?

3) Development: What is the role of predisposed cognition?

4) Evolutionary history: How has the behavior evolved from that of its ancestors?

Tinbergen's work spurred the development of the next biology research paradigm, the Evolutionary 

Ecology (EE) movement, which was marked by applying mathematical models to behavioral systems. The work of 

Robert MacArthur was heavily influenced by EE and became a primary source of OFT's subsequent development 

(e.g., MacArthur and Pianka 1966; MacArthur and Wilson 1967). "MacArthur, in particular, brought all the 

elements of evolutionary ecology together in a creative synthesis: definition of central topics (e.g., community 

diversity, population regulation, sex ratios, feeding strategies, competitive equilibria) explicit Darwinian premises, 

hypothetico-deductive methods, and a reliance on simple mathematical models." (Winterhalder and Smith 1992:

5).

BE theory attempts to measure how an organism capitalizes and optimizes its energy output and input 

within the constraints of its environment (Orians and Pearson 1979; Pyke et al. 1977). BE recognizes that 

evolutionary forces operate on populations and organisms using external and internal influences (focusing on 

phenotypic behaviors: Boone and Smith 1998). The success of the theoretical structure in ecology quickly 

influenced cultural anthropologists (Hawkes et al. 1982; Marlowe 2007). Some reported successful theory 

applications, concluding that economizing behaviors could be observed and studied (Gurven et al. 2002). In 

response, archaeologists also employed basic BE models to generate hypotheses regarding the change or stasis in 

technological traditions and cultural behaviors noted in the artifact record (Yesner 1981; Zeanah et al. 1995).
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Cultural anthropologists applied the body of theory to human energy capture systems. These BE 

constructs included:

• the Marginal Value Theorem to test if social networks of food sharing maximized energy optimization of 

the groups at the expense of the individual (Blurton Jones 1984, 1987; Damas 1972; Harris 1979; Hawkes 

et al. 1993; Kaplan and Hill 1985; Smith 1988; Sosis 2002; Trivers 1971; Winterhalder 1986, 1990, 1996, 

1997),

• the Diet Breadth Model to test for choices of balancing energy expenditures against net caloric return 

(Hawkes et al. 1982; O'Connell and Hawkes 1981),

• the Patch Choice Model to test if settlement patterns resulted from optimal placement in proximity to 

variable prey habitats (Cashdan 1985; Heffley 1981; Sosis 2002),

• the Ideal Free Distribution model to test if foragers timed their stay in specific patches by lessening 

returns (Whitehead and Hope 1991),

• the Technological Investment Model to test if energy investment in tool manufacture and maintenance is 

related to the energy return (Bleed 1986; Bousman 1993; Bright et al. 2002),

• the Field Processing Model to test if the degree to which prey is processed before transport and storage is 

related to the energy captured from the food package (O'Connell et al. 1988; Metcalfe and Barlow 1992),

• the Mean Value Theorem to test if patch foraging efficiency correlates with the development of 

territoriality (Dyson-Hudson and Smith 1978; Nonaka and Holme 2007),

• the idea that the sexual division of labor acts as an optimizing energy capture mechanism (Bird 1999; 

Bliege Bird and Bird 1997; Gerhart and Kirschner 2007; Hawkes et al. 1997; Marlowe 2007).

These studies concluded that the reasons for energy optimization in human cultures were complex and non-linear. 

Similar ecological choices did not guarantee a similar optimization outcome for other social groups (e.g., Gurven 

2004; Henrich and McElreath 2001; Porter and Marlowe 2007; Real and Caraco 1986; Thomas 2007; Treganza 

1994).

OFT in the archaeological literature consists of methods to approach faunal and technological 

assemblages concerning diet consistency problems (e.g., Byers and Ugan 2005; Yesner 1981; Zeanah et al. 1995), 

deriving from them assumptions and inferences about population and mobility. Biologists and anthropologists 

have operationalized the models at a much higher resolution to make observations in living communities. Their 

data provide the laboratory and models from which paleontologists and archaeologists create inferences about the 

past. The further one extrapolates back in time, the higher the data inaccuracies grow concerning the necessary 

resolution of environmental and cultural data needed to operationalize these models accurately. Therefore, 

archaeologists can only apply OFT models heuristically as an explanatory mechanism for observed, post hoc 

processes. This post hoc application can give the arguments an appearance of being recursive, always favoring the 

question, rather than being a true test (Pierce and Ollasan 1987). The inability to control for system-wide precision 
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and accuracy at any given period of the past introduces problems of equifinality. Despite this drawback, and due to 

the generalized and deterministic nature of HBE applications to archaeology, it was initially argued to be a robust 

and useful hypothesis-driving tool, promising to fulfill the desire for a unifying theory of processual archaeology 

(Smith 1983). However, this has not yet been realized.

Applications of OFT to the archaeological record have been met with intermittent, limited success and 

include the applications of:

• the Marginal Value Theorem (exploring how and when humans move economically between resource 

areas: Bettinger 1999; Bousman 2005; Burger et al. 2005; Garvey 2008; Keene 1981; Kuhn and Miller 

2015; Surovell 2003, 2009; Zeanah et al. 1995; Zutter 1989),

• the Diet Breadth Model (explaining why and when specific consumption packages are chosen over 

another: Bayham 1979; Bettinger and Baumhoff 1982; Bettinger et al. 1997; Broughton 1994a, 1994b, 

2002; Byers and Ugan 2005; Grayson and Delpech 1998; Gremillion, 2002; Rapport 1971; Yesner 1981),

• the Patch Choice Model (explaining why and when one habitat patch is chosen over another: Barton et al. 

2007; Smith 2012),

• the Ideal Free Distribution Model (exploring how and to the degree habitat patches are utilized and 

abandoned: Kennett et al. 2006; Kennett et al. 2009; Winterhalder et al. 2010),

• the Technological Investment Model (exploring when one technological system is adaptive over another: 

Bettinger et al. 2006; Bettinger et al. 2015; Bright et al. 2002; Elston and Brantingham 2002; Simms et al. 

1997; Ugan et al. 2003),

• the Field Processing Model (exploring optimal field processing efforts: Cannon 2003; Marean and

Cleghorn 2003),

• demographic optimality (Belovsky 1988; Grafen 1984; Smith 1981; Stiner and Munro 2002; Wiens 1976),

• territorial optimality (Dyson-Hudson and Smith 1978; Nonaka and Holme 2007),

• the sexual division of labor (Elston and Zeanah 2002; Zeanah 2002, 2004).

Ultimately, we cannot test the principle of adaptation in an organism only through optimality models (i.e., 

Gould and Lewontin 1979). The role of models is to simplify reality for ease of understanding. As such, they are 

imperfect, and it is where they fail, often, that we learn the most about a system. Optimality models are useful in 

testing hypothetical adaptive strategies involving goals, time frames, and competition (Foley 1985; but contended 

by Pyke 1984). Optimizing behaviors, being a mental construct, are informed by perceived pasts and potential 

future events. They are typically not dynamic and must assume periods of economic stasis to be adaptive and 

capitalize on any current economic situations. That definition suggests that BE strategies represent an adaptation 

to drift, or evolutionary stability (i.e., toward an equilibrium), and not natural selection, which capitalizes on 

periods of gene flow (Gurven 2004; Maynard Smith 1982; but contested by Bird and O'Connell 2006).
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BE assumes a rational actor (Cosmides and Tooby 1994), in the same vein as traditional economic theory 

models (Bicchieri 2003; Hollis and Nell 1975). Economists have acknowledged the problem of addressing non- 

rational outcomes within economic modeling, often by resorting to psychological models for insight (Becker 1962; 

Godelier 2012; Tirol 2002). These models attempt to measure the hypothetical rational actor's role in human 

decision-making processes (Femenia 2000; Richardson 2010; Yamagishi et al. 2009). The studies suggest that risk 

mitigation concepts evenly inform our internal decision-making processes between the rational actor (i.e., 

behaviors informed through long-term experiences) and the emotional actor (i.e., behavioral decisions informed 

through spur-of-the-moment needs; 'fight or flight') decisions. Further, it suggests that our economic models 

should also include both linear and non-linear explorations. If we focus our models on examining only the rational, 

linear aspects of our behaviors, we ignore any deviations as indicative of non-linear inference. Suppose we do not 

address those deviations without a theoretical framework with which to explore the latter conclusions. In that 

case, we risk only understanding a biased picture of the human behavioral choice process.

BE models are designed to produce deterministic linear outcomes, enhancing their predictive power and 

utility. Linear processes and behaviors are highly predictable and relatively easily modeled. As such, in the tradition 

of economic theory, they assume a rational actor (Freckleton 2011; Surovell 2009). As it measures adaptation to 

resource equilibria, it is most appropriate to use in cases where long-term economic health is evident and 

predictable. Cultural behaviors and technology have entered a state of stasis-like innovation state, and new 

optimizations are not occurring. Suppose we want to understand what happens when cultural, economic, and 

environmental systems are in a state of dynamic change. In that case, we also need to utilize alongside HBE a body 

of theory that capitalizes on non-linear patterns and models.

OFT and its many models provided useful tools to measure energy conservation in scenarios where 

resources could be considered independent and predictable variables. OFT ultimately seeks to model success 

within periods of environmental or economic stability and can highlight choices that need to be made for 

continued positive responses to environments and patches as they incrementally degrade or lose energy. This 

research paradigm characterized the biological sciences of the 1960s to 1980s. It excited the processualist 

archaeology movement as it provided robust mathematical models with which to test behavioral models and link 

Middle Range Theory to High-Range Theory (see Winterhalder and Smith 1981). Ultimately, OFT met with greater 

success by modeling specialist species, especially ones whose diets were mainly constricted to a single or just a few 

target food types.

Anthropological and archaeological studies extensively explored OFT during the 1980s. Their conclusions 

suggested that when a long-term predictable and stable economic system was present, humans working within 

that system would show adaptive tendencies toward energetic optimization by using conservative, economizing 

behaviors regarding energy expenditure and capture practices (Kaplan and Hill 1985; Whitehead and Hope 1991). 

However, this was inconsistently documented across social groups. It became understood that OFT models were 

challenging to operationalize for human social systems for several reasons. These were our broad, omnivorous 
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diets, complex consumption mechanisms, and multiple routes toward culturally-specific interpretations of success 

given similar environmental conditions. Economic choices mirror dietary choices, which mirror cultural values. Due 

to this and the difficulty quantifying past independent environmental variables, archaeologists can generally only 

use OFT models for exploratory and explanatory qualitative thought exercises. OFT's strength is that it can 

highlight adaptive, conservative behaviors, and from there, suggest periods of increased cultural stability. Its 

weakness is that it cannot inform adaptive responses to periods of instability (Figure 6). A weakness is that this 

body of theory doesn't address how the realms of use of animals for materials rather than as food energy.

Figure 6. The decision spectrum that individuals and groups face and the types of conclusions where applying 
Optimal Foraging Theory, Complexity Theory, and Niche Construction Theory will illuminate.

2.3 Complexity Theory

During the 1980s, the biological sciences began exploring a new paradigm that sought to understand how 

instability, unpredictability, and complexity affected both individual and species success. In a world where 

evolutionary forces can be driven by energy capitalization, unique behaviors and species will be selected against as 

conservative behaviors favoring communal energy optimization. In these situations, genetic drift will dominate. 

The introduction of novel and unpredictable scenarios provides mechanisms for unique responses, allowing 

individuals and species to explore new modes of success. Thus, the following hypotheses are drawn:

If the energy influx is short-lived, the older conservative behaviors will tend to win out, and the system's 

energy cycle will revert to the prior existing optimum state.

If the energy surplus or shortfall lasts for an extended period, the system can achieve a new optimum 

state. In these situations, the older conservative behaviors become selected against. Individuals and 
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species with liberal, innovative attitudes towards new economic choices become best suited to 

economize upon the new energy state. Over time, this will drive a new period of gene flow toward a 

brand-new conservative state.

• If no further complex states can be introduced and sustained after this, the older successful behavior 

systems will attempt to prolong their own inevitable extinction through energy conservation. 

Conservative economic behaviors, then, are both a competitive adaptation that seeks success in a period 

of stable drift and also an altruistic adaptation which aims to slow the energetic loss of their own 

environment or economy, providing as much chance as possible for a period of outside dynamic input, 

where it's carrier species will survive long enough to see the new energetic optimum and have the 

opportunity to adapt to it.

Until the time comes that the global ecosystem on this planet exceeds its annual solar energy capture, 

there remains the potential for energy systems to continue to evolve in complexity. Chaotic systems are then 

considered to be far more necessary than long term stable periods for evolution to continue. More complex 

energetic states will drive human response trends toward increasingly complex biological, cultural, and 

technological systems and might signal behaviors that favor innovation over conservation (Berkes and Jolly 2001). 

If cultural systems are demonstrated to be supporting both conservativism and a lack of innovation, systemic 

energy trends have likely been stable over a significant period of time and space.

As linear causation and deterministic mathematical models have been applied in various scientific 

endeavors, an appreciation of the role that “chaos” or “random chance” plays in complex systems has emerged. 

The appreciation of the role where seemingly singular, random, or unpredictable events produce dramatic, long

term, permanent changes to a system was driven by the climate sciences (i.e., Zachos et al. 2001). Since the 1980s, 

many branches of scientific thought have concluded that complex systems rarely exhibit deterministic, predictable 

trajectories. It soon became realized that the eventual outcomes of complex systems are highly sensitive to minute 

fluctuations in their initial states. While difficult to predict, if these states are recognized, they can be easily 

modeled at varying scales and are considered an integral part of creating states of diversity. Non-linear human 

behaviors are more challenging to utilize but have been successfully modeled into economic and social studies 

using Complexity Theory (CT) (Byrne and Callaghan 2014). CT is more of an analytical tool that enhances other 

bodies of theory rather than existing as a separate theoretical body. It was born out of the earlier Chaos Theory, 

which never found a secure place in archaeological thought despite its utility to the social and biological sciences. 

CT provides a framework within which we can explore non-linear human systems (Kiel and Elliot 1997).

CT models the universe as a series of interlocking systems throughout which energy is continuously 

flowing and ebbing. In the absence of new energy inputs, all energetic or economic systems will eventually lose 

energy and dissipate. A balance will attempt to be achieved between the driving force and the constant rate of 

thermodynamic loss. This balance is termed an attractor (or critical) state. This attractor state will facilitate the 

survival of systems within it, favoring their energy balance and conservation (Chekrouna et al. 2011). Eventually, 
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the resulting near-equilibrium state, given enough energy loss, becomes a repeller state, as the constant loss of 

energy will cause the system's inevitable failure. Subsequently, without a new energy influx, the systems 

dependent on it become extinct. A new injection of energy (characteristic of dissipative systems) will result in a 

spontaneous, chaotic structure, where a predictable outcome is no longer a possibility. When a state reaches this 

phase, a host of new potential equilibrium states then becomes possible (see also Butzer 1980, 1996). Each time 

an equilibrium state is achieved, it is inherently unique and different from those previous and all those after 

(Philipson and Schuster 2009; Brogliato et al. 2007).

BE then provides models appropriate for predicting behavioral optimality within the states approaching 

energetic equilibrium, but not the chaotic states between them. Actors experiencing a life dominated by a near

equilibrium state would be remiss not to capitalize on the system's predictability, increasing the likelihood of linear 

behaviors, rational decisions, minimized technological innovation, and promotion of conservative and risk-averse 

economics. Here, energy is being gradually lost from the system, not gained. Therefore, any organism dependent 

on the system would predictably optimize and conserve the energy remaining, increase their fitness, slow the 

thermodynamic loss rate, and forestall the inevitable unstable repeller state. New energy sources are sought for 

acquisition during the repeller state, and the previous near-stable economic, ecological, energetic systems are 

thrown into chaos. Chaotic systems, whose outcomes are fundamentally unpredictable, favor adaptive behavioral 

strategies that focus on the immediate payoff. Short-term energy optimization is unattainable. It is a highly 

variable, unstable state. Those who can adapt best to the immediate shifting stressors will survive long enough to 

see the attractor state become an equilibrium state. Small initial fluctuations (e.g., population reduction or 

expansion of a critical food species; group migration into a neighboring drainage) can have dramatic long-term 

results in adaptive cultural trends. An initial shift in diet breadth may trigger a long-term technological change. For 

example, a group may transition to intensified, time-consuming, but energy-efficient, group-oriented net and weir 

fishing as opposed to individualized, less-efficient leister/spearfishing. Thus, their diet and culture may begin to 

reflect these values. Or, one group's migration into a neighboring drainage might set off a cascade of additional 

domino-like further migrations if other band movements are likewise disrupted. Alternatively, settlement 

strategies might shift as both groups seek agreement on socio-cultural innovations that facilitate utilizing the same 

space and resources simultaneously.

Short-term changes can be either beneficial or detrimental if they positively or negatively affect resource 

availability and, thus, morbidity and mortality. These changes are interpreted through cultural values and norms 

beyond technological visibility. Two forms of short-term change that may have little effect on long term 

archaeological trends (i.e., visibility) are (from Dincauze 2000: 68-70, 75-76):

1). Changes that are periodic, short, and occur with regular predictability.

• These can be managed through a combination of existing technological and cultural 
expectations, and their stress will not likely affect the archaeological record's visibility. It may 
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only help to explain seasonal or regional statistical trends. Examples of this can be seasonal 
availability of food, shelter, normalized economic fluctuations, and normal climate fluctuations.

2). Changes that are short term, non-regular, and high amplitude.

• If short-lived, these may also have a low visible effect on the archaeological record. If long-lived, 
these can result in permanent cultural change. These can include extreme weather or ecological 
events (extreme weather events, large-scale volcanism, earthquakes, permanent resource 
shortfalls, permanent economic shifts, etc.).

Long-term changes are similarly interpreted through the cultural value lens of benefit/detriment and 

acceptable normalcy. Margaret Mead's ([1956] 2001) functionalist approach posited that societies could benignly 

sustain rapid, large-scale cultural changes. These types of cultural shifts could occur if:

• Their internal cultural learning mechanisms favor and value innovation, and

• The external driving force requiring change is focused on a foundational cultural aspect that is strongly 

linked to many others (such as residence patterns).

Dena Dincauze (2000: 70-71) defines long-term changes as those being: low in frequency, incremental, 

directional, and cumulative at a regional to global scale (such as climate change). They usually correlate with 

trending shifts of landscape use, cultural and technological changes, biophysical changes and are often interpreted 

as the "human response." The smallest unit of chronological measurement for these events is usually measured by 

the decade, century, or even millennium. While observable through statistical trends, the human response is rarely 

directly observable when these changes are occurring (potentially visible only through the use of trans- 

generational memory aids, i.e., oral history) for the populations experiencing them. Human responses to long-term 

system changes can also have measurable effects on feedback mechanisms.

Responses to short term system changes resulting in visible shifts in technology, land-use strategies, or 

even one that elicits a biophysical expression are predicted to be rare, unique, but not impossible or unknown. 

Responses to long-term system changes are much more likely to produce these visible trends. However, many 

cultural changes were likely a response to internal social stress caused by undesirable external ecological or social 

factors. They were probably negatively perceived and only conservatively adapted to after-the-fact, as conditions 

persisted or worsened. Therefore, their visibility may be affected by lag time (Butzer 1982; Dincauze 2000: 77). 

Humans are uniquely adapted to succeeding in both systems. They will use conservative behaviors to adapt to 

systems that are in long-term stasis and risk-prone behaviors to adapt to systems that are in unstable, chaotic 

states (Byrne and Callaghan 2014; Elliott and Kiel 2004; Thaler 2015; Waldrop 1992; Wiessner 1982) (Figure 6).

2.4 Niche Construction Theory

Being a well-adapted species to both extremes of order and chaos suggests that we can inherently 

recognize when energy systems approach instability and find innovative adaptations to ease those shifts to 

promote energetic equilibria. Our species' internal and external ability to adapt to environmental fluctuations, 
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extreme states, and periodic uncertainty is well documented (i.e., Richerson and Boyd 2008). Niche construction 

theory (NCT) is designed to study how organisms alter their local environments in ways that improve their survival 

and reproduction (Odling-Smee et al. 1996). An organism exchanges energy with its system by consuming food and 

emitting waste as it interacts with its environment and responds to physical changes within a surrounding 

landscape. The transfer of energy can have positive, negative, and benign effects on the environment, with 

measurable properties (both intended and unintended) that enhance that specific organism's survival and 

reproduction rate (Odling-Smee et al. 2003: 419).

There are two primary responses that organisms use when faced with selective pressures within a system. 

The first being relocation, which can be both short-term and long-term, cyclical, or permanent. The second being 

perturbation, when an organism responds by staying in place and changing one or more internal behaviors or 

external things within their immediate ecosystem (Odling-Smee et al. 2003). These situational responses can be 

either:

• Inceptive, where an organism initiates the relocation/perturbation response, or

• Counteractive, where an organism attempts to negate the environmental change that is or has already 

occurred.

NCT integrates evolutionary studies of ecosystem creation, facilitation, and maintenance by organisms 

(Smith 2007a). NCT also explores how species modify their environments in such a way that it facilitates another's 

survival (Odling-Smee et al. 2003). NCT was introduced to evolutionary biology in the early 1980s (Lewontin 1982, 

1983) and is also referred to as ecosystem engineering (Jones et al. 1994 and 1997a). It is explanatory for cases 

where animals do not only respond passively to natural selection stimuli but will actively modify their 

environments, leading to both immediate and long-term benefits (Bleed 2006). It has also been expanded as an 

explanatory model for animal domestication (i.e., Zeder 2016). This process creates a participant feedback system 

where some independent environmental pressures combine with the organism's characteristics and facilitate 

stability. The NCT methods have been demonstrated as having specific evolutionary consequences, facilitating 

cross-species co-evolution, and remain controversial (Boni and Feldman 2007; Day et al. 2003; Laland and O'Brien 

2010).

The bulk of NCT research is often focused on studying a given scenario's feedback mechanism but is rarely 

concerned with the initial causal factor's development (Broughton et al. 2010; Donahue 2005; Laland and O'Brien 

2010). It has been conceived as a component of the extended human phenotype (Dawkins 1990). NCT provides a 

basic model for beginning to understand predator/prey facilitation and may be useful for generating hypotheses of 

plant and animal domestication processes (Kylafis and Loreau 2008; Smith 2007b) and demographics (Borenstein 

et al. 2005; Ihara and Feldman 2004; Lehmann 2007; Sterelny 2007). However, it can be limited and fall short of 

providing a mechanism for species succession, resource depletion, and competition (Jones et al. 1997b; Kylafis and 

Loreau 2010; Laland et al. 1999) (Figure 6).
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2.5 Social Complexity

As the previous theoretical frameworks indicate, human societies are dependent upon their resource 

extraction networks designed for energy consumption and conservation. Therefore, over time, the principle of 

energy conservation is reflected in the complexity of those social and economic networks. Energy networks 

capture and transform raw energy from its state in the environment (demonstrated through the models of OFT 

and NCT) to humans and their settlement strategies (i.e., Rappaport 1971). As net energy capture increases, its 

output should be reflected in increased complexity of energy processing networks (i.e., technology), increased 

adaptive mechanisms to store and preserve that extra energy, and increased adaptive social complexity (Barton 

2013; Binford 2001; Oswalt 1976). The intensification of niche resources through agricultural development and 

maintenance has historically provided many societies the net gain in energy needed for high social complexity to 

arise. It represents a single vector in a multifactorial problem. Social complexity represents a complicated 

spectrum, and agriculture and statehood should not be considered the final determining products of long-term net 

energy gains (Bleed and Matsui 2010; Smith 2011).

Increased social complexity consumes energy at a higher rate, and if the system persists over time, it will 

lend itself toward conservative behaviors that sustain this complexity. This process should be especially evident in 

cultural learning mechanisms. As complexity increases, more time must be invested in either maintaining or 

innovating their behaviors and social relationships (Mills 2017; Mills et al. 2018). Maintained or conserved cultural 

expressions may be preserved long after their favorable initial energy costs become negligible. A change in the 

behavioral system may require a substantial internal energy investment. Learning networks should reflect 

complexity through standardization and specialization across space and time. Raw material extraction and 

processing should become more complex, and maintenance should become standardized. Increased complexity 

and time maintaining trade networks should be recognized by standardization of routes, meeting times, and trade 

relationships. It should also favor specialists who seek to increase their own wealth and status through the 

ritualized production, acquisition, and consumption of prestige objects beyond the typical consumer/producer 

goods flow (Earle and Spriggs 2015). Technological complexity, coupled with any demographic expansion, is 

expected to give rise initially to a wide variety of localized forms, and standardization of that complexity will follow 

(representing conservation of complexity) (Costin and Hagstrum 1995; Kline and Boyd 2010). It should reflect time- 

since-adoption, selective pressures, and level of extra-group interaction (Kline and Boyd 2010). Therefore, it should 

be observable as a regional spread, increased technological investment in specialized tools, clothing, 

transportation forms, and residential structures, analogous to genetic drift (Neiman 1995; Shennan 2001). If 

demographic pressure is low but isolated populations are actively interacting, all forms should trend towards 

increasing complexity and decreased localized differentiation given widespread regional adoption (Powell et al. 

2009). High demographic pressure and active inter-group interaction tend to produce localized distinctions as 

competitive adaptive traits (Henrich 2004, 2006).
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2.6 Household Archaeology

The post-processual reaction to the processualist 's normative approach of stitching facts together into a 

single cohesive theory about the past recognized the necessity for understanding cultural systems as an equally 

crucial interpretive framework that can inform taphonomic bias. In this paradigm, the built medium is a passive yet 

symbolic backdrop that informs and inspires the social activities which took place there (Briz i Godino and Madella 

2013). It also heavily underscored the need to understand the preservation bias of archaeological remains and how 

this informs interpretations (Hodder 1999). Therefore, within the context of household archaeology, the micro

level of investigation (e.g., micromorphology, isotope, phytolith, pollen, and residue analyses) vitally informs site

specific taphonomic studies, spatial variation of activity areas, and reconstructions of the deposition and life

history of places (Briz I Godino et al. 2011; Lancelotti and Madella 2012; Weiner 2010; Zurro et al. 2009).

Household archaeology represents an outgrowth of processualist archaeology that began its development 

during the 1970s (Ashmore and Wilk 1988; Wilk and Rathje 1982). It filled the needed function of a small-scale 

observation of the fundamental social location where activities happened: the home (Bourdieu 1970). Lewis 

Binford (1980) modeled resources as directed toward this sphere and being processed along the way. The 

alternative to that logistic mobility model was his residential mobility model; the household unit traveled to these 

extraction locales. In either scenario, the domestic space, where child-rearing and food provisioning occurs, was 

considered the focal point of human activity (Conkey and Gero 1991; Kuhn and Stiner 2019).

As initially constructed, current cultural-historic frameworks consist of models of power and social 

functions typically from a traditional Western (Euro-American) top-down approach. They focus on authoritative 

frameworks as the drivers of social mobilization and cultural change via models of power, ideology, and social 

structure. When frameworks of feminist theory (Hendon 1996), gender archaeology (Moore 1988), Neo-Marxism 

(Frankel and Webb 2006; Tringham 1990), and anarchism (Furholt et al. 2020) were incorporated, the average 

household, rather than authoritarian figureheads, became the focal unit where social agency and mechanisms of 

cultural transformation were negotiated (such as ideology, identity, class, and gender roles). On a small scale, 

social changes reflect and affect social changes at a large scale (Furholt et al. 2020; Moore 1986).

Household archaeology highlights the intersectionality of gender and age-graded identity roles. Gender 

studies have been criticized as emphasizing dualistic masculine/feminine perspectives and a projection of 

traditional Euro-American ideals (i.e., Geller 2009). Utilizing the Direct Historic approach of recognizing 

ethnographic- reconstructions of non-male behaviors from the artifact record is also cautioned. Many original 

ethnographies were produced before the development and application of feminist and queer theory (Fulkerson 

2017: 3), possibly reflecting emphasized Victorian-Era ideals of social gender spheres. Queer archaeology 

emphasizes the reality of non-conformity to gender roles (i.e., Alberti 2013). Therefore, representations of the 

intersection of gender roles have to be carefully approached to ensure that interpretation reflects past cultural 

realities.
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A recent paper by Steven Kuhn and Mary Stiner (2019) posits that the basic construct of the human family 

is what marks our species as fundamentally unique from others. The level of effort expended through behaviors 

and energy dedicated to the family unit's social success is what marks these as unique, as they are not exclusive to 

our species. Their premise builds upon three earlier themes (Isaac 1978; Lovejoy 1981):

• Resource sharing

• Role specialization

• Male assistance in raising children

These themes are held as a necessity due to the extremely long time it takes for human children to 

develop physically, culturally, and psychologically into an adult (Kuhn and Stiner 2019: 307). Healthy child 

development requires a cohesive, cooperating, temporally stable community. For a foraging society, the base 

camp becomes the focal point of safety, shelter, resources, socialization, and work. Individual stress is significantly 

mitigated when all individuals in the group agree on their social charter, the basis of which is cooperation. 

Cooperating behaviors, economic arrangements, and social activities are fundamentally signaled in the 

archaeological record through the sharing of food and non-food resources.

Male provisioning behaviors might better be framed as a risk-mitigation strategy designed to increase 

cooperation beyond the natal family (defined as a sexual partner and their offspring), especially when considering 

the vast energetic and social expenditures needed to raise a well-adjusted child. Male provisioning behaviors are 

often viewed as fundamentally selfish, being a useful activity in which one can increase personal prestige and gain 

more mating rights (e.g., Hawkes 1991; Hawkes and Bliege Bird 2002). While this statement certainly carries truth, 

it may be more informative to frame higher-risk male provisioning strategies as designed to promote social 

cooperation across multiple natal families, non-related individuals, and various persons who cannot provision 

themselves (e.g., children and the elderly). In this sense, it becomes a necessary strategy to promote cooperation 

and mitigate social stress both within the community and between communities.

Household behavior patterns should not only be equated with architecture, familial reconstructions, or 

even the domestic sphere (Blanton 1994; Hendon 1996; Kent 1990; Stanish 1989). Instead, they represent the 

remains of all social activities that happened in that specific space and environment. These encompass the time in 

space from preconstruction to abandonment and subsequent taphonomic occurrences. Households can also 

inhabit multiple structures and extended areas (Sulas and Madella 2012) and should not be assumed as fully 

representative of that sphere. They are part of a more extensive socio-technological system structured to reflect 

planning and contingency decision making within a broader social network.

2.7 Conclusion

When applied to the study of human cultural systems, the BE paradigm has been both rewarding and 

problematic. The body of research has proven most useful in studying specialization and conservative behaviors.
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Generalist foraging and opportunistic behaviors tend to complicate the models, though researchers still find utility 

with them. When applied to humans, the utility of the models is increasingly challenging to operationalize, given 

the increasing complexity of human and environmental systems. However, they continue to be informative, 

especially in ethnographic applications, providing a framework of simplistic economic hypothesis construction and 

testing. Their utility lessens, however, when they are applied to the past human artifact record.

The framework that BE and the Marginal Value Theorem provides has been the most useful for conceiving 

archaeological hypotheses for reasons of adaptation, change, and stasis in the record. BE has not solved the ever- 

elusive, high-range theory sought by processualists. It does provide utility for generating hypotheses and when 

used in conjunction with other models, especially when considering NCT. OFT models can provide optimization 

mechanisms to resource abundance. NCT provides a mechanism for understanding cultural systems' responses 

during present or future times of resource stress, thereby generating interesting frameworks of study for 

archaeological problems. CT provides us with a mechanism for understanding how human systems adapt to and 

survive unforeseen chaotic events that upend system equilibria, such as extinction, climate and ecological change, 

and demographic shifts. Social complexity frames the processes within social relationships that led to and 

sustained complex, energy-consuming behaviors across individuals whose adaptive utility is beyond the simplistic 

OFT models. It provides mechanisms for operationalizing CT discussion into human behavioral contexts. Household 

archaeology (analysis and interpretation of residential features) can provide a glimpse into the fundamental social 

interactions of the past. The analysis and interpretation of residential features through this lens can offer a glimpse 

into the fundamental social and natural interactions of the past. Within the Neo-Marxist perspective, these places 

become the nexus of cultural change and represent a reflection of their societies as a whole.
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Chapter 3: The Middle Tanana People: Modern and Historical Identity

3.1 Identity During the Statehood Era (Present to 1959 AD)

Before exploring the past, it is necessary to understand who the Native Middle Tanana people are today, 

how they form community identity, how this has historically changed, and identify the historical factors that have 

contributed to the processes of identity, community, and home. That introduction will help frame the cultural 

context of the recent archaeological past and explore factors that led to Native ethnogenesis their expression of 

material culture in the Tanana Valley. As a discipline, archaeology is not to History what Paleontology is to Biology, 

being a pale reflection of the latter. It is fundamentally an anthropological investigation into the past. It robustly 

investigates questions of the past through the lens of our present social values and conflicts (i.e., Yoffee 2007). As 

such, I will not structure the background work as a historical summary. Historical narratives often begin at an 

imagined point of origin in the past and systematically move forward in time to the present. Since this work is 

primarily archaeological and builds upon ethnographic and linguistic models to inform the material-cultural record, 

it will begin first with the present and then move to the recent past, moving progressively deeper into time. This 

style of exploration of the past is fundamentally archaeological. Every site is initially assumed to be representative 

of the Law of Superposition, where upper strata and the artifacts they contain are assumed to be younger than the 

ones below them until proven otherwise. Excavators must first explore and understand the younger components 

before moving on to the deeper and older ones.

Today, in the early 21st century, over 100 years of access to wage labor and the presence of the University 

in Fairbanks has caused many Native Tanana people to relocate there on both a permanent and semi-permanent 

basis. This factor has helped facilitate Fairbanks becoming the long-term socio-political center of the Tanana 

Valley. The Tanana Chiefs Conference (TCC) continues to meet there, and the headquarters of Doyon, Limited (one 

of the twelve regional Alaska Native corporations formed in 1971) are also located there. The offices of several 

Tribal councils and smaller village corporations representing communities elsewhere in the valley are also in 

Fairbanks. The Alaska Native villages that remain populated today in the Tanana Valley have retained their 

presence as important traditional cultural centers. Federal and corporation funds are allocated to Tribal entities to 

maintain this valued system (Simeone 1995). Today, some members will actively maintain a multimodal career, 

moving between more traditional village life and the modes of wage labor in the service industry, trades, political, 

and academic spheres as they feel is personally necessitated. Many fill multiple administrative roles within Tribal 

corporations, and others hold active research positions at the University.

Despite the economic and political dominance of Fairbanks on the Native community, the smaller remote 

communities are still considered to be the focal point of traditional cultural identity in the face of the 

overwhelming omnipresent Euro-American Alaskan culture and its capitalist economy. Maintaining the village's 

isolation from the road system is deemed to be of vital importance for cultural survival and traditional subsistence 
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living (Simeone 1995). This process has helped create a modern, unified Interior Alaskan Native culture. The visible 

social differences are mainly a result of capital income levels and personal participation in the traditional rural 

subsistence lifestyle. English has been the dominant first language for most people beginning with those born 

during the Cold War era. The traditional languages of the region are now imperfectly learned at varying levels as a 

second language.

The 20th century saw several major socio-economic factors that continue to heavily influence the 

residential movements of Native Alaskans in the Tanana Valley. The act of statehood in 1959 spurred the ongoing 

complex legal need to settle territorial land claims between Alaska Natives with the Federal Government before 

the US government could grant legal title to the State of Alaska for lands it had purchased from the Russian 

Empire. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) of 1971 (Arnold [1976] 1978) has continued to drive 

older socio-economic processes over the last century. These processes have resulted in the geographic splitting of 

the local Native community into Upper and Lower Tanana Valley groups, centered upriver at Tok and downriver in 

Fairbanks and Nenana. Smaller villages such as Healy Lake, Tanacross, Dot Lake, Tetlin, Northway, and Mentasta 

Lake have managed to retain small but dynamic Native Alaskan populations (<500 persons) more or less 

permanently in the Upper Tanana area. Minto, Manley Hot Springs, and Tanana have maintained their small 

communities in the Lower Tanana Valley (Figure 7). No Native communities in the Middle Tanana Valley remain 

today. Extended familial ties, however, continue to transcend this current geographical divide.

ANCSA created a new interaction between the US and Tribal sovereign governments in Alaska; instead of 

tribal membership through blood quantum and reservations, community members were given shares in for-profit 

community and regional corporations upon legal settlement. All the Tanana communities were soon subsumed 

under a single regional for-profit corporation, Doyon, though independent village corporations currently still exist. 

The corporation also includes most of the Dene (an anglicized borrowing of a pan-Dene word meaning “the 

people”) villages of the Yukon, Tanana, and Kuskokwim watersheds. Unlike the similar Alaska Permanent Fund 

Dividend, where shareholders are determined by state residency, regional and community shareholding is not 

determined by residency or enrollment but by chosen inheritance. When the Alaska Native tribal groups accepted 

the ANCSA settlements, each enrolled member was given an equal number of shares in their regional and village 

corporations. Shareholders maintained full authority over the inheritance of those shares. Five decades of this 

chosen inheritance practice has resulted in a dual split in the Alaska Native community; those who are 

shareholders and receive dividends and those who are not. ANCSA membership owes a legacy debt to the First and 

Second Wave Euro-American feminist movements' political actions. Alaska Native women were immediately 

granted equal access to shareholder and land claim enrollment regardless of marital status., an action that would 

have been unlikely at any earlier period of US jurisdiction.

All 37 Tanana Valley community tribes actively engage with the US government through a single non

profit corporation (TCC), a separate entity from Doyon. Due to historical processes outlined below, Alaska Native 

Tribes are defined differently than elsewhere in the nation. Today, each Alaska
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Figure 7. Geographic references for the historic and modern eras, post-World War II.

Federally recognized tribe is simply defined as being one of 229 recognized Alaska Native villages. Each is 

considered to be a separate sovereign nation protected in perpetual legal trust by the US government. 

Membership (or citizenship) enrollment is documented through proof of parental or ancestral residency in each 

village. Some villages/tribes allow dual enrollment, but most do not. Enrollment provides access to federal services 

promised (but not always realized) by the United States government in perpetuity in exchange for the permanent 

settlement of traditional land claims. No Native blood quantum requirement exists for Alaska tribal enrollment, 

and tribal membership does not guarantee a corporate shareholding and vice versa.

In summary, the current identity as a Native person of the Tanana Valley is multimodal. It heavily favors 

identity concepts that value the individual and natal family. It is externally determined through western ideas of 

personal, genetic, and linguistic ancestral residency based on legal land title and traditional western economic 

concepts of inheritance and corporate ownership. Notably, the ancestral languages of communities have become 

an academic ethnicity marker. This identity through ancestral language is also a western imposition. Despite these 

relatively new ideas, traditional concepts of identity through extended familial clan ties have survived and are 
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actively maintained. Traditional elders continue to be revered and are considered to be active maintainers and 

teachers of traditional culture.

The region that this dissertation is concerned with, the Middle Tanana, and the traditional villages that 

once existed between the modern Euro-American communities of Big Delta and Salcha, was entirely depopulated 

of its Native population prior to the rise of Alaska Native political activity associated with statehood (1959) and 

ANCSA (1971) and is explored in the next section. Most of the descendants of these communities remain 

elsewhere throughout the Tanana Valley. Community descendants are currently split upriver and downriver from 

this region. It is important to realize that the continued maintenance of traditional kinship networks and the 

uninterrupted, free movement of Alaska Natives throughout the Historical and Modern periods has resulted in a 

minimized concept of a diaspora community. A sense of traditional lost lands as might be experienced by Native 

people of the contiguous United States is mostly not present here because these inter-community residential 

moves are considered traditionally acceptable. Today, realms of political conflict tend to be focused on traditional 

resource acquisition rights at the local, state, and federal levels. Therefore, the traditions of the Upper and Lower 

Tanana regions are explored and included in the ethnographic reconstruction of the Middle Tanana. While 

interesting variations of cultural practices were undoubtedly unique to each village, band, and language, a 

generalized unified mythology and belief system appears to permeate the multiple ethnographies and cultural 

groups referenced here (see summary in Cannon et al. 2020: 16-20).

3.2 The Territorial Era of Direct Contact (1959-1897 AD)

Just before statehood (1959), an important external factor influencing the Euro-American population 

dispersal in the Territory of Alaska was the construction of the Alaska Highway (also known as the Alaska-Canadian, 

or ALCAN Highway) in 1942 from Dawson Creek, British Columbia, to Delta Junction, Alaska. This road was the first 

such constructed through the Upper Tanana region. The Alaskan section was built by the African-American 97th 

Engineer Regiment (1200 enlisted men and 50 officers), 18 private contractors from the American Midwest, and 

1300 further civilian employees (Duesenberg 1994). The road opened the Upper Tanana to more expansive 

commerce and direct settlement with outside populations (Lane 1942). The earlier construction of the Richardson 

Highway from Valdez to Fairbanks through Big Delta, beginning in 1910, had a similar effect in opening the Middle 

Tanana region to Euro-American settlement (Woster 2016) (Figure 7).

As the military pushed the ALCAN Highway through the Upper Tanana country, a wave of sickness and 

death was introduced through the area (Haynes and Simeone 2007). Prior to this, the central Tanana village at 

Healy Lake had maintained a dynamic Native population into the 1940s. The devastating respiratory illness caused 

a dramatic population loss and dispersal of the survivors throughout the Upper Tanana region in 1943 (Andrews 

1975; Ferguson 2002). Most of the survivors eventually settled at Dot Lake (Figure 8). Margaret Kirsteatter was a 

resident of Healy Lake, whose life and residency spanned the 1940's epidemic. She was influential in maintaining a 

presence and rebuilding the community at Healy Lake after the 1950s and maintaining the traditional lifeways. She 
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conducted the first collections of artifacts around the lake, a practice her son Fred continued. Margaret became 

one of archaeologist John Cook's primary informants when he was conducting excavations there for his 

dissertation during the 1960s (Cook 1969) under the supervision of Robert McKennan, who had learned of the 

collection (Younie 2015: 3). Margaret, born upriver in Mansfield Village in 1916, traced her lineage through her 

mother, Agnes Sam from Healy Lake, and maternal grandmother Belle Hatchet Sam, who was born in the village of 

Joseph (Figure 8). Belle Sam's mother was married to Kataba (also known as Little White Man, who may have later 

also held the surname Sam), a lifelong member of the Healy Lake band. Margaret's family and descendants 

(children Fred and Linda Kirsteatter, Linda's daughter Melissa Erikson, and Melissa's daughter Evelynn Combs) have 

worked closely with many anthropologists and archaeologists working in the Upper Tanana since the 1960s. Their 

family's influence on the development of both regional and North American anthropological and archaeological 

theory is incalculable.

The Second World War and the subsequent Cold War eras saw the creation of military reservations in the 

Middle Tanana Valley, and the bases of Fort Greely, Eielson Airforce Base, the Ladd Army Airfield, and Fort 

Wainwright that restricted large swaths of land from public access south of the Tanana River from the Delta to 

Nenana Rivers, and between the Chena and Salcha River drainages north of the Tanana (Figure 7). Before World 

War II, these areas comprised much of the traditional land used by the Chena, Wood River, and Delta-Goodpaster 

Dene bands. Today the US military remains a widely respected social institution for the Tanana Valley Natives. As a 

land-management agency, Native persons sometimes express negativity toward them regarding access restrictions 

to traditional lands, historic resource depletion, and environmental degradation (e.g., Easton 2005: 221-224, 242; 

Hollinger 2003: 9-10, 55-56, 58).

The early 20th century immigrants John and Milo Hajdukovich played an essential lasting role in 

developing the fur trade on the Upper Tanana country above Big Delta. They facilitated and promoted the 

continued traditional landscape use in the region by local Natives discouraging settlement pressure from Euro

American settlers. Other places in the Interior areas of Alaska, such as Eagle and Fairbanks, experienced opposite 

trends (Ferguson 2002).

Partly due to the Hajdukovich brothers and other early merchants' influence1, and partly from the desire 

for market independence from the White-owned trading posts by the Upper Tanana people, a reservation was 

formed in the Tetlin area in 1930, later dissolved under ANCSA in 1971 (Heaton 2012) (Figure 8). Homesteading in 

the Tanana had been open to Native Alaskans after the Indian Citizenship Act (1924). However, the idea of 

residential permanency and career farming under the Euro-American traditional land tenure system as either 

homesteads or reservations was unilaterally rejected by the initial Tanana Chiefs Conference in Fairbanks in 1915. 

At the conference, the leaders opted to maintain the status quo, where people of both cultures could continue 

using the land simultaneously as they saw fit (Schneider 2018). None of the Upper Tanana chiefs attended the

1 Principally Ted Lowell and Herman Kessler.
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Figure 8. Geographic references for the early historic period, ~1890 AD to World War I.
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meeting, with the exception of Chief Joe, who represented the Salchaket people. The brother of the younger Chief 

Healy (d. 1947), he originally led Joseph Village but became the Chief at Salchaket after controversially marrying 

Agnes, the recent widow of Chief Jarvis. Chief Joe (or Joseph) had originally made his fortune guiding Lt. Mitchel 

through the Goodpasture (Mishler 1986).

Social factors that influenced shifts in the traditional seasonal nomadic lifestyle before World War II were 

primarily driven by the fur trade. Many Natives (usually men) ran legal traplines or supported the riverboats to 

obtain a cash income. Seasonal jobs and traplines dictated men's winter movements and residences during this 

period. At the same time, their families stayed at permanent homes near what had been previously seasonal fish 

camps or winter villages located near new trading posts, schools, and missions2 (Cook 1989; Hilmer 2019; John 

1996; Luke 1998; Thomas 2005). During this period, school attendance became mandatory, and many children 

were removed through a mix of force and personal choice (often dependent on age) to boarding schools.

2 Robert McKennan noted that much social prestige was gained for chiefs who were able to obtain a mission or 
government school for their village (Mishler and Simeone 2006:150-151), despite the active economic 
disenfranchisement of traditional shamans incurred by the Episcopalian church. It was also unknown to these 
leaders at the time the traumatic effect that the schools would ultimately have on many of the first-generation 
students.
3 “Gifting” is used here in its colloquial verb form specifically referring to the context of giving something to 
another person with ceremonial intent; i.e., both the giver and the gifted understand the cultural ramifications of 
the event and the implied expectations of reciprocity. The diction is specifically chosen for use here for lack of a 
better term and due to its regionally accepted use in this context.

At the time of writing this work, this generation formed the elder generation for the Tanana. The boarding 

school experience was mixed; many endured physical, mental, and sexual abuse. Many younger members did not 

understand where they were or why they had been removed from their communities and families. Learning 

English was traumatic, and some of these experiences are recorded in Legacy of our Elders (TCC 2017, 2018). A 

positive result was that the cross-cultural relationships formed between older students facilitated political 

organization during the early statehood era. A negative effect was that it resulted in the end of the indigenous 

languages as a vital first language taught to the following generations. In many villages, this generation forms the 

only remaining speakers of their dialects.

In addition to obtaining furs for trade, Natives also supported the briefly-occupied mining and military 

highway construction communities by providing fresh meat (typically large game and salmon). Paul Kirsteatter 

reported that during the Chisana Gold Stampede (1913: see also Powell 1909), the Native communities actively 

saved the incoming Euro-Americans from starvation on multiple occasions by gifting3 them an abundance of food 

when needed and refusing any sort of repayment (Kirsteatter 2000). Cash as a medium of exchange only slowly 

became necessary for use later, primarily to circumvent trading post monopolies who often operated trade 

through in-store credit (i.e., Halpin 1987: 9-11).

As contact became more long-term between the two cultures, it became understood to the Natives that 

the immigrant community had radically different ideas concerning the accumulation of wealth and reciprocity. It is 
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probable that the gifting of food to the immigrants by the Tanana people was a social mechanism shrewdly 

engineered to peacefully incorporate them into the traditional gift-economy of the potlatch4 (Mauss [1925] 2016: 

62-63), indebting the new population to the old through the conventional rules of reciprocity between rival 

factions (see Simeone 1995 for detailed information about this practice). The Native communities would have 

expected the mining community to return the favor when their fortunes had changed for the better and to be 

showered with gifts and wealth in gratitude. The prospectors appear to have, in some cases, considered the food 

as a selfless gift that required no reciprocity, but in many other cases, they were well aware of the implications and 

reciprocated (Powell 1909). Upon leaving the country, they would often “potlatch”5 their left-over supplies to the 

nearest Native group (Powell 1909). White, non-Native missionaries6 and several influential non-Native patrons 

were the exceptions. They worked to suppress the ceremony as they perceived it to be detrimental to concepts of 

individual ownership of wealth (Simeone 1998). This cultural divide concerning the sociopolitical ramifications of 

gift exchange continues to color the Native Alaskan perceptions of Euro-American Alaskans and their legal 

obligations toward them (Simeone 1995).

4 From Chinook: to give (Hibben [1889] 2011).
5 The potlatch ceremony was well known and understood throughout the general Euro-American community of 
the West Coast (Mauss 2016:62; Powell 1909).
6 I am unaware of any Native Alaskan Christian officiants or missionaries who were historically opposed to the 
potlatch ceremony in the study region.

An earlier wave of deadly epidemics in the Middle Tanana also occurred during the 1920s (including the 

1918 Spanish Influenza), accompanying the Richardson Highway's initial construction along the Delta and Middle 

Tanana Rivers. The Influenza epidemic was particularly devastating: almost 82% of the 1,113 deaths attributed to 

the outbreak in Alaska occurred amongst the Native population, which hit all age and gender groups more or less 

equally (~75% of attributed deaths happened during the month of November 1918) (Mamelund et al. 2013). The 

loss of ~8% of the Native population, who comprised ~48% of the overall territorial population, was devastating to 

the villages. The disease hit the strongest and weakest members of the communities equally (Crosby 1989). 

Former journalist and author Jack de Yonge (2010: 207-208) recalled visiting Salcha Village in the Middle Tanana 

with his father during the Depression years following the epidemic. He remarked that the village became entirely 

depopulated except for elderly members. Many of the younger generations who had survived had permanently 

left the community for wage labor opportunities elsewhere. Since the World War II era, Salcha has been 

considered a “white” community.

Pandemics were rampant from the early-19th through mid-20th centuries and may have been responsible 

for reducing the Native population by up to 30-70% during this period from previous estimates (Boyd 1990; Easton 

2005: 61-65). Tuberculosis became endemic during the 19th century with rates of infection estimated to be from 

25-50% of village populations. It was the leading cause of death for all age groups, with 35% of mortality attributed 

to the disease prior to the 1950's (Chandler 2017).
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While tuberculosis was a leading cause of death for all social classifications worldwide, the widespread 

pattern of highly-visible mortality rates in response to novel diseases among the Native Americans across the 

continent resulted in a concept perpetuated by the empowered Euro-American community of inferior racial fitness 

or health within the Native community, which still permeates American popular culture today. The high mortality 

numbers have long been demonstrated to not be due to any genetic deficit. Instead, we now understand them to 

be the result of the combination of social factors such as the lack of germ theory-influenced prevention practices in 

traditional medicine, family-based health providers, lack of exposure to disease during early childhood, increased 

exposure throughout life to higher daily health risks, and repetitive seasonal nutritional deficits. Today, the US 

economic and political spheres continue to largely ignore the minority and low-income working-class experience 

regarding access to adequate healthcare and its devastating effects on those communities. It has resulted in a 

long-term skewed understanding of community health toward these groups by wealthier Euro-American groups 

(Riley 2012). These historical trends continue to have a marked effect on the Native American and Native Alaskan 

populations today and influence negative perceptions of them (Sarche and Spicer 2008).

Before the presence of the highways, population movement and commerce were constrained mainly by 

river travel and overland seasonal pack trails. The Richardson Highway was an expansion of the earlier Valdez- 

Fairbanks Trail, a winter-use trail that was cleared and built in 1902-1903. The construction was associated with 

the Washington-Alaska Military Cable and Telegraph System (WAMCATS) line built from Valdez to Eagle. Both 

became the first of many large infrastructure projects to disrupt the traditional lifeways throughout the valley. The 

telegraph line was constructed between 1901 and 1904, bisecting the Valley. From the Gulkana River in the Copper 

River Valley, it followed the Delta River north to Big Delta, where it crossed the Tanana River and then traveled 

northeast along the Goodpaster River toward Eagle. A leg was soon added from the village of Kechumstuk to 

Gakona Junction, crossing the Tanana River again farther upriver at Tanacross. As a result, the Goodpaster to 

Kechumstuk section became abandoned between 1907 and 1910 (Solka 1994; Tweiten 1990). Lieutenant William 

Mitchell directed the telegraph line construction, surveying from Eagle to Chena in 1903 while making detailed 

notes of the Native village at Goodpaster (Mitchell 1982). The line was maintained by the US Army Signal Corps, 

who manned service cabins located along the line approximately every 10-20 miles apart (Andrews, 1980; Tweiten 

1990). The section from Goodpaster to Kechumstuk was built along an older Native trail (Andrews 1980: 40-43). 

The Valdez-Fairbanks Trail split at Donnelly Roadhouse, with a spur traveling north to Big Delta and a second spur 

going northwest to cross the Tanana at Washburn (Peterson 1982) (Figure 8).

While at Goodpaster in 1903, Lt. Mitchell noted that while English was beginning to be spoken by a few 

individuals, Chinook Jargon was a much better-known lingua franca (Mitchell 1982: 73; see also Powell 1909: 57). 

Chinook Jargon was a creole/pigeon trade language considered to have originated in the Columbia River Valley, 

eventually spreading extensively northwards along the Pacific drainages during the 19th century. In the eastern
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Yukon-Tanana Uplands, the historic village name of Kechumstuk may be derived from this language7 (Hibben 

[1889] 2011). The name means "catching-stick" or "catching-fence," in Chinook, likely referring to the extensive, 

20-mile long, 80-mile network of caribou fences and corrals that were used there (i.e., Brooks [1953] 1973: 78-79). 

On the other hand, Andrew Isaac reported to Elizabeth Andrews that the name referred to harvesting hay for 

horses in the early 20th century (Andrews 1980: 3). The previous name of the village was Saages Cheeg: meaning 

"sun fork mouth/gap" (Kari 2011a)

7 Diction used by authors such as Fredrick Currier (2018) and Robert McKennan (Mishler and Simeone 2006) 
suggests a heavily-Chinook-influenced pidgin English may have been used between the prospector and Native 
communities of Interior Alaska.
8 The possible act of arson may have been also perpetuated by the Signal Corps officers who were looking to 
relieve their daily tedium and isolation.

The US Signal Corps initially maintained a permanent presence along the line at the service cabins, each 

manned by two men, who rotated out every few months (Mishler 1986). One Signal Corps cabin was built near the 

Native village at the mouth of the Goodpaster River. Soon after construction, the associated Native village was 

permanently abandoned. The population dispersed up and down the valley after one of the Corps personnel 

became drunk, raping and killing a very young girl. The girl was the sister of Abraham Luke, who became Craig 

Mishler's (1986) primary informant. The Signal Corps cabin burned under suspicious circumstances8 soon after and 

was relocated to Big Delta near Rika's Roadhouse. Rika's Roadhouse, Big Delta, and the Tanana ferry there became 

central to the local Euro-American community. During the 1940s and 1950s, the community shifted to the Alcan 

Highway terminus, as the construction of Fort Greely drew people 10 miles south to Buffalo Center, the present- 

day location of the city of Delta Junction (Ferguson 2002).

A neighboring Native community to the Goodpaster village was located just downriver in the next major 

south-flowing drainage at Shaw Creek (Figure 8). This area is the focus of this dissertation. The Shaw Creek 

community dissolved either with, prior to, or soon after the Goodpaster Village did. This community is much more 

poorly documented. Several locations for the Shaw Creek Native Village have been elicited, one near the Shaw 

Creek Bridge on the Richardson Highway, one at the mouth of Caribou Creek, and another unknown location 

farther up the valley (ANLC0881b 1983; Solka 1994).

A brief influx of as many as 80 white prospectors spent 1901-1904 scouring the Salcha River, Shaw Creek, 

and Goodpaster River areas (Figure 8). The mining community of Richardson, located about 10 miles downriver 

from Shaw Creek at Banner Creek, was established as a result. In about 1908, a homestead was filed on the mouth 

of Shaw Creek by Polish immigrant Anthony Kozloski, who maintained a roadhouse there until 1918 (Figure 8) 

(Solka 1994). Kozloski built an active fishwheel at the mouth. The creek supported a salmon spawning habitat then, 

and a potato plot on top of the nearby rocky bluff supplying local produce for the Richardson community. In 

response, the Shaw Creek Native Village relocated from there to about a mile up Shaw Creek between the mouths 

of Rosa and Caribou Creeks (this may have been one of the traditional locations of the summer fish camps) (Figure 

8). Kozloski soon suffered a head injury from a horse kick, resulting in extreme behavioral changes that included 
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severe paranoia. For the next ten years, when he was not tending his fishwheel or potato crop, he actively 

patrolled the Shaw Creek basin, claiming exclusive use and threatening violence on anyone he encountered. Local 

historian Paul Solka (1994), who grew up in Richardson, argued that the Shaw Creek Native families permanently 

abandoned the area due to his erratic behavior. Most travelers on the Richardson Trail at that time also apparently 

avoided staying at Kozloski's roadhouse during his tenure after the accident. In a taped recording by Jim Kari 

curated at the Alaska Native Language Center Archives, informant Eva Moffit (d. 1993) recalled her family, father 

A. Mumus (or Mumfus John) Barnabas, mother Bessie Barnabas (1884-1986), and herself, needing to sneak by his 

homestead in a boat during early morning hours while he slept to avoid his armed threats in order to engage in 

subsistence activities on the creek. She did not mention meeting any other Natives there (ANLC0959 1991).

Once they had abandoned Shaw Creek, the families likely joined their close relatives at the next 

community to the west, Salcha Village, or Salchaket, an anglicized borrowing of Salcheege. This opaque phrase can 

literally be translated as "sun mouth," though many other puns can be elicited (Kari 2015a). Big Delta and 

Goodpaster villages may have already been abandoned in favor of Salchaket. However, a few Goodpaster families 

relocated instead of the village of Joseph to the northeast. It was named after their headman, originally from 

Salchaket. He had been allowed to resettle there before 1901 by the elder Chief Healy (d. 1929) of Healy Lake. 

Joseph Village was located to the east of the upper Goodpaster River headwaters on the Middle Fork of the 

Fortymile River (Andrews 1980). Some of the Shaw Creek people may have also joined the move to Joseph during 

this time (Figure 8). Joseph Village was in the traditional winter-use area of the Healy Lake band (Kirsteatter 2000). 

A final possibility is found in a story given by Cecelia Balch, Bessie Barnabas's last living daughter. When her 

grandfather Chief John was a younger man and bringing his new wife from the Copper Center area to his home at 

Salcha, they were ambushed by a band of men with muzzle-loading rifles on the Clearwater River9. The attacking 

men were wiped out in the skirmish and the surviving women and children were absorbed by Chief John and the 

Salcha families, an event occurring perhaps in the 1880's (Ferguson 2016).

9 The only official English-named “Clearwater Creek” is to the east of the Delta River, flowing north into the Tanana 
just upstream from the Goodpaster. This stream seems to be well out of the way for a person who was travelling 
by foot from the Copper River to Salcha Village. Other alternatives are found in the Middle and Lower Tanana Place 
Names databases (Kari and Smith 2017). Two north flowing streams into the Tanana carry the translated name 
“clearwater stream” are located between the Delta and Salcha Rivers (see Appendix). One of these is just upstream 
from Delta Creek, flowing parallel to the Tanana River on its southern bank, just opposite of Shaw Creek, within the 
middle of the reconstructed Shaw Creek people's catchment area (Figure 14, see also the reconstructed trails, 
predicted to favor Delta Creek for travelling from Copper River to the central Tanana Valley Figure 133 and Figure 
134). The other is a small, unnamed (in English) creek which enters the Tanana just downstream from the Salcha 
River.

Another factor influencing community dissolution was shifting concepts of personal wealth during this 

time. Participation in the international fur trade had steadily become a dominant part of the Tanana economy 

during the latter 19th and early 20th centuries. At Goodpaster Village, all trade furs taken by individuals for market 

sale were considered the chief's communal property, who personally took them to the Tanana or Eagle trading 

posts. However, at Salcha, individuals retained personal ownership of their furs, including husbands and wives, 
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who kept separate accounts of their wealth. Andrews (1975) considers this difference to have been a driving factor 

influencing individuals to abandon Goodpaster and moving to Salcha and Joseph permanently. Log cabins and 

canvas wall tents became a popular Native residence choice in the early 20th century as soon as axes and canvas 

became readily available at the trading posts (see Houlette 2016 for a description of historic Native Han log cabins 

on the Snare Creek to the northeast.

Under the leadership and missionizing activities of a charismatic man, Jarvis John, born at Paxson Lake but 

a resident of Goodpaster Village as a young adult (Figure 8), remaining members of the Native population between 

the Goodpaster and Salcha Rivers became centered at Salcha Village by 1907. An Episcopalian mission was built 

there at the time the Richardson Highway was completed (Pitts 1972: 16). The Middle and Upper Tanana Episcopal 

Missions were run by unmarried Euro-American laywomen and ministered to by a circuit minister who traveled 

seasonally by dogsled or boat. The seasonal, seminomadic lifestyle continued for some, although the permanent 

residents adopted gardening. Many families kept moving seasonally between Salcha and various traplines for the 

following decades. Chief Jarvis eventually died in a suspicious drowning incident in 1914 at 40 years old. By the 

1930s, almost all of the Native Salchaket inhabitants had left the community. Many moved upriver, joining the 

Healy Lake village. Others, including Bessie Barnabas and her daughter, Eva Moffit, moved to Fairbanks. Helen 

Charlie of Goodpaster Village also moved to Fairbanks, where her daughter Laura Anderson (1957) wrote and 

published her memoirs in "According to Mama."

The Territorial period in the Middle Tanana was marked by a gradual, decades-long dissolution of the 

Native population there. The depopulation appears to have primarily been an internal process of community 

responses to pandemics, wage labor, trapping economics, and a few critical instances of interpersonal violence. 

The original people of the Middle Tanana did not remain a unified presence there long enough to have become 

recognized by the US Government as a tribe in the legal sense that the Native communities are today. Today, their 

descendants are active members of many other vibrant, officially recognized villages throughout the Tanana 

Valley.

3.3 The 19th Century and the End of Cultural Autonomy

Before 1897, the 19th century primarily saw the Tanana Valley untouched by direct contact with the 

colonial powers. The Tanana River was the last major river valley to be explored by any western colonial power in 

North America. Before the influx of early 20th century Euro-American prospectors, only three groups of outside US 

visitors were recorded visiting the valley. The last was led by US Army Lieutenant Joseph C. Castner, who traversed 

overland from Cook Inlet to the Delta River and down the Tanana in 1898 (Woodman 1984). Lt. Castner also 

explored portions of the Goodpaster, Salcha, and Chena Rivers and mentioned meeting several groups of 

prospectors along his journey. During the same season, geologist Alfred Brooks also traversed the river (Woodman 

1984). The first Americans to visit were led by US Army Lieutenant Henry T. Allen. He led a party mapping the 

Tanana River from Lake Mentasta in its headwater's country to its mouth with the Yukon River in 1885, including 
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the Copper River and lower Yukon Rivers. Allen's (1985) narrative of the Tanana is brief, as he met very few Natives 

along the river after leaving the headwaters country. All explorers reported that villages and residences were 

constructed in traditional manners, as western-style log cabins had not yet diffused there before the 1890s. Other 

known traverses were by the Anglican priest Jules Prevost (1893), and merchant Charlie Hamilton (1892) who both 

followed similar trails up the Tanana to the Goodpasture area, then on to the Fortymile (Mishler 1986:76).

Before the American's traverses, three incursions on the river by British-Canadian explorers have been 

historically recorded: one by Arthur Harper and Mr. Bates (first name not provided by Lt. Schwatka). They were 

independent fur trappers associated with the Hudson Bay Co. They came overland from the Yukon and traversed 

the river from approximately Cathedral Rapids to its mouth (Schwatka 1893: 3). An earlier (1885) ascent of the 

river was done by an Anglican missionary Vincent Sim from the mouth almost as far as Salcha (Mishler 1986: 74). 

He was followed by the Anglican minister Jules Prevost who completed a second ascent of the Tanana into the 

Fortymile country in the 1890s (Cook 1989). The fast reconnaissance by the Canadian fur traders Harper and Bates 

may have been undertaken during the 1870s (McKennan 1969: 24). These three events remain the only known 

incursions on the Tanana by the British/Canadians. The British presence, mainly through the Hudson Bay Company, 

in Interior Alaska was confined mainly on the Yukon, between the mouth of the Porcupine to the mouth of the 

Tozitna, principally at their trading outpost of Fort Yukon (1847-1869: Brooks [1953] 1973: 219-Mercier 1986: ix) 

and nominally at Noukelakayet Station (1868-1869) (Turck and Turck 1992). Fort Yukon was officially handed over 

to the Americans in 1869, following US Captain C. W. Raymond's arrival via steamboat. His confirmation that the 

fort was within the United States territorial claims by way of the Russian Empire's prior claims.

No Russian explorers are recorded to have ever entered the Tanana Valley. The Russians only penetrated 

up the Yukon beyond their sub-post at Nulato into the Koyukuk River once in 1863, and as far as the mouth of the 

Tanana just prior to 1861 to ascertain the location of Fort Yukon and confirm the British territorial incursion 

(Brooks [1953] 1973: 218-219, 233; Dall 1870: 276). Most researchers presently agree that there is no evidence 

that the many Copper River explorations by the Russians never made it farther north than Batzulnetas in the 

south-facing foothills of the Alaska Range (Simeone 2009) near present-day Slana. However, Brooks infers the 

presence of a Russian party on the Fortymile River ([1953] 1973: 236). A story of Aleut raiders is also maintained by 

the Healy Lake people, referenced here since the Russian exploration parties were primarily made up by Aleut and 

Creole members (Ferguson 2002). The headwaters of the Susitna may have been reached once by the Russian 

explorers, as well as the Kuskokwim (Brooks [1953] 1973: 235). The assets of the Russian American Company were 

sold to the American firm Hutchinson, Kohl, and Co. after the territorial purchase in 1867, the culmination of 

political processes beginning in the 1840s (Brooks [1953] 1973; Loyens 1966: 109-110).

Abraham Luke retained some knowledge of the Russian vocabulary (ANLC0881b 1983), suggesting that 

this trade language used by the Dena'ina and Ahtna may have also diffused during the 19th century into the central 

Tanana region (attested to by Alfred Brooks [1953] 1973: 96). Luke had learned bits of Russian from his father, 

whose mother was a "Russian" (i.e., Creole, probably the recent descendant of a Russian or Cossack immigrant)
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from Paxson Lake. Luke mentioned that his father had also visited the Russian trading post at Nuchek in Prince 

William Sound at least once but never provided more information. Several creole villages are documented through 

oral history along the lower Susitna River (Kari and Fall 2016). At least thirteen Russian-sponsored expeditions 

entered the Copper River Basin between 1796-1848 (Grinev 1993). Three of the Copper River expeditions ended in 

the mixed Russian/Aleut parties being massacred due to various provocations. The demise of those three groups 

often overshadows the legacy of the Empire there. However, interactions between the Copper River people and 

the Russian Empire's agents were much more complicated. The Ahtna chiefs sought to both facilitate trade and 

maintain a monopoly on their production of furs and copper, thwarting the Russian efforts (mostly through 

peaceful means) to gain access to these economic spheres in the valley (Grinev 1993).

During the 19th and early 20th century, some of the Middle Tanana people were noted to travel to the 

American trading posts at Cordova and Valdez, via the Copper River, and the British and later American trading 

posts on the Yukon River, indicating the long-range trading forays some members were willing to take. Both Lt.'s 

Castner's and Allen's Native guides, however, expressed severe adverse reactions to traveling through other 

groups hunting territories. Sometimes they would abandon the expeditions altogether when the lieutenants 

refused to pay them and terminate their agreements early as they passed farther and farther from their home 

territories. Their aversion to passing through neighboring areas without prior invitation suggests that these long

distance trading travels were likely more an exception for specific individuals rather than an annual occurrence for 

the average person. For many of the guides that continued with either military expedition, it remains unknown if 

they were able to return safely to their natal villages.

Native trade networks facilitated the diffusion of western trade goods throughout the Tanana Valley, 

along with the English language. Knowledge of relations between Native groups and the Russian Empire, British 

Empire, and the United States elsewhere on the continent was widespread in the Tanana Valley before contact. 

The first contact with Europeans in the Copper River basin to the south was at the Copper River mouth in 1796 by 

Demitri Tarkhanov (Grinev 1987: 99 in Grinev 1993). The Upper Tanana chiefs expressed knowledge about the US 

Government's negative interactions with Native nations elsewhere on the continent on several occasions (Allen 

1985; Schwatka 1893; Woodman 1984). While Lt. Allen had almost no knowledge of the Tanana Valley when he 

arrived, the Upper Tanana delegates who met with him had already incorporated Western period suit clothing into 

their traditional formal attire. Children were brought to the lieutenant who could recite some basic English 

education lessons.

Little direct historical knowledge about the people of the Tanana Valley during the 19th century is 

available. A vague picture has emerged from oral history and extra-regional historical documents that during the 

latter half of the 19th century, the Middle Tanana population may have fluctuated between 100-700 individuals 

(Andrews 1975: 25-28). Demographic numbers were affected by epidemics, little of which is known for this 

regional period, and very high natural infant mortality. The visits by Lt.'s Allen and Schwatka both mention that 

adult males in the Tanana Valley outnumbered adult females considerably. However, it is not known if this 
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reflected typical demographic structure, social health unique to the late 19th century, a preference for the survival 

of male children, or women not being present during the visits (Simeone et al. 2019: 106)

Anthropologists Terry Haynes and William Simeone (2007: 56, citing Strong 1976: 160-161) write that 

during this time, Western trade goods were being actively incorporated into the Native economy. They were 

valued at three relative levels:

1. Items of Western manufacture that replaced Native aboriginal means of production, such as firearms, 

gunpowder, and iron or steel tools.

2. Trade goods that were consumed and considered "minor luxuries," including tea, sugar, tobacco, blankets, 

cloth, and clothing.

3. Products that became part of the Native "prestige economy" and were used as potlatch gifts, such as the 

role that dentalium shells and glass beads had filled traditionally. Later, this category would expand to 

include firearms and blankets.

Also, during the mid-19th century, a number of dramatic Native Alaskan wars were induced partly by the 

disruption of the ancient trade flow. This series of battles profoundly disrupted the lifeways of the Lower Tanana 

and Lower Yukon Natives. They may have only had negligible effects for the Upper Tanana. Informant Abraham 

Luke maintained that the wars did not extend upriver beyond the Lower Tanana region (ANLC0883a 1983); 

however, Simeone et al. (2019) and McKennan's (1959) informants indicate otherwise (Figure 8). McKennan (1959: 

97, 170-174) documented several oral histories of, and the behaviors reserved for, warfare, but these appear to 

have been a rare final solution to any interclan conflict. Overall, it seems that the Middle and Upper Tanana areas' 

populations survived the 19th century Warring Period relatively unscathed (except for some inter-village raids), 

compared to elsewhere in the state (see also Patrick Saylor's interview in Callaway and Miller-Friend 2001).

During this period, the Anglican branch of Christianity diffused into eastern Alaska with missionaries 

following the Hudson Bay Company's trading routes down the Porcupine and Yukon Rivers and up the Tanana. The 

church remains influential among the Native population of the region. Beginning with Reverend Robert 

McDonald's efforts in 1862 (Johnson 1985), this influence resulted in an Episcopalian mission being built at the 

Salcha village in 1909 (closed in 1920) run by Ms. Margaret Wightman (Andrews 1975) and attended to by circuit 

ministers. Before this, a heavily Native influenced version of Russian Orthodoxy appears to have diffused a 

generation or two earlier via the Cook Inlet area into the Copper River Valley and north from there into the Middle 

Tanana through Native agencies (Grinev 1993; see also Znamenski 2003). This belief system seems to have mainly 

only affected burial practices, promoting inhumation over cremation, the practice of burying the dead beneath the 

small canvas and timber-framed grave houses, and the use of Russian Orthodox style crosses as grave markers 

(McKennan 1959). Many Natives of those contact generations appear to have seen little difference between the 

moral instructions of Christ or their traditional morality concepts laid forth by Ts'awusha (Traveler; his name in 
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Middle Tanana is Saatedlech'eeghe) and consider them to either be complementary or simply compartmentalized 

differences between them (Easton 2005: 15; see also Mishler and Simeone 2006:116).

The children and grandchildren of the first missionized generation often felt the desire to experience a 

“purer” Christianity (i.e., Euro-American conforming) devoid of older traditional beliefs. The enculturation process 

may be partially influenced by the final form of Christianity to arrive (in this region mainly post World War II), 

American Evangelical Protestantism. It was unique from the Anglican Communion and Russian Orthodoxy, 

stressing individualized spirituality and emphasized denial of community agency, especially in traditional forms. 

The attitude toward negatively perceiving traditional non-Christian cultural and spiritual expressions began to 

soften among the American Evangelical Protestant movement only after the 1970s, significantly impacted by the 

populist work of Don Richardson (1974). However, the negative aspects of the American Evangelical diffusion 

resulted in a long-term de-emphasis of older traditional cultural group expressions of devoutness (Simeone 2018: 

114). Individualized spiritual experience was, and continues to be, traditionally valued (Cannon et al. 2020: 5; 

Mishler and Simeone 2006:116). Today, the informal, every-day religion practiced by the Tanana Natives easily 

incorporates aspects of all these Christian forms and the older Native beliefs. It also includes influences from 

Roman Catholicism, which had established a later presence at Tanana (Cannon et al. 2020: 20; Loyens 1966: 116; 

Thomas 1967).

In summary, during this period, western trade goods, religion, and language diffused and preceded direct 

western contact. Continued religious attitudes have primarily reflected the predominant colonial power of the 

time. These are reflected in the archaeological record through burial practices and the incorporation of western 

trade goods, particularly glass beads manufactured and traded from China, Russia, and Italy (Grover 2016), into 

otherwise traditional uninterrupted behaviors. A growing emphasis on acquiring fur-bearing animals for western 

trade posts was likely the most significant aspect influencing settlement strategies. Therefore, mostly trade 

economics and but to a lesser extent, new religious burial practices can be considered to be the only innovative 

cultural influences during this time on the archaeological record.

3.4 Conclusion

The first half of the 20th century was the period of the highest social stress for the Tanana people. In the 

early Historic Period, the Middle Tanana people ceased to exist as a separate community in the sense that others 

have become under ANCSA and federal legal recognition of the Modern Statehood Era. While their language and 

villages have ceased to exist, their people continue to maintain their identity through traditional family ties. They 

are active members of the local socio-cultural and political spheres. Historic and modern factors that have affected 

the current concepts of cultural identity and the dissolution of the Middle Tanana Native community are:

• Availability of wage labor

• Federal and Tribal village residency and parental ancestry requirements
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• Permanent legal land titles which restrict persons from moving back to pre-titled traditional lands

• The long-term effects of past pandemics

• Mining and extra subsistence pressure on wildlife resources

• Mission schools

These six factors have primarily driven the creation of the modern Native identity in this region. During 

the preceding 19th century, three earlier novel factors affected the traditional socio-economic sphere, and thus 

represent new influences in the archaeological record:

• The growing importance of the international fur trade on local resources

• Widespread depopulation due to pandemics

• Warfare in the eastern Tanana Valley between the Lower Tanana and Koyukon bands.
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Chapter 4: The Ethnographic Reconstruction of the Past: The Middle Tanana Valley

4.1 Introduction

The Pacific Northwest region of North America has been recognized since the early 20th century by 

anthropologists as unique, representing societies of complex familial and resource networks far beyond those that 

are generally maintained long-term for non-agrarian societies. These include the traditional communities of the 

Pacific Northwest Coast (Clark 1984; Suttles 1990), Cook Inlet (Osgood [1937] 1966), the Aleutian Islands (Lantis 

1984), Bristol Bay (Van Stone 1984), and the Bering Strait and Chukchi Sea regions (Burch 2006). These societies 

have presented anthropologists and archaeologists with a wealth of socially complex situations where agriculture 

did not play a definitive role in providing the necessary energy surplus needed to maintain the increasingly 

complex social networks. For these societies, the excess energy was primarily supplied by marine resources 

(summarized in Betts 2013). This excess allowed for the development of sophisticated technology, complex 

warfare strategies and responses, working relationships, craft specialists, a slave class, and specific maintenance of 

prominent families. Arising from this concept was wealth retention and redistribution, resource and land 

ownership, relatively large-scale food and craft storage, population growth, and extensive social inequality (Adams 

2001; Barton 2013; Burch 1974; Carballo et al. 2013; Cowgill 2004; Feinman 1998, 2011; Maschner 1997; Mason 

2012; Smith 2009).

In Alaska, these socially complex societies existed as immediate neighbors to the inland Dene people. As a 

coexisting socio-cultural sphere, it is expected that cultural concepts reflecting the complexity observed in the 

coastal neighbors would more likely drift inland as cultural borrowings via trade and knowledge networks rather 

than independently arise. Increased social complexity was long found among the inland Dena 'ina (Townsend 

1981), Ahtna (de Laguna and McClellan 1981), and Tanana people (McKennan 1981), and is reflected in extended 

familial networks. For the Upper Tanana people, the ritualized potlatch ceremony was all at once a reflection of, 

maintenance of, and intensification symbol of this complexity. As an intensification ritual and act of deep play, the 

potlatch, when practiced, reaffirmed social status, prestige, non-violent competition, and emphasized that the 

Dene society's dual nature was necessary and fundamental, while at the same time promoting extensive regional 

kinship ties. It was considered so unique it was given a chapter in the Handbook of North American Indians 

(Guedon 1981). Western narratives of this event often focus on the Iargescale physical and social nature of these 

events, which were often given to honor an individual's life events. For the Middle Tanana, potlatches could be 

delivered on the death of a favorite dog, or even for minor burn victims, and dictated acts of sharing and gifting 

food when it was acquired (Andrews TNS 973 A1973; Mauss [1925] 2016: 123), illustrating the depth of reverence 

that all aspects of life were held in and that the concept of reciprocity permeated all things.

In order to observe the development and antiquity of social complexity in the Tanana Valley, proxies will 

need to be recognized through a comprehensive summary of the aspects of the ethnographic record that will leave 
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a marked trace in the archaeological record. This study is focused on the cultural and ecological interactions of 

Middle Tanana Native Alaskans from the perspective of two prehistoric sites in the Shaw Creek basin. The 

components that date to the later Holocene represented at these sites are of particular importance to this 

dissertation. The following summary of the regional cultural history will highlight patterns of cultural connections 

between these assemblages and the Native Alaskan people who traditionally used the Middle Tanana River. It will 

explore what anthropologists and historians have documented during the recent past as interpretive frameworks 

for understanding progressively deeper time depths of the region (similar to Giddings 1967). This type of cultural 

chronological framework will emphasize shifts in technology and resource use to highlight potentially adaptive 

behaviors that might have driven cultural changes in the past. The utility of using the ethnohistoric record as a 

reconstructive proxy for investigating prehistoric human behaviors will naturally have decreasing efficacy as time 

increases back from the historic period. Given enough remoteness into the past, the utility of ecological and 

geological proxies increases as explanatory mechanisms necessary for cultural interpretations. These extra-cultural 

proxies provide a contextual dataset within which cultural histories are constructed. They can provide exploratory 

devices informing how past cultural systems were maintained or changed by extraneous environmental factors 

and provide contexts for designing hypotheses pertaining to cultural change and resilience.

North American ethnographic work and archaeological applications referencing them have been criticized 

for Euro-American and androcentric perspectives and represent imbalanced culturally informed value judgments 

towards roles of gender and age-graded Information (i.e., Kehoe 2013). Acknowledging this reality, the history of 

ethnographic work among the Dene People of the Tanana Valley has a positive legacy. The majority of 

Anthropologists and Archaeologists who have worked with the Native groups here since the 1930s continue to be 

remembered and discussed with respect by descendant communities. However, criticisms regarding specific 

instances aren't concealed. Anthropological publications primarily represent a legacy of heteronormative authors; 

therefore, the following discussions of gender identity and roles are framed through the traditional perspectives of 

‘engii, rather than Euro-American values (see interpretive discussions in Fulkerson 2017).

The following history and ethnography section rely heavily on Elizabeth Andrews' (1975) and Craig 

Mishler's (1986) ethnographic studies and their curated raw data pertaining to the Middle Tanana people unless 

otherwise cited. Andrews' work about the Salcha people was designed to complete the earlier unpublished 

ethnographic work (1964-1967) of anthropologist Mertie Baggen, killed in a car accident, whose papers remain 

curated at the Rasmuson Library at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. Mishler's work on the Goodpaster people 

was completed as part of a state-funded study early in his career. Both Mishler and Andrews' work resulted in 

many taped recordings with informants that have been digitally curated and made available by the Alaska Native 

Language Center archives. Many of those recordings were reviewed and partially transcribed by the author to 

assist in illuminating the cultural record here, as they contain a wealth of data not summarized in the final 

ethnographies. One of these is included in the Appendix. Oral history is referenced here as a respected resource 

illuminating the past. It is acknowledged that it represents a subjective and culturally bounded information dataset 
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that can be biased by the interviewers' original methods and goals (i.e., Kirby 2008). My friendships with Melissa 

Erikson, Evelyn Combs, and their extended family of Healy Lake greatly enhanced this ethnohistoric data and its 

interpretation. My several extended trips there and subsequent interactions with residents there and in Fairbanks 

proved to be an invaluable help in learning and understanding the local contemporary perspective of the region's 

cultural history and influenced the nature of the following narrative.

I consider the Middle Tanana people (the Salcha and Goodpaster bands) to form the cultural core of this 

study. Thus, given the historical processes outlined earlier, the Upper Tanana people are considered part of the 

greater cultural periphery but more relevant to the core than those of the Lower Tanana. The Middle Tanana 

people were also tied much closer through kinship to the Upper Tanana people rather than the Lower, despite 

sharing a salmon industry, language ties, and cultural aspects with the downriver people (Vitt 1971). Therefore, the 

ethnographic works of Robert McKennan (1959), Roger Pitts (1972), William Simeone (1995; Haynes and Simeone 

2007), and Ramon Vitt (1971) are included. The Lower Tanana was once within the greater cultural periphery, and 

ethnohistoric work completed for Lower Tanana people (e.g., Olson 1968; Peter Raboff 2001) are also reviewed 

here.

Ethnic identification within the archaeological record is ambiguous. Currently, Alaskan anthropologists 

tend to prefer referring to the Native Alaskans by their language family or specific language following Krauss et 

al.'s (2011) designations. However, this is a western intellectual imposition, a legacy of the ancient traditional 

agrarian land-tenure system of the Europeans, where a people's identity became closely tied with their village or 

locale of origin (i.e., Willems 1970). As shown in detail later, for the people of the Tanana Valley, identity was 

drawn first through kinship networks and second through the village and river of current residence. Understanding 

the traditional form of identity, which emphasized extraterritorial unity and multi-group unity, is essential to 

understanding the transmission of cultural knowledge among individuals and from one generation to the next 

(Clark 2001: 9).

To reduce confusion when referring to the Alaska Native people who speak (or whose ancestors spoke) a 

Na-Dene language, they will be referred to as the Dene or by their specific language or band. Athabascan will only 

be used concerning the archaeological expression of this culture. Robert McKennan (1959: 15-17) provides a 

history of the adoption of the term Athapaskan, which originated as a place name describing net-like grass in 

northern Canada, and its adoption as a cultural identifier. In 1997, the Tanana Chief's Conference formalized the 

Alaskan spelling of Athabascan (Resolution 97-35). Recently, the Canadian First Nations and anthropologists have 

begun to use Dene as an appropriate English identifier, and Athapaskan is now considered to be negatively tied 

with colonial history. Its use there is now heavily discouraged. In Alaska, Dene is currently typically used by Native 

people in the political spheres. Dene will be used here to appeal to groups on both sides of the border 

appropriately, and perhaps the future as well.

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the current state of knowledge reconstructing the past of the 

Middle Tanana Valley and its people. It provides a cultural frame of reference for interpreting the archaeological 
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record. The subsequent sections outline how the lives of the Tanana Valley people from its headwaters to its 

mouth were determined by the highly predictable seasonal availability of resources and extensive kinship 

networks. The particular seasonal availability of salmonid species below the Volkmar River resulted in a divided 

subsistence strategy that had strongly affected settlement strategies for at least the past 1,000 years on the lower 

half of the Tanana River (Boraas 2007). The result was a salmon-oriented strategy on the Middle and Lower Tanana 

areas and a non-anadromous lake fish (i.e., whitefish) oriented strategy on the Upper Tanana above the Volkmar 

River (Shinkwin et al. 1980)10. Other ecological-based economic factors seem to have been similar in practice 

between the regions.

10 Salmon harvested above the Goodpaster River were considered only edible by dogs (Mishler 1986:13).
11 Some consider the term “shaman” to carry stigma following early missionary teachings and prefer “medicine 
man” or “spiritual person: (Cannon et al. 2020:21).

This chapter will explore how traditional extended familial networks were, and continue to be, 

maintained between the Upper, Middle, and Lower Tanana groups (and others to the north and south), which 

resulted in a highly stable traditional sociopolitical system that transcended any tribal concepts. I explore here the 

idea that an archaeological proxy for this system may be the spread and development of seasonal semi-permanent 

house forms, villages, and fish camps as a settlement strategy (Matson and Magne 2007; Potter 2008a; 2008b; 

Shinkwin et al. 1980). These places, especially the villages, were returned to on an annual basis and inhabited for 

months on end, resulting in the construction of permanent house features that required a significant dedication of 

initial work to construct and maintenance to curate (Anderson 1988, 2008). These residential features appear in 

the regional archaeological record throughout the past 2,000 years (Hays et al. 2014) but are especially visible 

during the past 500 years (i.e., Coffman et al. 2018). Before the adoption of seasonal sedentism and salmon 

intensification, other factors point to ancient connections in the region through genetics, language, technology, 

and subsistence use during the middle Holocene Northern Archaic tradition and into the earlier Holocene 

American Paleoarctic tradition (Dumond 2010; Kari and Potter 2010; Moreno-Mayar et al. 2018; Potter 2008a, 

2008b). The ethnographic and archaeological information here summarizes the types of cultural data that are 

more likely to have influenced the archaeological remains.

This chapter also details the rules of ‘engii, a term that roughly means prohibited actions, which can result 

in bringing bad luck to the person and community (Mishler 1986: 28-29). The rules of ‘engii framed one's cultural 

norms. They represented an ancient system of agreement between humans and nature, traditionally considered to 

have been created by the first shaman11/sleep doctor, Traveler (Saatedlech'eeghe lit.: “one who goes in anger at 

the sun”). The cultural hero walked and paddled about the earth in ancient times, transforming the creatures of 

the ancient world into their smaller, recognizable forms of today, separating their languages and bodily forms from 

that of earlier giant animals and humans. He further established the rules of everyday life and interactions with the 

natural and spiritual realms (Attla 1990; Cannon et al. 2020; Friend 2010; Wright 1977). As Mishler hypothesized, 
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the system of ‘engii appears to have had such an effect on the daily life of the Dene that the artifact record reflects 

it.

4.2 Ethnographic Factors Affecting the Archaeological Record

4.2.1 Traditional Identity and Social Organization

The Tanana watershed encompasses roughly 120,000 km2, and the early territorial censuses suggest an 

estimate of 400-1,200 Native persons in the valley at the turn of the 20th century (summarized in McKennan 1969). 

The estimate equates to a rough population density mean of one person per 100 km2 then (see also Kroeber 1939). 

If Robert Boyd's (1990) pandemic mortality estimates (30-70%) are correct, a peak estimate of 1,700-4,000 persons 

(or one person per 30-70 km2) may be considered an appropriate population peak at the beginning of the 18th 

century. Early informants stressed that their population had been decimated by diseases throughout the 19th 

century (Guedon 1974: 10; McKennan1959: 19).

By the time of direct regional Euro-American contact, the Tanana River exhibited five Native languages, 

spoken by perhaps ~1,200 people existing as a dialectical continuum downriver to upriver as Koyukon, Lower 

Tanana, Middle Tanana, Tanacross, and Upper Tanana (McKennan 1981) (Figure 9). Koyukon is thought to have 

been a recent incursion into the Kantishna Drainage, a development of the early to mid-19th century warring 

period and subsequent depopulation there (Peter Raboff 2001). These linguistic divisions are used today by 

archaeologists to refer to the Native people and their descendants who once lived within their geographic bounds. 

However, previous social identity was derived through kinship via extended matrilineal descent sibs, and to a 

lesser extent, the village and its associated primary drainage system (Figure 9) (i.e., Olson 1968). Today, the 

American patrilineal kinship system, with its economic focus on the natal family and the individual, has 

subsequently been adopted for its obvious social utility. It confers to Natives equal legal privileges as whites; 

however, the traditional matrilineal sib extended familial system has also survived and plays a definitive role in 

maintaining traditional social networks (Simeone 1995).

4.2.1.1 The Moiety System

The Tanana people utilized the following traditional kinship network to enhance survival and social 

networks valley-wide and extra-regionally. The dynamic interaction of this extended kinship system ensured its 

widespread utility through strengthening social stability. This system allowed for the boreal forest-adapted 

communities to fix access to resources across a broader geographic region than they could effectively otherwise 

directly control (Ives 1990). The core sense of relatedness follows the Dravidian system of cross-cousin marriage 

and the Iroquoian system of equating one's parallel cousins as their natal siblings within a matrilineal and 

matrilocal descent system (Ives et al. 2010). The kinship system resulted in and emphasized a dual split in society,
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Figure 9. Recognized late 19th-century language groups of the Tanana Valley and surrounding area (top) and major 
band resource territories, with anadromous streams depicted. The reconstructed minor Shaw Creek Band territory 
is also depicted. Canadian data is absent from this figure.

where sibs were matrilineally related to only one side or another. Marriage across the social divide was 

encouraged.
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The concept of a dual kinship split appears to be deeply embedded in Dene antiquity. It has linguistically 

been reconstructed for Proto-Athabascan (or Proto-Dene) (Ives 1998), but also tends to be absent or vague for 

Dene groups that have been historically relatively less sedentary and less populous. The kinship terminology is not 

ubiquitous across the Na-Dene language family, suggesting that shifting concepts of relatedness may not have 

occurred in tandem with the language's spread but developed later (Ives 1998). However, the sense of societal 

duality and stress on exogamy appears to have been shared with the Siberian Ket, suggesting great antiquity (Ives 

et al. 2010).

The kinship system can be summarized as such: all villages on the Tanana had members of at least two 

exogamous cross-cousin moieties (Andrews 1975; McKennan 1959), but some could have as many as three. More 

than three were rare in a single village due to overall low demographics. Andrews (1975: 85-96) identified six clans 

among the Salcha people, and Mishler identified a seventh at Goodpaster (1986: 24). Norm Easton has identified 

eight clans in the Upper Tanana (2005: 120). It is important to note that almost every researcher uses a slightly 

different orthography, but spellings here generally follow Andrews12:

12 These names and sides generally follow the structure of the Ahtna to the south (who have seven clans on the 
Seagull moiety, and six on the Raven side; however, the totemic symbols can be quite different (Simeone 2018:80).
13 The significance of the moiety divide as Wolf and Raven may reflect direct TEK observations in nature. The 
closest species that interacts with North American wolves are ravens (Ballard et al. 2003: 269-270; Carbyn et al. 
1993; Mech 1966; Murie 1944; Peterson 1977; Stahler 2000). Therefore, the Wolf symbol may have been 
considered the natural partner to the Raven moiety.
14 The Atsedenai people were unique in allowing the practice on endogamy (Simeone 2018:82). All others strongly 
followed an exogamous marriage rule, where only partners from the opposing moiety could be chosen. The 
Atsedenai people, whose origin stories tie them to the Upper Tanana, marriage rules may have been a relict 
practice predating the adoption of the moiety system.

• Side 1 Moiety: Seagull or Wolf. Andrews does not name this side, and the term Wolf is implied from
McKennan; Marie-Franςoise Guedon (1974) considers this side to be Seagull downriver from Nabesna and 
Wolf upriver (see also Pitts 1972: 29). The sib clans associated with this side were:

o Tsisyu (Red Paint),

o Ch'aatsen and Tchichelyu (Fish Tail),

o Chikaagyu (Cottonwood Seed in the Air),

o Ch'yaa (Seagull),

o Udzih yuu (Caribou).

• Side 2 Moiety: Crow/Raven13:

o Naltsin (literally Wolverine People, but most often described as Caribou Tail, or simply Caribou), 

o A sib that had separate gender-specific terms:

■ Atsedenai (males: Bear)14,

■ Tekaansai (females: Wolf Women), although the masculine name could be used to 

reference the sib as a whole.
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• Middle Sub-Moiety: Eagle:

o Dayk'aakyu (Sky People),

o Niisu and Tsuuk (Marten People (Easton 2005: 67)).

It is unclear from Andrews' work which side the final sib was associated. The Dayk'aakyu (Sky People) may have 

formed a third or “middle” moiety; the third moiety was both considered at once a part of, and separate to, the 

Crow/Raven side (Mishler also verifies this (1986: 24)). This moiety was also reserved for people of unknown 

ancestry or who had migrated into the country (Vitt 1971: 25)15.

15 See Osgood ([1937] 1966:128-129) for the Dena'ina expression of this system.
16 Clan names given by males might have been referenced by informants on occasion without clarifying if they 
were associated with the traditional phratry or moiety system, potentially confusing reconstructions.

James Kari's lexicographical work on Middle Tanana (n.d.a) has reconstructed a somewhat different 

classification structure from primary work with informants Bessie Barnabas, Eva Moffit, and Abraham Luke (the 

clans recorded in the dictionary have been assigned to the moiety side as identified by Andrews16). Kari's following 

reconstruction may more closely reflect the actual structure as present in Salchaket during the 19th century:

• Side 1 Moiety: Tikaan Dneey (male), Tikaan Ts'eeyi (female) (Wolf People):

o Tsisyu (Ochre),

o Ch'echeelyu (Fish Tail),

o Ch'ek'aagiyu (Flying Seeds),

o Udziyh toxt'een (Caribou Clan).

• Side 2 Moiety: Ch'ezhenn' (Bald Eagle):

o Naltsin (Made Descending; or, Sky Clan, also called Caribou Tail People),

o Atts'ς' Neeyi (Right-Way, or, One-Way Clan, also called Bear Clan).

• Middle Sub-Moiety: Taniidze Gheltsiitne (Born in the Middle; also reserved for people of unknown, mixed, 

and non-Dene ancestry).

o Dzenh Tohwt'eene (Muskrat People, reserved for people of intermixed clans).

• Sibs/Clans of an unspecified moiety:

o Ch'ebaan' deneey (Edge of Skin Clan),

o Nizaas (One Who Floats) (a distant clan in Canada),

It is important to note that the dual-moiety group with a third fringe group seems consistent throughout 

the Tanana. Still, different sibs were known in the Upper and Lower Tanana, and there is some discrepancy about 

which side a sib might be associated with. For the Upper Tanana, Pitts (1972: 85-91) reconstructed two moieties 

with six and nine sibs, respectively. The opposing moiety sibs were associated with either Raven (Crow) or Seagull 

(Wolf) as with the coastal Tlingit and Eyak, although not named after them as the coastal people did (McKennan 
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1959). It is important to note that the English sib names represent symbolic translations and are not necessarily 

literal meanings. Multiple animals, objects, and colors were symbolically represented by each. If one reads the list 

provided by Kenny Thomas (2005: 14) of Tanacross, the sibs are not grouped similarly to Andrews' Middle Tanana 

list. The discrepancy concerning the shifting sibs by moiety is likely to reflect either the valley's low population 

density, adaptation to an extensive depopulation event, or a product of distant memory. Thomas often 

emphasized the arduous nature of memorizing the kinship structure. Complex kinship systems like this rarely 

develop in regions of low demographic pressure, so the Tanana represents a unique case study (Guedon 1974).

There were vital social roles attached to the sibs of each side. One was always expected to support their 

maternal sib, clan, and affinal (by marriage) relatives in all social situations. A widow was expected to marry into 

her deceased husband's family unless given explicit permission by them to marry outside this levirate system. 

Some groups also expected widowers to marry into their deceased wife's family (sororate system) (McFadyen 

Clark 1996). The opposing moiety organized each clan's socio-economic and political rivals but also dictated extra- 

familial partnerships, both facilitating competition, and social cohesiveness at the same time. Male hunting 

partners were usually from opposing sibs. They could often be intergenerational, and these roles and relationships 

generally dictated how a person or family was expected to act or support when interacting with the opposing sib, 

such as rules guiding trade, war, marriage, medicine, funerals, and potlatching (Andrews 1975; McKennan 1959; 

Mishler 1986). The traditional kinship and social roles resulted in a dualistic society where extensive social 

mechanisms ritually interlaced all actors into a single social system. It simultaneously emphasized intense 

competition and reciprocity across the sibs and moieties. Social cohesiveness was built, and inter-clan violence was 

minimized through the reconciliation mechanisms and the symbolic conflict and competition of the potlatch 

(Mauss [1925] 2016: 115-117). These rules appear to reflect those of the Dena'ina and Ahtna to the south but 

were not necessarily shared with the Gwich'in to the north (Ives et al. 2010). Multiple sibs were usually known by 

various names (typically animal) up and down the Tanana River that were associated with one side or another 

inconsistently. The third moiety formed a sort of fringe group that could be reserved for members of unknown 

ancestry or sibs that were nearly extinct. Those persons could assume the required roles of either opposing sibs as 

necessary during social events. Today, non-Natives attending traditional events fall under the rules of the third 

group (Simeone 1995). Sibs might have been able to negotiate to switch their respective sides if there were not 

enough members of the opposing sib to carry out the social obligations in the village setting. Finally, one's sib and 

moiety were permanently marked through facial tattoos for women and chest tattoos and face paint for men 

(Mishler 1986:40-41)

4.2.1.2 The Phratry System

Social organization and descent in the Middle Tanana were fundamentally matrilocal. However, in the 

Upper Tanana, villages could also organize under a group of male leaders who were often considered related. 

Communities were loosely organized under the leadership of a charismatic individual, who was often also 
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considered a sleep doctor. Upper Tanana villages were organized under phratries, where inheritance rights of 

residency were passed from a male ego to his sister's son (McKennan 195917; Pitts 1972: 70). For the Upper 

Tanana, Roger Pitts reconstructed three phratries (in addition to the two moieties) with five, nine, and one sib, 

respectively (1972: 85-91).

17 McKennan's phratry names are those documented for what is now understood to be moiety and clan names, 
making reconstructions confusing. While sons were understood to be related to their biological fathers with some 
limited inheritance rights, especially when leadership roles were considered, they received their clan name 
through their mother, and learned male-specific labor practices from their mother's brother who took on much of 
their later upbringing.

Residency was typically matrilocal; men moved in with their wife's family after a year or two of bride 

service. Andrews' work (1975) gives the impression that this phratry system of village inheritance may not have 

been as necessary, or may even have been nonexistent, in the Middle Tanana. Most reports identify village heads 

as male (who were often polygamous). Men in the Upper Tanana region seem to have maintained both descent 

systems; the moiety system was the primary one, determining local, regional, and extra-regional social roles. The 

secondary phratry system was necessary for determining local hunting partnerships and village leadership 

organization.

Andrews (1975: 107) also recorded that women could assume leadership roles; in this, they might, on the 

rarer occasion, marry multiple husbands in either recognition of their prestige role (Van Stone 1974: 53,81) or to 

mitigate social stress (McFadyan Clark 1996: 30). These leadership positions were held as long as the band could 

trust their success in organizing game acquisition, trade, and war.

4.2.1.3 Kinship Origins

Albert Heinrich (in Pitts 1972: 79) provides an origin story for the Crow Moiety from his work, suggesting 

that this side originated in Ahtna country to the south in the Copper River Basin:

“After arrival on the Upper Tanana the Naltsíín [Caribou] “made peace,” “made villages”, and “found” 

other clans, in other words, they conquered the country, settled it and incorporated other groups, while 

the Tígaxíyu [Sky], further south did likewise....the Atatdindei [Bear] were found on an island in Midway

Lake....the Naltsíín discovered their plight, ferried them across to land, and took them in. As the Tígaxíyu

moved northward, and the Naltsíín southward, they met in the neighborhood of Tonsina [on the Lower 

Copper River] and joined forces on equal terms” (Figure 10).

Sib origin stories in the Dena'ina and Ahtna regions are associated with real geographic places and appear 

singular in place. Sib names do not appear to be associated with multiple location origins (Kari and Fall 2016; 

Simeone et al. 2019). Place names associated with the Naltsiin sib suggest an origin story associated with Upper 

Tangle Lake and nearby Dickey Lake (Kari 2010a) (Figure 10). The sib origin stories collected by Robert McKennan
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Figure 10. Geographic references pertaining to the ethnohistoric reconstruction (left) and reconstructed clan origin locations (right).



(1959) for the Upper Tanana also suggested to him that they had originated to the south of the Alaska Range, 

diffusing into the Tanana via the Copper River region, likely arising from the coastal people

It is more challenging to organize the origin myths associated with the Seagull/Wolf moiety. It is formally 

termed Wolf east of Nabesna in the Upper Tanana, and Bald Eagle in the Middle and Lower Tanana to the west. 

The Seagull traditional symbolism likely originated with the Ahtna to the south (de Laguna and McClellan 1981), 

while the Wolf as a traditional term developed with the Tutchone to the southeast (McClellan 1981). Both groups 

consider the crow/raven as the traditional symbolic animal of the opposite moiety group

McKennan and Pitt's Upper Tanana informants agree with Andrews's (1975) that the moiety system was 

predated in the Tanana by an endogamous clan system. Subsequently, the concept had been borrowed or diffused 

into the Tanana from the south and east. McKennan and Pitts considered the phratry system to reflect the older 

form (Pitts 1972: 79-81). The older sibs present in the Tanana predating the moiety system seem to form the group 

within the Seagull moiety. These original phratries were Tcion (Wolf), Neltcin (Caribou), and Niisu (Marten or 

Rabbit Skin). Wolf was considered to represent a westward expansion of people into the upper Tanana, Caribou 

had been a northward expansion from the upper Copper River, and Marten/Rabbit Skin was endemic to the upper 

Tanana and merged with the Caribou sib.

The moiety system and associated potlatch then may have developed as a mechanism to mitigate social 

stress due to rising demographic pressure; in other words, it may have become necessary to innovate upon the 

older social order, adopting novel forms of residency and non-kin partnerships in order to avoid large-scale 

violence (Mauss [1925] 2016: 115-117; Pitts 1972: 80). There is an emphasis within the origin myths on active 

negotiations for sibs to associate with a specific side, and sides could change if needed (though this was difficult). 

Some extinct sibs are remembered. A general theme emerges of an ancient substantial population flow moving 

north from the Copper River into the Middle and Upper Tanana, a much smaller population flow from the east into 

just the Upper Tanana headwaters, and a merging of both groups with pre-existing populations endemic to the 

Tanana Valley. The subsequent demographic pressure required the innovative integration of phratry clans into the 

Ahtna and Dena'ina moiety system. Social complexity arose then similar to that seen with the Ahtna, Tutchone, 

and Dena'ina (Cooper 2012: 567-568), except that the social roles of inherited nobility and slaves in these southern 

people had not necessarily diffused into the Tanana River Valley. Themes of wealth disparity arising between the 

village leader's immediate family and others, as well as an idea of inherited leadership, likely facilitated the 

adoption of the potlatch ceremony. It could be used to ease social tensions that arose from this new social order 

by regifting of wealth and aggrandizing prestige through that process (Cooper 2006, 2012; Simeone 1995). See 

Figure 10 for a partial reconstruction of these clan locations.

It is important to note here that the migration story does not correlate with the Na-Dene language 

family's hypothetical spread. It is considered to have diffused into Alaska from the northeast, spreading down the 

Tanana and entering the Copper River from the Middle Tanana region (Kari and Fall 2016: 145). Therefore, these 

two socio-cultural diffusions -the development and dispersal of the moiety system and the spread of the Na-Dene 
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language family- should not be equated with each other and likely represent separate unrelated events. Many 

Canadian Dene groups to the east do not share this kinship system (Fast 2008). Andrews (1975: 85-86) was unable 

to tie sib origin stories for the Salcha people to actual geographic places. However, she provides an origin story 

that implies the kinship system was symbolically linked to the origin of the potlatch and mass game hunts. Each sib 

was thought to have descended initially from separate endogamous villages. The moiety system's origin myth is 

told as a story of three sisters, each ancestral to a moiety, traveling and settling throughout southcentral Alaska 

and the Tanana Valley. This myth is shared throughout the Ahtna, Upper Cook Inlet Dena'ina, and Tanana peoples 

(Pitts 1972).

4.2.2 Village Identity, Social Roles, and Watershed Tenure

The kinship networks were maintained across a vast territory. Most individuals who found themselves 

more distant than three or four villages away might only rarely meet each other in person during their lifetime. 

Kinship determined the degree that individuals and families could safely move about the landscape. Relationships 

were actively memorized and orally recited both informally and formally during large group gatherings. The 

difficulty in orally maintaining these extended kinship networks is often reiterated, and their mastery commanded 

a high degree of social respect. Kinship ties dictated social obligations that were ritualized in the grand gifting 

ceremony of the potlatch, where the role of deep play is entered by the potlatch giver and their sib (Thomas 2005). 

A small misstep would result in the permanent loss of prestige and political position for the potlatch giver (Mauss 

[1925] 2016: 115-117).

While individuals primarily identified themselves through their mother's birth sib, they secondarily 

identified themselves through their village of current residence, which seems to have usually carried the name of 

the primary water feature that the settlement was located near. Regional exonyms appear to have been used as 

identifiers to refer to the people who utilized that region (Figure 11). Resource acquisition areas were denoted by 

stream catchment areas, a system known as Watershed Tenure. The male phratries were inherited from nephew 

to matrilineal uncle. Abraham Luke reported to Mishler (1986) that the Goodpaster and Big Delta villages were 

closely tied together, twin villages. Their members traveled together south, up the Delta River, to hunt in the 

Donnelly Dome area during winter. Later in spring, they would move back north, toward the headwaters of 

Goodpaster near Mount Harper to hunt caribou (a profoundly sacred place, i.e., Tweiten 1990) (Figure 10, Figure 

11). They maintained summer fish traps on Blue Creek and the Goodpaster River and also utilized Quartz Lake. 

Both Mishler and Andrews's informants and Ronald Skoog's (1968) caribou migratory behavior reconstruction 

suggest that during the end of the 19th century, when the Fortymile caribou herd was at a population maximum, a 

portion of this herd migrated north/south across the Tanana between Big Delta and Healy Lake. Elsewhere in the 

valley, they migrated west-east north of the Tanana River (Figure 11). At least one caribou fence was maintained at 

Big Delta near Rika's Roadhouse.
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Figure 11. Reconstructed regional place names (top), which could be used as an external group identifier for those 
who typically utilized those places. Bottom image depicts geographic references pertaining to the ethnohistoric 
reconstruction.
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The Salcha(ket) Band moved into the upper Dry Creek above Blair Lakes to the Little Delta River's 

headwaters for autumn and winter hunts and partway up the Salcha River for the spring hunts, staying near the 

mouths of the clear water creeks and rivers for the salmon runs. The two accounts appear to indicate that the 

Salcha and Goodpaster bands had neighboring, non-overlapping hunting territories south of the Tanana. There 

may have been a regional gap between their land use territories to the north. When families dispersed, they 

confirmed their planned destinations with each other under the direction of the headman. If resources failed a 

family, it seems they would attempt to find one of the other families, especially the headman's, before considering 

venturing into a neighboring band's territory (ANLC0922 1983) (Figure 12) (see Appendix). The rules of reciprocity 

dictated whether or not a group could hunt in a neighboring group's territory. It was considered theft unless the 

tenured group had specifically gifted another the hunting rights to an area (Easton 2005: 122).

At some point during the 19th century, the Udzisyu clan on the Gulkana River gifted through a potlatch the 

tenure and hunting rights to half of Paxson Lake to the Naltsiin clan of the Tanana River (Simeone 2018: 25, 81-83). 

This event would have necessitated the need for a reciprocal occasion of equal or higher value. A potential 

reciprocal candidate event may have been the great Healy Lake potlatch of 1927, a village where the Naltsiin clan 

of the Tanana dominated by numbers. Many members from Gulkana village were among the guests of honor 

(Demit 2000; Endicott 1928).

The construction of caribou/moose fences and fish weirs required extensive social cooperation. The 

maintenance of both required multiple families, sometimes requiring social interaction that transcended linguistic 

barriers. Andrews (1980) reports that chiefs inherited sections of the extensive fence and corral network in the 

Kechumstuk region to maintain. Fish weirs appear to have been the result of the centralized organization but were 

not linked to family inheritance. These features allowed groups to capitalize on migration behaviors, allowing for 

large quantities of food to be taken in a short amount of time. It also necessitated the storage and preservation of 

these energy packages, for which cache pits were designed. The ability to amass large stores of wealth as food 

helped create the opportunity for organized distribution of goods, providing an opportunity for the potlatch 

system to develop. Alan Boraas (2007) hypothesized that these features' appearance in the archaeological record 

could provide a proxy for these social functions' antiquity. Moose fences were required to be built about twice as 

high as caribou fences to prevent the game from jumping over them, and moose were preferred for snares 

because they tended to not thrash about once caught, unlike caribou, where corrals were needed (Vitt 1971). 

During the early 20th century, fish weirs were abandoned in favor of the European fish wheel, and caribou fences 

were abandoned in favor of the rifle.

Above-ground caches, or “high caches,” in the notched-log style likely do not predate direct contact with 

trading posts in the Tanana Valley (Fair 1997), as steel axes were an integral part of their construction. The 

traditional raised rack or platform preceded the notched-log cache construction form. During the Historic Period, 

below-ground cache pits, which were traditionally used prehistorically, tended to be moved inside houses under 

wood-plank flooring as log cabins became the dominant form of architecture.
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Figure 12. A rough trail described by Eva Moffit's description of her maternal grandfather's (Bessie Barnabas's father Chief John) winter circuit (~250km) 
(ANLC0922 1983).



These features were especially favored for large-scale food preservation throughout Alaska in the later Holocene 

(Mishler 1986, Rogers 2015; Smith 2012). They appear to represent a practice stretching back at least into the 

middle Holocene at the nearby Mead Site (Ben Potter, personal communication), and potentially the early 

Holocene Hollembaek's Hill Site near the Gerstle River mouth (Lanoe et al. 2019b). The practice of bringing the 

cache into the home may represent a shifting conceptualization of communal access to personal property

4.2.3 The Shaw Creek People

The ethnographically known band directly associated with the archaeological data presented in this 

dissertation is the Shaw Creek people. The likely linguistic reconstruction for their identifier would be Debedee Na' 

Iin, meaning Sheep Creek People. Shaw Creek is located on the north side of the Tanana between the Goodpaster 

and Salcha Rivers. They were a band of Middle Tanana-speaking families who maintained summer fish camps at 

various locations along the lower creek. Several winter village locations have also been mentioned, suggesting that 

the idea of a “village” should not be considered in the geographically static sense. It could mean that the village 

was located at different locations at different times (Figure 13).

Abraham Luke remembered the Shaw Creek village. In an interview with Elizabeth Andrews, he 

mentioned that their village existed upstream “About 5, 6 mile(s). Right now, where the (pond?)...and you pass 

about another mile and a half on the hillside, that's a big village. A big village.” (ANLC3676a 1980: 1: 11). A series of 

undated edited US Geological Survey maps from the 1980s with notes made by Mishler and Andrews during his 

work with Luke marks this location very near the current location of the archaeological site XBD-00413 (Lower 

Caribou Ridge Site, the site was unknown to Mishler or Andrews at the time) (Figure 11). Another village that Luke 

associated with a shaman was located on the nearby Tenderfoot Creek, where the Richardson Highway leaves the 

Tanana River and was possibly another village location of the Shaw Creek people.

Abraham Luke maintained that Quartz Lake to the east of Shaw Creek was within the traditional round of 

the Goodpaster/Big Delta band (Figure 9). Luke thought that the Indigenous name for Shaw Creek, Debedee Na' 

[Sheep Creek], was named for the sheep that were actively hunted in the headwaters country of Shaw Creek and 

Goodpaster River (Figure 11). If so, it suggests that the Goodpaster bands utilized the upper Shaw Creek area. 

Elizabeth Andrews (1975: 49) reports that lower Shaw Creek was also considered to be a late summer resource use 

area to harvest and cache moose and caribou by Salcha people, complicating Solka's claim that a small group was 

centrally located on the creek in the early 20th century. The Shaw Creek families likely may have also utilized the 

Delta Creek headwaters region directly to the south. This region's ethnographic patterns seem to indicate that 

Middle Tanana bands actively used adjacent secondary streams flowing north and south into the Tanana River 

(Figure 14). They may have incorporated the Delta River and Goodpaster River to the immediate west with the 

Goodpaster band, and the Little Delta River to the east with the Salcha band as marriage ties necessitated during 

times of resource stress (Figure 11).
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Figure 13. Traditional place-names of lower Shaw Creek and Quartz Lake and the investigation sites (left) and literal place name translations and modern 
topographic names (right).



Figure 14. Reconstructed Territorial Catchment Basin for the Shaw Creek Band.
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Andrews mentions that the larger Goodpaster and Salcha bands upriver and downriver from Shaw Creek shared 

important reciprocal fishing/hunting rights, and the Shaw Creek families living between them would have been 

incorporated. It is possible that the division of upper and western Shaw Creek basin to the Goodpaster band's use, 

and the lower Shaw Creek and eastern portion of the valley to the Salcha band may indicate that the Shaw Creek 

band had dissolved at an earlier time, perhaps in the late 19th century.

4.2.4 Housing Types

Villages were small and sometimes exhibited several large main houses depending on the population size; 

some smaller communities may have only had one large main house, with smaller, more temporary, living shelters 

associated. In both villages and camps, residences were ideally organized around a semispherical axis to reflect the 

local familial sib and moiety connections (Pitts 1972: 74). The Birches site (MMK-00005) at Lake Minchumina 

appears to display this idea (West 1978: 34). Basic shelters included hide or bark tents (~4.5-12 m diameter) and 

brush shelters (~1.5 m diameter) covered in bark that could be stretched over logs or against a standing spruce 

tree. Also utilized were bark lean-tos (~1.8 m long) and double lean-tos (up to 6 m long). These were used during 

seasonal migration times, but single men and women might live in a hide tent or teepee/wickiup (~2.5-7 m 

diameter) in a village (Pitts 1972: 106). Sometimes several small families might share a dome-shaped hide tent or 

join tents together with a shared fire (Vitt 1971: 98). These usually were between families whose men were joined 

in a hunting partnership (Kirsteatter 2000) (dimensions summarized in Cook 1977: 176).

Larger dome-shaped semi-subterranean hide-covered winter houses might be built to house two families 

in a hunting partnership. Or, the house type that required the most labor investment, the double-walled 

bark/moss house, might be made (Pitts 1972). Other unique tents involved the menstruation hood: a giant, several 

meters long, moose hide cowl that was worn and lived in by girls for up to several months upon first menstruation 

(Andrews 1975: 118-120). The hood was so large and heavy that it forced the wearer to stay in place. For the 

Ahtna, the puberty hood was small enough to be worn in such a way that it only forced the wearer to look down, 

avoiding all eye contact with all persons but allowing individual movement (Simeone 2018: 93). Another structure 

was a spruce-bow birthing hut built over a small dugout pit (Andrews 1975: 116). Houses involving below-ground 

pits are usually associated with winter, while summer houses were ovoid domes built on the surface. This floor 

type was likely a practical response to the summer rainstorms, which can quickly fill any surface depression with 

several inches of water and mud, as those involved in the field excavations required for this work experienced 

every year. Sweat houses were added as smaller extra rooms but were thought to be a recent innovation 

borrowed from coastal people (Pitts 1972: 112). Traditionally, they were separate dome-shaped buildings, 

restricted to men's use, considered essential to prevent laziness.
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Other important widespread cultural pit features that need to be differentiated from housepits can 

include:

• Birthing pits (Ruth Ridley: TCC 2018)

• cooking pits (Potter et al. 2011; Rogers and Stone 2010),

• food storage pits (Mishler 1986),

• cremation pits (Potter et al. 2011),

• inhumation pits (Potter et al. 2014),

• pitfall traps (McKennan 1959),

• smokehouses (McKennan 1959, Pitts 1972),

• temporary shelters (McKennan 1959, Pitts 1972),

• and drinking water wells (Rogers and Stone 2010).

Annette McFadyen Clark (1996: 165-166) provides a comprehensive comparative guide for Native Alaskan 

winter house constructions. No Tanana Valley residential features were included in her otherwise comprehensive 

analysis. Mishler's work with Abraham Luke (1986: 30-31) provides detailed notes and sketches of the double

walled moss house of the Middle Tanana, and Pitts provides them for the Upper Tanana (1972: 114-115). The 

houses could be large enough to house up to 3-4 families. Lt. Allen noted 10-20 people per home in the villages he 

visited. Pitts reports that prestigious men and women who maintained extended families generally built houses big 

enough to be shared by two natal families and additional unattached structures for others (1972: 113; McFadyen 

Clark 1996: 145). The moss house was a double-walled rectangular construction of interlaced spruce poles lined on 

the inside and outside with birchbark sewn together with spruce-root lacing and packed with moss between the 

bark sheets as an insulator (Figure 15). This system of interlaced horizontal and vertical pole was only shared with 

the Ahtna in Alaska (McFadyen Clark 1996: 165). The double-wall refers to the dual birchbark layers, one on the 

inside and one on the outside. The roofs were similarly constructed, with a ridgepole supported on either end by a 

single upright pole. Secondary rooms housing a sauna were rare for the Tanana, unlike the Ahtna to the south 

(Allen 1985). Sweat baths seem to have been a separate construction (McKennan 1959: 76). A bench was 

constructed around the inner periphery where members could sit, and activities could occur around a central 

excavated pit and fire. Smoke exited through a hole in the roof, and the door was usually just a hide. Data 

concerning windows are conflicting; for some house types, they were not part of the construction, but informants 

reported that during funeral rites, the cremated ashes of a person was passed through the house via windows. It 

was quite important, or ‘engii (bad luck, taboo), that the ashes did not pass through the doorway. Paul Kirsteatter 

reported this was because women used the doorway for entrance and exits (Kirsteatter 2000). Houses were often 
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burned once the owner's funeral potlatch was concluded with their ashes placed inside18. If windows were not 

considered part of the household construction, they might have been specially created only upon the need for the 

funeral rites.

18 This is an interesting anecdote; both John Cook and Robert McKennan faced locale Native criticism for “opening 
graves” at the Healy Lake Village Site and Dixthada Village Site (Mishler and Simeone 2006: xxv). Both Cook and 
McKennan were convinced they were only excavating housepits, as excavations proved. Here, Kirsteatter indicates 
that abandoned housepits might commonly be expected to be also the graves of their occupants, a realization that 
was known but not fully understood by myself until much after my own housepit excavations.

Two benches faced each other along the house's length, with a doorway opening between them and a 

centrally shared hearth. Ideally, the house was shared by two monogamous natal families of opposite moieties, 

whose positions in the house mirrored each other (Figure 16). Sleeping occurred on top of benches for men and 

young boys and below the benches for women and children. Seating and sleeping placement on the benches were 

rigidly enforced by gender and age-grade, a practice shared with people in the Lower Copper River (Shinkwin 1974, 

1979), Cook Inlet (Kari and Fall 2016), and Lower Koyukuk (Loyens 1966: 59-60; McFadyen Clark 1996: 145). During 

waking hours, women's activities tended to occur toward the front of the house nearer to the door, while the back 

of the house was reserved for the elderly, widows, or unmarried adults (i.e., young men) (Pitts 1972: 112). Men 

were restricted to the benches while inside the home. Women's activities were directed in front of the males 

toward the center of the residence (Loyens 1966). Male activities were generally reserved for outdoor areas.

Children were not allowed on the benches, and Pitts also reports that women were restricted from sitting 

on the bench portions where the males slept, or in some cases, from using the benches entirely. These houses 

could be built with the intent of lifetime use by the village's head person or might be created only for the singular 

occasion of the potlatch. A family might move into one after the potlatch was completed, or it might be 

abandoned. A large structure was built in Kechumstuk in 1919 for just such an occasion and abandoned soon after 

(Andrews 1980: 6-8). Mishler's sketches indicate a pitched roof was part of the construction, but Pitts's 

illustrations show a rounded roof/wall construction similar to a modern-day Quonset hut. A variety of forms was 

considered acceptable, including flat roofs. House size depended on social status resulting from how many 

extended family members were brought into the residence. Pitts (1972: 111) provides dimensions ranging from 

20x10x10 feet (occupied by two natal families) to 40x25x10 feet.

Another account of house construction from the Middle Tanana is summarized as such: first, a pit was dug 

using sharpened sticks and wooden shovels. Second, a pole frame was built over the pit and covered in birchbark. 

Third, a layer of dirt and moss was placed over the bark for insulation. Benches were then constructed and lined 

with caribou hide. Everything was tied with willow lashings. A smoke hole was placed in the roof, and a doorway 

was simply a hide covering but dug halfway into the ground (Anderson 1957: 4-5). The framework was often 

decorated with geometric red ochre and charcoal grease-based painted designs.

Pitt's Upper Tanana informants differentiated between the headman's semi-subterranean spruce bark 

house and the average family's semi-subterranean moss and hide house. Spruce bark could only be harvested in
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Figure 15. The traditional double-walled semi-subterranean bark house of Goodpaster Village (based on Mishler 
1986: 29-34).

sheets during the spring. The hide house was built over a centralized pit with a berm packed around the 

tent's edge. Small-diameter logs were bent across the pit, and hides sewn together were drawn across it, leaving 

an opening for the door and overhead smoke-hole (McKennan 1959; Osgood 1971; Pitts 1972). The Upper Tanana 

people considered the ovoid, dome-shaped winter skin house to be the older house form than the later semi

subterranean moss houses.

Log houses, initially supported by upright poles rather than corner notching (influenced by Cook Inlet 

construction styles), became gradually adopted after the 1860s as iron and steel axes became available through 
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the trade networks. Corner-notched log cabins became the prevalent form only after the 1890s, diffusing from the 

Klondike goldfields. For a brief period around the time of historical contact, rooms were attached to the back of 

the house for use as first menstrual seclusion (Pitts 1972: 170-171; see also Yesner and Holmes 2000).

Figure 16. Traditional seating arrangement in a shared dual-family house. in this hypothetical arrangement, a 
Naltsiin family from the Crow Moiety has joined in a hunting partnership with a Tsisyu Family from the Seagull 
Moiety. Only two elders from each family have moved in (based on McFadyen Clark 1996: 145).
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Pitts (1972) provides an exhaustive review of the geographic spread of these house types, suggesting 

similar residence designs are shared throughout the Tanana Valley. The dome-shaped version, shared with the Han 

on the Yukon River drainages to the northeast, is also shared with the Ahtna and Dena'ina to the south. The 

patterned geographic spread of the larger, rectangular extended family residences mimics the geographic range of 

the above-described kinship system in Alaska. Rectangular Dene houses (also referred to as a Plank House) are 

widely shared across Dene societies and were found as far south as the Pacific Coast Dene in California (Baumhoff 

1958) and among the Interior British Columbia Dene. One of the oldest sites where this form is found is from the 

Paul Mason Site in Kitselas Canyon, British Columbia (~3,200-2,700 BP19: Coupland 1988, 1996). Another even 

older representative rectangular residence form is at the Maurer Site on the upper Fraser River in British Columbia 

(~5,500 cal BP: Lepofsky et al. 2009; Shaepe 1998). However, most interior British Columbia and Californian houses 

of this type date to the past 600 years (Matson and Magne 2007: 138-145). It is possible that the shared cultural 

aspects of the house, village, and kinship system likely facilitated each other's adoption and diffusion.

19 An attempt was made to calibrate as many dates as possible first with the IntCal13 curve, and later with the
IntCal20 curve. If dates are provided in this text as simply “BP”, I was unable to locate the uncertainty spread.

It seems that a cultural divide in terms of housing types is observed to the east of the Gwich'in, Han, 

Upper Tanana, and Ahtna territories. The simpler forms are often shared extra-regionally with Dene groups on the 

Lower Yukon and with the Gwich'in to the north. The domed skin/bark house, menstrual and birth huts, domed 

sweat lodges, and simple hunting/traveling shelters are shared across a much larger region, also found in the 

Mackenzie Basin and all the Alaskan Dene people. Their wider distribution suggests that they represent a more 

ancient form than the rectangular houses, as the oral histories suggest (Gordon and Savage 1974; Pilon 1991). 

Additionally, a theme of gender-associated work specific to wood types may exist; women were especially adept at 

working with birch, while men often worked with spruce. If this theme is accurate, it may help to explain the 

variety of shelter construction types. House and boat construction that used both wood types may have 

necessitated both genders working together to produce.

4.2.5 Tools and Technology

Additional rules applying to the avoidance of ‘engii involved the proper disposal of tool-making discards 

and minimizing interpersonal contact with all of one's tools, weapons, and medicine bag to keep them from being 

cross-contaminated from other individuals' potential ‘engii. The result was that villages and individuals attempted 

to maintain a pattern of hyper-cleanliness and personal space, which was similarly practiced throughout the Dene 

cultural region. States of purification from negative ‘engii could be obtained through ritualized use of heat, fire, 

ashes, and water. Extensive descriptions of the role that gender-related taboos played in association with hunting 

practices and hunting implements exist, framing the details to which male hunting implements and associated 

behaviors could be affected through female contact, especially during a young woman's first menstruation period 

(Andrews 1975: 118-120; Luke 1998; O'Brien 2011; Thomas 2005). While Tanana society seems to have favored 
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male leadership and labor ease, the gender-avoidance regarding hunting weapons should not be understood in a 

negative sense. Instead, it was considered that the deep life-creating magic inherent within all women between 

puberty and menopause would cancel out the death-bringing luck that any favored hunting weapon might have. 

Thus, in the presence of those who were perceived to be ascribed to this position, activities would become 

“gendered” as individuals who did not identify with those roles would naturally attempt to keep their activity areas 

free of accidental ‘engii contamination. This pattern is expected to facilitate patterns of sexual divisions of labor 

and the gendered forms of knowledge learning.

The taboos enforced the association of large-game hunting and male behaviors in Dene society. Heavy 

emphasis was placed on the association of hunting success and the avoidance of contact between hunting 

weapons and women of childbearing age, the consequences of which were considered dire and could cost the 

hunter his life (McKennan 1959; Thomas 2005: 2). These taboos were lifted for girls who had not reached 

menarche and women past menopause. However, accounts exist of Dene women also being primary providers of 

large game meat within a family unit (cf. Kari and Fall 2016: 240). Gendered roles were culturally enforced; 

however, it did not necessarily follow sexual orientation or biological sex. Woodworking may have had a gendered 

component; birchbark crafting was often associated with women's crafts, while spruce woodworking was 

associated with the male gender. Men's wood-crafting always occurred outside, while women's sewing occurred 

inside residences.

The male curation of hunting weapons is often emphasized in ethnographic work; men often slept with 

their weapons and tools as it was ‘engii for women to come into contact with them. However, both genders were 

involved in their curation, as babiche for bowstrings and any leather sewing and decoration (i.e., for quivers) was 

done by women (Vitt 1971: 84). Snowshoe curation was also a cross-gender activity, between babiche and 

woodworking. Snowshoes were also useful in creating snow shelters and crafting produced toboggans, canoes, 

and rafts, jointly using wood and faunal materials. ‘Engii taboos regarding women ceased upon menopause (Vitt 

1971: 126). It should be noted that most gendered or age-structured ‘engii restrictions relating to hunting/hunting 

weaponry seem to have been suspended during communal hunts, which were common occurrences (i.e., Mishler 

and Simeone 2006), where everyone who was physically capable was expected to help as they could.

The toolkit was overwhelmingly dominated by the use of wood, bone, antler, and copper. The use of 

stone-technology in the 19th century was minimal compared to earlier periods, except in the realm of hide-work 

(Hanson 2008: 122-123). Copper was a highly desired item for knives and awls that were used both for big game, 

fur-bearing animals, and bird hunting. Composite arrows, using detachable long, barbed bone or antler points (i.e., 

Thomas et al. 2020), were used both before rifles and alongside them well into the 1930s (McKennan 1959). They 

were designed for the shaft's recovery after a successful shot, which after impact, fell out of the animal, leaving 

the dart tip mechanism inside the victim. Bear spears would be topped by either a removable bone point or copper 

dagger. Bone knives were kept sharp through the use of a whetstone. Stone adzes were used to cut down larger 

trees (usually during the winter for ease of chopping). Stone mauls were used for a variety of hammering tasks, 
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especially for house and fish weir construction. Drills were handheld using one's mouth and made with bits made 

of copper, tooth, or stone. Awls were of copper or bone, and ulus were used by women and made of copper or 

thin slate. Fire was made using a corded mouth drill or flint and pyrites. The personal fire kit included flint, pyrite, 

tinder, and birch fungus20, held in a moosehide bag. It was considered so important it was burned with its owner 

upon the cremation pyre. A long, smoldering birch log could be carried between camps (Vitt 1971: 97). Vitt records 

that smokeless fires were used in emergency cases where snowdrift shelters were used, possibly indicating that 

marrow grease was carried for this purpose (1971: 99). Personal toolkits for both men and women were carried 

and were not considered communal property. Guns were introduced to coastal Native Alaskans in the early 19th 

century. They apparently were only used for warfare against Euro-American groups as a prestige tactic until 

firearm technology regarding firing efficiency and accuracy had sufficiently advanced beyond the bow and atlatl in 

the late 19th century (Townsend 1983).

20 Flint contains carbon, and pyrite sulfur. The birch fungus contains nitrates, which when combined with wood ash 
containing potassium and water, produce potassium nitrate salts. These three ingredients are the basis of 
gunpowder (William Howard, personal communication).

According to McKennan (1959), women's toolkits typically included a snowshoe needle, sewing awl, knife, 

skin scrapers, and sinew for thread, and men's toolkits included a crooked knife, awl, drill, lancet, and a small bag 

of ochre. For personal decoration, blue or red ochre was powdered mixed with grease for paint. Ochre was 

considered an expensive trade item and trade medium and must be purchased from the earth by leaving behind 

gifts when it was taken, similar to leaving gifts for mice and squirrels if their cache contents were used for food. 

Ochre was powdered and rolled into large balls using fat and sap, used to color wood and for body paint (Anderson 

1957: 1; Mishler 1986: 41; Thomas 2005: 148-150). Bone ornaments fashioned to resemble dentalium shells were 

created from large mammal longbones, and porcupine quills were also valued. Art was individualized and 

restricted mainly to personal adornment, displaying prestige, and prowess (Vitt 1971: 86). A picture emerges that 

the Tanana men were expected to excel at woodcraft and women with leather. Both skills were essential to master 

and excel at, especially with the artistic ascetics, ensuring a career to barter for food and necessary items in a 

person's old age if one could not depend on any grown children for care. Personal clothing and bodily decoration 

(and, by extension, tool and household decoration) illustrate the ritualized act of reciprocity. Beautiful adornment 

was created and gifted by women to their men. Just as it emphasized and enhanced the prestige and luck of the 

wearer at social gatherings, it was expected to be worn during the hunt, enticing game animals to “fall in love with 

the hunter” and gift themselves willingly as a food sacrifice to a handsomely-dressed pursuer (Easton 2005: 101). 

Scrapers are not explicitly mentioned as being part of the personal toolkit for men or women.

Copper items were sought as a prestige item. These were produced mostly by the Lower Ahtna people 

along the Chitina River. They were also produced to a lesser extent by other groups surrounding the Wrangell 

Mountains (Cooper 2012), and a source may have been known on the Copper Creek, a tributary of the Charley 

River to the northeast of Shaw Creek (Kari 2011a). Since this product was only consumed by the Middle Tanana
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people and not produced in their territory, I will limit my discussion to its use and value. Copper knives for men 

were especially sought as both a prestige item marking social status and for practical use as both a knife, dagger, 

and lance head for bear spears (Noguchi and Kondo 2019). Copper awls were valued for hide work, and copper 

sheet arrowheads or end blades were used as well (Dixon et al. 2005; Hanson 1999, 2008; Thomas et al. 2020; 

VanderHoek et al. 2012; Workman 1976). Copper was also fashioned into small objects for bodily and clothing 

adornments (Cooper 2007; Shinkwin 1979) and was also a useful medium for trade (Hayden 1998).

4.2.6 The Seasonal Round

For the Tanana people, time was a cyclical concept, rather than linear. This concept is illustrated through 

a recently published story told by some Ahtna elders to the south: the world would pass through four great cycles 

of time, each ending in chaos and beginning with a newly established order. Each was associated with a 

constellation and a prophecy (Cannon et al. 2020: 6-7). During the first Distant Time cycle, Traveler 

(Saatedlech'eeghe) walked and paddled about the earth, bringing order and establishing the reciprocal 

relationships of ‘engii between people and nature. The first cycle ended when the rules of ‘engii were forgotten, 

and the world of the archaic Dene descended into violence and conflict. The second cycle began when Traveler, 

who now resided in the sky, sent the Little People to remind the Dene of the ancient traditions. During this time, 

the Little People taught the ancestral Dene sacred language, but their teachings were only imperfectly applied. 

Thus, each person's duty was to discover, understand, and apply these teachings as they saw fit. The Ahtna 

considered the Historical Period to be associated with the third cycle (Cannon et al. 2020: 6). The third cycle is an 

increasingly chaotic period, as once again, the ancient teachings are forgotten during the ensuing cultural 

struggles, and the world system falls out of balance. The fourth cycle begins when the climate has degraded and 

heated to the point that the perennial snows disappear from the mountains. The natural imbalance becomes so 

great that a giant prehistoric cat-like monster that Traveler has held back in the sky returns (Cannon et al. 2020: 

12). Just as with the four seasons, the great cycles are believed to repeat themselves.

The seasons were observed to revolve repetitiously. Life, death, and rebirth cycled in and out of the yearly 

cycles, which were embedded in the great century-long cyclical periods of game population expansions and 

crashes. Cycles were expected, but it was understood that new and unique factors could be present with each, 

requiring an attitude of openness to adaptation and innovation. The annual cycle, or seasonal round, for 19th 

century Middle Tanana groups was focused on a village that was centrally located between seasonally available 

key resource exploitation areas (Shinkwin et al. 1980). Mishler (1986: 15) suggests that a dual-centralized village 

system was occasionally used. In this case, instead of a group always returning seasonally to a single centralized 

location, they might instead maintain two villages that were located close, only several miles apart, possibly on 

opposing sides of the Tanana River. They might be occupied simultaneously or one at a time, depending on 

resource availability and demographic pressure (Mishler 1986: 15).
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The year was divided into twelve months of differing length periods of resource availability, rather than 

solar or fixed lunar periods (Andrews 1975; Mishler 1986; however, McKennan (1959) was given thirteen lunar

based months). The year began around October, as freeze-up occurred in the early part of the month. A late 

anadromous fish run was capitalized on then, a unique event to the Middle Tanana (Vitt 1971). During this time, 

freshwater fish retreated from smaller upland streams into the deep-water lowland rivers and lakes for the winter. 

In November, group dispersal followed, where people left in small family groups to find fresh winter meat, 

including recently hibernating bears. This dispersal was organized by the band chief and shaman (if they were 

different individuals). Each of the local ungulate species had distinct ecological needs and migration routes, and 

the herd abundance of these three species often dictated where and how groups would disperse. A risk mitigation 

strategy of assigning specific families to specific ungulate species at different places on the landscape may have 

been practiced. Families shared their planned destinations with each other in case of shortfalls; families in need 

could travel to other families' locations to reduce the chances of malnourishment or starvation.

Groups coalesced again near the winter solstice for a lengthy period of festivities and feasting. January, 

the coldest month, was usually spent in the villages with people using stored foods. Only during this period would 

the long cycle of creation myths involving the dual cultural motifs of the creator-trickster Raven and the 

transformer-moral hero Traveler, Saatedlech'eeghe, be recited, possibly due to the optimal visibility of the stars 

(Cannon et al. 2020; Easton 2005: 14-26; McKennan 1959: 175-195; Thompson 1990: 140; Thornton et al. 2019)21. 

Families might disperse again in February. March was the most critical period of potential annual starvation; 

moose hunting was typically participated in as the month waned. Crusted snow allowed hunters and dogs to take 

moose who broke through the snow and could not move quickly. April, May, and June brought freshwater fishing 

and small game hunting, including endemic birds such as ptarmigan and spruce hen. These activities may have 

occurred at a separate spring camp, and some also moved later into the uplands to intercept caribou returning to 

calve in June.

21 In the Tanana Valley, Raven occupies a much-reduced role in traditional mythology compared to the Copper 
River or coastal regions to the south.

As plants came back to life, the new growth was used for fish trap maintenance in anticipation of the 

salmon season. Migratory birds played a vital food role during the warmer months and were actively hunted with 

special blunted arrows (Haynes and Simeone 2007) and snares. Women and children played an important role in 

collecting birds and eggs. Midsummer fish camps were placed at the mouths where clear water running streams 

entered the muddy, silt-laden Tanana, or several miles upstream at their intersection with smaller streams. Fish 

were caught using both dipnets and large woven conical willow traps, where fish were funneled via log weirs. Late 

summer was devoted to the preparation of the fish and gathering fruit, vegetable, and rootstock. Rabbit drives 

also occurred at this time. Salmon runs were negligible farther up the Tanana above the Volkmar River, and groups 

upriver oriented their whitefish harvests differently.
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In September, bands moved to the caribou fences for upkeep and maintenance in anticipation of the 

migrations. Moose could also be taken in the fences. Small fur-bearing mammals were sought throughout the year 

between massive game migrations, but children could not come into contact with their remains. Often, the oldest 

members, youngest members, and women with small children could be left in villages and fish camps to cure food 

and harvest small game and plants during times of necessary extended mobility.

Trading could happen at any time of year when a meeting could be anticipated, and a trade partnership 

between two male individuals was considered lifelong. While a trade partner was only encountered rarely during 

the year, maintaining this relationship was just as important as the hunting partner. Conducting trade without a 

partner appears to have been quite challenging to practice, likely due to the cultural expectations of generalized 

and balanced reciprocity (Easton 2005: 126). In order to conduct trade, make a profit, and not be held in the future 

of expectations to return that value to the purchaser, a sort of “blind trade” needed to be established, where the 

actors could not know the identity of the other. The person who had goods to trade would shut themselves within 

a house and hang a long pole outside the door with a rattle. The rattle would allow a trade exchange to occur 

through affirmation or denial. It would allow for the option of identities to be hidden if desired so that value could 

be exchanged without the expectation of immediate or future return (Paul 1957: 7-8; see also Mauss [1925] 2016: 

75).

4.2.7 Cosmology

By the time McKennan (1959) published his ethnography of the Upper Tanana, most of the significant 

Alaskan Dene groups also had cultural descriptions published. They shared connections that were being drawn 

across northwestern North America. The similarity of a shared belief system throughout the Alaskan Dene was not 

lost on McKennan. Boraas (Boraas and Peter 2008) has best summarized this belief system (known in Tanacross as 

Ch'eghwtsen'): the cosmology conceived of all material things being imbued with life (Jerry Isaac: TCC 2017), with 

the ego as a sort of central but smallest part of the universe, with higher peripheral dimensions extending beyond 

it. The first dimension consisted of the “body and breath” of the individual.

The second dimension was comprised of the soul and shadow of the individual. One's shadow spirit could 

traverse the dream world and thus pass into other dimensions. If one could lucidly direct these travels, they could 

become a shaman, or literally a “sleep doctor” (de Laguna and McClellan 1981: 656; see also Cannon et al. 2020).

The third dimension was a transitory place of deceased human souls that had not yet achieved their life's 

purpose. The souls' journey to this place could be interrupted, especially if cremation and the funeral potlatch 

were not correctly observed. It was desirable for the deceased to enter this place because spirits who lingered in 

the physical world could ultimately only have a negative effect on the living. Eventually, these spirits would be 

reincarnated, usually in human form, but could also become animals or inanimate forces, such as joining or 

becoming wind or whirlwinds (Powell 1909: 293-294).
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Animal spirits inhabited the fourth dimension, each species of whom also had a sort of conscious guardian 

spirit. These could become a desirable spirit helper for individuals, and strict, proper behavior was necessary to 

maintain a positive relationship with them.

The fifth dimension was one of high power, being the mountain spirits (sometimes translated as ‘giants': 

i.e., “immense beings” (Fast 2008), guardian animal spirits, and the mother of the animals. Individuals avoided 

calling the attention of these powerful spirits to themselves. Avoidance speech was a highly utilized practice in 

Dene to prevent being overwhelmed by calling unwanted power to the individual. The final highest dimension was 

that of the supreme being, exemplified by pure love, who, for the Upper Tanana and Ahtna, was embodied by Mt. 

Wrangell, a shield volcano and one of the most massive mountains on Earth (Boraas and Peter 2008; Kari 2019b).

The spiritual importance of landforms was not restricted to only the most massive mountains; smaller 

landforms that were visually prominent could also wield much power. Both Abraham Luke and Eva Moffit 

identified Bluff Cabin Ridge near Big Delta as the place of Christianity's original appearance in the Tanana Valley 

(Mishler 1986). They identified it as the location of Christ's future return through a very unique and interesting 

cycle of stories that weave themes of traditional magic, myth, and historical elements (ANLC0921 1983: 26: 20-39: 

45; ANLC2874b 1984: 19: 30-30: 18). In the Tanana Valley, mountains and their inner spirits were believed to 

control and create the weather. They were often described as being the result of the resident spirits' hearths built 

deep inside, an observation of the phenomenon of standing lenticular cloud formation resulting from the high 

peaks of the Alaska Range blocking southern air currents, which could produce eventual precipitation (Paul 1957: 

20-21). Place names attached to landforms also often reflect avoidance behavior (Kari 2011b: 248).

The individual needed to achieve a sense of balance and purity by practicing ‘engii, a system of rules that 

assisted the individual along this path (also ‘engii in Ahtna, hwtthani in Lower Tanana). An individual sought at a 

young age to obtain a relationship with an animal spirit helper and of controlling the dreaming. To do so, one 

would attempt to master the correct behavior of undertaking all things in life, including mundane tasks. McKennan 

(1959) describes this using the English terms of taboos and avoidance of bad luck. Boraas (Boraas and Peter 2008) 

described this for the Dena'ina in terms of beggesh (impurity) and begesha (absence of impurity). One would try in 

all areas of life to maintain a sense of begesha or purity. One could become polluted by beggesh through either 

intent or action, and the essence of it could be retained in an object affecting all who unknowingly came into 

contact with it in the future. To avoid obtaining any inadvertent beggesh, one should only kill animals with pure 

intent, dispose of their bodies properly, thanking the spirits for the food (Boraas and Peter 2008). An animal's spirit 

could linger for several days, observing how their body's gift was utilized and treated, reporting these behaviors to 

their guardian spirit. Food was shared between partners and their village, and the hunter was expected only to 

receive a small share of their kill to help remain humble (Simeone 2018). For the Middle Tanana, the sense of 

impurity, verbalized as ‘engii, was likely similar to those beliefs described for the Upper Tanana and Ahtna. Both 

Mishler (1986: 28-29) and Vitt (1971: 118-127) explains how ‘engii could affect group dynamics and governed all 

aspects of everyday life (see also Haynes and Simeone 2007: 67; McKennan 1959: 166-169). These values are also 
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reflected in the place name lexicon; it is rare to find toponyms directly referencing supernatural beings, individuals, 

or commemorative events (Kari 2011b: 248).

It should be noted here that all forms of singing was sacred and always framed as prayer (Haynes and 

Simeone 2007: 73). It was the language used to speak with the spiritual dimensions, so animals whose vocalization 

that fell as songs could be thought to be communicating with the powerful spirit beings. It is important to 

understand the role of singing: it helps explain why hunters used songs to communicate with both animals and 

their spirit guides and why singing formed a central role in so many social interactions. Especially powerful singers 

and their songs could be used to control the weather and all forms of prestige luck beyond just hunting (McKennan 

1959: 165-166). Songs were also considered an appropriate potlatching gift, and it was a high honor when one 

village gave another a song.

4.2.8 Animal and Plant Use

Despite the apparent use of many game and vegetable types, two animals were considered to have a 

particular sacred place: salmon and moose. While caribou was considered the most critical animal economically, it 

does not seem to have had any additional sacred practices or taboos attached. Salmon and moose were entered 

formally into the naming of the months (Andrews 1975: 69-75). The salmon ceremony, where the first salmon 

caught of the season was considered sacred and consumed communally by all village members (Loyens 1966: 37), 

was important for all Dene cultures dependent on this seasonal resource. However, the ceremony seems to have 

been abandoned with the adoption of fishwheels. After this, it became almost impossible to identify which the 

actual first salmon caught was. Moose still retains a sacred place today (Simeone 1995). It is ritually sought for the 

potlatch ceremony, where the moose-nose stew is considered to be of particular importance. The rest of the 

animal is also prepared and consumed, but not with the ritual overtones of the stew. The stew is cooked only with 

neutral-tasting vegetables that do not detract from the taste of the game. While salt and pepper are provided, 

their use is frowned upon by elders. The experience of the taste and texture of the seared moose meat is 

particularly essential and perhaps sacred, being the focal point of the meal. Today the uniquely yellow-colored 

moose leather is preferred for traditional regalia, shifting from the older preference for the lighter caribou hide.

Bear fat was a highly prized commodity. Bears seem to have been sought, especially when they were 

beginning to den when their body fat reserves were at their best. Songs were required to be sung upon their death 

in the village. One was always expected to avoid mentioning them by name (ANLC0881b 1983). Women needed to 

avoid all contact with bear meat during their child-bearing years, and the spirit of the bear was especially feared 

and respected. However, the fat could be consumed by anyone. If men treated women improperly in any way, 

they would be cursed with terrible bear encounters. Among the Koyukon, at least, bear hides could only be tanned 

by men (McFadyen Clark 1996: 6).

Otters were considered powerful and actively avoided as their spirit could cause sickness or death; a 

similar taboo was attached to loons (McKennan 1959; Vitt 1971: 125). The otter taboos were extensive, 
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comparable to those for bears (Haynes and Simeone 2007: 73), but the reasons are unspecified22. This same taboo 

may suggest that the otter, being aquatic, carried power for this realm that bears carried for the terrestrial world 

(it was ‘engii to mix aquatic and terrestrial foods in a meal). If they had to be killed, specific purification rights 

needed to be followed, such as discarding the tools used to kill and process the carcass. Other fur-bearing animals 

were actively sought for meat and clothing. Foxes, wolves, and wolverines were taboo to eat but could be used for 

fur, though wolf-hunting or killing seems to have been avoided (McKennan 1959; Vitt 1971). Wolverines, foxes, 

wolves, dogs, and otters were all considered to have descended from the mythic tailed-men who had lived in the 

Alaska Range prior to the arrival of the Dene (Vitt 1971: 118; Wright 1977: 38-39). The fur-bearing mink, weasel, 

marten, and ermine were descended from the otter. Coyotes are a recent newcomer to Alaska (Hody and Kays 

2018) but fell under the canid taboo. Mice were considered to be a harbinger of evil and always killed.

22 Franz Boas ([1916] 2016:170-171) records an origin story, perhaps related, from the Tsimshian people of central 
British Columbia, which discusses that Otter was responsible for gifting aquatic food to people, and therefore must 
not be killed.

Dogs were especially revered and used for hunting and transport, and their blood was used in women 's 

medicine (Andrews 1975). They were only killed during starvation periods and otherwise considered taboo as food 

(Brucks and Lovick 2019). Dogs were valued as pack animals and fitted with packsacks (sledges were only pulled by 

people until the introduction of the dogsled) and were also used in lynx, porcupine, bear, and moose hunting. 

Their tails were always docked, and they were valued as companions and for protection. Dog training appears to 

have been left for puppies to learn from older dogs (Vitt 1971: 93-94). They were not used to pull sleds before the 

20th century. Dogs could not consume ungulate heads or many of the fur-bearing animals, requiring them to be 

cached in trees (only men could consume game heads).

The use of ravens and cranes was avoided. Eagle pinions were preferred for arrow fletching, but hawk and 

swan feathers were also acceptable. Goose feathers were only used as a last resort (Vitt 1971: 77). Caribou antler 

and moose longbones were desirable for the multi-inch long arrowheads. Compound arrows designed for black 

bear, moose, and caribou were created so that the hindshaft could detach from the foreshaft upon impact 

(McKennan 1959: 55; Vitt 1971: 80). Sheep hunting arrows may have been preferred to be constructed as a single 

shaft, designed to stay in the animal. Knife blades were ideally created from moose or lynx ribs.

If an ‘engii animal was killed for any reason, ‘engii could be averted by tying willow twigs to the animal's 

joints, and the knife needed to be immediately discarded. Women should not consume fresh meat, and if a carcass 

was butchered in the camp, any blood on the ground must be disposed of (Vitt 1971: 127). Squirrels, marten, and 

muskrat could be hunted (often by women and children) for dog food, and their skins were used for women and 

children's parkas. Lynx, beaver, porcupine, and muskrat were fairly ‘engii-free and actively hunted by all and 

welcomed for their taste.

Caribou and sheepskins were preferred for clothing for their optimal weight, warmth, and durability (Vitt 

1971: 70). Moosehides were preferred for tents and outer soles, and rabbit skin was used for inner soles and 
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mitten linings. Vitt (1971) claims that the preferred use of heavier moosehide for ceremonial clothing arose during 

the Fur Trade Era. Rabbit, fox, marten, and ground squirrel hides were used for caps. Moose was preferred for 

creating babiche; however, bear or caribou were also acceptable (McClellan 1975: 266). Thick moosehide was 

preferred for quivers. These rules are generally identical to those of the Ahtna (Simeone 2018: 72-79).

4.2.9 Landscape Cultivation Practices

The ethnographic lifeways described for the Tanana people is one dominated by a seasonally migrating 

forager paradigm. Therefore, it is essential to point out some practices of food and resource cultivation. Fish and 

fishery cultivation were necessary for places beyond the reach of significant salmon migrations. The Upper Susitna, 

just southwest of the study area on the other side of the Alaska Range, was an area where this practice has been 

documented. There, ponds would be artificially dammed with rock stacks during the flood season, maintaining the 

higher lake levels during drier summer periods, specifically to promote fish growth. The dams would then be 

released in the autumn, and the fish would be washed into weirs and nets placed below the outlets (Andrews 

1980: 47; Street 1995). This practice was never documented explicitly for the upper or middle Tanana. However, 

Carl Tweiten (1990) credited the Native people with this idea when he utilized it on the upper Goodpaster River in 

the 1930s.

Practices of plant modification by the Middle and Upper Tanana groups were focused on trees. A tradition 

of cultivating living trees as part of the extensive caribou fence networks was performed throughout the region. 

Tree growth was promoted within the fences to help guide ungulates to gaps where snares were set to capture 

moose or to corrals designed to capture caribou. Live trees would occasionally be cut or bent just enough to turn 

them into desired angles to support the fences and tree blinds (Andrews 1980). They may have also been modified 

as waymarkers (Figure 17) (Duer et al. 2020); trails could also be marked by upright poles and charcoal pictographs 

(Powell 1909: 286-287). Trees could also be cultivated for craft items. If a birch tree was to be used for creating 

bows, the tree needed to be dead and seasoned, at least 5 inches in diameter, and have no knots to be harvested. 

Several bows could be split from a single log if the wood was of good quality.

Birch stands and individual trees could be curated in such a way to facilitate the desired conditions to be 

achieved at harvest (Vitt 1971: 73) by stripping them of lower branches when young. Bows were tailored to the 

individual and were only passed to others as gifts, trade items, or through inheritance (usually uncle to sister 's 

son). Their use-life typically extended to about two years. Adzes, the crooked knife, and fire were all utilized in the 

bow creation. Willow bark could be wrapped around the bow in such a way as to produce a decorative coloring 

during the firing process. Older men who could master the craft of bow creation were valued community members 

who used this skill to trade for food when they could no longer hunt for themselves and their families.

Spruce trees were curated for creating arrows. Their curation required debranching at a young age, then 

debarked and left standing for three years to season appropriately before being cut down. Logs could be anywhere
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Figure 17. Possible Culturally-Modified Wayfinding Tree at the northwest base of the hill Swan Point is located on. The knot is approximately 2.5 m above 
ground.



between 1-8 inches in diameter, being split after for arrow creation. Green (fresh with sap running) spruce logs (2- 

inch diameter) were desired for bear spears, and spear points could be made from moose and caribou longbones. 

Vitt (1971: 88) reports that caribou antlers were straightened using water, fire, and fat to create 3-foot long spear 

points for brown bear lances. Spears were a summer crafting item, while bows and arrows tended to be crafted in 

the fall.

Finally, fire was also used as a tool to clear brush around villages and clear and enhance new growth in 

desired hunting areas. Fire cultivation in traditional land-use practices has been documented extensively 

worldwide, but only briefly for the Tanacross people. This practical use of fire was documented by Roy Mitchell 

(under the previous name Johnson (1981)). He concluded from his informants that a tradition of fire ecology was 

practiced reducing wildfire danger to villages and enhance the landscape productivity of moose, furbearers, and 

edible plants. His informants emphasized the practical nature of the exercise, which was repressed after the 

construction of the Alcan Highway. Boraas's (Boraas and Kalifornsky 1991) extensively described the symbolic 

purification nature that fire and burning held for the Kenaitze Dena'ina (see also Lutz 1959).

4.3 Conclusion

This ethnographic summary presents the cultural expectations as codified through the Dene practices of 

‘engii in the valley. It is not right to assume that this ideal was always practical or reflected in everyday life, any 

more than a dictionary represents the average person's daily speech. Howard Luke pointed out situations when he 

and his mother needed to break the sexual division of labor taboos for survival (his father was not present to fulfill 

the male hunting roles). These situations were always framed as a teaching moment when his mother would 

explain what should ideally occur and why it could not (Luke 1998: 4-10).

This ethnographic summary represents a reconstruction. It presents the idealized picture of how the 

Middle Tanana people interacted with the world, with each other, and how the spheres of various animals and 

spirits were expected to respond in return. Everything about an individual's life was framed within the dual context 

of reciprocity and ‘engii. By definition, an ideology is simply a Platonic form that can never be perfectly achieved. In 

real, every-day life, not all people in a given society will live up to their expected social charter. The dual concepts 

of ‘engii and reciprocity provided a guide that each individual and group was supposed to use, informing all 

decisions, gender roles, and identity-appropriate behaviors. There were likely plenty of instances where individuals 

did not make a culturally defined optimal choice. This reconstruction presents a sort of perfect ideological image of 

how the past should look.

The archaeological record will likely produce a picture of reality that reflects everyday practicality and 

deviates somewhat from this ideal. McFadyen Clark noted this problem when she conducted a similar 

ethnoarchaeological study of three 19th century traditional Athabascan houses on the Koyukuk River. Artifact 

discard patterns sometimes conformed to the social rules, and other times did not (1991: 204-206). Deviation from 

the predicted pattern could be explained by:
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• The presence of Sleep Doctors who were extraordinarily powerful and could manipulate the natural order 

of the world (therefore, were not affected by the rules of ‘engii)

• The presence of elders who were no longer expected to, or released from, living by the rules of ‘engii,

• Elders without children, who might have a house dog,

• Male-only households,

• Elderly female-only households (i.e., Wallis 2004),

• Non-traditional Dene: i.e., people who felt the need to evade the social charter,

• Poor housekeepers,

• Deprivation times.

Additionally, it is important to note that this ethnographic reconstruction brings together information from a wide 

geographic range. While some cultural practices were indeed widely shared, others likely differed from village to 

village, a proposition challenging to control for in studies like this.

While she likely realized this was the case, McFadyen Clark does not explicitly discuss the fact the 

household archaeology encompasses all the behaviors that occurred before, during, and after occupation. This 

period can be quite extensive. Residence features are predicted to represent the movement of artifacts in relation 

to the direct activities that produced them. Discarded artifacts might be moved about on the floor through 

trampling, kicking (especially in the relative indoor darkness), or scavenging, and finally, their movement during 

attempts to clean the house. Residence construction may disturb earlier components (especially given the desire 

for a semi-subterranean dwelling during the winter), and unrelated behaviors at the same site may complicate the 

observed patterns.

Tying this into the theoretical constructs of this paper, optimality was conceived of as a full belly and 

confidence that resources remained available and accessible throughout the year. Optimality was informed 

through the fulfillment of ‘engii: to take nothing more than necessary unless one planned to gift or conduct trade. 

Gifting back to the realms of nature that had produced goods and to people considered competitors ensured a 

benevolent future.

The Dene recognized that even given the best planning, the universe was unpredictable, and all 

contingencies could not be planned for. Social mechanisms were developed as a contingency. These included a 

cultural value for innovation and, more importantly, to develop extensive kinship networks throughout the region, 

dictated by the moiety system. Extensive kinship networking should assist in the diffusion of technology, ideology, 

and genetics. The potlatch system eased social tension due to unequal access to resources or resource shortfall. 

Marrying sons out to other villages ensured access to neighboring resource areas if needed through kinship rights. 

Spreading out kin across the region locked down extensive landscape knowledge.

Niche construction was minimal through landscape burning, tree cultivation, and seasonal fish farming. 

Instead, the Dene believed that resources were reciprocally enhanced; if they treated the environment and 
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animals with respect and gratitude, the landscape would be obliged to gift them back what they needed in 

abundance.

In summary, from this ethnographic summary, we can make a series of predictions of how this cultural 

system should have imprinted a pattern on the archaeological record:

• The Tanana cultural system was facilitated by a logistic mobility system that recognized resource tenure 

by watershed, and resource rights were typically extended through kinship.

• The Moiety kinship system affected residential house and village construction strategies; larger villages 

should be found, and unique, differentiated, great houses within those villages should be observable, 

reflecting the expectations considered necessary to shelter extended family members and host 

potlatches.

• We should expect that the large, rectangular houses were likely only built in response to the extended 

family concept and could be a proxy for the dual moiety system.

• Multiple house forms were used, and many of the others, being simpler and practical in style, likely 

predate this social charter.

• Pit features can indicate a wide variety of behaviors, including residences, food processing, food storage, 

hearths, and burials.

• Potlatching and wealth aggrandizement via reciprocal gift exchange should be represented in the need for 

storage and large communal buildings.

• There exists a theme that the sib organization was a non-violent stress response to growing populations 

and migrations. It should be recognized as increased demographics, decreased mobility, and 

intensification of local resources.

• Bands should be increasingly intensively using resources within principle watersheds through time.

• As mobility decreases and sedentism rises, more time should be invested in technology and material 

culture that does not need to be highly mobile.

• Increased social cooperation means technological investment by an increased variety of actors and an 

increase in a variety of trade items.

• Resources found outside those watersheds should become considered more exotic as band movements 

become more constricted.

• Food resources were seasonally patterned. Consumption of them was also seasonally constrained, but 

storage technology weakened these constraints.

• Technology, being dependent on resources, was likely seasonally patterned but was probably generalized 

to be multi-functional across resources as much as possible.

• Resource acquisition and processing were divided by gender and age class, and technology and band 

movements may reflect this.
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• Archaeological patterning should be reflective of the practice of ‘engii. Cultural purification rights should 

be observable, and zooarchaeological remains are expected to reflect reciprocity/sharing.

• Zooarchaeological patterning should reflect the avoidance of certain animals and the absence of specific 

anatomical sections based on adequate transportation and consumption practices.

• The concepts of ‘engii should be reflected in technological life-histories and labor divisions by gender and 

age class.

• Copper reflects ideas of wealth, luck, and social prestige.

• The concepts of hunting luck should be reflected as personal adornment items inadvertently lost at kill 

and carcass processing sites.

• The concept of impurity through interpersonal contact should pattern on raw material acquisition; trade 

materials might only be used for more generalized tasks, while materials found within territories might be 

more valued for personal technological use.

• Certain high-quality raw materials that might only be acquired through long-distance trade might be 

avoided for personal hunting technology.

• Personalized hunting technology may likely reflect materials that could only be directly acquired by the 

individual before manufacture. The growing preference for organic raw materials over stone may reflect 

this belief system.

• Toolkits and their raw materials should reflect gendered divisions of labor. It may have been more 

acceptable to use raw materials that had come into contact with multiple individuals for carcass 

processing toolkits.

• Increased crafting tools in a village site may reflect the age-divisions of labor, where elderly individuals 

may have been crafting tools as a livelihood.

• Large quantities and storage of salmon and caribou may reflect extensive social cooperation.

• Burning events in village sites may reflect seasonal landscape clearing rather than signs of interpersonal 

violence.

• Hearths should represent both crafting and food preparation behaviors.
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Chapter 5: Historical Linguistic and Ethno-Geographic Perspectives of the Alaskan Dene

5.1 Introduction

Today the Indo-European language family dominates North America both in the number of speakers and 

geographic spread. Historical processes have reduced its representative languages to three primary ones: English, 

Spanish, and French (others are actively maintained by smaller communities). This dominance culminated in a 

long-term trend of five centuries of global colonial geopolitics and capitalist economics. Prior to this, the Na-Dene 

language family (also called Athabascan-Eyek-Tlingit (AET); Haida is now considered unrelated) had become the 

most widespread language family, comprising 53 languages encompassing over 1,500,000 miles2 (Kari 2011b). The 

language family was primarily represented in northwestern North America, what is today Western Canada and 

Alaska, but had also diffused into coastal California and the American Southwest, as discussed in detail later. This 

vast spread is considered to be the result of a multiple-factorial trend over the last 1,200 years, which effectively 

expanded its geographic reach by a factor of 2 or 3 (Matson and Magne 2007; Potter 2010). The point of greatest 

linguistic diversity is found in Northern British Columbia and Southern Yukon Territory, which has long been 

considered the probable ancient origin point. In Alaska, the Na-Dene language family also represents the greatest 

geographic spread compared to the other Native language families. By the end of the 19th century, it was 

represented in 12 languages (defined later). Once vibrant, today, these languages struggle for functional survival 

and are primarily spoken and understood only by a handful of community elders. However, efforts continue on 

multiple fronts to ensure their survival.

For the past six decades, the processual approach has driven much of North American archaeological 

investigatory frameworks. It stresses the correlation of constructs of meaning between archaeological assemblages 

and their original ecosystems and regional traditions. Constructing and interpreting a sense of connection across 

assemblages is a robust process demonstrating causal relationships between temporal, spatial, cultural, and 

ecological patterns of data and deriving concepts of value and utility (Binford 1962, 1977, 1978). Investigating 

culture-specific symbolic value perceptions of the material cultural record would be ideal, as the post-processual 

paradigm has sought (i.e., Hodder 1999). In the absence of written documents, however, this interpretive task is 

difficult.

Archaeological interpretation can be enhanced by studying linguistic toponomy (Anthony 2007; Jones 

2016; Klejn et al. 2017; Mayor 2007; Thornton 2008). Studying traditional place names is one method that allows 

us a unique temporal, spatial, and culturally bounded glimpse into this world (Barrett and Ko 2016; O'Meara et al. 

2020; Kari 2005; O'Meara et al. 2020; see Afable and Beeler 1996 for a comprehensive review of Native North 

American place-name studies). As linguistic artifacts, place names can provide culture-specific regional information 

of settlement and land use systems, resource procurement, and travel routes, and some can indicate time depth as 

well (Kari and Fall 2016: 144). Place names are what tie the people, their subsistence, and mythology together.
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Naming a place imbues it with meaning and power and allows an individual to participate in that construct. From 

the Dene perspective, they belong to the land, rather than the Euro-American concept that the land belongs to the 

people (i.e., Thornton 2008). Therefore, a study of traditional Dene place names is considered a complementary 

dataset to understanding the regional archaeological record (see Levinson 1996 and Burenhult and Levinson 2008 

for the initial background work in language and landscape studies).

The correlation of place names with archaeological material cultures is difficult to demonstrate unless 

clear ethnographic relationships to deep time are evident. Causal mechanisms can only be shown with great care 

(Anthony 2007; Hemphill and Mallory 2004; Menk 1980). Genetics, languages, and technology, while they can 

facilitate each other's dispersal, cannot always be assumed to be deterministically linked (Posth et al. 2018). The 

regional diffusion of archaeological technocomplexes should not be expected to necessarily equate with gene flow 

or language spread, although they can undoubtedly facilitate each other. Aspects of culture, language, and DNA 

are always shared and borrowed amongst neighboring groups. If this is demonstrable, proxies for them can be 

established with some degree of confidence. Since language is not necessarily a determinant of technological 

culture or genetic haplotypes, we cannot assume that correlations exist without strong evidence.

Defining prehistoric ethnolinguistic boundaries using material cultural proxies is difficult and can be 

problematic (Ardener 1989; Craig et al. 2004; Just 1989; Sherratt and Sherratt 1997; Whittle 1996). Speculative 

work has been done in Alaska with some general success correlating the Arctic Small Tool tradition (ASTt) and 

subsequent regional coastal-oriented archaeological technocomplexes with the Proto-Eskimo language family. 

Similar studies correlate the Riverine Kachemak tradition of southcentral Alaska with Proto-Yup'ik-speaking groups 

(contested by Leer 1991), and the Northern Archaic and Athabascan traditions with Proto-Dene-speaking groups 

(Boraas 2002, 2007; Burch 1988; de Laguna [1947] 2000; Kari 1988, 2005). More recent ideas are that the Proto- 

Dene language is associated with ASTt (Dumond 2010; Vajda 2018, 2019a). A necessary but potentially problematic 

assumption for these models is that each technocomplex correlates with a singular linguistic entity. That 

assumption is more likely true when long-term demographic trends are low rather than high. This chapter will 

summarize and advance upon the work that has been done, recognizing the prehistoric depth of the Na-Dene 

languages in Alaska.

This chapter aims to explore and present these data through time-perspective models in a manner that 

can be consumed and used by archaeologists. In this chapter, I will:

• Present the status of the place name datasets,

• Discuss a brief history of the historic landscape naming process in Alaska to frame the argument for

toponym conservation and observed mechanisms of change,

• Briefly compare the different natures between the Dene's orally maintained traditional dataset and the 

present Western official place name dataset,
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• Explore Kari's PDLL theory through a geospatial demonstration,

• Demonstrate how Kari's theoretical approach informs a temporal model of the diffusion of the proto

language into Alaska and its seriation through time.

This chapter incorporates and summarizes aspects of historical linguistics (language change), lexicography 

(dictionary compilation), and etymology (word origins and the historical development of their meanings). It is 

heavily influenced by the lexicographical work of James Kari (Holton and Thornton 2019; Kari 2017) and his 

subsequent secondary focus on place names. Kari's career with Alaskan Dene languages has culminated in the 

ongoing production of several language-specific dictionaries (primarily in Ahtna, Dena'ina, Koyukon, Lower Tanana, 

Middle Tanana, with lesser work in the other Alaska Dene languages). These dictionaries (produced using the 

software program Lexware) are cross-referenced by topical and grammatical themes that have influenced the 

development of analyzable place names lists and the robust reconstruction of Proto-Dene (see Kari 2011b). The 

reconstructed lists and proto-language have developed in tandem with the dictionary work and are a secondary 

reflection of the former. One significant development from this decades-long lexicographic reconstruction has 

culminated in the proposed Proto-Dene geolinguistic theory termed the Proto Dene Lex Loci (PDLL: ‘word/law of 

location'). It represents “a theory of Dene prehistory that is a composite of geographic information (in Dene place 

names networks) and Dene lexicographic-etymological information” (Kari 2019b: 44). This chapter focuses on 

applying the PDLL theory to the place name lists and the comparative insight for the cultural-historical frameworks.

5.2 Background

Studies and insights into Alaska's traditional languages and place names are valued and actively consumed 

by many regional archaeologists. However, beyond a few introductory undergraduate courses, most have been 

provided with little advanced training to properly frame and critique the work produced thus far in Alaskan Dene 

historical linguistics. Therefore, this chapter aims to summarize and frame these arguments in a manner 

understandable and recognizable to the overall archaeological community. Briefly, Historical Linguistics is a 

comparative method that studies similarities in languages to identify:

• Phonological and morphological relatedness in words and grammatical structure that indicates a common 

origin,

• Similarities in words that indicate borrowings from one language to another (Bloomfield [1933] 1984; 

Sapir 1916).

For the Dene languages, historical linguistic studies have identified and partially reconstructed a common root 

language, Proto- Dene (termed Proto-Athapaskan in earlier literature)23.

23 In Historical Linguistics, reconstructed root words are indicated by a preceding asterisk *
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5.2.1 Proto Dene Lex Loci Theory

Three groups of traits form the cohesive network in Kari's PDLL theory (Kari and Fall 2016: 144-147) and 

allow for extensive comparison and analysis in Dene place name networks:

• Locational, overt, and/or contextual information.

These names either convey information overtly through their name or additional contextual information 

tied to the toponym (e.g., themes of myth, history, tenure, land-use, etc.).

• Watershed tenure devices.

These are pragmatic patterns that enhance the memorization of landscapes and features.

• Dene historical linguistic traits.

These are grammatical irregularities, irregular morpheme themes, linguistic substrates, opaque 

semantics, etc.

The first group emphasizes the rule-driven features of Dene place naming. Some of this information can 

be overtly obvious from the name's translation (as in the Koyukon name for the Tanana River: Tene No': (trail river) 

Sequence #1: Kari and others 2017). Some of this information is metonymically implied. For example, all streams 

have both a mouth and headwaters, but if a stream mouth is formally incorporated into a place name, it implies 

that a regularly-used camp was present nearby. If headwaters is incorporated into a toponym, it implies that the 

area was utilized habitually as an autumn hunting ground. When mouth and headwaters are not elicited in a name, 

those areas would not be expected to have been utilized. Places named “clear water” indicated places where fish 

weirs were commonly constructed. Morphologically complex riverine directionals can also be incorporated into 

place names. They were useful for orienting or guiding the observer into the typical travel direction through the 

landscape, especially if the country is otherwise unknown. Essentially, the place names, when given as a travel 

narrative, become a culturally-bounded cognitive wayfinding or navigation system (O'Meara et al. 2020: 291). 

Other themes often can only be accounted for if the traditional stories attached to those landscape features are 

also known.

The second group focuses on naming and grammatical themes. Cross-language comparison of 

grammatical traits can be problematic if orthographies are not standardized. Kari has undertaken to minimize 

these orthographic inconsistencies by creating standardizing orthographies across various Alaskan Dene languages 

(2019a). The standardized dictionaries allow for a systematic comparison of linguistic elements across languages 

and conduct robust reconstructions of Proto-Dene. Within the Northwestern American region traditionally used by 

all Dene groups, Kari (1996a, 1996b) has demonstrated that long-term stable regional use of landscapes is evident 

across languages through watershed tenured (WT) patterned use of formalized hydronyms, oronyms, and shared 

boundary names.
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The Proto-Dene toponymic stem seriation model (Kari 1996b) focuses on the bipartite elements 

(sign+generic) within each Dene place name. The “generic” element is a descriptor that is unique to the individual 

geographic feature type, such as the stems for -lake, -river, or -mountain (Kari 1996a, 1996b), and the “sign” 

element distinguishes each feature individually. For example, the Middle Tanana name for Shaw Creek24 (Sequence 

#4): Debedee Na': “Debedee” (sheep (horn) refers to the sign element, and “Na'” (river) refers to the generic stem 

(Kari 2015a).

24 The origin of the English name “Shaw Creek” is unknown (Orth 1971:861).
25 The thing of which a place is named for or closely associated with (i.e. Thornton 2008:93).

Kari has suggested that the heavily systematic nature of the sign+generic elements within traditional 

Alaskan Dene toponyms was often patterned mnemonically. In his place name databases, this is referred to as 

“themed and generative geography,” where local features often within a specific watershed will share a sign 

descriptor, facilitating their memorization. This mnemonic device also demonstrates their development from a 

person-specific system to a regional cross-community shared symbolic system (Harris and Holton 2019; Kari 2011b: 

245-248). The symbolic system is auto-instructional and resulted in increased retention of a greater geographic 

region by individuals, spatially expanding the shared regions of toponyms, or place name networks among 

communities. The strain of memorizing unique names of a locale is thus eased when one needs only to know the 

themed generic element and the expected metonymic25 extensions. It is especially a practical method of passing 

on a mental geographic template to persons who had never been to a specific region (Kari 2010a) and maintaining 

local history. This concept was emphasized by Edward J. Glave in 1890 while exploring the Yukon Interior:

“Throughout my letter I have retained the native names of geographical points wherever I could learn 

them. In my opinion, this should always be studied. The Indian names of mountains, lakes and rivers are 

natural land marks for the traveler, whoever he may be; to destroy these by substituting words of a 

foreign tongue is to destroy the natural guides...Another very good reason why these names should be 

preserved is that some tradition of tribal importance is always connected with them. These people have 

no written language, but the retention of their native names is an excellent medium through which to 

learn their history” (in Cruikshank 1991: 113).

Prior to historical record-keeping, place name survival was entirely dependent on a shared cultural 

memory system. The Alaskan Dene utilized no written or pictographic symbolic systems to promote their 

maintenance. Therefore, as temporal distance increases from the point of recorded documentation, the chance of 

toponymic shifts occurring also increases unless a mechanism is in place to ensure conservation. There may be a 

limit on how many toponyms can be memorized for individuals who maintain place name corpora as a mental 

template throughout their lives. Eugene Hunn (1994) suggested that 500 names tend to be a universal plateau for 
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memorized toponym retention; Shem Pete himself contributed around 600 for the work in Shem Pete's Alaska 

(Kari and Fall 2016; also confirmed for the Ttingit in Thornton 2008: 72)).

Place names were both an intensively personal and a shared community experience, as identity becomes 

tied with the home landscape. It is essentially a culture-bound sense of space (i.e., O'Meara et al. 2020: 291). 

Toponyms were also shared inter-communally as members left one band and joined another through marriage or 

other socioeconomic mechanisms (McKennan 1969). McKennan's (1959) description of lifelong male hunting 

partnerships emphasized relationships across generations and between different members of different village 

backgrounds. These formalized relationships could facilitate sharing cultural landscape knowledge about extra

territorial regions and conferred landscape use rights for additional communities. By becoming a shared symbolic, 

culture-wide mnemonic device, toponyms became actively conserved and maintained independently by numerous 

actors across vast geography and dispersed across multiple cultures and languages, resistant to change concerning 

distance and time.

The shared symbolic toponymic system facilitated the conservation of landscape naming, reducing the 

risk of place name changes or loss through time, ensuring their trend towards long-term conservation and 

antiquity across a wide, regional swath of consecutive memories. This conservative, symbolic system appears to 

have been shared multilingually, appearing in all the documented Dene languages of Alaska (Kari 2010b). 

Conservativism in Dene languages is signaled by the level of analyzability, functionality, and generative geography 

rules, suggesting it originated within the early prehistory of Dene languages.

The third group focuses on a small percentage of names that can offer clues to potentially founding or 

otherwise ancient behaviors. The dictionary compilation work and etymological analysis have identified some 

unique irregularities in the otherwise high degree of semantic analyzability of Dene names. Occasionally, the 

meaning of Dene names appears to be deliberately obscure. These are coded as opaque semantics by Kari (Kari 

and Fall 2016: 144-147). Sometimes, place names will retain the archaic form of a word. Unique patterns also arise 

with how landscape feature names are shared, borrowed, or duplicated, across languages (Kari 2019b: 59). 

Sometimes, the toponyms appear in neighboring languages as a cognate.

Sometimes, it is more important to retain the basic morpheme theme of the sign element. On occasion, 

even the original name provenance coining location can be detected. Consider the traditional name for Mt. Hayes; 

Xosrotl'odi (Lower Tanana Sequence #1067, who lived northwest of the mountain) and Xasatl'aadi (Ahtna, who 

lived south of the mountain, Sequence #921, Kari 2013): meaning in both languages “the one with upward (i.e., 

rising) sun at headwaters” (Kari 2013; 2019b: 59; Kari et al. 2012). The name makes overt geographic provenance 

sense from the Lower Tanana's perspective near Fairbanks, where the winter sun rises behind the mountain for 

several months. This perspective is completely lost from the Copper River Valley Ahtna viewpoint, who, despite 

that fact, still used the Lower Tanana name (see Kari 2019b: 55 and Table S1).

If, as suggested, the WT device does reflect a vernacular collaboration, the shared toponymic pattern will 

be similarly patterned across all Alaskan Dene languages. For place names elicited in two or more languages for a 
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single shared feature, there should be limited divergence. The divergence should be especially limited in the 

morpheme qualities of the complex verb or simplex noun-themed generic or sign elements (the grammatical 

theme or suffix), as the system is designed for conservation, not innovation. If not, we will see extensive name and 

morpheme theme divergence along the linguistic boundaries, presumably with some containing more instances of 

divergence than others (see Kari 2019b: Table 2.2).

If the traditional Dene symbolic toponym system is designed to ease memorization and reduce the risk of 

place name change and loss over time and it is shared across all twelve Alaskan Dene languages, then the patterns 

should be embedded within the landscape and thus share antiquity at least to the point of original linguistic 

divergence and probably earlier. If not, only those language groups which found the system useful would adopt it. 

If a lack of such themes can consistently be demonstrated, then the symbolic system is more likely to be a recent 

innovation. In this case, a mechanism for diffusion across languages would be needed (see, for example, the 

discussion of the matrilineal kinship system's irregular diffusion through only certain Alaskan Dene groups in the 

previous chapter).

The sign+generic stem conservation hypothesis will be tested thus: when used, are the generic terms 

entirely unique for each language? If so, they should only appear within the observed 19th-century protohistoric 

language boundaries. If they do, they will only reflect recent band tenure, and they are less likely to be of any great 

age. However, if the toponym generic elements are patterned independent of recent linguistic boundaries, this 

indicates greater antiquity.

5.3 Methodology

5.3.1 Database

To demonstrate Kari's theory of Dene prehistoric geographical stem patterning quantitatively and 

geospatially, the place name lists were incorporated into a single digital platform, whereby names were added 

from their respective Lexware dictionaries. Many informants and researchers have contributed to and created 

portions of these lists; however, Kari's curation methods have allowed for systematic editorial control concerning 

their collection, spelling, editing, and translation. I have occasionally incorporated other researcher's work to fill 

geographic data gaps as needed (Kari and Smith 2017). Finally, the comprehensive reconstructed Alaskan pan- 

Dene toponym list that resulted from this collection allowed me to demonstrate Kari's geographic pattern theory 

of generic stems geospatially. My focus here also reflects aspects where these linguistic datasets may be of most 

immediate use to informing the archaeological record by enhancing and illuminating aspects of the past in ways 

that archaeological constructs cannot.

Additionally, I will test how toponyms were traditionally preferred to be curated. When place names were 

borrowed or shared between multiple Dene languages (especially along long-standing ethnolinguistic borders), 

morpheme themes could be curated as either:
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• cognates

o the meaning of the name is shared across languages

• loanwords

o the sound of the name is borrowed, but morphemes often diverge, usually by an unrelated language.

Kari's work in Alaskan Dene place name lists (summarized here and discussed in depth in his 2017 paper) 

represents a small, secondary subset of his overall lexicographical work developing primary cross-analyzable digital 

dictionaries in several of these languages. Kari's primary dictionary work in Middle Tanana, Lower Tanana, 

Koyukon, and Ahtna, demonstrates deep Dene antiquity in Interior Alaska. It is demonstrated by the near

complete lack of non-Dene loanword borrowings in core regions and very few candidates for substrates (his 

dictionary work on Dena'ina exhibit more, a function of historic and prehistoric cultural interactions unique to that 

region). The lack of virtually any loanwords or borrowings regarding terminology for animals, technology, or places 

indicates that the language was not preceded by any other cultural or linguistic knowledge set.

To demonstrate Kari's PDLL theory geospatially, I compiled all of his disparate language and dialect

specific toponym lists into a single geodatabase using several iterations of ArcMap. The process remains ongoing, 

beginning in 2013. This compilation process was actively overseen by Kari, who refined spellings, translations, and 

locations of the names and defined name additions or candidate deletions. Names were classified according to 

major drainage systems to facilitate recording and editing (Kari 2010a: xi). This process was enabled by hosting the 

file geodatabases on Esri's website ArcGIS Online and publishing the feature layers on a series of online web maps, 

which were then embedded in a user-restricted website, The Web Atlas of Alaska Dene Place Names (Kari and 

Smith 2017). The web atlas allowed for users' remote access, easing the editing process, and facilitating public 

outreach and education.

The Alaskan Dene language family is currently represented by eleven generally recognized languages (not 

including Eyak or Tlingit, Krauss et al. 2011). The process of defining these languages was complicated, as they are 

not clearly distinguished from each other (Krauss and Golla 1981) and are better characterized as dialectical 

continuums (McKennan 1981: 563). Here I follow Kari's lead and consider Middle Tanana to qualify as a separate 

(twelfth) language and not merely a dialect of Lower Tanana. Middle Tanana is defined by the absence of definitive 

tones found in the neighboring Lower Tanana and Tanacross languages (Holton 2010; Kari 2015a), a distinct vowel 

system, syllable structure, and unique morphophonemics (Kari, personal communication). The generalized Alaskan 

linguistic map produced by Krauss et al. (2011) is useful from a descriptive perspective. Still, it does not accurately 

depict the subtle dialectical shifts throughout the landscape, nor the dynamic changes that occurred during the 

19th century. The georeferenced toponym list allowed Kari and myself greater precision in refining the linguistic 

boundaries of these languages. These more precise boundaries can sometimes differ from the generalized map 

produced by Krauss et al. (2011).

The following summary provides a list and brief description of the toponym lists compiled from each 

reference language, highlighting the hydronyms and oronyms identified to demonstrate Kari's stem hypothesis.
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Each of these compilations resulted from extensive collaborative work with Kari, other researchers, and many 

Native Alaskan informants defining spellings, meanings, and geographic locations. The lists represent 

reconstructions, and some names were produced based on the rules of integrated elements (structure, content, 

distribution, and networks (Kari 2011b: 242)). Names given by informants to researchers were only passed on with 

the understanding that they had been learned from previous generations and not coined (Kari 2011b). As such, the 

orally maintained lists often exhibit redundancies. Kari estimates that ~80% of the Ahtna names had been elicited 

by at least two speakers (Kari 2011b: 242). Territorial boundaries were refined using the toponyms as initial points 

of reference. The territories were informed from various ethnohistoric publications and created using watersheds 

derived from the National Hydrologic Dataset (USGS 2015). As the database is continually updated, the following 

list refers to the dataset's status in March 2020 and does not incorporate changes made after that date.

Additionally, while each language summary includes primary citations, each also includes unpublished 

updates to those sources that have since been included by Kari. Almost all of the primary lists included a minor 

number of place names elicited in neighboring languages. These names were allocated here in the summary tallies 

of their respective primary languages. Riverine, lacustrine, and montane feature names are also specifically 

summarized as they will be referred to later. Language abbreviations are included here as they appear in Kari's 

database coding for reference purposes. The reader is referred to Kari 2010a and 2019b for orthographic and 

pronunciation guides.

The Ahtna (AT) place names database is currently comprised of 2511 individual records (Figure 18). The 

file began as a drainage-based list in the 1970s. It was initially published in 1983(a), with 1360 names in 22 

drainage-based sections. Since then, more names have been compiled by James Kari and georeferenced by several 

additional researchers through file exchanges. The final record is displayed as a point feature class; it included the 

Ahtna spelling, glossary identification, basic English translation, and unique sequence numeric identifier. The 

locations were edited and updated by myself, mainly in 2014. The Ahtna template developed by Kari was used for 

all languages depicted here in a simplified form. For the Ahtna language, 1210 individual water bodies have been 

classed as a line feature class, and 480 summits were identified (see Kari 2013 for the complete published list of 

Ahtna place names).

The Deg Hit'an (DH) and Holikachuk (HO or Ho) place names databases are associated with the lower 

Yukon and middle Kuskokwim River areas (Figure 19). The initial place name list was compiled by Kari, working 

with notable contributions from informant Gusty Mikhail and focuses on the place names elicited in the Deg Hit'an 

language, with their known duplicates in Holikachuk. In 2016, I georeferenced 525 place names from the former 

language (202 water features and 89 summits). The Holikachuk list was ultimately more complicated. In Kari's 2001 

list, roughly half of the names were untranslated and coded only as “Deg Hit'an” and/or “Holikachuk.” Kari 

considers this list to be obsolete; however, I have continued to use them here in the absence of updated records to 

facilitate future work in this language. Missing translations were completed by myself using Kari's 1978 Holikachuk 

dictionary. Additional Holikachuk names were added from Fr. Jules Jette's work (Kari et al. in press) and a tri-
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Figure 18. Upper Kuskokwim (A, n=930), Ahtna (B, 2,511), and Dena'ina (C, n=2,592) toponyms.
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Figure 19. Holikachuk (A, n=90), Koyukon (B, n=2,306), and Deg Hit'an (C, n=525) toponyms.



lingual list from Priscilla Russell Kari (1985). Ultimately, 90 names were elicited for the language, including 32 water 

features and 11 summits (Kari 1979, 2001; Kari et al. 2017; Russell Kari 1985).

The Dena'ina (DN) place names database is associated with the Susitna and Matanuska river drainages, 

the western Kenai Peninsula, and the southern Alaska Range and Lake Iliamna (Figure 18). I compiled the various 

lists published from Kari and Boraas (1991), Kari and Fall (2016), and Karen Evanoff (2010) between 2013 and 2017. 

The database includes 2592 individual place names with a subset of 1170 waterbody features and 399 summits. 

The lists were typed in from Shem Pete's Alaska and A Dena'ina Legacy and georeferenced from an additional Excel 

datasheet containing names in the southwest associated with Lake Clark. Kari has currently edited the final 

compilation in a Microsoft Access database.

The Alaskan Gwich'in (GW) place names database is associated with south-flowing drainages in the 

eastern Brooks Range and Birch, Preacher, and Beaver Creeks, which flow north into the Yukon River from the 

Yukon-Tanana Uplands (Figure 20). The dataset has been researched extensively by Richard Caulfield, James Kari, 

Adeline Raboff, and Joe Matesi, whose original works were combined here (Peter 1981; Kari 1999a; Kari and Peter 

Raboff 2011; Matesi 2016). The Gwich'in lists were both typed from ANLA manuscripts and received as Excel 

datasheets. Joe Matesi provided a geodatabase including names associated with the Draanjik River in 2017 

(n=211), but the dataset does not reflect his later editorial work. Kari's work focused on the Western Yukon River 

Flats, and Caulfield's on the southern Brooks Range surrounding Arctic Village. Caulfield's (1980, 1981, 1982, 1983) 

toponym list (n=329) was georeferenced independently by both Smith and Matesi and later combined, and Matesi 

provided translations from 2015-2017. Traditional Gwich'in territory is currently split between the State of Alaska 

and the Yukon and Northwest Territories. The Canadian names were not included in this study. Thus, the body of 

names is referred to here as the “Western or Alaskan Gwich'in,” reflective of this territorial and research split and 

not an actual ethnographic reality as kinship ties are actively maintained across the border. The final dataset was 

compiled by Smith and consists of 1170 names, 640 of which are water features, and 178 are summits. It does not 

include ongoing edits made after 2017 by Matesi.

The Han (HN) place names database is associated with the Yukon River in the region surrounding Eagle, 

Alaska, and Dawson, Yukon territory (Figure 20). The list was compiled by Willie Juneby and John Ritter (1978) and 

georeferenced by myself in 2016. It consists of 83 place names, 53 of which are hydro features, and 19 summits. 

The list existed as a scanned pdf manuscript on file at ANLA and was typed into the geodatabase by myself. 

Juneby's published list was also translated by myself as it was not translated in the original document. The list used 

here contains spellings in both the upriver and downriver Han dialects.

The Koyukon (KY) place names database is associated with the middle Yukon and Koyukuk Rivers (Figure 

19). Currently, the database consists of 2306 place names, compiled by Kari et al. (2017), Kari (1999b), Kari and 

Peter Raboff (2011), Eliza Jones (2008), Dianne Gudgel-Holmes (1991), and Richard K. Nelson et al. (1982) with 

georeferencing being completed by myself. Work is ongoing with this language. Kari is currently focusing on 

translating the complete place name list published by the Jesuit missionary, Fr. Jules Jette (Jette 1910; Kari et al.
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Figure 20. Western of Alaskan Gwich'in (A, n=1,170), Han (B, n=83), and Upper Tanana (C, n=1,122) toponyms.
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Figure 21. Middle Tanana (A, n=376), Tanacross (B, n=449), and Lower Tanana (C, n=1,063) toponyms.



2017; see also Kari 1999b; Kari and Peter Raboff 2011; and Jones 2008). The current list includes 973 water 

features and 270 summits.

The Lower Tanana (LT) place names database focuses on traditional place names in Minto Flats, the 

greater Fairbanks area, and south toward Denali National Park and the Wood River drainage (Figure 21). The 

geospatial dataset currently comprises place names initially spatially projected in 2012 by Alaska Native Language 

Center researchers (Kari et al. 2012) and locations edited and updated by myself in 2014. The linear feature class 

depicting the named waterbodies was completed by myself during the summer of 2014 and comprised 548 water 

features. Additionally, names for 173 summits were recorded.

The Middle Tanana (MT) place names database is focused along the Tanana River between Fairbanks and 

Delta Junction (Figure 21). Funding for documenting these place names has been provided by the State of Alaska 

(Mishler 1986) and the US Department of Defense, assisting cultural resource mapping on Eielson Air Force Base, 

US Army Garrison Fort Wainwright, and Fort Greeley Army Base. James Kari and Siri Tuttle have collected names in 

this group, primarily from contributors Eva Moffit and Abraham Luke, which was georeferenced by myself in 2015. 

The database contains 376 names, 137 of which are mapped hydronyms, and 98 summits (Kari 2015a). Kari is 

currently editing the final list.

The Tanacross (TC or Tc) place names database focuses on the Tanana River from Healy Lake toward Tok 

(Figure 21). The dataset was compiled from individual works by Craig Mishler, Rick Thoman, James Kari, and Gary 

Holton, and georeferenced by myself in 2015. The database consists of 449 place names, 213 of which are 

hydronyms, and 132 summits (Kari 1983b, 2011a; Kari and Thoman 2012; Mishler 2008). Rick Thoman had 

previously georeferenced roughly 30% of the list, and the remainder was completed by myself; however, the final 

file has not yet been edited by Kari. Mishler also provided a list of names and granted permission for their inclusion 

and use (2008). See also earlier maps by Mishler (1986).

The Upper Kuskokwim (UK) place names database is associated with the Upper Kuskokwim headwaters 

west of the Alaska Range (Figure 18). This database has been most recently compiled by James Kari and Teresa 

Hanson, which includes earlier work by James Kari and Dianne Gudgel-Holmes (the work also includes extensive 

research into recordings, field notes, and maps archived by others). The work was georeferenced in tandem by 

both Hanson and Smith (2014-2017). They worked with a shared Access file making exchanges with Kari as needed. 

Currently, it comprises 930 individual place names and a subset of 435 distinct waterbody features and 140 

summits. This work is nearing completion for publication (Kari 1999b, 2015b; Gudgel-Holmes 1991).

Finally, the Upper Tanana (UT) place names database is associated with the headwaters of the Tanana and 

Copper Rivers (Figure 20). The list was compiled by James Kari, including contributions of a list from Norm Easton 

housed at the Alaska Native Language Archives and used with permission. Currently, this dataset contains 1,122 

place names, 700 of which are georeferenced hydronyms, and 192 summits (Kari 1997; Easton 2001, 2008, and an 

undated manuscript file with ANLA). The list was received as a .pdf, typed and georeferenced by myself. Neither 

Kari nor Easton has yet edited the result.
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Figure 22. All traditional Dene place names combined into a pan-Dene toponym map (n=12,457).



Once the entire multilingual database was merged, the final number of individual toponyms was 12,457. 

In it, 635 (5.1%) names are attested to in at least two or more Dene languages (duplications were not quantified 

between informants who spoke the same first language, which is far higher) (Figure 22). The shared toponyms 

primarily exist along the frontiers of each language territory or are significant features visible from great distances. 

All these shared names are based on sharing morpheme themes and cognates26 (functionally similar meanings and 

words) or loanwords (functionally similar sounds, but divergent or opaque meanings). The paucity of distinct or 

autonomous cross-lingual place name-sharing suggests that conservation of toponyms was of critical collective 

importance to all groups involved in sharing the landscape and superseded any deep-seated intergroup 

antagonism (see Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 for summaries and Figure 23 for a density cluster map of 

traditional toponyms).27

26 Verb themes throughout the Dene language family strongly cognate across linguistic boundaries (Kari 2019a:76).
27 An extensive effort to collect traditional place names in the surrounding languages was also conducted by the 
author during this time in order to confirm the Dene linguistic frontier and also to begin to highlight any potential 
Dene toponym borrowings in non-Dene territory. These names have not undergone any editorial peer review. 
They include Alutiiq (n=221), Eyak (n=122), Inupiaq (n=3823), and Yup'ik (n=394).
28 Names per km2 does not include extra-territorial names and includes neighboring linguistic names within their 
home territory.
29 Intra-Territorial names also include place names from neighboring languages that are not necessarily duplicated 
in the home territories' language. Occasionally this can inflate the intra-territorial total higher than each individual 
languages' total toponyms.

Table 1. Language toponym summaries.

Language
Territory 
(km2)

Territory 
(mi2)

Km2 per 
Place 
Name28

Mi2 per 
Place 
Name

Total Toponyms / 
Total Intra
Territorial 
Toponyms29

Total Number 
of USGS Dene
Origin names

% Survival of 
Dene Place 
names into 
English

Ahtna 93,961 36,278 41 16 2,511 / 2,273 229 9

Deg Hit'an 41,947 16,196 169 65 525 / 248 38 7

Dena'ina 119,997 46,331 50 19 2,592 / 2,381 195 8

Gwich'in, Alaskan 128,981 49,800 115 44 1,170 / 1,122 168 14

Han 44,903 17,337 516 199 83 / 87 10 12

Holikachuk 25,441 9,823 103 40 90 / 246 8 9

Koyukon 177,793 68,646 83 32 2,306 / 2,144 213 9

Lower Tanana 40,054 15,465 40 15 1,204 / 1,003 61 6

Middle Tanana 21,377 8,254 90 35 376 / 237 24 6

Tanacross 20,105 7,763 47 18 449 / 429 15 3

Upper Kuskokwim 43,261 16,703 44 17 949 / 989 71 8

Upper Tanana 30,625 11,824 29 11 1,122 / 1,055 100 9

Totals 788,446 304,421 n/a n/a n/a 1,017 n/a
Total Multilingual Toponyms 
(Between Dene Languages) n/a n/a n/a n/a 629 / 619 n/a n/a
Total Multilingual Toponyms 
(Between English and Dene, 
including divergent names) n/a n/a n/a n/a 3,374 / 3,269 n/a 30
Total Dene Names (corrected for 
multilingual toponyms) n/a n/a

1 PN /
65km2

1 PN /
25mi2 12,457 / 12,212 n/a 8.1

Total English Names n/a n/a
1 PN /
60km2

1 PN /
23mi2 13,135 n/a 7.7
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Table 2. Named feature summaries by language
Language Streams Lakes Summits
Ahtna 775 435 480
Deg Hit'an 140 62 89
Dena'ina 754 416 399
Gwich'in (Alaskan) 197 443 178
Han 50 3 19
Holikachuk 29 3 11
Koyukon 509 465 270
Lower Tanana 314 234 173
Middle Tanana 100 37 98
Tanacross 127 86 132
Upper Kuskokwim 239 196 140
Upper Tanana 260 440 192
Total Multilingual Toponyms (Between Dene Languages) 248 71 112
Total Multilingual Toponyms (Between English and Dene) 1398 817 451
Total Dene Names (corrected for multilingual toponyms) 3374 2783 2180
Total English Names 5013 2127 1140
Difference -1639 656 1040

Table 3. Number of shared toponyms

Languages

Total 
Shared
Names

No correlation 
(Divergent) 
between names

Cognate 
Names

Calque 
Names

Shared 
Morpheme 
Themed 
Names Tautology

English and 
Dene 3374 2378 653 358 n/a 6
Between Dene 632 42 107 n/a 496 1

Table 4 Percent of shared toponyms

Borrowed Toponyms % Shared Total % Cognate % Calque
% Morpheme 
Theme % Divergence

English and Dene 30.0 19.5 10.8 n/a 70.5
Between Dene 96.2 17.1 n/a 74.1 6.6
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Figure 23. Kernel density map (30 m) of place name clusters with later 19th-century band and language territories displayed.



5.3.2 Dataset Discussion

The following methodology was utilized for recording and mapping the toponyms. The lists used here 

were largely curated at the Alaska Native Language Center Archives at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, and 

some have been published elsewhere. Kari and others initially created the various place names lists through both 

first-hand interviews and analysis of historical documents (Allen 1985; Herron 1901; Kari and Fall 2016; Kari 2017), 

with reconstructions based on the PDLL themed geography theory. When these lists had not been previously 

incorporated into ArcGIS as a shapefile or feature class, they were by me (most exist in various digital formats, 

such as handwritten or typed pdf or excel datasheets). The place names were first curated individually by 

language. Each language has a comprehensive place name list depicted as a point feature class. All names of 

streams and lakes are duplicated as a linear feature class. Finally, all place names were compiled into a 

comprehensive point feature class and line feature class in order to merge multiple names elicited in different 

languages for singular landscape features. Where traditional toponyms were given for places that also had an 

official United States Geologic Survey (USGS) name, a Geographic Names Information System (GNIS), or Canadian 

Board of Geographic Names (CBGN) identifier, they were given the same latitude and longitude coordinates to 

ease future work. However, inaccuracies are present in the official GNIS feature class, so more accurate 

coordinates were given when those were apparent.

Following categories in Kari's lists, the language-specific feature classes were created with standardized 

individual fields recording the original name, any alternate name, literal translation, official USGS name, and GNIS 

or CBGN identifier, feature type, semantic type, latitude, longitude, and language. For the English and Dene shared 

or borrowed names, each was also coded as a loanword, cognate, or divergent, to demonstrate the curation 

preference type. The hydronyms and oronyms were also coded for generic stem category and relative age 

following Kari (1996a), and all names were also given their elicited sequence number. Each iteration of the 

geodatabase was uploaded into ArcGIS Online, a cloud-based online mapping platform hosted by Esri. The feature 

classes within were displayed onto a comprehensive language map and additional language-specific maps, where 

the place names were displayed as interactive vector points and lines. These maps were embedded into a web 

page specifically designed to facilitate display for restricted third-party use (Kari and Smith 2017). The web atlas 

enabled long-distance editing between Kari and myself and with Kari's informants and was also used for 

educational display.

As Kari has shown for Ahtna, the names do not reflect or correlate well with travel routes as defined by 

20th-century modes. That includes mechanized travel by both on-road and off-road vehicles, motorboats, aircraft, 

or land ownership/management restrictive influences of the historic period. These were confirmed once all the 

names were georeferenced. They strongly reflect prehistoric tenure patterns and regular foot-travel routes 

through landscape, which was primarily ordered by drainage systems (Kari 2008, 2011b). The traditional pattern is 

due to the unique ecological pressures that the northern boreal forest has on humans, resulting in difficult 

landscape vistas, seasonal travel restrictions due to extensive muskeg bogs, and thick vegetation that is difficult to 
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penetrate on foot. Secondarily, they reflect travel modes by boat, but only in those places where unmechanized 

boat travel could occur (Kari 2008). Toponym lists strongly reflect the drainage-based travel system. The sequence 

number given by Kari for each name indicates the sequential order by drainage that names are given in both 

singular and merged travel narratives and lists. The process of identifying Native Alaskan toponyms is complicated 

as traditional Dene mental mapping templates are vista-based from a perspective on the land. Finally, while their 

patterning strongly reflects prehistoric travel routes and tenure, their survival has also been a function of 20th- 

century settlement locations (Figure 23).

In contrast, the western concept of mapping typically requires a theoretical sky-based observation point 

(requiring the user to simultaneously imagine the landscape from both an aerial view and ground perspective) and 

extensive enculturation to develop that mental template. That model requires a specific type of geospatial learning 

and extensive practice with reinterpreting on-the-ground aspects with imagined aerial views. The aerial orientation 

of standard map perspectives can be confusing for informants who have only experienced the perspective of place 

names from a land-based perspective by traveling through it.

Dene geography has been expanded through the editorial development of travel narratives (Kari 2010a). 

Travel narratives encompass one of the five main types of traditional Dene narrative genres (Kari 2010a: ix-xv). In 

the elite travel narratives, where toponyms were provided with a high level of detail, place names were given in 

“arrays” as the speaker re-imagined traveling through the countryside (see Jake Tansey and Jim Tyone's travel 

maps in Hays et al. 2014 and Kari and Fall 2016: 231-234). Thus, maintaining the relative sequence of names given 

orally becomes vitally essential for matching the names to actual features. For example, if three names are 

provided in a specified sequence, but only the first and the third name are applied to known features. If the second 

name's location is unknown, its position can be estimated with a degree of certainty as it can logically only be a 

feature that exists within the line-of-sight path of the most likely travel corridor between the two known points.

The importance of place name relativity and drainage organization was recognized and utilized by James 

Kari early on and incorporated into almost all his toponym work. The current Dene place name network represents 

a reconstruction in varying levels of detail. The datasets indicate the systemic, auto-instructional nature of the 

names and reveal millennia-long stability. Each toponym's sequence number is subject to change as new names 

are elicited and incorporated and are therefore unique to each language and publication date. As such, while they 

are included in each language-specific feature class, they have not been able to be incorporated into the 

multilingual database. The shifting nature of the sequence numbers can sometimes be frustrating for other 

researchers who prefer the sequence numbers to instead act as static, permanent identifiers. Not all western 

researchers have maintained a sequential drainage identifier for their lists (i.e., Juneby and Ritter 1978). When this 

happens, unlocated place names lose their relative approximation regarding other names, and it becomes all but 

impossible to estimate a mappable location for them.

Memorizing and maintaining the proper relative order of place names allowed a traveler to move about in 

a new landscape with relative ease. The names are often embedded with basic descriptions of features, sometimes 
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including a directional element that could indicate the orientation of the observer's viewpoint, the expected 

direction of travel, and thus produce a spatially oriented template in the observer's mind. As Kari has noted 

(2010a), the travel narratives could be given from one person to another, memorized, and used with precision by 

people passing through an unknown country without local guides or traveling through a landscape otherwise not 

seen for decades. Thus, the names do not merely provide a unique feature identifier as modern American place 

names typically do. They can also provide seasonal predictors of band movements, potential seasonal camps, 

predictable resource use areas, and seasonal travel orientations (Jarvenpa and Brumbach 2016). This concept is 

vitally important; the place names were not merely reflections of the landscape, but cultural resource knowledge 

and traditional land use were actively coded within the place names (Afable and Beeler 1996). Thus, the toponyms 

act as a survival or resilience mechanism for a culture entirely dependent on the landscape for their existence (see 

Kari 2010a for examples and discussions of the narratives). The names were held in such regard that their 

knowledge was at least on one occasion, used in a funeral song to “sing” a young man's recently deceased's spirit 

through the landscape (Coray 2007: 55-60). In a sense, the toponymic system acts like a cosmic metanarrative. This 

grand overarching cultural system described and defined the Dene people's lifeways on both a personal and 

community level.

5.4 Comparing the English and Dene Toponymic Systems

Perceiving the landscape toponyms as a shared symbolic system allows us to add the fourth conceptual 

dimension, time, to our observation of an otherwise three-dimensional geographic system (Anthony 2007; Tilley 

1994). The study of traditional Dene geography is at once a snapshot of the landscape as it appeared in tandem 

with their informants' lives and the lives of their immediate elders from whom they had learned the corpus. 

Traditional Alaskan toponyms were learned through shared life experiences of the community within the 

landscape. Therefore, in the most conservative sense, the place names depict a cognitive Dene landscape spanning 

the 18th and 19th centuries, being the living memory of the protohistoric landscape. Using Kari's PDLL analysis, we 

can begin to tease out the elements that allow us to gain time perspectives embedded within the place name 

system and push it back centuries or even millennia further (as demonstrated in Kari 2019b).

It is essential to discuss the landscape renaming process that occurred in Alaska during the Historic period 

to create a frame of reference for understanding how the traditional Dene toponymic rules may have worked in 

prehistoric times and how they reacted to ethnolinguistic shifts on the landscape. It provides a frame of reference 

and a model of expectations for observing any evidence that should exist for any hypothetical language which may 

have predated the Na-Dene presence in the Tanana Valley. The following provides a quick summary of the colonial 

developments that resulted in the renaming of the traditional Alaskan landscape during the past three centuries, 

the impact that the invasive English toponyms had upon the endemic Dene-named landscape, and the degree to 

which that the previous Dene topography influenced the current English one. This section is necessary to illustrate 

the processes that occur when two unrelated languages begin competing for space, relevance, and survival. These 
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processes are necessary to illustrate and understand for prehistorians who wish to reconstruct the past that 

require late or middle Holocene appearances of Proto-Dene in Alaska and Canada. The processes by which English 

historically supplanted and removed the Native languages from the landscape and being of the people there 

provide a necessary proxy for any similar hypothetical occurrence of Proto-Dene supplanting any proposed pre

existing language. It provides a model of expectations for the survival of linguistic substrates or borrowings, which 

would be expected from any such occurrence.

5.4.1 Renaming Alaska

Between the U.S. purchase of the Territory of Alaska in 1867 and passage of the Alaska Native Land Claims 

Settlement Act in 1971, the Dene territory was unorganized in a Western legal sense (Hensley 2009). The prior 18th 

and 19th centuries had been a period of massive economic and cultural upheavals. Throughout the Territory, the 

fur trade had shifted the balance of local economic trade consumption power from Interior Alaska to the external 

coastal-based colonial Russian trade sphere and the secondary British and American colonial powers' trade sphere 

(Boraas 2007). The result was a period of intensified intertribal warfare, which dramatically reshaped Alaska's 

linguistic map during the 19th century. Despite this cultural trauma, many native place names seem to have 

survived (Andrews 1975; Burch 1974; Fienup-Riordan 2016; Kari and Fall 2016; Peter Raboff 2001; Pratt 2019).

After the 1890s, the massive influx of Euro-American prospectors and trappers, some of whom ultimately 

became permanent settlers, brought territorial law to the region. It was based on the US judicial system's common 

law tradition. It imposed a new moral code emphasized by the subsequent missionary-teachers who quickly 

dispersed through the territory (Jackson 1903). The new population swamped the old, and English quickly became 

the dominant lingua franca.

The Native Alaskan languages were not abruptly removed from the Interior Alaskan landscape, nor did the 

Euro-Americans move into an empty territory, as had happened in so many other places on the continent. The new 

population moved into a landscape that was vibrantly alive with descriptive, useful toponyms, and the immigrants 

and Native peoples found innovative ways of peaceful coexistence. However, for Alaska Natives who permanently 

moved into white communities, they often experienced economic and cultural disenfranchisement (Stebing 2009). 

The new religious and secular education systems also heavily encouraged (sometimes through traumatic and 

violent means) English literacy and the active repression of Indigenous languages (Charles 2009; Napoleon 2009; 

Williams 2009). The trauma experienced by youths in the boarding schools facilitated the loss of the Indigenous 

languages, some of which are currently functionally extinct, and many of which are highly endangered. The loss of 

these languages represents a tremendous loss of traditional knowledge, far more than is reconstructed here (i.e., 

Nader 2018: 2).

The actions of marginalizing the pre-existing cultures by the immigrant population in the territory did not 

stop at the erasure of spoken Native language and practiced culture. Place names themselves were also either 

anglicized or wholly renamed. The history of naming and renaming the Alaskan landscape by the Russian, British, 
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French Canadian, Spanish, and United States colonial powers was extensively documented by Donald Orth (1971: 

1-43). Orth oversaw official consolidation of the Alaskan geographic toponyms throughout the 1960s in response 

to official statehood in 1959 and the federal governments' requirement to maintain uniform geographic names 

(Public Law 80-242). By the early 1970s, Orth's team ultimately cataloged 25,876 place names across the state. The 

effort was not conclusive and remains ongoing, and as of December 2017, the official place name registry of Alaska 

contains 34,337 toponyms (GNIS 2017; USGS 2015).

The modern corpus of English USGS names has required a vast amount of energy to produce. It has 

involved numerous military and corporate-financed expeditions of five colonial empires spanning 200 years, 

resulting in skirmishes, battles, starvation, and death for many non-Native members involved. Orth (1971) devotes 

43 pages briefly but comprehensively detailing these numerous expeditions. I emphasize it here to illustrate the 

vast energy expenditure spent to produce the recognizably named landscape that we have collectively inherited 

today. The enormous energy expenditure of renaming the landscape demonstrates the conservative utility in 

preserving any previous toponyms. Less energy is required to conserve pre-existing toponyms than will be 

expended by renaming them. Therefore, a pattern of toponymic stability will be naturally facilitated in any cultural 

system given enough time. Selective forces should favor the optimization and conservation of an existing place 

name system. Less energy expended toward innovation should eventually occur.

The effort to reintroduce the Indigenous names in their original language (or as English cognate 

borrowings from Dene) to the landscape is especially demonstrated in the case of the recent (2015) reversion of 

Mt. McKinley's name to the earlier colloquial English name of Denali (an early anglicized borrowing of the original 

Koyukon name for this summit, Deenaalee (Sequence #142 Kari and Fall 2016: 211-213). The English name, 

McKinley, was given by a prospector in 1897. Efforts to revert the mountain's official name to the English 

vernacular form (preferred by Alaskans), which resembles the traditional Koyukon name, began in 1975. It involved 

a series of repetitive bills and vetoes between the senators of Alaska and Ohio (where former US president 

McKinley, the mountain's American namesake, hailed from). Finally, the conflict was brought to the national stage 

in 2015 and 2017, ultimately directly involving two sitting US presidents (Kari and Fall 2016: 211-213; NPS n.d.).

After 150 years, the American English toponymic system still has not achieved long-term systemic cultural 

and demographic equilibrium on the landscape. Names continue to be added at such a rate that the Native 

Alaskan traditional names in practical spelling systems are again being turned to and consumed by this process 

(Matesi 2016; USGS 2015). The American system represents a massive influx of new, unique economic energy into 

the Alaskan landscape facilitating a chaotic state whose final equilibrium point cannot yet be demonstrated or 

predicted. Thus, the selective pressure for innovation continues even after 150 years.

5.4.2 Comparing the American and Dene Toponym Sets

By about 1890 AD, prior to the English incursion, the Alaskan Dene language family encompassed 

~788,427 km2 (~304,420 mi2). This number includes peripheral band lands in Yukon territory utilized by the Alaskan 
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Gwich'in, Han, Upper Tanana, and Ahtna people (Figure 22). Within this territory, 12,212 Dene place names have 

been cataloged as of March 2020 (a few of the names describe extra-territorial features outside the immediate 

area of territorial control and are not included in this number). Within the same territory as of December 2017, 

there also exist 13,135 official US and Canadian registered toponyms (CGNB 2017; USGS 2015). Within that 

territory, the landscape density of toponyms is one English name per 60 km2 (23 mi2), and one Dene name per 65 

km2 (25 mi2). From this perspective, the orally maintained Dene place names list rival the written English list.

Some Alaskan languages are currently better documented than others. Upper Tanana late 19th-century 

territory averages one name per 29 km2 (11 mi2). The mean for late 19th-century territorial toponymic coverage for 

Lower Tanana is one name per 40 km2 (15 mi2), Ahtna (one name per 41 km2 (16 mi2)), Upper Kuskokwim (one 

name per 44 km2 (17 mi2)), Tanacross (one name per 47 km2 (18 mi2)), and Dena'ina (one name per 50 km2 (19 

mi2)), all also fall below the American mean of one name per 60 km2 (23 mi2). Koyukon and Middle Tanana (one 

name per 83 and 90 km2 (32 and 35 mi2) respectively) are just above the English mean but close. Alaskan, or 

Western, Gwich'in has been mapped to one name per 115 km2 (44 mi2), possibly reflecting the increased mobility 

and territoriality necessary for successful foraging throughout the Brooks Range. Holikachuk and Deg Hit'an 

average one name per 103 and 169 km2 (40 and 65 mi2), respectively, and is likely a research intensity factor. Han 

only has one name per 516 km2 (199 mi2) and is a distinct outlier in my current research. Han is unique; it has not 

been studied yet by Kari and was primarily derived from earlier work by John Ritter, who declined to release any 

later data for this project (this dataset represents the work of Han speaker Willy Juneby in the 1970s). If we 

remove the Han territorial names (87) and late 19th-century territory (44,903 km2 (17,337 mi2)), we arrive at an 

overall pan-Alaskan Dene single name per 61 km2 (24 mi2). The numbers indicate that, apart from the Han 

language, the protohistoric Dene landscape of the late 19th century has been reconstructed and mapped with near

identical precision to the current English toponymic landscape (Table 1)30.

30 Other research factors that may affect these basic statistical results include depicting late 19th century band 
territories as watersheds. Ahtna, Alaskan Gwich'in, Koyukon, Deg Hit'an, and Han territories all include extensive 
areas still devoid of many documented traditional place names. Also, many Deg Hit'an place names are found in 
late 19th century Holikachuk and Dena'ina territories which likely is the result of 20th century socio-economic 
factors.

The Indigenous and Euro-American populations interacted with the same Alaskan landscape in 

fundamentally different ways, and this is evident in the patterned choice of named topographic features. In 

English, not all streams, mountains, or other topographical reliefs present in Alaska have been named, and the 

same is true of Dene (i.e., Thornton 2008: 103-104). During the fur trade era, as traplines became a primary source 

of income in the 19th and early 20th centuries, personal names became incorporated in the landscape, representing 

the new concept of individual, rather than communal, land-tenure. Landscape features also integrated new 

Russian, English, and occasional Spanish and Chinook loanwords, borrowings, or themes, often contracted with the 

Dene generic element. Occasionally, some traditional Dene places' names simply shifted to their English meaning 

within Native communities (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. A: Dene names that indicate borrowings or cultural influence from European languages. Square=English, 
Star=Russian, Triangle=Spanish, B: Non-Dene Indigenous borrowings incorporated into Dene place-names. 
Square=Inupiaq, Circle=Yup'ik, Triangle=Alutiiq origins.
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Dene toponyms favor culturally-significant topography, emphasizing the perceptive value of resource-rich 

areas (i.e., Traditional Ecological Knowledge) and travel routes in each language. While a similar number of place 

names are cataloged throughout the Dene territory (13,135 English and 12,212 Dene), only 3,374 places share 

both a Dene and an officially registered English toponym. The remaining names are uniquely named geographic 

features to each language. This pattern demonstrates the fundamentally different ways both cultures have 

interacted with the landscape and their cultural value (i.e., Thornton 2008: 26). Undoubtedly some Indigenous 

names have been lost (more likely in the case of names specific to locales and least-visible features away from 

typical travel routes). The degree of features that share an English and Dene place name may have been increased 

if a similar survey had been undertaken a century ago. The statistics mentioned here do not reflect the recent 

efforts of adding or reverting official toponyms to their original traditional names, highlighting the utility value that 

the early Euro-Americans found in retaining the Native toponyms.

Donald Orth, who oversaw the initial federal survey of Alaskan place names in the 1960s, noticed this 

pattern as well, describing:

“Eskimo, Aleut, and Indian names, like those of the Europeans, are generally commonplace and 

descriptive. Native naming habits, however, have two characteristic differences. The natives tend to name 

many small, even minute, landmark features and ignore those that are large. Few mountains were named 

unless they stood alone and had some peculiar characteristic. For foot, boat, or sled travel, there was no 

need to name large and vague features. In addition, the natives commonly applied several names to one 

feature, based on the characteristics of its particular parts. Many streams, even short ones, had various 

names along their lengths. Many of the native names now appearing on published maps are long and 

unpronounceable by the average English-speaking person.

Geographic names evolve historically, their origins and form being closely associated with the 

languages of the peoples who successively occupy the area. Thus, many Native names are changed or 

altered in form due to adjusting to the new language, English. This is a universal process. However 

altered, many of these names have become or will become firmly established as part of the Native 

heritage of the Alaska landscape” (Orth 1971: 5).

While noting the significant contribution of the earlier, traditional toponyms to the new English place name 

registry, Orth did not attempt to quantify that contribution.

Focusing on the shared toponyms, 653 of the 3,374 (19.4%) shared names appear to represent the 

borrowing by English of a preexisting Dene name. These are an attempt to preserve the Dene cognates, as in one 

of the Middle Tanana names for the community of Salcha: Sat Cheeget (Sequence #65 Kari 2015a), illustrating the 

attempt (perhaps unrealized) at preserving the auditory integrity of the Dene languages. When these proved too 

difficult to pronounce, English speakers appear to have resorted secondly to borrowing the meaning of the names 
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(a loan translation, or a calque); 358 (10.6%) English names preserve the older Dene as a calque. An example of 

that is a stream near the study area, Caribou Creek; in Middle Tanana, it is Bedziyh Ddhel' Na', “caribou mountain 

stream” (Sequence #25 Kari 2015a). An additional six names (0.2%) preserve both the borrowed cognate and 

calque simultaneously as a tautology as in the Ahtna name for an important crossing and settlement on the upper 

Tanana River: Tanacross: Natatene “trail crosses water” (Sequence #1188 Kari 2013). As the 20th century 

progressed, Dene toponyms increasingly became a linguistic substrate of the English Alaskan geographic 

landscape; today, it survives in only 1,017 (30.1%) of the official shared, multilingual toponyms (n=3,374) (Table 3 

and Table 4). These names are scattered throughout the territory randomly and do not cluster along any 

perceivable cultural interaction boundary.

The high number of Dene-origin toponyms in the USGS list (30%), reflective of field efforts by the USGS 

personnel (indicating the presence of Dene guides), on shared landscape features is also a testament to the 

challenging nature of naming and maintaining the toponyms of any landscape (Figure 25). Naming the landscape is 

a community effort (everyone using the corpus of names must come to an agreement on what those names are to 

avoid confusion), especially in the absence of written records. They are maintained through the cultural awareness 

of their users. Maintaining multiple names for similar features is inefficient and increases the risk of 

communicative confusion between social actors.

5.4.3 Comparing the Reconstructed Dene Toponym Sets

Within the Dene dataset (n=12,457), 632 toponyms (5%) are shared across Dene languages. While some 

of these represent reconstructions, many were elicited first-hand. Most of these are found along the protohistoric 

borderlands between cultural-linguistic groups. As Orth noticed, multiple names are occasionally noted for similar 

features; 1,197 (9.6%) of the toponyms carry an alternative name, usually within the same language. Of the 633 

names, in 496 (74.1%), the descriptive sign elements are shared morpheme themes. An example is in the names 

for Mt. Wrangell: AT #236: K'ett'aeni, UT #435: K'ett'iin, MT #11: K'eft'een (Kari 2019b: 52). All are difficult to 

translate into English: “on+cause+act+the one.” A further 107 (17.1%) names may represent borrowed or similar 

sounding cognates (if they are indeed genuinely untranslatable or translated correctly; some may eventually be 

confirmed as morpheme themes). An example of this is the traditional names for Dot Lake: TC #n/a: Kelt'aaddh 

Menn' “water lily lake” MT #61: Tl'ach'edzaghe' Menn' “rear ear lake.”

Forty-two names appear to be divergent (6.6%); an example of the is the traditional names for Denali: the 

languages to the north and west of the Alaska Range all mean “the tall one,” while the two languages south of the 

range refer to it as “big mountain” (Kari and Fall 2016). In this, the Dene showed a preference for the practical 

maintenance of the place name's cognates and meaning, which is the opposite value pattern that the subsequent 

English speakers showed for traditional toponym preservation. The value imbalance may reflect that as the new 

economically and culturally dominant force, English-speakers rarely took the time to become fluent in the Dene 

dialects. At the same time, Dene-speakers were required to become fluent in English (Loyens 1966).
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Figure 25. A: Combined Alaskan Dene toponyms. Blue = names attested in a single language, red = names attested 
to in multiple Dene languages. B: Combined Alaskan Dene toponyms. Blue = names attested in only Dene, red = 
names attested to in Dene and English.
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Before the Historic period, Dene place names were spatially patterned as monolingual core regions 

around villages and multilingually on the economic peripheries (Loyens 1966). Being a fluent polyglot was likely the 

norm for men and women, facilitating long-distance trade partnerships and kinship ties (Easton 2005: 55; Russell 

Kari 1985: 16; Loyens 1966). Informant Shem Pete was known to have been familiar with several dialects of 

Dena'ina, as well as Ahtna, old Russian, and English (Kari and Fall 2016). As members of Dene linguistic groups 

interacted with each other, it is apparent that it was more practical to preserve the names' meaning. It is unknown 

yet if this pattern is reflected across language families in the shared toponyms with the Koniag, Inupiaq, and Yup'ik.

The far higher degree of sign+generic patterning element duplication, either as morphemes or as 

cognates among the Dene groups (602=95.2%) as opposed to between English and Dene (1,017=30%), might be a 

testament to their level of importance for orientation. In an environment where the nature of toponyms loses 

their value economic and socio-cultural necessity, mechanisms preventing divergence among toponyms shared 

between languages would likely dissolve because no shared emphasis on their conservation would be in place. The 

English/Dene shared place names exhibit 70% divergence, meaning no borrowed cognates or calques exist, 

whereas the Dene-to-Dene shared place names show only 4.4% divergence. Being recently invasive in Alaska, the 

American toponyms continue to be under intense pressure to innovate even after 150 years. In contrast, the Dene 

place name system exhibits stability consistent with long-term diffusional patterning in subsets of names and little 

divergence. Such a state of near stasis and little innovation suggests the increased likelihood that the Dene 

toponym set is far older than the dynamic social events of the 19th and 20th centuries (Kari 2005, 2019b), and more 

likely similar in age to the regions prehistoric settlement and land use system.

The divergent rates of change for each language family's toponym group are likely reflective of natural 

selection forces actively pressuring the invasive culture (English) to innovate at a much-increased rate compared to 

the Native toponyms. It is also likely a factor of the unrelated nature of both language families. The Dene names 

represent an ancient land-tenure system; their lack of divergence within the shared names' morpheme themes 

(also a factor of linguistic relatedness) suggests a state of near-equilibrium of human-ecosystem interaction had 

long been reached.

The expensive nature of toponym innovation illustrated here demonstrates the energy-consuming and 

challenging nature of naming any landscape; thus, the facilitation of place name retention rather than innovation 

will be more likely over time. We can say with confidence that since the English place names continue to lend 

themselves toward divergence and innovation, they are reflective of a young, chaotic energy system recently 

present on the landscape. The Dene place names lend themselves to stability (as per Kari 2010b: geolinguistic 

conservatism), reflective of a long-term stable cultural system within the landscape. The state of stability, then, 

suggests far greater antiquity than either the chaotic Protohistoric or Historic Periods for the Dene toponym 

system.
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5.5 Names as Signs: The Prehistoric Model of Dene Linguistic Radiation Throughout Alaska

It is necessary to depict Kari's geographically patterned and relatively dated system of riverine, lake, and 

mountain toponymic generic elements in order to begin to gauge the antiquity of Dene on the Alaskan landscape. 

Their patterning will illustrate the Dene linguistic dispersal model into the state (Kari 1996a, 1996b, 2010b, 2019b) 

(Figure 26). The twelve Alaskan Dene languages belong within the larger Na-Dene family. The area of greatest 

linguistic diversity within Na-Dene is documented in northern British Colombia, suggesting to most researchers 

that this area is the likely original homeland of Proto-Dene, the reconstructed ancestral tongue (Krauss and Golla 

1981).

Kari (1996a, 1996b; see also similar concepts in Bender 1998) has published a linguistic mechanism of 

systematic language dispersal from this region based on the innovation and seriation of three unique geographical 

identifiers that are generally attached to place names as stems. It presented the argument detailing how the 

generic elements for -stream, -lake, and -mountain, embedded in most toponyms, were uniquely patterned 

spatially on the North American landscape. The typology of time-perspective traits allows us to detect general 

regional and subregional patterning among geolinguistic cognates and lexical or grammatical diffusions (using 

adjacent root/morpheme dictionaries). The various types of grammatical spatial patterning demonstrated through 

minute consonant and vowel shifts within those stems indicate a common, traceable origin point for the Alaskan 

Dene languages to the southern Yukon/Northern British Columbia region31 (Figure 27).

31 The Upper Yukon remains hypothetical as no comparable datasets are yet available.

In the mid-1990s, Kari had circulated early drafts of many of the place name lists used in their most 

updated forms. The model was presented as a comparative, qualitative analysis, and time perspective and 

seriations of sets of names were suggested for the spread. The geographically patterned seriation of stem change 

suggested a clear, relatively-dated pattern of dispersal. Kari's model has not been cited much by northern 

archaeologists, spurring this current study, which seeks to depict his model spatially and present some possible 

analogs for correlating it with the archaeological record. The generic elements used here follow the orthography 

by Kari (1996a and 1996b). The mix of rule-driven geographic information, the analyzability of Dene "signs," and 

other WT patterns (that are collaborative or intentional) that allow the PDDL to generate hypotheses.

5.6 The Relative Model of Proto-Dene Dispersal and Differentiation Using Generic Elements as a Proxy

5.6.1 Stream Stems

The oldest relatively-dated generic element used to describe stream names in the Dene languages 

represents sound change variations based on the stem -tu'θ. This fundamental term simply means “water” (Kari 

1996b). This generic element appears as -tú'Ə in Tagish (Sydney 1980), -tu'θ in Kaska (in Kari 1996b), and -tu'Ən in 

Tahltan (Hargus and Kari 1988; see also Moore 2019) (Figure 28).
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Figure 26. James Kari's model of hydronymic districts and relative riverine stem seriation (1996a, 1996b).
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Figure 27. The relative radiation model of the Dene languages through the region as indicated by the riverine, lacustrine, and montane stems, with suggested 
chronological dates.
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Figure 28. A: Stream generic element -tu'θ, B: Stream generic element -njik, C: Lake generic element -van, D: Mountain generic element -ddhah∕-ddhaa, and its
dominant source language Western/Alaskan Gwich'in, circa 1890 AD.



Three of the largest, eastern rivers in the Alaskan Dene traditional territory carry this stem, the Yukon, 

Tanana, and lower Copper Rivers, suggesting that the linguistic tenure of these areas is older than in central and 

western Alaska. The subsequently derived generic element -chu is found in Southern Tutchone (Tom 1987, in Kari 

1996b), and -chú -chúa is found in Northern Tutchone (Tom 1987). It is also found in a small minority of Han 

stream stems (Kari 1996b). The stem -chu is found in Gwich'in but not the similar Han form -juu. One exception is 

in the case of Van Juu or Medicine Lake, southeast of Circle, Alaska, where the Gwich'in may have borrowed the 

older Han stem as a preserved borrowed stem for this feature (the meaning is opaque in Gwich'in, but means lake

stream in Han) (Figure 29). The use of -tu'Ə as a stem in Alaska is rare, but where used, it may indicate places of 

greater antiquity in use. A small cluster of larger hydrologic features bearing these stems is found in the Lower 

Tanana region, especially toward the Alaska Range.

Following Kari's model, the next oldest stem represents an innovation. The dominant hydronyms 

maintained in the Upper Tanana, Tanacross, and Gwich'in languages: -njik (also noted in the Northern Tutchone 

language) (Figure 28). The stem is also occasionally found in the neighboring Koyukon language as a preserved 

cognate (-ndzik), likely a product of 19th century Koyukon movements into western Gwich'in territory and 

borrowing the place names. Two stems are used in the Han language to the southwest: -juu and -ndek (Figure 29). 

The second represents a clear sound shift derived from the -njik (Kari 1996a, 1996b; Ritter and Johnson 1978).

The next series of stem seriations represent the Dene dispersal into the headwaters of the Tanana Valley. 

It appears to represent sound changes that developed after the central Yukon Basin and Upper Tanana were 

populated. The sound shifts resulted in the stem -nign, which is most dominant in the Upper Tanana language 

(Figure 30), and -ndíg found in the Tanacross language (Figure 30). The seriation of these two likely occurred after 

the Upper Tanana settlement, not prior since they are not found outside this region. The Upper Tanana stem is 

retained in several stream names by the Tanacross, while the converse does not occur.

A radiation downstream along the Tanana and farther downstream along the Yukon River and Kuskokwim 

River likely occurred next. A subsequent downstream directional was coined *ni∙q'Ə, literally 'on the upstream.' 

The divergent stem element -niq'Ə is found in various surviving forms in several Dene languages. The stem “-niq'a 

is a regionalized innovation based upon the riverine directional *ni ‘upstream,' and the postposition *q'Ə ‘on,' 

meaning ‘on the upstream side' (Kari 1996b: 261) (Figure 30). In Alaska, the innovation is used in Gwich'in, Han, 

Upper Tanana, and Tanacross. It becomes a generalized, generic element in the languages found west and south of 

central Yukon and Upper Tanana. This basic widespread cross-linguistic pattern suggests to Kari that this may 

represent a long-standing ancient linguistic sign of some type. Further, it indicates that the regions where stream 

names are found that bear the stem -niq'Ə were known about much earlier than they were permanently settled on 

by Proto-Dene speakers of the Yukon Flats and Upper Tanana Valley.
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Figure 29. A: Stream generic element -juu, B: Stream generic element -ndek, C: Mountain generic element - 
ddhaw∕-ddhal and its dominant source language Han circa 1890.
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Figure 30. A: Stream generic element -nign and its dominant source language Upper Tanana circa 1890, B: Stream generic element -ndíg and its dominant 
source language Tanacross circa 1890, C: Stream generic element -nda'; the generic element does not appear as a dominant form in any present language, D: 
Stream generic element -niq'Ə; the generic element does not appear as a dominant form in any present language. The boundary indicates the use of -niq'Ə as a 
sign in central Alaska.



As a generalized stream stem, -niq'θ is unique and does not cluster dominantly in any present-day 

language. Thus, it may also represent an ancient, initial dispersal into the region stretching from Beaver Creek in 

the Yukon Flats down the Kuskokwim River valley toward Bristol Bay. It is only found west of the central Alaska 

Range and is absent from any names south of the Alaska Range in Ahtna or Dena'ina territory on Cook Inlet (Kari 

1996a, 1996b).

The other stems mentioned here tend to cluster in core groups, typical of a logistically-mobile land-tenure 

system where resources are extracted from the landscape in a systemic staged process, ultimately funneling them 

toward the cultural settlement cores (Binford 1980). The -niq'θ generic element group is patterned so that only the 

major rivers in the western Alaskan region appear to carry the stem (minor streams use alternative stems). The 

unique geospatial pattern of two riverine stems used simultaneously is highly significant and is termed a “reverse 

hydronym” pattern. Kari has suggested that this may have operated as ancient land tenure signals for the initial 

bands dispersing into Central-Western Alaska (Figure 30).

In the central Tanana Valley, the next riverine stem sound change is found in Tanacross and Middle 

Tanana, -nda' (Figure 30). This stem is retained equally in both languages, and therefore it is considered a unique 

archaism (i.e., Kari 2919a: 78). The generic element -nda' only survives north of the Alaska Range, embedded in 

sixteen riverine names.

The next early major Dene innovation was the *no? hydronymn. It appears as an abrupt boundary scored 

in the Middle Tanana Valley in the Delta and Goodpaster River area. The distinct regional naming signal suggests 

that it correlates with the earliest or "vanguard" Dene names there. The most widespread Alaska hydronyms 

is*no? It represents a single simplified sound change, recorded orthographically as -na', -no,' and -nu'. These 

became the dominant riverine stems found today in south-central and western-central Alaska. The differences 

between these stems are mainly a function of orthography (Kari, personal communication). Each of the stems -na', 

-no', and -nu' are centered along three major Alaskan tributaries, the middle Tanana River, Copper River, Susitna 

River (-na'), the Koyukuk and Kuskokwim Rivers (-no'), and the Upper Cook Inlet area, Outer Cook Inlet area, and 

the Stony River and Lake Iliamna regions (-nu'). The stem is related to the term “moving nomadically,” providing an 

additional behavioral reference of mobility by the vanguard naming groups (Kari 1996a) (Figure 31). The stem shift 

-no' is found interspersed on the landscape on smaller streams where the older stem -*niq'θ applied to larger 

streams. The stem -no' is also found in Middle Tanana (though not as a dominant hydronym). It was utilized by the 

Lower Tanana, Koyukon, Upper Kuskokwim, Deg Hit'an, and Holichakuk speakers, suggesting that the initial 

dispersal wave of -no' may have been ancestral to all these languages. Kari (personal communication) has pointed 

out that the retention of the stem -nu'/-no? on the middle-lower Yukon is evidence that they represent the initial 

naming conventions for early proto Dena'ina speakers there. This form is found dispersed across the southern 

foothills of Denali, crossing the Alaska Range and into the Stony River region. See Table 5 for stream generic 

element summary.
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In Alaska, lake generic stems do not reflect directional seriation (as do hydronyms and oronyms) of 

increasing sound change simplification patterns through time. Most of all, the lake stem contrasts represent 

phonetic orthographic differences. For lakes, the oldest stem form in Alaska correlates with the earliest riverine 

stems retained by the Gwich'in: -van (Figure 28). The Koyukon occasionally maintain these stems, but they appear 

to be only present where the Koyukon has made protohistoric territorial incursions into Gwich'in territory. The 

next relative seriation occurs in Han, Upper Tanana, Tanacross, Middle Tanana, Lower Tanana, and Koyukon 

territory: -mann' (Figure 31).

Table 5. Stream stems, feature summary, and languages present
Generic 
Stem

Number of 
Features Language

-njik 152 Gwich'in, Koyukon
-ndek 13 Han, Gwich'in
-nign 247 Upper Tanana, Tanacross, Ahtna
-ndíg 114 Tanacross, Middle Tanana

-niq'Ə 48
Lower Tanana, Upper Kuskokwim, Dena'ina, Koyukon, Middle Tanana, Holikachuk, 
Deg Hit'an

-nda' 20 Tanacross, Middle Tanana

-na' 941
Ahtna, Dena'ina, Gwich'in, Lower Tanana, Middle Tanana, Koyukon, Upper 
Kuskokwim

-no' 947 Lower Tanana, Koyukon, Upper Kuskokwim, Deg Hit'an, Holikachuk
-nu' 772 Dena'ina, Ahtna

5.6.2 Lake Generic Elements

The stem:-mann' is also retained rarely by Ahtna speakers but only in the Copper River headwaters. 

Elsewhere, the Ahtna preferred the stem form -ben. The generic element -mann' represents a widespread 

geographic shift, suggesting that it patterns after a Dene radiation into Western Alaska that loosely correlates 

relatively with the riverine -na' stem. South of the Alaska Range, the stem shifts to -bana', which is retained in 

Ahtna, and Dena'ina but also by the Koyukon, Lower Tanana, and Middle Tanana languages. To the southwest, the 

stems form -mane', was preferred by the Upper Kuskokwim and is occasionally found in Deg Hit'an and Koyukon, a 

pattern that loosely correlates with the -no' riverine stem. From the -bana' stem, the latest form -vane seriated, 

preferred by the Lake Iliamna Dena'ina. See Table 6 for the lake generic element summary.
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Figure 31. A: Stream generic elements -na' (green), -nu' (dark blue), -no' (light blue), B: Lake generic elements -mann' (orange), -bana' (light blue), -mane' (dark 
blue), -vane (pink), C: Mountain generic element cognates -ddhat∕-ddhaf (orange), -ddhel'/-ddhel (green), -dzet∕-dzet' (dark green), and -dlet∕-dlele' (blue), D: 
Mountain generic element cognates-dghelay and -deloy (blue) and -ggalaay (pink).



Table 6. Lake stems, feature summary, and languages present
Generic 
Stem Number of Features Language

-VƏn 284 Gwich'in, Koyukon

-mann' 798 Upper Tanana, Tanacross, Middle Tanana, Lower Tanana, Ahtna, Koyukon, Han
-bƏnƏ' 897 Ahtna, Dena'ina, Koyukon, Lower Tanana, Middle Tanana

-mane' 230 Upper Kuskokwim, Koyukon, Deg Hit'an, Holikachuk
-vƏne 194 Dena'ina, Deg Hit'an, Upper Kuskokwim

5.6.3 Mountain Generic Elements

Kari's model also used the patterned stem model for mountains. The oldest stem form, -ddhah/-ddhaa is 

in the Gwich'in language and occasionally even found in the easternmost Koyukon areas (Figure 28) as well as in 

Navajo. The following relative sound change form is located in the Han language: -ddhaw∕-ddhal (Figure 29). The 

third form seriating from this is in the Upper Tanana: -ddhat∕-ddhat' (Figure 31). The fourth stem change form is 

found equally spread between the Tanacross, Middle Tanana, and Lower Tanana languages: -ddhel'/-ddhel, 

spatially correlated with the -mann' lake stem. This generic element is also found in the Koyukon, and Dena'ina 

linguistic areas, suggesting a correlation with the stem -bana'. The western population shifted the generic element 

to -dghelay, which is dominant in the Dena'ina area but also found in the Ahtna, Upper Kuskokwim, and Deg Hit'an 

regions. A lower Ahtna variant was -ggalaay. The cognate stem form -dzet∕-dzet' is rare but retained today by the 

Ahtna, Dena'ina, and Upper Kuskokwim speakers. The stem -dlet∕-dlele' was spread throughout western Alaska 

and is dominant in the Koyukon language area32. The form -diloy (Deg Hit'an) is related to the latest relative form 

teyh loy, which is retained in Holikachuk and Koyukon. See Table 7 for the mountain generic element summary.

32 In Koyukon, the terms for “ridge”, seth, yedda' (UK: sis, yida), become more frequently used than -dghelay. This 
term is absent in Gwich'in.

Table 7. Mountain stems, feature summary, and languages present

Generic Stem
Number of 
Features Language

-ddhah/- 
ddhaa 58 Gwich'in
-ddhaw/- 
ddhäl 12 Han
-ddhat/- 
ddhat' 100 Upper Tanana, Gwich'in, Ahtna, Tanacross
-ddhel'/- 
ddhel 114

Lower Tanana, Middle Tanana, Tanacross Upper Kuskokwim, Koyukon, 
Dena'ina

-dzet∕-dzet' 66 Ahtna, Dena'ina, Upper Kuskokwim
-dlet∕-dlele' 92 Koyukon, Lower Tanana, Upper Kuskokwim
-dghelay 245 Ahtna, Dena'ina, Upper Kuskokwim, Deg Hit'an, Koyukon, Holikachuk
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One should take note that these stem groups only pattern together in a general sense, and their 

placement on the landscape is not bound by any recent protohistoric Dene language boundary, suggesting another 

line of evidence that they represent earlier (likely colonizing) patterning events associated with Proto-Dene. As 

languages shifted geographically during the 19th century, there is demonstrated a trend for borrowing the original 

cognate form of the stem, while the generic element would be preserved only as a morpheme.

5.7 The Temporal Linguistic Dispersal Model, the North American Perspective

In 2002(: 15), Kari posited four questions:

• What areas in the [Na-Dene] language family are of the longest occupation?

• Where was a “Proto-Dene homeland” with a small nucleus of Dene groups?

• What sequence of movements took place in the radiation of the Dene languages?

• Which archaeological sites and traditions in North America connect with Dene peoples of the past?

As stated previously, the area of greatest linguistic diversity amongst historic Dene languages was 

southern Yukon and northern British Columbia, encompassing the Yukon, Mackenzie, and Peace River headwaters 

and the major drainages flowing from British Columbia into southeastern Alaska (Figure 32). This point of diversity 

represents the most considerable antiquity of the Na-Dene language family (considered here to most likely be an 

Early-to-Middle Holocene phenomenon (~10,000-7,000 cal BP: by Kari 2010b and Potter 2010, but also see Kari 

1996a; Krauss and Golla 1981; Sapir 1915; Sicoli and Holton 2014; Ning et al. 2020: Supplementary Information 

83). Proto-Dene represents linguistic relationships that arose after the seriation of Eyak and Tlingit (likely being a 

Terminal Pleistocene to Middle Holocene phenomenon (Kari 1996a, 1996b, 2019b; Matson and Magne 2007)). 

Dene-Yeniseian represents the earliest relationships between the North American Na-Dene family and the Siberian 

Yeniseian language family of southcentral Siberian (Vajda 2010). Working temporal and geographical origin models 

of Dene-Yeniseian remain speculative primarily due to the probable great antiquity of this reconstruction (i.e., 

Terminal Pleistocene-Early Holocene; Kari and Potter 2010; Sicoli and Holton 2014; Ning et al. 2020: 

Supplementary Information).

The Dene/Proto-Dene language family covers a vast territory in North America. Two geographically 

isolated branches are found to the south in the continental US: the Pacific Coast Dene of California and Oregon, 

and the Apachean Dene in the American Southwest. Both represent either a single or (more likely) a dual migration 

that seems to have begun about 1,000 years ago. Other more relatively recent Canadian Dene expansions involve 

the Chipewyan and Beaver groups extensively expanding territory east and south with the fur trade, 300-200 years 

ago (Harmon 1957; Smith 1981).

The Apachean Dene (Kiowa Apache, Navajo, Jicarilla, Mescalero-Chiricahua, and Lipan) are thought to 

represent an arrival in New Mexico and west Texas about 700-500 years ago (Figure 33) (Sapir [1949] 1963). 

Confirmation of the hypothesis that they are ancestrally linked with the Northern Dene populations has been 

confirmed through genetic studies (Malhi et al. 2008). They have been archaeologically linked to the earlier
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Figure 32. Proto-Dene homeland.
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Figure 33. Dene cultural groupings, 19th c. AD.
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Eastern and Western Dismal River complexes of Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska Plains (750-500 cal BP, Dykeman 

and Roebuck 2012; Gilmore and Larmore 2012; Hill 2012; Seymour 2012a, 2012b, 2013). Interesting linguistic 

anecdotes include similarities in technological terminology suggesting common ancestry (e.g., copper, ceramics, 

and bow-and-arrow (Ives 2010; Wilson 2019)). They have also been associated with the Castle Garden rock art in 

northern Wyoming's Bighorn Mountains (~900 cal BP, Loendorf 2004) and the Beehive culture of Montana 

(Meadows 2014)). They may have likely originated from the Peace River headwaters region of British Colombia due 

to unique linguistic similarities with groups still present there about 1,000 years ago (Ives 2010). Their migrations 

or displacements that resulted in their gradual southern movements have been linked as opportunistically 

capitalizing on the utilization of new landscapes and resources. Eventually, the adoption of maize farming, as the 

American West experienced a period of deteriorating ecology and widespread social stress that caused numerous 

unique migrations observed in the archaeological record between 800-600 years ago (summarized in Matson and 

Magne 2007: 131-155).

The Pacific Coast Dene arrived in their historic territories about 800-600 years ago, possibly from a slightly 

earlier unique expansion than the Apachean Dene (Figure 33). While the Apachean group originated from the 

Arctic Drainage Dene, the Pacific Coast Dene of the continental US appears to be culturally and linguistically 

related to the Pacific Coast Dene of Central and Southern British Columbia. They may have likely originated in the 

Stuart River area of the northern Fraser River Basin in central BC about 1,200-800 years ago (summarized in 

Matson and Magne 2007: 131-155). Their migrations are strongly correlated with the development of intensified 

salmon harvesting and large-scale food storage. These innovations allowed for a prehistoric demographic 

‘explosion' observed along the anadromous drainages along the Pacific Coast. Rising population pressure likely 

necessitated population movements outward to ease the subsequent demographic disequilibrium.

The continued mechanisms that caused the Dene groups to keep pushing south generation after 

generation is multicausal. The initial mechanism that may have sparked both migrations has been hypothetically 

linked with both the Medieval Warm Period (1,200-800 cal BP (Broecker 2001)) and the massive volcanic explosion 

of Mt. Churchill on the Alaska-Yukon border and its resultant White River east tephra ashfall (1,170-1,095 cal BP 

(Davies et al. 2016) but contested by Gordon 2012). The key to the hypothesis of out-migration resulting from the 

White River east volcanism is the migrations of Arctic Drainage Dene cultures from southern Yukon to the east. The 

Slavey, Mountain, and Dogrib Dene groups all maintain oral histories of fleeing a Plinian-type event that occurred 

to the west and associate their own linguistic differentiation and the subsequent development of the copper 

industry with it (Fast 2008; Moodie et al. 1992). Current research favors exploring socio-demographic and 

ecological-economic models facilitating long-term migration patterns (i.e., Doering et al. 2020).

Before these events, we have the Basal Dene cultural group, which occupied a similar geographic region in 

northwestern North America as the late Northern Archaic tradition, suggesting correlation (Figure 33). The Basal 

Dene has been split into two large cultural subgroups: the Pacific Drainage and Arctic Drainage cultural systems. 

The Arctic Drainage Dene may have become culturally differentiated as far back as 2,000 cal BP, possibly as a result 
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of eastern and western migrations resulting from the White River Ash north event currently dated to 1,560-1,689 

cal BP (Derry 1975; Matson and Magne 2007; Reuther et al. 2019). They were bounded to the south by the Plateau 

Pithouse tradition, which may have developed as early as 6,000 cal BP but is especially recognizable from 4,500 cal 

BP to the historical period and is associated with unrelated Salishan language family (Matson and Magne 2007).

5.8 The Temporal Linguistic Dispersal Model, the Alaskan Perspective

It has proven more challenging to chronologically date the Dene languages' spread and differentiation in 

Alaska and Yukon. The geographic patterning of the important stem seriations discussed earlier suggests a relative 

chronology of stem retention that is potentially patterned after initial Proto-Dene dispersal. Kari's model posits 

that initially, the Upper and then Central Yukon drainage was inhabited first by early Proto-Dene speakers, 

followed by the Tanana River headwaters, then the central Tanana region. Next, a wave seems to have occurred 

where some groups of Dene speakers dispersed south into the upper Susitna and Copper River drainages. In 

contrast, others moved west into the lower Tanana, then farther into the central Koyukuk River region, followed by 

the Lower Yukon and upper Kuskokwim Rivers, and finally into the Stony River, Upper Inlet, Lake Iliamna, and last, 

the Kenai Peninsula.

The geographically patterned stable retention of these generic elements regardless of later language 

boundary shifts suggests that the place name corpus we have both inherited and reconstructed today closely 

reflects the conservation of the original or vanguard Proto-Dene landscape naming events. The following section 

attempts to integrate and model his relatively dated radiation/seriation of Dene from the Yukon River headwaters 

into Western Alaska with the added dimension of time perspectives from our current understanding of the 

archaeological record (see Diebold 1987: 43-47 for a defense of this method). In Canada, Richard Matson and 

Martin Magne (2007) were able to construct a conservative working model of Dene migrations over the past 2,500 

years using historical documents, artifact proxies, and feature proxies that retains a high degree of utility. 

However, Ives (2008) suggested caution when using archaeological proxies for linguistic diffusion. The past decade 

has seen several high-profile studies correlating linguistic diffusion with ancient human DNA gene flow models 

(Flegontov et al. 2016; Flegontov et al. 2019; Singh Malhi et al. 2008; Moreno-Mayar et al. 2018). In terms of 

regional data points (individual ancient human remains versus individual archaeological sites), the precision of 

archaeological and radiocarbon datasets and their informed chronological models remains much more detailed 

than those for ancient DNA constructs. Therefore, the following model is relevant for informing our understanding 

of Alaskan prehistory.

The following model is not meant to act as an overarching meta-narrative. It is presented as a detailed 

model to explore Kari's PDLL theory geospatially and chronologically. It is challenging to find proxies that can help 

us temporally mark the spread of the Dene language from the Yukon River headwaters downstream and 

throughout Alaska. To date, the best detailed regional attempt at correlating the linguistic and archaeological 
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records is found in Kari (1988) and Boraas (2007). Both works focus on the interconnected spread of Dena'ina 

language, technology, and other cultural elements during the past 1,500 years.

The exercise is not meant to provide a maximum age of the language family on the landscape. Instead, it 

provides an argument of terminus ante quem; basically, we cannot say ultimately how old the toponym patterns 

are, but they likely cannot be younger than these absolute dates. The following model will explore potential 

proxies for documenting its spread to gain a conservative sense of the language family's antiquity in the region. It 

will be easiest to move from that which we know to that which we do not. Therefore, the following will be 

structured working our way backward through time, from what we know to what we do not know, similar to the 

structure presented by Louis Giddings in Ancient Men of the Arctic (1967).

5.8.1 The Dena'ina

The Upper and Outer Cook Inlet of southcentral Alaska was the state's latest area to be settled by Dene 

speakers. This process began about 1,000 cal BP and intensified about 500 years ago (Boraas 2007; Reger and 

Boraas 1996; and Workman and Workman 2010). Establishing the linguistic presence of the Dena'ina in the Upper 

Inlet, Lake Iliamna, and Outer Inlet regions have been studied extensively by James Kari (1988, 2005) and Alan 

Borass (2007). The pre-Athabascan regional populations were associated with the archaeological Riverine and 

Marine Kachemak traditions. These technocomplexes cluster along the coastal and inland riverine areas of Cook 

Inlet. They are closely linked technologically to the Kachemak tradition of the Western Gulf of Alaska (~4,000 to 

700 cal BP) (summarized by Friesen and Mason 2016a). The Kachemak tradition in southwestern Alaska correlates 

temporally and regionally with the Eskimo-Aleut Language family. It is therefore considered to be a signal for Proto 

Eskimo-Aleut in the Bering and Chukchi Seas and also Cook Inlet (Boraas 2007 but contested by Leer 1991).

In the Upper Cook Inlet, the radiocarbon chronology suggests a chronological gap between the Kachemak 

tradition and subsequent Athabascan tradition (Workman and Workman 2010). In the Outer Cook Inlet, however, 

it appears there may have been some regional overlap between the two (Reger and Boraas 1996). In Southcentral 

Alaska, the Kachemak tradition seems to have collapsed due to environmental stress associated with the onset of 

the Medieval Warming Period (beginning after 1,500 cal BP) (Jordan 2009). As the Dena'ina dispersed into the 

Cook Inlet region from the Stoney River to the west, it is noteworthy that no preexisting Alutiiq place names seem 

to have been incorporated into the Dena'ina corpus.

The toponymic pattern of Cook Inlet's -nu' riverine stems in Dena'ina (considered by Kari to be an early 

marker of the Dena'ina south of the Alaska Range) then cannot predate the presence of the Athabascan tradition 

in the region. The Outer Inlet Dena'ina of Kenai Peninsula are culturally and linguistically more closely related to 

the Lake Iliamna Dena'ina but do not use their unique lake stem -vane (which is found only around the lake) 

(Figure 31). Therefore, this stem must have diverged after initial Dene dispersal from there across the Inlet. Finally, 

the regionally associated stems for mountain, -dghelay and -dzet∕-dzet' are strongly associated with the Ahtna, 

Dena'ina, and Upper Kuskokwim people, suggesting their presence may predate the seriation of the Dena'ina, 
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Upper Kuskokwim, and Ahtna languages. The Upper Kuskokwim people employ a superficially different stem for 

lake: -mane' instead of the Dena'ina, who continue to use the same stem as the Ahtna and Lower Tanana: -bƏnƏ'. 

The stems for lake and mountain, being shared more broadly outside the Dena'ina territory, suggest their 

divergence must predate the territorial radiations that occurred after 1,000 cal BP.

Finally, Dena'ina exhibits a low degree of mutual intelligibility with the other Alaskan Dene languages, a 

fully developed marine vocabulary, suggesting a long period of isolation (Kari 1996c: 53), and interesting 

candidates for substrate loans or elite replacements Kari (2007: xxi; 1988: 545, 1996c: 59). The isolation hypothesis 

suggests that the inland Proto-Dena'ina of the Middle Kuskokwim were linguistically isolated from other Dene 

groups for an undetermined but lengthy period (perhaps several millennia: Ackerman 2008) before their radiation 

into the Cook Inlet area. Their isolation would likely correlate with the Northern Archaic presence in this area, 

which begins as early as the fifth millennium BP. A Proto Dena'ina band in Southwestern Alaska may have become 

culturally isolated and focused their territorial tenure in the southern Alaska Range, specifically the upper Stony 

and Mulchatna River areas. On the Mulchatna, the pattern of establishing semi-permanent village sites appears to 

be rare prior to 500 cal BP (O'Leary et al. 2020).

Recently, Alexei Kassian (Ning et al. 2020: Supplementary Information) has proposed that of Kari's elite 

replacements, the morphologically unanalyzable roots should be classified as “Pre-Athabascan”, a hypothetical 

language replaced by the Proto-Dena'ina. Kassian proposes Pre-Athabascan to be related in some form to the 

Chukotko-Kamchatkan family, based on similarities in the loan candidate phonetics (2020: 80).

5.8.2 Deg Hit'an and Holikachuk

The Deg Hit'an and Holikachuk language areas remain extensively understudied areas in Alaskan 

archaeology. As such, it is too early to model the linguistic and prehistoric records. Both languages use the stem 

-no' for stream, and -mane' for lake, and -dghelay for summits, but follow the Koyukon preference for the extensive 

use of ridge as a replacement stem. These areas likely represent linguistic seriations prior to the Cook Inlet and 

Lake Iliamna areas' settlement, perhaps between 3,000-1,000 years ago.

5.8.3 The Upper Kuskokwim

The Upper Kuskokwim language is more closely related to Dena'ina and Ahtna than any other Dene 

language of the lower Yukon River (Krauss and Golla 1981; Sicoli and Holton 2014). Interestingly, Kari (personal 

communication) has identified a handful of place names from the Amos Lakes region along the East Fork 

Kuskokwim River in Upper Kuskokwim territory where the word “ts'is” has been maintained in a small cluster of 

toponyms. This name is opaque and meaningless to the traditional UK speakers in the region today. Still, it is 

immediately recognizable to Ahtna speakers of the Copper River area as a general term referring to “stone.” The 

presence of this term strongly implies ancestral Ahtna origins for these place names.
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The regional archaeological chronology of the Upper Kuskokwim remains imprecise. The surveys 

associated with the proposed Donlin Pipeline (Reuther et al. 2013), Lake Minchumina (Holmes 1986), and Charlene 

Craft Lefebre's work (1956; Proue et al. 2011) continue to inform most of our understanding of the prehistoric 

record there. The Upper Kuskokwim language is located on the western flanks of the southern Alaska Range and is 

closely related to the Dena'ina dialects to the south and east. The language's historic presence likely correlates 

with Holmes' Athabascan tradition sequence at Lake Minchumina (900 cal BP and later). However, we must look to 

an earlier period than the Athabascan tradition's dispersal into the Upper Cook Inlet for a likely archaeological 

correlation for the ancestor to both the Upper Kuskokwim and Dena'ina languages. A local candidate is the earlier 

Minchumina tradition (~2,500-900 cal BP), a local variant of the Northern Archaic tradition, or the~3,000 cal BP 

Lone and Farewell Mountain Northern Archaic sequences of the southern Aklun Mountains (Ackerman 2008).

5.8.4 The Lower Tanana and Koyukon

The Koyukon River datasets also retain Inupiaq place name borrowings in the northern-middle Koyukuk 

region. At least one primary name for the Koyukuk River appears to be derived from the Inupiaq language, 

suggesting occupation of the drainage by the ancestral Inupiaq. To the west, the upper and middle Kobuk River has 

Koyukon place names retained by the Inupiaq, suggesting preceding the Koyukon settlement. Excavations at Onion 

Portage suggest ancient patterns of cultural interactions between the ethno-linguistic groups The retention of 

toponym borrowings by both languages in both drainages suggests a complicated cultural mixing pattern and 

settlement patterns (see Burch 1998:124 and Peter Raboff 2001 for discussions).

One reason for the initial Dene migration into the central Koyukuk valley may have been linked in part to 

the Batza Tena obsidian source, artifacts from which are so prevalent throughout Alaska's entire prehistoric record 

(Clark 1995). Prior to the presence of the Athabascan tradition in the Koyukuk Valley is the presence of Interior 

Norton tradition artifacts at Lake Hahanudan (~1,500-1,200 cal BP) in the central region of the valley (Clark 1977; 

Holmes and Rasic 2018; McFadayan Clark 1996). The Inland Norton adaptation may be a proxy for the presence of 

the early Yup'ik or Inupiaq language families. If the Dene place name patterns throughout Koyukon, Holikachuk, 

and Deg Hit'an territory in western Alaska also correlate with the Athabascan tradition, then they likely do not 

predate the Interior Norton presence there. Even though a Northern Archaic presence is documented for this 

region before the Interior Norton, we should not expect that their place names (except for the most prominent 

features) should have survived the Paleo-Eskimo incursion if the Paleo-Eskimos spoke an unrelated language. If so, 

this suggests a conservative antiquity of fewer than 1,000 years for the Lower Yukon region (i.e., Holmes 1986). 

However, if the Interior Norton tradition represents a pattern of heavy material cultural borrowing and gene flow 

into a pre-existing Northern Archaic/Proto-Dene group who maintained a Proto-Dene language and presence 

throughout this process, then the geolinguistic patterns may have roots that are several millennia older here. 

Additionally, the underlying themes of names can be shared across linguistic boundaries in Western Alaska, 

complicating this type of analysis (Holton 2011).
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5.8.5 The Ahtna

The Northern Archaic tradition initially appears south of the Alaska Range after 6,500 cal BP, eventually 

spreading throughout the Copper River uplands, the Upper Cook Inlet region, and south into the Kenai Peninsula 

(Dixon et al. 1985; Hays et al. 2014; Neely et al. 2016; Reger and Boraas 1996). The archaeological record suggests 

that the earliest signal of the Northern Archaic dispersal is strongly present in the Upper and Middle Susitna River 

region, long before dispersal into the middle and lower Copper River drainage (~2,000 cal BP, Potter 2008c). It is 

also present there long before dispersal throughout the Upper Inlet region and into the Kenai Peninsula (likely 

between 5,000-3,500 cal BP). However, few sites are represented, and dating is very imprecise (Holmes et al. 

1985). The Northern Archaic tradition's presence in the Cook Inlet region appears only ephemerally. It may only 

indicate a pattern of brief exploratory forays rather than an entrenched local population intensively using the 

landscape. The Northern Archaic sites do not appear temporally west of the Talkeetna Mountains after the Marine 

and Riverine Kachemak traditions expanded from the Yukon Delta area throughout the Cook Inlet region after 

3,500 BP (Reger and Boraas 1996; Workman and Workman 2010). They are only found in a continuous sequence in 

the upper Susitna River area. To the east, in the Copper River valley, no evidence exists of any technocomplex 

replacement or technological borrowing from coastal marine-oriented traditions. Nor is there any evidence of 

trade networks with them during the Northern Archaic tradition period there (6,500-1,000 cal BP Dixon et al. 1985; 

Hays et al. 2014; Neely et al. 2016; Potter 2008c).

The central and lower Copper River region's radiocarbon record does not yet indicate a settlement 

pattern earlier than 2,000 cal BP. The radiocarbon chronology of Potter (2008c) (supplemented with new dates 

from the Susitna River drainage (Hays et al. 2014; Neely et al. 2016)), however, indicates a continuous radiocarbon 

sequence associated with the human occupation of the Talkeetna and Clearwater mountain areas and Tangle 

Lakes region. This pattern holds across the large-scale volcanic events known locally as the Devil tephra (1,625

1,825 cal BP, Mulliken 2016) and Watana tephras (3,360-4,400 cal BP, Mulliken 2016). The Northern Archaic 

tradition appears to represent a population dispersing south of the Alaska Range from the Middle Tanana region 

~6,500 cal BP. Their radiation into the central and lower Copper River areas only after 2,000 cal BP may have been 

previously constrained by low population density (or complete lack) of moose and salmon and the seasonal 

availability of caribou, but that idea has not yet been demonstrated.

The above scenario summarizes the evidence that the ancestral Dene language family has been present in 

the Cook Inlet region for the past 1,000 years. It has likely been present west of the Alaska Range for at least the 

past 2,500 years and must have been the common language family for the people of the Northern Archaic tradition 

of the Susitna River. In this region, it has been in place uninterrupted since at least the last potential cultural 

disruption event, the Watana tephra fall (3,300-4,400 cal BP). It may be as old as the initial Northern Archaic 

presence from 6,500 cal BP (Kari 2019b). The Watana tephra event originated from Mt. Hayes in the Tordrillo 

Mountains and likely introduced extensive ecological stress across the Cook Inlet, the Alaska Range, and Upper 

Susitna regions. The precise human demographic results of this event are still unmodeled. Still, it seems unlikely 
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that any place names other than for the most significant and largest landscape features would predate it if it 

indeed resulted in a long-term human abandonment. While the language itself may predate the Watana ashfall on 

the landscape, the toponym pattern in this region most likely postdates it. The more southern areas of the Copper 

River basin and the drainages associated with the Chugach mountains' northern slopes appear to strongly indicate 

a settlement pattern here not dating before 1,000 cal BP (i.e., Reger 1985).

Unlike Dena'ina, the Ahtna and Upper Kuskokwim languages do not exhibit verifiable evidence of 

linguistic substrates, suggesting that there was little, if any, direct population replacement or isolation of any 

preceding languages on the landscape. The stems for river (-na'), lake (-bana' and -vane), and mountain (-dghelay) 

most likely are associated with dispersal events of the last 1,000 years, potentially reflect Northern Archaic land

use patterns of the past 3,000-4,000 years. Some may be related to initial dispersal events south of the Range after 

6,500 cal BP (Kari 2019b). There remains a significant gap in the radiocarbon chronology, from ~8,500-6,500 cal BP 

south of the Alaska Range, so it is highly unlikely any place names there predate the Holocene Thermal Maximum 

(Smith 2019).

5.8.6 The Striking Overt Information of the Stem -niq'Ə

The region from the Kuskokwim River north into the Lower Tanana is also characterized by the unique 

riverine stem -niq'Ə. As noted earlier, Kari was the first to note the significance of its distribution throughout 

Alaska (1996a, 1996b) (Figure 30). Using Kari's research, a geographic boundary can be defined by its use. In 

western and central Alaska, -niq'Ə is utilized merely as a stem, providing a secondary word for stream (a 

hydronymic reversal, such as in English brook vs. stream).

Temporally bounding the -niq'Ə stem is difficult. It represents a dispersal into western Alaska from 

northeastern Alaska that must have stayed west and north of the Alaska Range since it is not found anywhere in 

southcentral Alaska. The -niq'Ə spatial pattern mimics the early hypothesis of Northern Archaic dispersal described 

by Workman (1978). He suggested that the Northern Archaic tradition diffused into Northern Alaska from southern 

Yukon, then from there into western Alaska, and finally east into the Tanana Valley. Subsequent researchers have 

cautioned against this model, pointing out that there is not enough conclusive evidence to test this idea (Esdale 

2008). The Northern Archaic tradition may have simply maintained the use of earlier Denali complex technology 

traits throughout its existence. Shifting visibility in the technological characteristics may have more to do with 

economic needs rather than cultural preferences (Potter 2008a, 2008b).

In the Tanana Valley, the boundary between the use of the stem -niq'Ə lies to the west of the Middle 

Tanana language area, in the Delta and Goodpaster Rivers area. It is only found on southwestern Alaska on the 

southeast side of the Kuskokwim River and entirely absent from the northwest side. In the Brooks Range, it is only 

found on a single river, the Middle Fork Koyukuk River. Since it does not correlate strongly with any single Dene 

language and is not used in any of the areas that the Dene dispersed into from its core region after 1,000 cal BP, I 

would agree with Kari's proposition that this stem pattern correlates with the earlier Northern Archaic tradition
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presence. Candidates could be either Holmes' Minchumina tradition (~2500-900), a speculative earlier migration, 

or even the initial Northern Archaic dispersal into western Alaska. If it correlates temporally with the Minchumina 

tradition, it possibly provides an idea of a regional linguistic boundary between Proto-Dene and Proto-Eskimo- 

Aleut, and the Northern Archaic tradition and Interior Norton tradition.

Loanwords are rare between the Na-Dene and Eskimo-Aleut language families despite their thousands of 

years of shared territorial boundaries. Still, there is a trend toward the coastal languages borrowing them more 

often than the Interior (Holton 2011). Proto-Dene and Proto-Eskimo-Aleut may have shared southwestern Alaska 

since the Arctic Small Tool tradition's dispersal into the region ~4,500 cal BP (assumed to be the archaeological 

proxy for the ancestral Yup'ik, Inupiat, and Aleut people (Ackerman 1998; Boraas 2007).

5.8.7 The Upper Yukon and Upper Tanana River People (Gwich'in Han, Middle Tanana, Tanacross, and Upper 

Tanana)

Kari hypothesized that the riverine stem serrations could be traced to the region of the Yukon River 

headwaters. From there, they first expanded north to the Mackenzie Mountains and into the eastern Brooks 

Range, where the unique Gwich'in innovation -njik developed. Subsequently, they diverged into the similar generic 

elements -nign and -ndíg in the upper Tanana River. Unlike the other geographic regions discussed above, such as 

the Southern Alaska Range, or Kuskokwim headwaters, Copper River Basin, or segments of the Tanana River, no 

archaeological proxies stand out as evident correlates for the dispersal of the Dene people there. The Gwich'in, 

Han, Upper Tanana, and Tanacross territories may correlate with the earliest appearance of the Northern Archaic 

tradition, or perhaps even the earlier period of transition between it and the preceding Denali complex (Holmes 

2008).

This region likely represents the greatest antiquity of the Dene language on the Alaskan landscape. These 

languages also display a far higher linguistic diversity than others throughout the western sub-Arctic (McKennan 

1981: 563). Krauss speculated that this region should be included in the Proto-Athabascan homeland (1980: 11

12). The Northern Archaic tradition's radiation into Alaska correlates with the expansion of the modern boreal 

forest throughout the state ~6,000 cal BP (Mason and Bigelow 2008). The early Northern Archaic people were not 

constrained by the taiga forest but expanded beyond that ecozone into the northern Brooks Range and the 

western coasts of Alaska (Esdale 2008), before retreating east in the face of the arrival of the Arctic Small Tool 

tradition ~5,000-4,500 cal BP.

A secondary causal mechanism is not yet demonstrated for the northwestern diffusion of the technology 

or the language. Widespread ecological and demographic shifts during this early period elsewhere in North 

America have been correlated with the eruption of Mt. Mazama [Crater Lake, Oregon] ~7,700 cal BP (Harris 2005; 

Zdanowicz 1999). It remains speculative whether or not the observed northward expansion of the tradition 

represents the results of a sort of push-and-pull demographic and cultural event resulting from the eruption (Matz 
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1987; Pettipas 1981: 1-15). Perhaps it was simply the result of people opportunistically adapting to a new 

ecological niche.

5.9 Discussion

The archaeological Athabascan tradition of the last 1,000 years has also been suggested to represent a 

late radiation of Proto-Dene from the southern Yukon area into Alaska, perhaps spurred by environmental 

variables such as the White River Ash events (Clague et al. 1995; Derry 1975; Workman 1978, 1979; West and 

Donaldson 2000), or an intensified use of the landscape resulting in population expansion and technological 

innovation of Dene groups already present on the landscape (Boraas 2007; Potter 2008 a, 2008b). The idea of a 

late radiation during the last millennia of the Dene language into Alaska appears untenable given the 

demonstrated patterning of the Dene place name networks and the complete lack of any linguistic substrates in 

the languages of the Tanana and Copper River Valleys or borrowings in those languages from any preexisting 

hypothetical language.

The middle Holocene Northern Archaic and Northwest Microblade traditions have long been the 

preferred technocomplexes assumed to correlate with Proto-Dene (Borden 1975; Carlson 1979; Dumond 1969, 

1974, 2010; Krauss and Golla 1981). Krauss's Proto-Dene glottochronology construct was the initial attempt to 

quantify the Na-Dene language family's antiquity. He suggested that all Alaskan, Yukon, and northern British 

Columbia's Dene languages separated from a common origin, reconstructed as Proto-Athabascan or Proto-Dene 

(Krauss 1973) no later than 2,500 cal BP (Krauss and Golla 1981: 67-68; see also Easton 2005: 53-54 and Holman et 

al. 2011). However, it was soon demonstrated that glottochronological methods were dependent on many 

unknown factors, and rates of change could not be assumed constant; thus, estimating linguistic divergence rates 

is a non-linear problem (Bergsland and Vogt 1962; Nichols 1990).

It has recently been demonstrated that northern North American populations experienced a significant 

period of gene flow that occurred in tandem with the arrival of Maritime-adapted cultures on the western Alaska 

coasts about 5,000 cal BP (Flegontov et al. 2016; Flegontov et al. 2019). This genetic signal is correlated with the 

Arctic Small Tool tradition. A debate has arisen suggesting that Dene-Yeniseian, the hypothetical ancestor of Proto- 

Dene and Siberian Proto-Yeniseian, was carried over the Bering Sea with this biological population (Dumond 2010; 

Ning et al. 2020: Supplementary Information: 83; Vajda 2018, 2019a: 186). While this is indeed a complex problem, 

this idea seems less likely given the relative lack of linguistic diversity in western Alaska's Dene languages as 

compared to other regions. It should be remembered that this has been put forth only as a hypothesis and does 

not yet represent a robustly demonstrated mechanism. The area of greatest diversity is in Northern British 

Columbia (Matson and Magne 2007). The lack of any linguistic substrates in the Tanana or Ahtna languages, the 

lack of geographic or linguistic affinities between early Eskimo and Na-Dene, and the incompatibility it shows with 

Kari's Dene geolinguistic model argues against a west-to-east diffusion, and also argues against hypothetical 

replacement of potential pre-existing non-Dene place names in these regions.
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Another model comparing linguistic phylogenies using neighbor-joining network algorithms and Bayesian 

models has suggested that the ancestral Dene-Yeniseian most likely was a phenomenon of central Beringia and 

represented radiating out migrations from there. Their model suggests that the point of divergence of the 

American and Siberian origins should still be sought in western Alaska during at least the Early Holocene or 

Terminal Pleistocene periods. Further, they suggest correlations with Tamm et al.'s (2007) evidence for gene flow 

from Alaska into Asia during that time (Sicoli and Holton 2014; see also Ning et al. 2020: Supplementary 

Information 83; Vajda 1999, 2013).

If the above ideas are correct, then the later Northern Archaic tradition most likely represents the period 

of seriation of the Dene language family in Alaska. Kari's defined -niq'θ hydronyms boundary does not seem to 

have an archaeological analog, which likely reflects a research gap or sampling bias. If the above scenario 

represents an accurate picture of the spread of early Proto-Dene into the state, it may suggest we need to 

emphasize understanding the regional nuances and diversity of the sub-regions of the Northern Archaic. As Donald 

Clark described over 25 years ago:

“Most Northern Archaic characteristics developed locally and then spread within the region with differing 

degrees of acceptance and persistence. Early within this ongoing development, the attribute of notched 

points was added to what was, at that time, a base of cultures in the northern cordilleran region. That 

possibly was the only trait for which southern or plains origin need be sought, and even the possibility of 

stimulus or wholly independent development cannot be ruled out” (Clark 1992: 95).

Understanding the complex problems of the Holocene prehistoric record is comprehensively summarized 

by Potter (2016). It includes unique ecological constraints, relative lack of technological complexity and visibility, 

lack of infrastructure, and limited recent academic interest for this period. Before the middle Holocene in Alaska, 

we have a widespread Denali complex transitioning into the Northern Archaic after the Holocene Thermal 

Maximum sometime between 8,000-6,000 cal BP, a process still not well understood (Esdale 2008; Holmes 2008). 

The presence of Proto-Dene appears to correspond well with this time period (~7,000 cal BP), similar to the 

hypothetical time-depth of Ket in central Siberia (Vajda 2019b: 198). While the presence of Proto-Dene seems to 

have a timeless aspect in relation to the archaeological record in the Upper Tanana, it appears that the bulk of the 

geolinguistic patterning explored here elsewhere in the state is the result of factors of the past 3,000-500 years.

In summary, Kari's PDLL theory is built on three points:

• Locational, overt, and/or contextual information (generative geography and its rules)

• Watershed tenure devices

• Dene historical linguistic traits (i.e., linguistic conservativism)
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While some elements within these first two devices may indeed be very ancient, the majority of the 

observed device patterns likely reflect the development of the logistic mobility system and increased sedentism of 

the past 2,000 years, particularly with the population expansion of the last 500 years (Potter 2008a, 2008b, 2008c). 

Therefore, these are of more use to enhancing the archaeological record.

The first and third points represent linguistic artifacts that are a scatter of both new and very ancient 

traits, marking interactions of unique historic and prehistoric cultures, languages, technology, belief systems, 

seasonal migrations, and initial dispersions. The diffusion patterns have been summarized here to emphasize the 

antiquity of the Dene cultural system in Alaska. In addition to this, many unique names also explicitly convey travel 

routes, myths, and cultural origins. Some of these carry a sense of antiquity, possibly developing in tandem with 

the initial Dene movements into the state. The majority of the names reflect foot travel and lack correlation with 

mechanized travel. They reflect ancient watershed tenure patterns and do not correlate with historic land tenure 

practices. Their content is dominated by natural history descriptions and traditional cultural activities. Finally, 

these themes are shared widely across the Na-Dene language family, including the Pacific Coast and American 

Southwest Dene peoples, strongly suggesting that these themes were established before the initial radiation of the 

languages and the development of the hydronymic districts (Jett 2001: 71; Kari 2011b: 251-252).

The place names are reflective of several important period innovations. The Historic Period name 

innovations include the addition of personal names and occupations into landscape features. The Protohistoric 

innovations involve incorporating non-Dene loan words and borrowings from English, Russian, Spanish, Chinook, 

Christian and Western cultural themes, and new technologies. The Prehistoric innovations involve incorporations 

of borrowings from Inupiaq, Yup'ik, and Alutiiq names. They also mark the use of antiquated technology, ceramics, 

lithic, copper, and ochre quarries. These can all be found in Kari's works. The place names that illuminate the 

following archaeological record of Swan Point and Pickupsticks will be explored in the following chapters.

5.10 Conclusion

Kari's hydronymic districts and relative dispersal hypothesis appear to be a robust mechanism for 

understanding the Dene language family's radiation through Yukon and into Alaska. The riverine, lacustrine, and 

montane stems are not unique to the languages that use them. Instead, they form regional patterns independent 

of language boundaries. The oldest hypothesized tenured areas appear to make use of more distinct and 

geographically bounded stems, and languages that dispersed later appear to make use of similar-sounding or even 

multiple stems for the same geographic feature type. The stems themselves tend to pattern in geographic clusters; 

therefore, they do not only reflect active cultural living patterns but likely also reflect early linguistic seriation 

patterns (Kari 1988, 1996a, 1996b, 2005). The dispersal events can tentatively be correlated with the 

archaeological record. Linguistic boundaries were never static in the past. They likely shifted through time, 

reflecting changing resource use and human adaptations, yet it appears the generic elements were highly resistant 

to change.
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The evidence summarized here supports the suggestion that the many North American Dene languages 

are the result of territorial expansions and migration pulses associated with the historic global fur trade and the 

intensification of salmon-based societies on Pacific-Coast drainages. Both of the Late Holocene volcanic events 

from Mt. Churchill have been hypothesized to initiate regional Dene movements between 2,000 and 1,000 cal BP, 

but this does not appear to have affected the Alaskan region. The linguistic similarities of all these languages 

strongly suggest that a common ancestral tongue existed in some form, termed Proto-Dene. The evidence 

presented here is that Proto-Dene is strongly associated with the Northern Archaic tradition's origin and spread 

during the Middle Holocene. The unique regional traditional kinship networks may have acted as a conservation 

mechanism, preventing hard linguistic boundaries from forming and repressing linguistic innovation. A pattern of 

decreased mobility over the past 2,000 years may have facilitated much of the linguistic differentiation from Proto- 

Dene observed historically. In Alaska, the Copper River, Middle and Upper Tanana, and Central Yukon River regions 

appear to represent the areas of greatest antiquity of these languages on the landscape and possibly point to an 

early Holocene presence of Proto-Na-Dene. It is apparent that, as Vajda has stated, the “ancestral Native American 

populations brought several protolanguages into the Americas from an earlier source in ancient Beringia. 

Furthermore, these languages may have had completely distinct origins in ancient northern Eurasia or East Asia 

(Ning et al. 2020: Supplementary Information 88).
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Chapter 6: Archaeological and Ecological Reconstructions: The Holocene Epoch

6.1 Introduction

The archaeological summary here represents the legacy of generations of archaeological paradigms. 

Typological constructs are a research relict of early 20th century Americanist normative cultural historians exploring 

form over space and time and continue to retain utility today. However, the type-site concept has generally fallen 

into disuse (Anderson 2008: 170). While themes of catastrophism and ecological determinism continue to underlie 

some popular theoretical constructs (Anderson 1984; Derry 1975), ideas of ecological systems as sustainers of 

cultural systems have found more explanative utility, especially since the 1990's (Giddings 1963; Mason and 

Bigelow 2008). Exploring ideas of socio-cultural geographic and economic networks as subsistence economies, 

land-use patterns, and seasonality have driven most of the recent studies of the past two decades (Potter 2008a, 

2008b, 2008c; Smith 2012). Post-processual methods critiquing or exploring the subjective nature of these 

interpretations and emphasizing gender or age-graded roles remain underemphasized (i.e., Heppner 2017). Today, 

portions of all of these paradigms have mixed utility. Terminology tends to persist as useful conveyors of 

information, even after the research paradigms that produced them have lost their efficiency. As a result, their use 

can also carry a legacy of outmoded arguments (i.e., Anderson 2008).

An early archaeological interpretive paradigm developed in the 1940s whose utility continues today is the 

direct historical approach (Steward 1977). Archaeologists recognized that similar patterns between the regional 

ethnohistoric and recent prehistoric records meant similar origins. Initially, one used this pattern recognition to 

establish cultural roots back through time. The focus is on interpreting how technological forms change through 

time. If radical breaks or changes are observed in the material cultural record, it was assumed that an 

ethnogenesis event has occurred (criticized by Willey and Phillips 1958: 49-50; but see Carr 1995 and Clark 2001: 

12-22). As the material culture typologies were further refined, they were used to inform cultural-historic 

frameworks of traditions and cultures of objects (Willey and Phillips 1958). Material-cultural constructs then 

became inferred proxies for ethnolinguistic constructs; a problematic endeavor when we understand that ethnic 

groups can completely shift their resource and technological base in the face of social or environmental factors 

while maintaining language and identity (see the previous discussion on Navajo origins; Sapir [1949] 1963). In an 

attempt to control for spurious ethnohistoric correlations, Matson and Magne (2007: 6-8) suggest using the 

parallel direct historical approach, where the cultural-historic frameworks of at least two different regions are 

compared in order to understand which technological constructs shift boundaries and which can be held as a 

constant for more informed ethnic proxies. Matson and Magne's approach is more difficult for the study region 

because other Dene groups with similar material culture surround the Tanana Valley. This approach is more 

efficaciously used by Alaskan Archaeologists when comparing the material cultural remains of perceived inland-vs- 

coastal economically oriented groups (e.g., Friesen and Mason 2016a: 12; Tremayne 2018), but not within or 
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among Interior groups themselves (but see Anderson 1988 and Holmes 1986). The result of these discussions has 

allowed for a structured framework that attempts to understand the late Pleistocene to Holocene prehistoric 

trends in terms of site and regionally specific technological variability.

In the study region, the Holocene Epoch marks an 11,700 year-long interglacial period, marked by 

significant shifts of the environment, climate, geography, and ecology from the far colder and drier Pleistocene to 

the increasingly warmer and wetter period that is recognizable in Alaska and Yukon today (Edwards et al. 2000). 

While the most recent 6,000 years can be generalized as a stable ecosystem punctuated by occasional cooling 

periods and several significant volcanic events, the earlier 6,000 years represent a different, dynamic ecosystem 

that cannot be easily generalized (Mason et al. 2001) (Table 8). This summary focuses only on the region's final two 

archaeological traditions: the Northern Archaic and the Athabascan traditions and their origins over the past 8,000 

years.

Table 8. Middle Tanana Holocene cultural units, genetic populations, and generalized ecological trends adapted 
from Holmes 2008: Figure 1.

Cal BP
Local 
Archaeological 
tradition

Genetic Population Interior Ecological Trends
Shaw 
Creek 
Period

+70-0 Modern Northern North American/

Multi-Regional

Introgressions

Increased Anthropogenic trends Modern

0-50 Historic Post-Little Ice Age warming trend Historic

50

1,000
Athabascan

Northern North American

Cooler, stable climate, punctuated 

by minor warming and cooling 

trends. Interior boreal forest 

ecosystem

Late Taiga1,000

2,000

Transitional

Athabascan

2,000

3,500

Late Northern

Archaic Northern North American/ 

Paleo-Eskimo

Middle Taiga
3,500

5,000 Early (Classic)

Northern Archaic5,000

6,000
Northern North American

6,000

8,000

Transitional

Northern Archaic
Transitional Genetic Period

Warming maximum (drier and 

warmer than present), expansion 

of parkland forests

Early Taiga8,000

9,000
American Paleo

Arctic (Denali

complex)

Ancient Beringian

Cooling trend increased local 

moisture (drier than present), 

grasslands

9,000

10,000

Possible hotter, drier climate, but 

quite variable and localized

10,000

11,700

Warming trend (highly variable 

moisture and temperature)

Transitional

Period
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The Tanana Valley is characterized by muddy glacial rivers and streams flowing northward from the 

central Alaska Range. Clearwater streams tend to flow south from the northern Yukon Tanana uplands into the 

Tanana River, often interrupted by large lakes along the Tanana Flats' northern margins. Two ungulates, moose 

and Dall sheep tend to disperse throughout their respective habitats: solitary moose in lowlands preferring young

growth browsing patches, and small herds of sheep moving about in upland grazing areas. The third ungulate, 

caribou, moves quickly throughout the landscape, assembling and dispersing large and small herds. These herds 

historically migrated seasonally throughout much of the upper Tanana Valley, including along the Delta River, but 

today is mostly restricted to the upper Tanana and associated northern hills. About 10% of the caribou populations 

are considered non-migratory and remain throughout the year within a given habitat (Skoog 1968). Interior bears 

(both black and brown) tend to adopt a more herbivorous diet than those on the coasts.

6.2 The Athabascan Tradition

The youngest prehistoric archaeological tradition in the Tanana Valley is the Athabascan tradition (Table 

8), assumed to represent the recognizable material cultural record manifested by the Tanana Valley Dene at the 

point of contact (Cook and McKennan 1970; Rainey 1940). Multiple researchers have attempted over the years to 

find material cultural correlates to Dene culture and language (reviewed in Potter 2016; see also Ives 2008) to 

demonstrate their origin and antiquity in place. The diffusion of oral history, material culture, language, and 

genetics facilitate each other's movements about the landscape. However, deterministic arguments correlating 

them can often become oversimplified and ignore the problems of equifinality. In other words, as both Potter and 

Ives have cautioned, any given interpretive scenario in an open system might be reached by several different series 

of events. Studying multiple hypotheses of how each of these realms may interact with each other provides 

enlightenment.

In this region, due to boreal forest taphonomy and prehistoric technological constraints, lithic 

technological remains represent the most easily recognizable portion of the archaeological record. So much so that 

interpreting their meaning forms the bulk of the archaeological research produced (i.e., Potter 2016). At the point 

of historical contact, stone technology was reserved mainly for the realms of cooking, steam baths, and hide

scraping (tchi-thos). The Athabascan tradition recognizes the growing influence and preference for alternatives to 

stone over the past millennium, emphasizing growing reliance on bone, antler, wood, bark, copper, and ceramics 

as preferred raw materials (Holmes 1975). In light of that, the Athabascan tradition today recognizes a pattern of 

gradual abandonment of lithic technologies over the past 1,000 years (Dixon 1985; Potter 2010; Workman 1977).

The tradition is marked by other widespread technological shifts, including the adoption and use of bow- 

and-arrow technology, although some researchers argue that this technology has been previously periodically 

incorporated into and dropped from earlier Alaskan toolkits (e.g., Dixon 2013; Maschner and Mason 2013). 

Ceramics are rare but present in some later artifact assemblages in the Tanana, at Dixthada (Shinkwin 1979),
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Cripple Creek (Smith 2012), and Nenana River Gorge (Plaskett 1977); the closest ethnographically known utilized 

clay source-quarry is near Rampart, on the Yukon (Rainey 1940).

The Yukon ice-patch artifact record provides an unparalleled preservation record of organic implements. 

It provides evidence of an abrupt and complete technological shift from the earlier atlatl darts, which had been in 

use since the early Holocene, to bow-and-arrow technology around 1,300 cal BP in these upland contexts (Hare et 

al. 2004, 2012). With this change, a shift from birch (a hardwood) use in dart shafts to spruce (a softwood) use in 

arrow shafts also abruptly occurred (Alix et al. 2012). Bow and arrow technology was used well into the Historic 

period alongside rifles in the upper Tanana until the World War II era (McKennan 1959).

In the ice patch record of the southern Yukon, the abrupt shift to arrows also signals a shift to the use of 

bone and antler (with the occasional copper end-blade inset) instead of stone for projectile tips (Hare et al. 2004, 

2012; Thomas et al. 2020). In the Copper River Valley, the use of copper in a wide array of objects appears to have 

become widespread during this period, especially in the past few centuries. Its production was limited in the upper 

Tanana Valley, and its widespread attestation, yet limited appearance in the archaeological record, suggests it was 

a coveted prestige item (Smith and Combs 2020; Franklin et al. 1981). Copper (both annealed and cold-hammered) 

became a useful material for various tools and personal adornment during the Athabascan tradition. This 

widespread northern Dene pattern begins between 1,800-1,250 cal BP (Cooper 2007: 102-105). It appears in the 

Alaska Range, perhaps as early as 1,272 cal BP (Dixon et al. 2005: 137).

The last of the regional curated stone technologies include the unique, shouldered, five-sided Kavik 

Points, which appear in Alaska and Yukon between ~600 cal BP and 200 cal BP. Kavik Points are a simple projectile 

point often shaped by bifacially pressure flaking larger flakes into the usable form. At the Klo-Kut site on the upper 

Porcupine River, the Athabascan tradition was characterized by two cultural phases (Morlan 1973; Cinq-Mars 

1974). Stone Kavik/Klo-Kut points dominated the younger phase (600 cal BP to 19th century CE), while antler and 

bone projectile points dominated the early phase (1,200-600 cal BP). This pattern of an abrupt, rapid transition to a 

complete osseous projectile point and a later shift back to the lithic points is an important pattern that may inform 

the Tanana Valley assemblages. Taphonomic bias favors stone preservation, especially in the acidic boreal forest 

soils of the Tanana Valley. It may severely constrain the visibility of bow-and-arrow technology between 1,200-600 

cal BP. Thus, their absence in assemblages during this time may not reflect actual absence from the toolkit (i.e., 

Doering et al. 2020: 379). While not as robust as the southern Yukon ice patch record, the Alaskan ice patch record 

suggests a similar chronological pattern of the arrow and osseous tool adoption (VandeHoek et al. 2012: 157-158). 

Kavik/Klo-Kut points (associated with bow-and-arrows) have been recorded across Alaska, Yukon, and British 

Columbia (Derry 1975; Matson and Magne 2007; Morlan 1970: 29; Smith 2012; Workman 1978). They are absent 

from the southern Yukon ice-patch record (Christian Thomas, personal communication 2019), possibly an indicator 

that they represent a specialized hunting technique. In northern Alaska and British Columbia, they are considered 

a proxy for ancestral Dene presence (Matson and Magne 2007, but see cautions raised by Ives 2008).
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In the Tanana Valley, the use of the ancient microblade technology, a mainstay since the late Pleistocene, 

was phased out early in the tradition between 900-600 cal BP. Usually, their late contextual occurrence is 

questioned; some are only represented by minimal artifacts present in a site. Microblade-bearing components 

dating to the Athabascan tradition in this region have been recorded at:

• Healy Lake Garden Site (1,050 cal BP; Cook 1969: 271)

• Healy Lake Village Level 1 (673 cal BP; Cook 1969: 245)

• Swan Point CZ1a (866 cal BP; Hirasawa and Holmes 2017)

• US Creek CZ2 (673 and 630 cal BP; Smith 2012: 117)

• Klein Site Lower Locus at Quartz Lake (529 cal BP; Doering et al. 2020).

Burin technology also appears to be dropped in tandem with core-and-blade technology in the later Holocene 

(Holmes 2008: 77).

Prehistoric Athabascan settlement systems were dominated by the network of riverine and lake systems. 

Winter villages and fish camps tended to be centrally located between multiple stable, seasonally available 

resources. They were found at the juncture of larger and smaller streams and lakes; places ideal for fishing and 

storing food and orienting oneself on the landscape (Craft LeFebre 1956; Potter 2008a; Rainey 1939; Shinkwin et 

al. 1980). The presence of house features and food storage pits suggests that the seasonal sedentism pattern 

described ethnographically can be extended across the past millennium. Research by Ketz (1982), Smith (2012), 

and Yesner (1980, 1989) have confirmed the economic importance of caribou, and David Plaskett (1977) has 

confirmed the use of sheep. Initially, moose remains appeared to be elusive in the published, peer-reviewed 

literature (Yesner 1989), but later work (Potter 2008a) has demonstrated that their use was second only to caribou 

in assemblage variability.

Relatively little in-depth research has been devoted to late-prehistoric residential features in the Tanana 

Valley. Most sites have been recorded only by surface recognition with minimal subsurface testing. Many known 

village sites are on Native Alaskan patented lands and have not needed any legal mitigation, remaining 

understudied. Regional academic interest and funding have mainly reflected public interest, focusing on the 

terminal Pleistocene's earliest sites and cultural periods. Ann Shinkwin's (1979) extensive investigations at the 

Dixthada site near Lake Mansfield remains a definitive work on prehistoric residences (400-600 cal BP) in the 

valley. Another critical study was the recent survey of residential features dating to the past few centuries along 

the Middle Fork of the Fortymile River. This region is to the east of the study area, and the survey was limited to 

test pits and excavation trenches (Coffman et al. 2018).

Data on the prehistoric Tanana Valley residential features remains too sparse to produce a robust idea for 

either the antiquity or settlement patterns of household features, thus providing an impetus for this dissertation. 

Charles Holmes investigated residential features at Lake Minchumina in central Alaska. Holmes' (1986) cultural 

sequences demonstrate a distinct technological and residential feature shift between the Spruce Gum Phase 
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(beginning around 950 cal BP to present) and the earlier Minchumina tradition (2,600 - 950 cal BP), suggesting 

greater antiquity of residential features beyond the 500-year-old boundary. At least one late Holocene Dene 

residential feature (and possibly a few others) was described at the Tuktu site in the Brooks Range (Campbell 

1961). In the Copper River basin, Doug Reger's (1985) survey of Tazlina Lake revealed a pattern of village and 

residences also dating to the last few centuries, similar to the findings at the Ringling Site (Cooper 2007; Hanson 

1999, 2008). Tyone River (TLM-00009) and Crosswind Lake (GUL-00033) are located upland from the Copper River 

bottom. Several late prehistoric house features were also described in the middle Susitna (Dixon et al. 1985), with 

several 1500-year old candidates (Hays et al. 2014). Dena'ina residences are considered periphery to this study, as 

they appear to be heavily influenced by neighboring non-Dene groups and are omitted (but see O'Leary et al. 2020 

for a comparative survey).

Several other recognizable large feature types described in historical and ethnographic documents include 

stone inuksuk (Spencer 1959), wooden ungulate drivelines, and fish weirs (Osgood [1940] 1970). These features 

facilitated communal strategies involving mass kill and storage of large game and fish to ensure against seasonal 

resource scarcity, which appears alongside bow and arrow adoption after 1,300 cal BP (Arndt 1977). Ungulate and 

fish fences necessitated extensive social networks and cooperation for their maintenance. They facilitated food 

capture for a large number of people (Ives 1990), and Boraas (2007) hypothesized that along with cache pits, they 

could be seen as an archaeological proxy for observing extended kinship complexity in the past (see also Potter 

1997). Overall, the prehistoric expansion in the use of prehistoric seasonal residences suggests an increasing trend 

towards a seasonal logistic mobility pattern during the past millennium, significantly intensifying during the past 

500 years (Potter 2008a, 2016: 548). For the millennium prior (2,000-1,000 cal BP), a pattern of intensification on 

lowland riverine and lacustrine ecosystems is observed in the Tanana Valley (Potter 2008a; Doering et al. 2020).

6.3 Tephra Reconstructions

Complexity theory (CT) focuses on how energy inputs into open systems can bring about unpredictable, 

long term changes to that system. Some predictable energy input mechanisms involve changes in the earth's axial 

tilt or orbit, which shifts the energy input from the sun toward or away from arctic regions, causing widespread 

changes in the ecology (Mason and Bigelow 2008). One additional unpredictable but repetitive interrupter of the 

Alaskan Holocene ecological system was volcanism. During the Holocene, several volcanic events led to varying 

degrees of widespread ashfall events, possibly as few as 39 (Mulliken et al. 2018), or over 70 events (Riehle 1985), 

which mainly affected southcentral Alaska and the Cook Inlet region. The relationship these tephra events have 

with human populations is complex and should not be modeled as linear events. Essential variables include:

• the depth of ashfall,

• affected solar insolation,

• atmospheric cooling,
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• plant response,

• precipitation needed for floral recolonization,

• the terrestrial faunal response,

• aquatic response,

• the marine response,

• the season of ashfall,

• human perception of the negative effect the ashfall had on resources,

• degree of impact ashfall has on necessary seasonal mobility strategies,

• external population pressure affecting migration pathways away from the event,

• recolonization of the altered landscape by humans and or other faunal species.

Each tephra event and its effects on the archaeological record should be considered a unique event, with 

individual responses (Beget et al. 1991; Reger et al. 1993).

The effect that late Holocene volcanism has had upon resident Alaskan populations is not yet well 

understood. The latest eruption of Mt. Churchill (1,170-1,095 cal BP (Davies et al. 2016)) on the southern 

boundary between Alaska and Yukon resulted in a massive ash cloud (White River Ash East) that spread over 1000 

km to the east. This massive eruption may have occurred during the winter season (Clague et al. 1995; seasonal 

hypotheses discussed in MacIntosh n.d.; Workman 1979, West and Donaldson 2000). In response to the eruption, 

a large-scale Dene exodus was proposed for the event early on by David Derry (1975). William Workman (1974; 

1979) demonstrated a model of population replacement expanding east and south from southern Yukon in 

response to the Churchill volcanic event, suggesting a domino-effect of each out-migrating group pushing into 

other's territories and causing further migrations. It was inspired by observable typological changes in the local 

prehistoric record. Hare et al. (2012) further suggest that the typological shift regarding dart/arrow manufacture 

and associated technology signals a human behavioral stress response occurred then, lasting between 1,000 and 

500 cal BP, where upland hunting activities increased in southern Yukon and caribou numbers decreased. 

Kristensen et al. (2019) demonstrate that obsidian-use networks intensified between southern Yukon and British 

Columbia after that time. This landscape-use response may have been due to significant lacustrine stress 

associated with the tephra fall (Hughes et al. 2013; Lacourse and Gajewski 2000).

Investigations have since focused on whether this pattern can be extended into Alaska or not. The 

typological shifts observed approximately 1,000 years ago correlate temporally with the event, but definitive 

answers of population migrations into Alaska remain elusive. A possible depopulation was proposed to explain a 

dearth of radiocarbon-dated sites in the affected area after the eruption (Mullen 2012). A small survey in the 

Upper Tanana by Joshua Lynch et al. (2018) indicated a lack of site visibility in the Upper Tanana for several 

centuries after the eruption, suggests a regional drop in demographic pressure. They proposed a territorial 

population expansion that might have taken place after this, during the last 500 years (also modeled by Mullen 
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2012). However, this pattern of low demographic pressure has been shown to span both sides of the time of 

volcanism (Potter 2008a). It may have begun much earlier, suggesting volcanism was not the original culprit but 

may have prolonged any human population rebounds. The demonstrated pattern of low population density and 

high mobility for this period have suggested to some that it is unlikely that any long-term or permanent population 

replacements occurred (Gordon 2012). A recent regional survey indicated a pattern of intensification on river 

locales increases in Alaska after the tephra fall (Doering et al. 2020). Recent work regarding the question of cultural 

hiatus in response to the White River Ash East ashfall was conducted at the Fortymile site on the confluence of the 

Fortymile and Yukon Rivers (Smith 2020). The site is ~215 miles (~345 kilometers) north of Mt. Churchill and within 

the northern ash plume. Findings suggest the direct effects of the ashfall in the area surrounding the site 

suppressed regional pollen production for ~5 years with continuous human occupation through this period of 

stress. Comparisons of faunal assemblages before and after the event document a long-term widening diet 

breadth occurring post-eruption, a potential stress signal (Smith 2020: 84-89).

The oral ethnogenesis stories originate entirely from the eastern Canadian Dene people. The Mountain, 

Dogrib, Hare, and Slavey people of Northwestern Canada consider volcanic events closely tied with their 

ethnolinguistic origins (Fast 2008; Moodie et al. 1992). No explicit stories of volcanism have been collected for the 

Tanana people. However, stories persist in the Upper Tanana describing one or a series of years without a summer, 

where rivers remained frozen, and food was difficult to obtain, all recognizable effects that regional and global 

volcanism can have on local climate (Fast 2008).

Several highlighted generalized later-Holocene tephra events hold interest to prehistoric archaeologists of 

Interior Alaska. One volcanic episode that directly impacted the Upper and Middle Tanana Valley was Mt. 

Churchill's earlier eruption, known as the White River Ash north lobe ashfall (Hanson 1965; McGimsey et al. 1990). 

Evidence suggests this eruption occurred during the summer season (Lerbekmo et al. 1975), estimated at 1,560

1,689 cal BP (Reuther et al. 2019). A possible outmigration away from the ashfall area was suggested through a 

regional radiocarbon model by Mullen (2012; see also Lynch et al. 2018). Work in the Middle Tanana by Doering et 

al. (2020) indicates that the period roughly between the two White River ashfalls (or 1,800-1,200 cal BP) reflects a 

critical point of cultural change from the earlier Northern Archaic tradition to the later Athabascan tradition. This 

cultural shift is indicated by greater ecological specialization in raw materials, reduction strategies, their use, a diet 

breadth increase, and freshwater resource intensification/specialization. Their conclusion largely follows the 

pattern of lowland intensification during this time identified by Potter (2008a; 2008b).

Another tephra event of a similar time is described to the southwest in the Talkeetna Mountains (Dixon 

1985, Dixon et al. 1985), termed the Devil Tephra. This ashfall is associated with the Mt. Hayes Volcano northwest 

of Anchorage (recently redated to 1,625-1,825 cal BP) (Dilley 1988; Mulliken 2016). No observed cultural response 

has been documented for this eruption (Dixon et al. 1985; Hays et al. 2014).

An earlier significant tephra marker is the Hayes Tephra, which originated from Mt. Hayes in the Tordrillo 

Mountains in the Alaska Range (Mulliken et al. 2018; Riehle et al. 1990), dating between 3,360-4,400 cal BP
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(Mulliken 2016). The Hayes Tephra spread to the east and the north, depositing most of its ash within the greater 

Cook Inlet and Susitna River watersheds (Wallace et al. 2014). These tephras have been correlated with the Jarvis 

tephra (Beget et al. 1991) in the Delta River region and the two Watana tephras that Dixon et al. (1985) described 

in the middle Susitna River area of the Talkeetna Mountains. The Hayes tephra may represent seven or eight 

discrete deposition events (Riehle et al. 1990). It may have severely impacted human demographic pressure in 

southcentral Alaska, suggesting outmigrations to the north into the Tanana Valley or to the west into the 

Kuskokwim Valley. The oldest significant middle Holocene volcanic event in the Interior is the Oshetna tephra, 

described throughout the Talkeetna Mountains, also potentially correlated with a southcentral Alaskan cultural 

hiatus (6,570-7,970 cal BP; Dixon et al. 1985; Mulliken 2016).

6.4 Late and Middle Holocene Ecology

In cases where humans invest less energy into modifying their local environments to enhance resource 

return (Niche Construction), they are increasingly at the mercy of local ecological and environmental shifts that 

affect those resources. Understanding those past changes help us to recognize potential cultural resilience 

mechanisms. Different small-scale ecological shifts punctuate the last few millennia in this region. Evidence from 

lichen growth on moraine deposits suggests periodic glacial advances reached standstills in the eastern Brooks 

Range at 60, 450, 1,000, and 2,600 lichenometric years BP (Evison et al. 1996; see also Wiles et al. 2010). Increased 

glacial activity correlates with periods of decreased solar irradiance (Wiles et al. 2004). While the scale of this is by 

the century, their glacial index (a composite of the lichenometry readings from the Brooks Range and the Coastal 

Ranges) suggests significant glacial advances (cooling periods) occurred at 1100, 1300, 1450, 1650, and 1850 AD, 

the final advance correlating with the Little Ice Age (see also Calkin 1988). The end of the last cooling period 

correlates with an increase in solar irradiance, decreased volcanic activity, and a shift in feedback mechanisms 

(Overpeck et al. 1997).

In the southern Yukon, Kuhn et al. (2010) have highlighted a shift in caribou mitochondrial DNA, 

suggesting a pulse of new lineages occurred roughly 1,000 cal BP. They indicate this correlates with two ecological 

interruptions. The first being the long-term Medieval Warm Period (1,200-700 cal BP (Broecker 2001)). It may have 

placed faunal populations under stress through decreased fodder availability and increased seasonal 

temperatures. Large game populations seem to have shifted to more southern locales as a response (Perry 1980). 

The second was again the younger eruption of Mt. Churchill on the southern border of Alaska and Yukon (1,170

1,095 cal BP (Davies et al. 2016)). This signal may be localized; no significant genetic change has been observed for 

caribou herds farther east in the Mackenzie and Selwyn Mountains for the last 4,000 years (Letts et al. 2012) or in 

Alaska.

The Medieval Warm Period (~1,200-700 cal BP) correlates with a time of increased salmonid population 

density across the North American Pacific Rim (Mann et al. 1998), corresponding with the period of intensified use 

of their migratory paths, a need for large-scale storage of these species, and their rise in cultural and spiritual 
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importance (Boraas 2007). The development of a salmon storage economy during this time (~1,000 cal BP) 

revolutionized the cultures of the Pacific Coast from Alaska to California. It increased the carrying capacity of local 

landscapes by up to six times (Croes and Hackenberger 1988; Matson and Coupland 1995) on Pacific Coast 

anadromous drainages, resulting in an increase of individual villages, village sizes, and cultural diversity, and may 

have been a catalyst for the development of the Athabascan tradition from the earlier Northern Archaic tradition.

The earlier middle Holocene is marked by stabilizing eustatic sea levels around the Alaskan coasts 

(particularly the Bering and Chukchi Seas), mostly completed by 9,000 cal BP and stabilized by 6,000 cal BP (Mason 

et al. 2001). The stabilized sea levels likely facilitated the appearance of (or at least preservation of) sustained, 

maritime-oriented cultures on the coast a millennium later (Mason 2015). The regional mid-Holocene (~6,000 cal 

BP) pollen biomes of Alaska and Yukon appear almost identical to today, suggesting a recognizable and long-term 

stable floral landscape had been established (Edwards et al. 2000). While the ecology was similar to that of the 20th 

century by as early as 6,000 cal BP, the climate prior to the middle Holocene was hotter and drier than present 

with gradual cooling and increased moisture trends beginning ~5,000 cal BP (significantly affecting the summer 

month temperatures and increasing precipitation) (Calkin et al. 2001; Kaufman et al. 2016), with critical localized 

trends (Abbott et al. 2000; Wooller et al. 2012).

6.5 The Northern Archaic Tradition

The Northern Archaic tradition (Table 8) is a widespread, long-term phenomenon in Northwestern North 

America, from which many technological elements of the Athabascan tradition developed. The technocomplex has 

"side-notched projectile points; end scrapers; elongate and semilunar bifaces; boulder chip scrapers; large 

unifaces; notched pebbles; hammerstones; choppers; wedge-shaped, tabular, and pencil-shaped microblade cores: 

microblades; burins on bifaces and flakes; burin spalls; possibly burin spall artifacts microblade core tablets; end 

scrapers; notched, constricting base, and lanceolate projectile points" (Dixon 1985: 53). Initially, it was described 

by a cultural sequence spanning 3,000 years at Onion Portage (Giddings 1967: 354) and was divided into six phases 

by Douglas Anderson (1968, 1984, 1988). Phase I (5,800 - 5,200 BP) bifaces were typified by side-notching and 

utilized as projectile points. The following four Phases (II-V) (5,200 - 4,300 BP) were typified by bifacial projectile 

points that exhibited a stemmed base for hafting. Phase V and Phase VI (4,300 - 4,100 BP) was typified by 

"oblanceolate" points (Anderson 1988). At the site, side-notching was far more pronounced in the earlier 

sequences and mostly nonexistent in the latter. A significant degree of variability regarding basal construct, 

notching width, and blade asymmetry was found. Microblade production was recognized by Dixon (1985) as 

especially visible following these phases, so much so that he defined it as a separate complex (termed Late Denali). 

This designation has since fallen into disuse. Microblades and burin technology are now recognized to be used 

throughout this tradition (Betts 1987; Esdale 2008; Holmes 2008; Rasic and Slobodina 2008). Only a subset of these 

tools is found in most sites, suggesting their use is constrained by resource availability or task orientation (Potter 

2008a, 2008b).
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The Northern Archaic tradition is geographically found across Alaska, Yukon, British Columbia, and 

Northwest Territories. The Northern Archaic cultural signal is considered potentially to be a regional adaptation to 

the northern boreal forest dominated landscape, as their appearance correlates temporally (Gillespie 1990). 

Northern Archaic people certainly exploited the boreal forest but were not entirely dependent upon it, and many 

sites are found outside the limits of the woods (Anderson 1988; Betts 1987; Esdale 2008, 2009; Rasic and 

Slobodina 2008; Smith 2012). The Northern Archaic appears in Anaktuvuk Pass at the Tuktu Site early at 6,170 cal 

BP (Campbell 1961; Long 1965; but disputed by Anderson 2008). In the Kobuk River area, it appeared around 5,800 

cal BP. In the southwest, it appears in the Ahklun Mountains and associated montane coasts, river drainages, and 

lakes, typologically dated to 6,000-4,000 BP, following the Onion Portage forms (Ackerman 2004). South of the 

Alaska Range, sites appear after 7,000 cal BP after a nearly 2,000-year hiatus (Dixon et al. 1985; Hays et al. 2014; 

Potter 2008c; Smith 2019).

Atlatl darts were the dominant form of projectile weaponry throughout the middle Holocene (Hare et al. 

2004, 2012), with a preference for composite shafts and bifacial lithics (exhibiting lanceolate, notched, and 

stemmed hafting forms), with a few limited organic (antler) points (stable from ~9,300 to 1,300 cal BP). Bifacial 

forms appear to have been similarly used for projectile points and cutting blades; variation followed function, 

situation, and game types (Esdale 2009; Rasic and Slobodina 2008). Dixon (1993, 2001) considers the wide variety 

of hafting types to be associated with the development of discrete ethnic groups.

This period marks the earliest recorded drivelines (Wilson and Slobodina 2007) associated with caribou 

hunting and large-scale food storage. Their association with the Northern Archaic signal corresponds with a 

specific focus on this ungulate (Yesner 1989). The earliest use of a caribou driveline is recorded at the Pond Site in 

southwestern Alaska, described as two mostly parallel lines of stone cairns converging into a small lake, ~4,200 BP 

(Ackerman 2001). The growing importance of caribou in the diet and storage of large quantities of meat might 

signal a shift in mobility patterns, where risk-averse success meant seasonal group aggregations, after which small 

family units dispersed across the landscape. The caribou drive lines may signal new cooperative behaviors 

facilitating group assembly and planning for by up to a year in advance (Wilson and Rasic 2008). Cache pits also 

appear to be used in tandem with the Northern Archaic and drive lines.

A growing increase in lakeshore and upland use from the early Holocene to the Middle Holocene suggests 

an increased seasonally-defined land-use signal during the Northern Archaic. The signal may perhaps indicate the 

use of more mobile long-term task-camps or a more significant residential mobility system within expanded but 

predictable territories, supporting lower population and higher mobility patterns (Potter 2008a, 2008b). An 

increase in the archaeological visibility of caribou, fish, and hare occurs during the middle Holocene. Conversely, 

there is very low visibility in bison and sheep remains, and wapiti seems to disappear entirely from the 

archaeological record by 6,000 cal BP. However, wapiti remains have recently been identified at the Delta River 

Overlook site at about 2,240 cal BP (Potter et al. 2018: 71). Components containing both microblades and bifaces 
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appear in association with all faunal species; however, caribou have a stronger correlation with bifacial technology, 

while microblades tend to be associated with lacustrine sites (Potter 2008a; Sheppard et al. 1991: 156).

The Northern Archaic people's primary food base appears to be caribou (Clark 1994). The presence of 

notched cobbles suggests the adoption of nets and the growing importance of fishing (Anderson 1988) but may 

also represent hammer stones for processing heavy longbones (Wilson 2007). Steppe Bison (Bison priscus) survived 

in the Yukon drainage basin until at least ~5,400 years ago (Zazula et al. 2017). Bison fossils persist intermittently in 

Alaska almost to the Historic period, but it is not yet clear when the populations shifted from Steppe Bison to 

Wood Bison (B. athabascae) (Potter et al. 2018: 327; Stephenson et al. 2001). Joe Keeney's (2019) comprehensive 

summary of zooarchaeological Northern Archaic assemblages suggests a mixed diet breadth similar to that of the 

ethnographic Upper Tanana. It incorporates caribou, moose, sheep, bison, medium mammals, birds, and fish 

without the aspect of salmon intensification, suggesting greatly expanded territories and mobility patterns beyond 

that of the later Athabascan tradition and a higher emphasis on utilizing upland settings (Potter 2008a).

Northern Archaic sites are correlated with high ridges, riverine areas, and lakeshores (Esdale 2008, 2009). 

Sites are often task-specific (Betts's 1987) and tend to be small but with various tools and tool types, suggesting a 

residentially mobile system. A pattern of a broadened resource base, technological innovation, rise in trade 

networks (as demonstrated by more raw material sources becoming apparent across the state), reduced territory 

and regionalization, and increasing social complexity differentiates these sites from those of the earlier Holocene 

(Esdale 2008; Potter 2008a, 2008b, 2016). The Northern Archaic tradition developed innovative new hafting 

techniques (side notching), new hunting techniques (mass kills typified by caribou drive lines), and meat or fish 

storage techniques (increased visibility of cache pits in the record).

South of the Alaska Range, Northern Archaic sites are only associated with upland areas in the Middle 

Susitna Talkeetna Mountains, Clearwater Mountains, and headwaters of Nenana and Susitna Rivers. Sites 

predating 2,000 cal BP have not yet been described in the Copper River lowlands or along the western and 

southern slopes of the Wrangell Mountains. A few Northern Archaic bifaces have been recovered from the 

Anchorage and upper Kenai River areas suggesting a brief middle Holocene incursion after 5,000 cal BP (Holmes et 

al. 1985: 248; Neely et al. 2016; Potter 2008c; Reger 1998).

Demographic reconstruction for the Northern Archaic is difficult; patterns of high residential mobility and 

low site visibility suggest a population smaller than documented at the time of contact. Ben Potter (2008a, 2008b) 

models a possible population expansion at ~6,000 - 4,000 cal BP (see also Esdale 2008: 11), correlating with dated 

sites doubling in visibility during this period. It is followed by a demographic crash between ~3,500-~2,500 cal BP, 

and no increase until after ~500 cal BP (Potter 2008a: 96). Wygal's demographic model (2011: 238) is similar, with 

two population peaks at 5,500-5,000 cal BP and 3,500-3,000 cal BP. Tremayne and Winterhalder's model (2017) 

does not indicate much of a demographic change in the Interior, with population expansions mainly being a 

function of access to coastal economies and resources.
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Residence constructions associated with the Northern Archaic tradition cluster in two phases, the final 

millennium (~2,000-1,000 cal BP) and the earlier millennium (~5,000-4,000 cal BP). Interior residence features 

older than the Athabascan tradition include one site, TLM-00215, in the middle Susitna that may date to nearly 

1,500 years old: (Dixon 1985; Hays et al. 2014), several centuries younger than then a similar feature at the Swan 

Point site (Holmes 2011a). These features are not distinct in form or landscape location from the later Athabascan 

settlement types, so they are considered here to be the earliest ancestral forms of the Athabascan house types.

The early Northern Archaic residential features are unique; they seem to have no archaeological 

precedent. Nor do they seem to be typologically ancestral to the much later development of houses. One of these 

house features is at Tangle Lakes (XMH-00035) and is dated to 4,810 cal BP (Mobley 1982), slightly older than the 

two or three house floors at Onion Portage ~4,100 BP (Anderson 1988: 74-75). Fifty-five tent rings were observed 

at Agiak Lake in the central Brooks Range, dating to 5,600-4,900 cal BP (Wilson and Rasic 2008). Finally, ground

penetrating radar (GPR), electromagnetic induction (EM), magnetic gradiometry, and DC electrical method surveys 

conducted at the historic Slaven's Roadhouse on the central Yukon River suggest that several buried housepit 

features may exist there in situ, estimated at 4,000-6,000 cal BP and at a depth up to 5 m (Urban et al. 2016).

Currently, the Northern Archaic tradition is conceived as a longstanding technological tradition from 

6,000-1,000 cal BP. It incorporates technological aspects from the prior Denali complex and passes some of these 

forms to the following Athabascan tradition. There are significant, visible, and longstanding unique phases 

observable in the NAt. The earliest is the Classic Northern Archaic period (~6,000-4,000 cal BP), where residential 

features are apparent. It is followed by the Late Northern Archaic Phase (~4,000-2,000 cal BP), where diet breadth 

became much more restricted, and residential features appear to fall into disuse. Finally, the Transitional 

Athabascan period occurs (~2,000 and 1,000 cal BP), where cultural adaptations associated with the Dene people 

began to intensify and visibly alter the material cultural record (Table 8).

6.6 The Early Holocene Epoch

The Transitional Period between 8,000 and 6,000 cal BP (Table 8) represents a poorly understood period 

in Alaskan archaeology, where the earlier Denali complex technology shifted to the later Northern Archaic toolkit. 

It may be due to a lack of data represented in the Interior Alaskan archaeological dataset (Holmes 2008, 2011b) or 

a research bias (Potter 2008c). Ecologically, it represents a long-term gradual cooling period from the earlier 

Holocene Thermal Maximum (10,000-9,000 cal BP (Mason et al. 2001)) and a rise in spruce and a decline in poplar 

species, leading to an early loss of grasslands and eventually resulting in the establishment of the boreal forest in 

Interior Alaska (Bigelow 1997). Hypotheses for this temporal period suggests that the Northern Archaic tradition 

represents technological innovation and continuity within the previous Denali complex population as ideas 

diffused from elsewhere and ecology shifts occurred (Holmes 2008; Potter 2008a). Alternatively, the Northern 

Archaic tradition could represent a new population adapted to the Boreal forest constraints arriving from the 
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southeast, either displacing Denali peoples or migrating into an already abandoned landscape (Anderson 1968; 

Workman 1978).

The earliest assemblages resembling the Northern Archaic are found in northwestern Alaska (RBS-8110, 

Last Day 8900, XHP-550 9000, and Nogahabara 10,780 cal BP (Esdale 2008, 2009)). Three of these sites (excluding 

the Nogahabara site; Odess and Rasic 2007) are in the Noatak River Basin. Their presence suggests a northwestern 

origin of the Northern Archaic phenomenon during this understudied period (Mason and Bigelow 2008). The 

association of the early dates at Nogahabara with the cultural materials should be considered cautiously (Holmes 

et al. 2008). Most Northern Archaic sites date between 6,000 and 4,200 cal BP (Esdale 2008); this period includes 

the Campus Site, famously recognized by Nels Nelson (1935) to share characteristics between the Denali complex 

microblade cores and similar technologies from the Gobi Desert (Mobley 1991; Pearson and Powers 2001). 

Notched bifaces also appear at the eastern end of the continent in Newfoundland at 8,300 cal BP (Sanger and 

Renouf 2006) but are no older than 6,500 cal BP in the Yukon (Clark et al. 1999; Hare 1995) and Northwest 

Territories (Gordon 1996: 199).

The geographic gap of the oldest Northern Archaic sites in Northwestern Alaska being so far from similar 

assemblages elsewhere on the continent, as well as the widespread continuation of many elements of the Denali 

technocomplex within the later Northern Archaic components (Cook 1969), has caused some researchers to 

propose that they be lumped together; the "Denali/Northern Archaic" cultures (Pearson and Powers 2001), or 

Transitional Period (Holmes 2008, 2011b). Canadian perspectives also consider that the latter is directly derived 

from the former (Betts 1987; Clark et al. 1999; Dumond 1977). Both traditions encompass a similar geographic 

region (Potter 2016: 540), and technological elements may have diffused west from the Canadian Shield Archaic 

tradition (Workman 1979).

It is speculative but should be pointed out that a tentative connection between the northward diffusion of 

people and technological innovations during this period might be tied to the ~7,700 cal BP eruption of Mt. Mazama 

(Crater Lake) in southern Oregon (Harris 2005; Zdanowicz 1999). This massive eruption produced a tephra cloud 

that spread northeast, covering much of Washington, northwestern parts of Montana, southwestern Alberta, and 

the Fraser River region in southern British Columbia. The event has been proposed as a mechanism for a diffusion 

pattern observed west across the American Great Plains and documented as far northwest as Manitoba (Matz 

1987; Pettipas 1981: 1-15). It would be difficult to demonstrate a causal connection between the Northern Archaic 

origins and Mt. Mazama's eruption. However, the possibility that demographic pressure created a cascade of 

cause-and-effects that may have influenced this technology's northward spread through the boreal forest should 

be considered.

Pollen signals document a significant spread of alder from the west across northern Alaska around 9,000 

cal BP (Anderson and Brubaker 1994). Alder then spread into Yukon by 8,000 cal BP, and shortly after that into the 

southern Brooks Range (Bigelow and Edwards 2001). Early spruce groves seem to have been associated with 

south-facing slopes during the earliest phases of the Holocene, spreading throughout the Tanana Valley until 
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around 8,000 cal BP, when their expansion may have stalled or even retreated. With the spread of forests and 

parklands, a fire regime followed, requiring faunal adaptations (Mason et al. 2001; Reuther et al. 2018a). A 

significant shift is seen as the development of a widescale forest canopy and loss of wide-ranging open grasslands 

around 9,000 cal BP (Bigelow 1997).

The Holocene Thermal Maximum (10,000-9,000 cal BP) represents an oversimplified warming trend. In 

Alaska, it appears to correlate with a loss of prior ecological niches and technocomplex variability. White spruce 

begins to expand out of the Tanana Valley at 10,200 cal BP (Anderson et al. 2004). Lake levels markedly increase in 

the Interior around ~9,500 cal BP (Abbott et al. 2000). This period corresponds with the expansion of spruce after 

10,000 cal BP south of the Alaska Range (Ager 1990: 91), facilitated by the earlier collapse between 11,000-10,000 

cal BP of the large proglacial lakes Susitna and Atna (summarized in Smith 2019).

Large-scale events that characterize the early Holocene include a spike in temperatures and aridity 

(10,000-9,000 cal BP) (Kaufman et al. 2016) and the breaching of Central Beringia by the encroaching Bering and 

Chukchi seas (13,000-8,000 cal BP). The sea-level rise and subsequent joining of the Bering and Chukchi seas 

marked at the end of the Pleistocene correlate with an increase of ocean-induced weather patterns in Alaska. 

Moisture increased across the North Slope (Mann et al. 2001) between ~12,000 and 10,000 cal BP. In the Tanana 

Valley, the Terminal Pleistocene was marked by increases in moisture (suggested by pollen proxies in lake cores) 

followed by a warm, arid environment throughout the early and middle Holocene, facilitating active dune fields 

(Bigelow and Powers 2001; Mason and Bigelow 2008; Reuther 2013). The ecological changes across northern 

Alaska resulted in a decrease in grazing habitats signaled through the widespread rise of soil paludification (Mann 

et al. 2013) and associated tundra communities throughout the early and middle Holocene (Oswald et al. 2003). 

Two course-grained ecosystems were likely present: northern and western Alaska probably represented a cool, 

wetter maritime-influenced environment, while a warmer and wetter continental system dominated in the Interior 

(Maxwell and Barrie 1989).

The earlier American Paleo-Arctic tradition/Denali complex is ecologically associated with upland 

birch/spruce parklands that developed during this period and hunting large game that had also adapted to it. The 

complex appears to expand out from the central Alaska Range as the earlier, more regionalized toolkits appear to 

become more generalized. Bison, wapiti, moose, caribou, and sheep were all available and associated with these 

areas, although not likely uniformly (Guthrie 2006, Krasinski and Haynes 2010). There appears to be an inverse 

correlation between the later decline of the complex and the rise of the spruce boglands across the Tanana Flats. 

During this period, much of the early Holocene rich and regionally variable Pleistocene flora and fauna became 

gradually extirpated by ~6,000 cal BP. As such, many Denali complex assemblages may represent the seasonal 

aspect of a more multipart toolkit, focused on large game acquisition and availability in upland areas within a 

logistic system (Coffman 2011; Potter 2008a); and a reduced, generalized early Holocene technological adaptation 

to the now-reduced large mammal species diversity (Heidenreich 2012; Wygal 2009).
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6.7 Genetic Reconstruction Summary

The genetic history of this region is still only beginning to be understood (Table 8). Remains available for 

ancient DNA analysis in Interior Alaska currently come from only three sites. Currently, the best summary of the 

available evidence suggests that a significant pulse of gene flow into the ancestral Na-Dene population occurred 

between 4,500-2,000 years ago. Its origin is from the western Paleo-Eskimo population, a potential archaeological 

correlate being the Interior Norton population of the Koyukuk and Lake Minchumina regions (Clark 1977; Holmes 

1986; Potter 2016: 540). The Paleo-Eskimo population originated in eastern Siberia, diffusing into coastal Western 

and Northern Alaska between 4,500-3,000 years ago. Consistent later gene flow from eastern Northern North 

Americans, however, has minimized the Paleo-Eskimo genetic signature since then. If there were large-scale 

population movements in Alaska in response to either of the White River Ash events, it might have helped 

minimize the later expression of Paleo-Eskimo ancestry in current Na-Dene people. However, no significant genetic 

population turnover occurred in Interior Alaska during the past 3,000 years. Genetic flow and drift patterns suggest 

intensified regional relatedness amongst Na-Dene peoples of Alaska and Canada occurred. The only population

wide genetic shifts demonstrated for this period occur between the Paleo-Eskimos and later ancestral Yup'ik and 

Inuit populations between 1,200 and 800 cal BP (Flegontov et al. 2019; Moreno-Mayar et al. 2018). There are 

minimal, if any, genetic shifts in the Aleutians occurring with the Neo-Aleut transition at the same time 

(summarized in Misarti and Maschner 2015). While significant technological changes occur in Interior Alaska, the 

genetic signature appears to be mostly identical before and after this transition. Genetically, the Athabascan 

populations share mixed descent primarily from the Ancient Beringians/First Peoples and, to a lesser extent, from 

the Paleo-Eskimo population. They appear to be associated with the Middle Holocene expansion of the Northern 

Archaic tradition people, as the earlier Ancient Beringian genetic population (whose technological expression was 

the Denali complex) of Central Alaska disappeared or transitioned, with stable haplotypes for the past 3,000 years 

(Table 8).

6.8 Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to summarize the current interpretations and perspectives of the 

anthropogenic record of Interior Alaska. The following chapters will explore these themes in increasing detail. The 

Athabascan tradition represents a culture open to innovation. It is punctuated by several swift important 

technological adaptations: adoption of the bow and arrow, intensification of salmon, development of a regional 

copper industry, and the rising popularity in seasonal residences. Long-term trends, like the growing importance of 

organic tools, suggest intensification and optimization of local materials that were far more accessible than earlier 

cultures' quality toolstone. Intensification of a resource can be thought of as an optimization behavior producing 

energy conservation during periods of increased territoriality and localized resource specialization (i.e., Dyson- 

Hudson and Smith 1978).
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The Northern Archaic people appear to have been far more mobile than their Athabascan counterparts. 

Their toolkit conserved many technological elements from the earlier Denali complex. These were sustained 

throughout the Holocene until the energy-maximization behaviors of the Athabascan tradition facilitated their 

rapid innovation. An external source for the additional energy observed during the Athabascan period was not 

provided through agricultural developments or adaptation to marine resources, as in so many other places. 

Instead, it has been proposed that the energy needed for the sustained population growth and growing social and 

cultural complexity observed during the last 1,000 years was provided by the joint intensified focus on caribou and 

salmon. This significant, sustained energetic input at around ~1,000 BP facilitated a system of punctuated 

nomadism, where people could centralize seasonal settlements at singular locales. The appearance of residential 

features during the past 2,000 years is a crucial outgrowth of this pattern.
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Chapter 7: The Project History of the Swan Point and Pickupsticks Archaeological Sites

7.1 Introduction

The Swan Point Archaeological Site was discovered in 1991 by Richard VanderHoek and Thomas Dilley. 

Charles Holmes directed them to explore the landform during initial excavations at the nearby site of Broken 

Mammoth (Holmes et al. 1996). Both sites became widely known for their unique insights into Terminal 

Pleistocene human behaviors. The Shaw Creek basin has become recognized for its remarkable preservation of 

several other Terminal Pleistocene assemblages. This unique look into pre-Clovis behaviors has provided impetus 

and funding for a number of regional investigations. A related survey in 2010 resulted in the discovery of the 

Pickupsticks site, named because a recent wildfire had toppled many spruce trees across the site (Holmes 2012).

Between 1991 and 2019, multiple excavation crews have returned to Swan Point for 19 field seasons 

under Dr. Holmes's direct supervision. Most of these excavations were conducted with volunteer crews sponsored 

by the Alaska Office of History and Archaeology. Two field schools were sponsored through the University of 

Wisconsin Oshkosh (2005 and 2006), and three by the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) (2017-2019). While the 

work at Swan Point has yet to be comprehensively summarized in a single volume, multiple specific aspects of its 

analysis have been completed and discussed in many key conference papers, posters, published papers, and 

several Ph.D. dissertations.

At Pickupsticks, test excavations took place in 2011, 2014, 2015, and 2017 by Charles Holmes and were 

directed by myself with Holmes in 2019 (summarized in Smith et al. 2020). These field efforts have driven 

continued interest in the area's assemblages, providing valuable insight into greater regional syntheses. The 

essential background and methodological elements here are adapted from Smith et al. (2019a).

The most recent series of investigations (2014-2019) have been undertaken under the Western Shaw 

Creek Flats Archaeology and Geoarchaeology Project, coordinated by Principal Investigators Dr's. Charles Holmes 

and Joshua Reuther (Reuther et al. 2015, 2016a, 2017, 2018b; Smith et al. 2019b, 2020). It was an umbrella project 

sponsored by the University of Alaska Museum of the North, incorporating at different times researchers from 

UAF, the University of Arizona, and Keio University, Japan. The project was intended to continue into the field 

season of 2020 but was unable to due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.

7.2 Geographical Context

The Swan Point site is located about 6 km northeast of the middle Tanana River, on an isolated bedrock 

knoll on the northwestern edge of the Shaw Creek Flats in central Alaska. The Pickupsticks site is located at the top 

of a similarly isolated hill, west of Caribou Creek at the north end of the basin, approximately 5 miles to the east 

from Swan Point (Figure 34). The Flats are broadly characterized as a black-spruce bog interspersed with small 

lakes, creeks, and birch stands, with the current vegetative regime holding stable throughout the middle Holocene.
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Swan Point's locale is relatively well-drained, with mature stands of white spruce and birch (Reuther et al. 2016b). 

Before 2010, the ecological setting of Pickupsticks was similar, when a localized wildfire reset the vegetative 

regime. The discovery of the site occurred in the same season, just after the wildfire had ceased. While the fire's 

intensity toppled many of the trees on the site, its effect on the artifact and feature record seems to have been 

minimal.

Figure 34. Swan Point and Pickupsticks.

7.3 Research Background

The excavations have resulted in the identification of seven broad prehistoric cultural components, within 

four wide-ranging prehistoric Cultural Zones (CZ4a, CZ4b, CZ3a, CZ3b, CZ2, CZ1a, and CZ1b), and a 

protohistoric/historical component (Holmes 2001, 2008, 2011b; Holmes et al. 1996; Holmes and Hemmeter 2017). 

The main locus at the site is associated with foraging behaviors of the Eastern Beringian, American Paleoarctic, 
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Northern Archaic, and Athabascan traditions, with the earliest component dating to a mean of ~14,000 cal BP33 

(Hirasawa and Holmes 2017; Lanoe et al. 2017; Potter 2008a, 2011; Potter et al. 2013). The uppermost cultural 

occupation, CZ1a, is now considered to span the transition between the late Northern Archaic tradition and early 

Athabascan tradition. CZ1b represents a distinct occupation associated with the Northern Archaic tradition (NAt), 

CZ2 represents an assemblage in technological transition between the earlier Denali complex and later NAt. The 

lower cultural occupations represent periods associated with the Denali complex (CZ3a and 3b), Chindadn/Nenana 

complex (CZ4a), and Diuktai culture (CZ4b) (Gómez Coutouly and Holmes 2018; Holmes 2001, 2008).

33 Using IntCal20.

Investigations of the faunal remains at Swan Point have also focused mainly on the earlier components, 

providing valuable, unique data to understanding early subsistence patterns and their ecological effects (Lanoe et 

al. 2017; Lanoe and Holmes 2016; Potter et al. 2013). A comprehensive faunal analysis of the CZ1a, 1b, and 2 

components is currently being undertaken by Kathryn Krasinski (Adelphi University). I identified a subset of 

additional faunal field specimens during the investigations for this report, and their findings will be included in 

Krasinski's study and referenced here as necessary. Testing in 2019 confirmed that the remaining in situ 

assemblage extends between both loci.

The overall purpose of this study was to investigate the origins and antiquity of Alaskan Dene culture in 

this region. As discussed in the theoretical background, the domestic sphere is considered to represent the focal 

point where a society's cultural values are symbolically intensified and reassessed daily. Therefore, village sites are 

considered an integral part of the archaeological focus of this endeavor. Distinct research gaps exist concerning 

them. In the Tanana Valley, the Dixthada site at Mansfield Lake represents the only other detailed prehistoric 

household archaeological study in the Upper Tanana Valley watershed (Rainey 1939; Shinkwin 1979). The housepit 

at Swan Point was initially discovered and tested with a 50 cm2, 10 cm deep test pit in 2002, which confirmed the 

presence of material cultural remains and by a 3 m x 50 cm excavation trench in 2005, with preliminary results 

published by Holmes (2008). Excavations were conducted in 2017 and 2018, which ultimately revealed the feature 

and the immediate area. The housepit at Pickupsticks was discovered and tested in 2010. An irregular-shaped 

trench was later excavated in 2011, 2014, and 2015, with the northernmost 50 cm2, only partially completed. In 

2019, the entire feature was excavated, including a limited exploration of the immediate area outside the feature. 

Due to the relatively small size of these features, it is recognized that many, if not most, past activities that 

occurred within the domestic sphere (not equated as the residence features), were outdoors. However, due to 

time constraints, available personnel, remote location, and loss of the final planned field season due to the global 

pandemic, exploration of these “outdoor” areas at Swan Point and Pickupsticks remains limited.

Two additional smaller, spatially isolated, and temporally unrelated prehistoric cultural pits were also 

excavated at Swan Point and are discussed here to provide an idea of the interpretive variation and past cultural 

utility of this construction technique. These have been formally named Feature 1, which was tested by Richard 

VanderHoek in 1992 (field notes), and partially excavated in 2002 by Barbara Crass (fieldnotes), in 2009 by Robert 
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Bowman (Bowman 2010), and in 2018 and 2019 by the current project. Feature 3, a much smaller pit, was partially 

excavated in 2018 and 2019. Portions of both of these features remain in situ. Feature 2 was the field designation 

for the housepit.

Finally, to explore additional site-specific behaviors, the excavated assemblage from the main locus at 

Swan Point was included. While the radiocarbon chronology suggests that this represents several discrete 

occupations throughout the Holocene, there is no directly observable vertical separation between these upper 

components (except for several well-preserved hearth features). Therefore, CZ1a, 1b, and 2 are discussed in depth 

here. The conclusions are informed by typological and radiocarbon chronologies (Figure 35).

7.4 Laboratory Research Summary

Most of the field specimens from Swan Point were temporarily housed at the State of Alaska Office of 

History and Archaeology (OHA) Laboratory in Anchorage. A limited number of field specimens from Swan Point and 

all field specimens from Pickupsticks collected before 2018 were curated at the University of Alaska Museum of 

the North. The collections were maintained and curated at the OHA lab by Dr. Holmes, who oversaw their 

subsequent studies by multiple researchers. Dr. Richard VanderHoek, who helped oversee many excavation efforts 

at Swan Point during the 1990s, took over official duties as manager/curator of the state laboratory materials after 

Holmes' retirement. When field specimens arrived at the OHA lab, most were given a unique Swan Point ID 

number, which currently runs partially into the 2017 field collection. Throughout the years, Dr. Holmes maintained 

a comprehensive field specimen log for both sites in an excel spreadsheet. It recorded a running Site ID number for 

each artifact bag, Field Specimen (FS) ID, Quadrant, North and East coordinates, datum used, depths below datum 

and surface, raw material type and specimen, excavation date and excavators' initials, excavation level, lithology, 

number of artifacts, and additional comments. An initial raw material analysis was conducted for Swan Point in 

1992 by students in the field, which may correlate to a similar analysis conducted at Broken Mammoth the same 

year. The methods used for this identification are no longer available. Still, the results allowed for the inclusion of 

previously cataloged material types for artifacts analyzed by others but were not relocated by myself.

The Swan Point and Pickupsticks collections were loaned by OHA to myself and analyzed in 2018 and 2019 

at the University of Alaska Anchorage Anthropology Department, with a small undergraduate student volunteer 

team. In summary, at Swan Point, 41,082 of 43,498 lithic items field cataloged for Levels 0-8 were located and 

analyzed (94.4%). The remaining 5.6% represent either empty FS bags or were not found. Corrections to the 

master catalog inventory were made during this effort, suggesting that the unlocated FS bags may be mislabeled 

and belong to deeper cultural levels (other day bags and all level bags marked 9-10 were searched) or may not 

have been at the OHA laboratory during my lab analysis period. A total of 4,644 faunal pieces were analyzed by 

myself, but the total number of faunal specimens is unpublished. While the faunal remains analyzed here 

represent 812 of 1933 (42%) of the field cataloged faunal FS bags, this should not be equated as 42% of the 

assemblage, as many of these FS's represent faunal remains found in screened lithic lots. An attempt was always
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Figure 35. Generalized natural stratigraphy and relative position of cultural zones and radiocarbon ages at Swan 
Point Locus 2 (top) and Main Locus (bottom). The left image represents the northeastern profile of the excavation 
block. On the south wall, this profile is compressed to 50 cm in depth. Adapted from Holmes et al. 1996: 320 and 
Holmes 2006.
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made to catalog screened lithics and faunal remains separately in the field. Most of those faunal remains are 

currently undergoing analysis by Dr. Krasinski at the Anthropology Department at Adelphi University, New York. 

She stated that the faunal assemblage of Swan Point exceeds 60,000 specimens from these excavation levels 

(implying that my analysis represents perhaps only 5-10% of the entire faunal assemblage). Dr. Krasinski presented 

preliminary results of the Swan Point faunal assemblage at the 2019 Alaska Anthropology Association Meeting in 

Nome.

7.5 Conclusion

Investigations at Swan Point have been ongoing for 29 years, and at Pickupsticks for 9; during that time, 

research paradigms investigating the regional cultural history have developed extensively. Data from Swan Point 

played an integral role in highlighting the cultural, economic, and technological patterns that inform these 

research arenas, especially between the Terminal Pleistocene-Early Holocene assemblages. Interpretations of the 

relationships between the artifacts, radiocarbon record, and cultural components have also evolved in tandem 

through the years. This analysis focuses on the components that date within the past 8,000 years (excluding the 

Historic and Modern period artifacts). At Swan Point, this period is interpreted to encompass the transition 

between the Paleoarctic tradition to the later Northern Archaic tradition, and then from the Northern Archaic 

tradition into the Athabascan tradition.
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Chapter 8: Radiocarbon Analysis

8.1 Introduction

Radiocarbon dating has been one of the most profound methodological fields of study to affect 

archaeological research. After over 70 years of application, it remains one of the fundamental tools for interpreting 

site taphonomy. This chapter presents the results of radiocarbon analyses from Swan Point and Pickupsticks, using 

the recently published updated calibration curve IntCal20 (Reimer et al. 2020; Van der Plicht et al. 2020). The 

recent recalibration curve provides minor adjustments to the previous statistical spreads of the estimated dates, 

generally shifting them from only a few years to several decades younger.

8.2 Background

Radiocarbon is most often produced in the upper atmosphere as 14CO, oxidizing to 14CO2 when thermal 

neutrons react with atmospheric nitrogen atoms. Atmospheric radiocarbon production fluctuates according to 

multiple factors, but those are muted mainly by the different reservoirs where they become part of the long-term 

active carbon cycle. These reservoirs are largely constant to the atmosphere and marine hemispheres with smaller 

regional fluctuations. These regional fluctuations produce measurable uncertainties. These uncertainties affect the 

accuracy of decay rate measurements, requiring calibration (Bronk Ramsey 2008). Tree rings and coral records 

provide the most accurate, directly measurable annual rates of atmospheric radiocarbon production rates and 

years, providing the calibration proxy. The recovery of a continuous record of old wood, corals, and marine 

sediments worldwide has pushed back this calibration record ~55,000 calendar years. It has increased the 

precision of calibrations, with updated models published every few years. The most recent version, IntCal20, is 

based on 12,904 data points being published recently by Van der Plicht et al. (2020).

Briefly, the radiocarbon cycle is summarized thus: radioactively decaying atmospheric 14CO2 is taken up by 

plants primarily through photosynthesis and later incorporated into animal bodies through direct consumption of 

those plants or of the animals who ate them. The uptake rate is determined by measurement against the stable 

isotopes of 12C and 13C. The decay rate is measured against the assumed half-life, which remains imprecisely 

defined (Bronk Ramsey 2008). The Libby half-life 5568 ± 30 (Anderson and Libby 1951) is most often used for 

consistency in calculating radiocarbon dates. There is also the more accurate Cambridge half-life: 5730 ± 40 

(Godwin 1962). The accuracy of achieving a date that truly reflected the period of occupation at a site is mainly 

dependent on:

• detection efficiency

• instrument precision

• sample purity
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The earliest widely accepted radiocarbon measurement method was known as conventional radiometric 

dating, which used liquid scintillation and gas proportional counters. Precision was increased by using large 

samples, which could involve mixing specimens from across site contexts, producing less-than-desirable outcomes. 

The Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) method became popularly used after the mid-1990s when differences 

in instrument precision were minimized. Using the AMS method, the radiocarbon atoms could be directly 

detected, and it helped solve the problem of needing large samples to obtain a suitable date. A typical AMS sample 

currently needs only a milligram of carbon, solving the sample purity problem plaguing earlier conventional dates 

(Bronk Ramsey 2008). Currently, AMS measurements are typically limited by:

• uncertainties in sample purity

• counting statistics

Sample purity is controlled for by choice of specimen for a date: for instance, small twigs and bone are 

more likely to produce a trusted date closest to the occupation period than large pieces of charcoal or organic 

smears in sediment, and the organic remains of animals utilized by the activities represented are optimal. The 

context of the organic sample in relationship to the human behaviors to be measured is critical to consider; outlier 

dates are usually due to misinterpreted contextual relationships. Ideally, multiple samples from different 

specimens should be analyzed, as each will provide an independent assessment of the reservoir's radiocarbon 

concentration at that particular time. Increasingly better pretreatment methods have improved the dating 

accuracy of samples, especially older ones. A better understanding of the role that dietary reservoirs can have on 

the radiocarbon signature of carnivores and omnivores has led to better sampling and interpretations at specific 

sites.

Bayesian statistical analyses have become a widely accepted method since the mid-2000s for analyzing 

groups of dates, especially since the publication of the OxCal analytical program, which provided a user-friendly 

interface (Bronk Ramsey 1995, 2008, 2009). A priori assumptions constrain these models. Bayesian analyses will 

return a range of possible fits, with probabilities producing very precise results (95% probability to within a few 

decades). It is limited by:

• Units of calibrations are generally no smaller than the decade

• Systematic offsets in the measurements and the calibration curve can be introduced through:

o measurement bias

o local environmental variation
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8.3 Methods

At Swan Point, radiocarbon samples have been continuously collected and preserved, and 57 assays have 

thus far been produced. Thirty-one of these pertain to Cultural Zones 1a, 1b, and 2, and will be used in this study. 

At Pickupsticks, four radiocarbon assays have been produced so far. At Swan Point, the dates 1750±80 and 

4260±40 BP were rejected in a previous study (Kielhofer et al. 2020: 5) due to limited stratigraphic variance. For 

this study, the variance is considered well within the limits of tolerance, so are included here.

Laboratories used for assays were Beta-Analytic USA, the University of Georgia Center for Applied Isotope 

Studies, Washington State University Radiocarbon Laboratory, and the University of Arizona AMS Laboratory. The 

online OxCal version 4.3.2 and 4.4.2 programs (Bronk Ramsey and Lee 2013) were used to produce series analyses 

and calibrated dates published here (these used both the IntCal13 and IntCal20 atmospheric curves for 

comparative reasons, as the new curve was incorporated just as this work was being completed (Heaton et al. 

2020; Reimer et al. 2013, 2020)). OxCal provides two types of classes (models) of Bayesian analysis (see McNutt 

n.d.) used here:

• Sequence

o Determines the degree to which the dates (and specimens) actually form a sequence

o The degree to which this reduces the uncertainty (error) value of each date

o Each date is input in chronological order, oldest to youngest

• Phase

o Appropriate for a set of dates for which no internal order can be assumed

o Appropriate for a set of unordered dates from a single horizon

o Each date is input in stratigraphic order, oldest to youngest

The plausibility of each model is based on the Amodel index provided by OXCAL. The Amodel value is similar to Bayes 

Factors and serves as an overall agreement index for each individual model (Kass and Raftery 1995). A comparison 

of the index values of each model informs relative plausibility, and OxCal Amodel and Aoverall values >60 and with 

Convergence (C) values all ≤95 (Bronk Ramsey 2009; Manning and Hart 2019).

8.4 General Radiocarbon Summary of Pickupsticks

Prior to the 2019 excavation at Pickupsticks, previous testing had led to the conclusion that the feature 

and assemblage most likely represented a single occupation. The recovery of a single side-notched biface 

suggested a less-likely (but not dismissed) scenario that an older component may be mixed as a palimpsest. 

Excavations in 2019 revealed a single stratigraphic cultural zone. Four organic samples were chosen to test if the 

site represents a single or mixed occupation. One sample was a twig recovered from near the base of the mixed 

strata within the feature and dated in 2015 to provide a preliminary age. In 2020, three additional samples from 

different contexts within the feature were chosen for assaying. Not enough excavation has yet occurred outside
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the feature to clarify what processes may be occurring in the undisturbed sediments, so outdoor samples await 

future research. The results of these four assays are presented in Table 8, Figure 36, and Figure 37.

Figure 36. Series analysis of Pickupsticks dates.

Figure 37. Pickupsticks feature designations and locations of uncalibrated mean radiocarbon dates.

The prior prediction was that the four dates would return a statistically identical series of dates, as they 

were assumed to represent the same cultural event. The calibrated series analysis suggests that the assays are 

actually the result of three distinct events. For the Sequence and Phase models to be run, two or more statistically 

overlapping dates need to be available for each proposed phase or unit. For Pickupsticks, this was not the case.
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The two nearly identical dates that cluster together at a median age of 851 cal BP (784-918 cal BP) (Table 9) are 

considered to have a solid contextual relationship with the prehistoric building's construction. The upper, younger 

bark sample either has contamination from introduced 14C, or more likely represents the remains of a dead tree 

that grew on the site long after cultural abandonment. The oldest date was assayed from bone collagen, identified 

as a large fragment of moose tibia. The bone was recovered from the base of the B horizon, which overlies the 

anthropogenic layers, suggesting that it is in a disturbed context. It likely indicates that an older component of 

artifacts predated the housepit construction and was disturbed by behaviors associated with that occupation 

period (Figure 38).

Table 9. Pickupsticks radiocarbon assay series

ID FS ID Material Context 14C BP ±
IntCal13 
Cal BP 2σ

IntCal20 
Cal BP 2σ

UGAMS Unrelated to cultural occupations. 10-15 cmbs, top of
47574 1319 Birchbark Stratum IV, within housepit feature 590 20 541-646 543-643
UGAMS 90 cmbs. Bark on top of prehistoric excavation into
47575 1641 Birchbark bedrock, base of modern excavation 930 25 790-920 776-917
UGAMS UA2015-252- Burned
22416 0018 twig 50 cmbs, the base of Stratum III 950 25 796-926 791-919
UGAMS 10-15 cmbs, moose tibia fragment, B Horizon, within 1,409- 1,400-
47576 373 Collagen housepit feature 1,580 25 1,533 1,527

8.5 General Radiocarbon Summary of Swan Point Locus 2

Before the 2017-2018 excavations at Swan Point Locus 2, excavations from 2005 had concluded that the 

features and assemblage most likely represented two occupations, one associated with the housepit and an earlier 

artifact component that had been disturbed. This idea is confirmed and explored later. The recovery of two 

ungulate bones, a moose talus from Level 4, and a wapiti humerus fragment from just above the rubble horizon 

suggest that other cultural components are ephemerally represented (equivalent to CZ1a1 and 3a at the main 

locus). Excavations in 2017-2018 revealed artifacts belonging primarily to two cultural zones in undisturbed 

sediments. Additionally, these do not appear to be significantly associated with either of the aforementioned 

ungulate remains. Thirteen organic samples were chosen to provide dates of the natural stratigraphy, the 

numerous anthropogenic features visible in the sediments, and other cultural events (Figure 39). Three charcoal 

samples were recovered from near the base of the interpreted interior living floor below the surface depression 

feature and dated to provide a preliminary age (Holmes 2008). Between 2017-2020, ten samples from different 

contexts were chosen for assaying. An attempt was made to get multiple dates for each representative feature. 

The results of these thirteen assays are presented in Table 10 and Figure 40.

The prior prediction was that the assays associated with interpreted anthropogenic features would return 

a statistically identical series of dates, as they were assumed to represent the same cultural event. The calibrated 

series analysis suggests that the assays are the result of four distinct events. It was not expected that each of the 

outdoor pit features would return dates so much older than each other and the housepit. For this locus, the two 

oldest dates and the youngest date were necessarily dropped for the Bayesian Phase analysis. Additionally, Beta
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Figure 38. Generalized stratigraphic and relative positions of radiocarbon dates at Pickupsticks.



Figure 39. Locus 2 feature designations and locations of uncalibrated mean radiocarbon dates.

486530 was dropped. It represents a date chosen for its proximity to the footprint and is a non-anthropogenically 

derived sample that does not correlate well with the occupation events. Since the features could not be 

distinguished relatively by stratigraphic order, a Phase model was appropriate. The remaining dates were grouped
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Table 10. Swan Point Locus 2 radiocarbon assay series

ID
FS 
ID Material Locus

Cultural 
Zone Context Level

14C 
BP ±

IntCal13 
Cal BP 2σ

IntCal20 
Cal BP 2σ

Beta Collagen, moose
486532 33 talus Locus 2 1a1 B 4 950 30 795-926 788-923
Beta 1,706-
215326 110 Charcoal Feature 2 1a2 Roof Sod 6 1,880 40 1,715-1,898 1,917
UGAMS 125 Interior Hearth F2018- 1,742-
41457 3 Charcoal Feature 2 1a2 13 19-22 1,910 20 1,820-1,896 1,881
Beta 1,712-
215325 109 Charcoal Feature 2 1a2 Living Floor 15 1,910 50 1,719-1,970 1,975
UGAMS 125 Interior Hearth F2018- 1,750-
41458 4 Charcoal Feature 2 1a2 14 5 1,950 30 1,825-1,970 1,986
Beta 1,941-
215327 113 Charcoal Feature 2 1a2 Living Floor 20 2,090 40 1,948-2,282 2,290
UGAMS 2,366-
41454 301 Charcoal Locus 2 1b Pit 1 9 2,460 25 2,379-2,705 2,705
Beta 2,365-
486530 300 Charcoal Locus 2 1b Pit 1 9 2,460 30 2,378-2,707 2,707

Unrelated to cultural 
occupations. Outdoor

Beta Living Surface, near & 2,882-
486531 337 Charcoal Locus 2 1b below footprint 6 2,880 30 2,888-3,141 3,146
UGAMS 3,239-
41456 873 Charcoal Locus 2 1b Pit 2 12 3,090 20 3,240-3,365 3,368
UGAMS 3,491-
41455 872 Charcoal Locus 2 1b Pit 2 12 3,370 30 3,515-3,694 3,692
UGAMS 7,842-
47573 694 Charcoal Locus 2 2 Paleosol 9 7,090 30 7,851-7,972 7,975
UGAMS Collagen, wapiti 11,317- 11,311-
43640 761 humerus Locus 2 3a C 15 10,010 30 11,700 11,700

into three, two, and one Phase Models. All analyses returned agreement indices (Amodel) higher than 93, with none 

over 100. The model with the highest agreement indices (Amodel=93.5, Aoverall=93.3) lumped Pit 1 with the housepit 

and separated out Pit 2 as an older separate component (Figure 41)

8.6 General Radiocarbon Summary of Swan Point Cultural Zones 1a, 1b, and 2

The radiocarbon record at the main locus of Swan Point has already been established (Figure 35). This 

dissertation focuses on Cultural Zones 1a, 1b, 2, their relations to Locus 2, and Features 1, 2, and 3. The 

radiocarbon record strongly suggests that the upper eight 5-cm levels are associated with these components. The 

working vertical model indicates that this pattern is relatively uniform across the locus. A few notable exceptions 

suggest that this is not a perfect model. Still, it is of high enough resolution to provide a general understanding of 

the sequence of behaviors and taphonomic events that occurred (Table 11). Feature 3 returned an essentially 

modern date and is considered to be associated with the Historic component. All lithic and faunal artifacts found 

within it appear to be disturbed from earlier events. CZ1a (Levels 1-4) is split into two radiocarbon clusters, a 

younger zone (CZ1a1 ~725-1,150 cal BP) and an older one (CZ1a2 ~1,450-2,115 cal BP; Figure 42, Table 12). Most 

of the older dates cluster in the northeastern half of the excavation area, while all of the younger dates cluster in 

the southwestern half. Dated material from the base of Feature 1 indicates that it is related to the younger 

occupation, CZ1a1. Artifacts relating to these two events cannot be reliably segregated horizontally; they will be
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Figure 40. Series analysis of Swan Point Locus 2 dates.

discussed together only as CZ1a. CZ1b (Levels 5-6) spans ~2,535-5,530 cal BP, likely represent multiple occupation 

events (Figure 42). CZ2 (Levels 7-8) spans 7,500-8,200 cal BP, illustrating several occupational events that span a 

very unique and relatively unknown period in Alaskan prehistory, the transition between the American Paleoarctic 

and Northern Archaic traditions (Holmes 2008; Figure 42). A final date that corresponds with the early Holocene 

occupation (CZ3a) is included. It was recovered from Level 8, illustrating the level of uncertainty correlating 

excavation levels with the radiocarbon chronology (Figure 43).

Since vertical integrity was relatively well documented at the site, OxCal's Bayesian Sequence model was 

appropriate for further cultural zone calibrations, using the IntCal20 calibration curve. The single dates from 

Feature 3 and CZ 3a were dropped, being too young and too old for the components of interest here, and the rest 

used. Two Series Models were run, one splitting the group into four chronozones and the other three. Both models 

worked superbly well, and the agreement indices (3-Sequence Amodel=118.9, Aoverall=117.6) 4-Sequence 

Amodel=118.4, Aoverall=117.1) do not statistically differ (Figure 44, Figure 45), suggesting either scenario or model is 

likely.
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Figure 41. Bayesian 3-Phase model (left) and output (right) of Swan Point Locus 2.
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Table 11. Swan Point Main Locus radiocarbon assay series from Levels 0-8 (CZ2-Protohistoric)

ID FS ID Material Locus Cultural Zone Context Level 14C BP ±
IntCal13 
Cal BP 2σ

IntCal20 
Cal BP 2σ

UGAMS 43502 1601 Charcoal Feature 3 Protohistoric Base of Feature 3 3 ± 20 0-298 148-301

Beta 340993 75 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1a1 Hearth 3 810 30 681-781 675-772

Beta 223302 40 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1a1 Hearth 3 860 40 690-906 681-904

AA 109204 202 Collagen Main Locus Block 1a1 B Horizon 3 880 20 733-902 730-897

UGAMS 43503 1620 Charcoal Feature 1 1a1 Base of Feature 1 12 940 20 796-920 791-913

WSU 4523 112 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1a1 Charcoal, possible root 4 1,220 70 982-1,285 1,003-1,296

WSU 4524 150 Charcoal/Wood Main Locus Block 1a2
Hearth, charcoal and 
burnt bone 4 1,570 70 1,320-1,607 1,310-1,588

WSU 4522 57 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1a2 Charcoal 3 1,670 60 1,414-1,710 1,410-1,702

WSU 4521 79 Charcoal/Wood/ Resin Main Locus Block 1a2

Hearth, charcoal 
associated with burnt 
bone 3 1,750 80 1,424-1,874 1,420-1,791

Beta 401123 219 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1a2 Hearth 5 1,860 30 1,720-1,870 1,706-1,816

UGAMS 43501 1514 Charcoal Feature 1 1a2 Hearth, F2019-2 7 1,900 20 1,748-1,898 1,731-1,818

UGAMS 43636 30 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1b
From base of B horizon 
near flakes 6 2,800 20 2,853-2,955 2,850-2,960

Beta 401124 92 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1b
Picea assc. w/calcined 
bone 6 3,060 30 3,180-3,360 3,425-3,446

Beta 190580 140 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1b Hearth 6 4,260 40 4,646-4,959 4,644-4,959

Beta 401125 107 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1b Larix hearth 6 4,480 30 4,979-5,290 4,977-5,286

UGAMS 30767 168 Charcoal Main Locus Block 1b Hearth, Feature 17-01 7 4,770 25 5,469-5,588 5,471-5,585

Beta 209886 87 Charcoal Main Locus Block 2 Hearth? 8 6,610 40 7,437-7,568 7,429-7,570

UGAMS 43638 82 Charcoal Main Locus Block 2 B/C Horizon 7 7,360 25 8,043-8,301 8,032-8,297

WSU 4426 1751 Charcoal Main Locus Block 2 B/C Horizon 7 7,400 80 8,039-8,373 8,033-8,365

UGAMS 26199 BK-A: 274 Collagen Main Locus Block 3a Hearth stain 8 9,090 40 10,187-10,374 10,185-10,373
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Figure 42. Mean uncalibrated radiocarbon locations for Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2.



Table 12. Swan Point and Pickupsticks combined radiocarbon assay Phase Model series. The two non-anthropogenic dates from Swan Point Locus 2 and
Pickupsticks have been removed.
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ID FS ID Material Site/Locus Context 14C BP ±
IntCal20 
Cal BP 2σ

Swan Point 
Cultural 
Zone

Amodel= 
94.0

Amodel=
94.1

Generalized 
Ecological 
Events34

Beta
340993 75 Charcoal Main Locus Block Hearth 810 30 675-772 1a1
Beta
223302 40 Charcoal Main Locus Block Hearth 860 40 681-904 1a1

AA 109204 202 Collagen Main Locus Block B Horizon 880 20 730-897 1a1

UGAMS
47575 1641 Birchbark

Pickupsticks 
Housepit

Bark on top of prehistoric excavation 
into bedrock, base of modern 
excavation 930 25 776-917 1a1

Phase 4 Phase 5
Medieval
Warm 
Period

UGAMS
43503 1620 Charcoal Feature 1 Base of Feature 1 940 20 791-913 1a1

(Athabascan 
tradition)

UGAMS
22416

UA2015-
252-0018 Burned twig

Pickupsticks 
Housepit 50 cmbs, Base of Stratum III 950 25 791-919 1a1

Beta
486532 33

Collagen, 
moose talus Locus 2 B Horizon 950 30 788-923 1a1

WSU 4523 112 Charcoal Main Locus Block Charcoal, possible root 1,220 70 1,003-1,296 1a1

White River
Ash East: 

1,095-1,170

WSU 4524 150
Charcoal/Wo 
od Main Locus Block Hearth, charcoal and burnt bone 1,570 70 1,310-1,588 1a2

UGAMS
47576 373 Collagen

Pickupsticks, 
Disturbed

10-15 cmbs, moose tibia fragment, B 
Horizon, within housepit feature 1,580 25 1,400-1,527 1a2

White River
Ash North: 

1,560-1,689

WSU 4522 57 Charcoal Main Locus Block Charcoal 1,670 60 1,410-1,702 1a2

WSU 4521 79
Charcoal/Wo 
od/ Resin Main Locus Block

Hearth, charcoal associated with burnt 
bone 1,750 80 1,420-1,791 1a2

Beta 
401123 219 Charcoal Main Locus Block Hearth 1,860 30 1,706-1,816 1a2

Phase 3 Phase 4 Devil tephra
Beta
215326 110 Charcoal Feature 2 Roof Sod 1,880 40 1,706-1,917 1a2

(Transitional 
Athabascan

1,625-1,825

UGAMS
43501 1514 Charcoal Feature 1 Hearth, F2019-2 1,900 20 1,731-1,818 1a2

tradition)

UGAMS
41457 1253 Charcoal Feature 2 Interior Hearth F2018-13 1,910 20 1,742-1,881 1a2

Stable
Late/Middle

Beta 
215325 109 Charcoal Feature 2 Living Floor 1,910 50 1,712-1,975 1a2

Holocene
Boreal

UGAMS
41458 1254 Charcoal Feature 2 Interior Hearth F2018-14 1,950 30 1,750-1,986 1a2

Ecosystem

Beta
215327 113 Charcoal Feature 2 Living Floor 2,090 40 1,941-2,290 1a2

34 From Abbott et al. 2000; Broecker 2001; Davies et al. 2016; Harris 2005; Mulliken 2016; Reuther et al. 2019; Wooller et al 2012.



Table 12 continued
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35 From Abbott et al. 2000; Broecker 2001; Davies et al. 2016; Harris 2005; Mulliken 2016; Reuther et al. 2019; Wooller et al 2012.
36 This date is interestingly close to the estimated formation of Hidden Lake at Healy Lake ~3,500 years ago (Anderson 1975; see also Ager 1975). See also 
similar temporal flooding events described at Luke's Slough near Fairbanks by Mason and Beget 1991:400.

ID FS ID Material Site/Locus Context 14C BP ±
IntCal20 
Cal BP 2σ

Swan Point 
Cultural 
Zone

Amodel= 
94.0

Amodel=
94.1

Generalized 
Ecological 
Events35

UGAMS
41454 301 Charcoal Locus 2 Pit 1 2,460 25 2,366-2,705 1b

Phase 2 

(Northern
Archaic 
tradition)

Phase 3

Tanana 
flooding 

event 
~3,00036

Beta
486530 300 Charcoal Locus 2 Pit 1 2,460 30 2,365-2,707 1b

UGAMS
43636 30 Charcoal Main Locus Block From base of B horizon near flakes 2,800 20 2,850-2,960 1b
Beta
401124 92 Charcoal Main Locus Block Picea assc. w/calcined bone 3,060 30 3,425-3,466 1b Watana 

tephras 
3,360-4,400

UGAMS
41456 873 Charcoal Locus 2 Pit 2 3,090 20 3,239-3,368 1b
UGAMS
41455 872 Charcoal Locus 2 Pit 2 3,370 30 3,491-3,692 1b
Beta
190580 140 Charcoal Main Locus Block Hearth 4,260 40 4,644-4,959 1b

Phase 2

Stable 
Late/Middle 
Holocene 
Boreal 
Ecosystem

Beta
401125 107 Charcoal Main Locus Block Larix hearth 4,480 30 4,977-5,286 1b
UGAMS
30767 168 Charcoal Main Locus Block Hearth, Feature 17-01 4,770 25 5,471-5,585 1b
Beta
209886 87 Charcoal Main Locus Block Hearth? 6,610 40 7,429-7,570 2 Phase 1

(Transitional 
Northern 
Archaic 
tradition)

Phase 1

Oshetna 
tephra 

6,570-7,970 
Mt. Mazama 

~7,700

Increased 
aridity

UGAMS
47573 694 Charcoal Locus 2 Paleosol 7,090 30 7,842-7,975 2
UGAMS
43638 82 Charcoal Main Locus Block B/C Horizon 7,360 25 8,032-8,297 2

WSU 4426 1751 Charcoal Main Locus Block B/C Horizon 7,400 80 8,033-8,365 2
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Figure 43. Series analysis of Swan Point combined locus dates
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Figure 44. Bayesian 3-Sequence model (left) and output (right) (from top to bottom, CZ2, 1b, and 1a) of Swan Point Main Locus.
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Figure 45. Bayesian 4-Sequence model (left) and output (right) (from top to bottom, CZ2, 1b, and 1a) of Swan Point Main Locus.



8.7 General Combined Radiocarbon Summary of Swan Point and Pickupsticks

Given the close proximity of the two loci at Swan Point (~50 meters) and between the Swan Point and 

Pickupsticks sites (~5 miles), it is quite likely, given the ethnographic summary, the same band utilized all three 

areas, if not the same individuals. Many of the radiocarbon dates appear to overlap in time, strengthening this 

expectation. To test this, all the cultural dates from all three areas pertaining to Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2 were 

combined for a Phase model in OxCal (Table 12).

The prior prediction based on previous work at Swan Point suggested three broad cultural zones present 

for this period, based on 15 assays (Holmes 2008; Hirasawa and Holmes 2017). This study confirms this model and 

adds ten new dates from both loci at Swan Point and three from Pickupsticks for the period between 8,000 and 

500 cal BP. By doubling the regional radiocarbon sample between these two sites, a higher resolution of human 

occupation periods can be observed. Two different Phase models were run in OxCal to test the best fit. The first 

was a four Phase model constructed after Holmes' construct. The second was a five Phase model informed from 

the new assay groupings. The Amodel index was only slightly better for the five-Phase model (94.1) than the four- 

Phase model (94) (Table 12) (this is not statistically significant). In other words, both interpretations work, and 

Holmes' original hypothetical construct (the four-Phase model) is also still considered valid.

8.8 Conclusion

In summary, the radiocarbon record from both sites suggests an almost continuous use of the landscape 

based on overlapping assay probabilities from ~725-2,115 cal BP (CZ1a). It further suggests an earlier occupation 

phase from ~2,535-5,530 cal BP (CZ1b) and the earliest from ~7,500-8,200 cal BP (CZ2). Cultural Zone 2 is 

associated with hearth features only. Cultural Zone 1b is associated with hearth features and is also associated 

with both small pit features from Locus 2. Cultural Zone 1a2 is associated with the housepit at Swan Point Locus 2 

and several outdoor hearths at the main locus, and the earlier moose element at Pickupsticks. The youngest phase, 

Cultural Zone 1a1 is associated with the Pickupsticks housepit, the large Feature 1 surface pit at Swan Point, 

several outdoor hearths, as well as an isolated moose talus recovered from Locus 2. Further potential spatial 

inferences will be discussed later.
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Chapter 9: Feature Analysis

9.1 Introduction

Three surface depression features have been recognized at Swan Point and one at Pickupsticks that have 

confirmed cultural origins. At Swan Point, Feature 1 is a large, oval surface depression, approximately 3 m x 1 m, 

oriented grid NW/SE near the site's main locus. It has been the focus of excavations in 1992, 2002, 2009, 2018, and 

2019, and briefly discussed in a conference poster (Bowman 2010). Feature 2 is a large, circular surface depression 

recognized in 2002 and has been the focus of excavations in 2002, 2005, 2017, and 2018. It was discussed in a 

preliminary conference poster by Holmes (2008) and two conference posters and a peer-reviewed paper 

summarizing an associated footprint feature by Smith et al. (2018, 2019a). Feature 3 represents a small 1 m x 50 

cm surface depression and associated berm, oriented East-West, and was the focus of excavations in 2018 and 

2019. Excavating and interpreting these features and their associated artifacts were the UAF field schools' goals 

during the seasons of 2017-2019. At Pickupsticks, only one surface feature, an oval-shaped depression and 

surrounding berm, has been observed, excavated in 2011, 2014, 2015, 2017, and 2019 (summarized in Smith et al. 

2020). It is ovoid, oriented East-West, approximately 7x5 m x 4 m. Radiocarbon samples were recovered from 

construction materials, and other organic remains were noted in direct association with the feature. The natural 

stratigraphic development of Swan Point has already been investigated (Dilley 1998), and both it and Pickupsticks 

are currently being investigated as part of a comprehensive regional study by Jennifer Kielhofer (University of 

Arizona) (Kielhofer et al. 2020). Therefore, the purpose of this chapter will be to focus on the anthropogenic 

processes that contributed to feature preservation at each site.

9.2 Background

At the Swan Point and Pickupsticks sites, one of the first indications that subsurface anthropogenic 

processes were present was the four surface depressions. Surface depressions that have a confirmed prehistoric 

cultural origin can be the result of a number of past behaviors. As stated previously, they can be the remains of:

• housepits (Mishler 1986; Rainey 1939),

• Birthing pit (Ruth Ridley: TCC 2018)

• cache pits (Fair 1997; Lanoe 2018; Lanoe et al. 2019a; Mishler 1986; Rogers 2015; Smith 2012),

• cooking pits (Potter et al. 2011),

• cremation pits (Potter et al. 2011),

• inhumation pits (Potter et al. 2014),

• pitfall traps (McKennan 1959),

• smokehouses (Pitts 1972),
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• first menstrual huts (Anderson 1957),

• sweat baths (McKennan 1959),

• temporary shelters (McKennan 1959),

• drinking water wells (Rogers and Stone 2010).

This chapter focuses on the exploration and interpretation of the four surface depressions and their 

associated buried features. It analyzes them at varying scales of macro and microanalysis to provide the most 

informed conclusion regarding their original functional intent. The features will be discussed by age, from youngest 

to oldest.

9.3 Materials and Methods

The excavation progress was photographed daily to document the excavation, to keep a record of 

identifying possible taphonomic degradation, and for photogrammetric modeling. Photos were taken with a Canon 

Rebel T5i and Canon Rebel T2i equipped with a zoom lens set at a 55-mm focal length. Photos of the daily 

excavation progress (morning and evening, as weather permitted) and key features were used to create three

dimensional (3D) digital representations using photo modeling software (detailed below). The field phase consisted 

of taking offset, highly overlapping photographs of the site, and specific features. Photographs with angles <90° 

difference between their focal point were optimal for model construction.

Photomodel processing and analysis of the Swan Point and Pickupsticks excavation progress were 

conducted in the Anthropology Laboratory for Cultural and Environmental Scanning (ALCES) at the University of 

Alaska Anchorage. The photo models were processed on a desktop Dell XPS 8700 (32 GB RAM, GeForce GT 720 

graphic processor, Intel i7 CPU) running 64-bit Windows 7 Professional, and a custom CyberPower desktop (64 GB 

DDR4 RAM, GeForce GTX 1080 GPU, 7th generation Intel i7 CPU) running 64-bit Windows 10. The software used to 

generate the models was Agisoft PhotoScan Professional (Agisoft 2016, 2017; Forte and Campana 2016; Koenig et 

al. 2017; Kruger et al. 2016; Thomas and Kennedy 2016; Verhoeven et al. 2013)37. This modeling work was 

overseen by University of Alaska Anchorage MA student Ted Parsons who produced about 70% of the models in 

2017 and 30% in 2018. Undergraduate student Eddie Perez also assisted, creating most of the remaining models in 

2017. Myself and University of Alaska Anchorage MA student Tyler Teese also produced several models that year, 

and the remaining models from the 2018 and 2019 field efforts were created by myself. Finally, the 3D 

photomodels were converted into digital elevation models (DEMs) accurate to ~0.05 m, which along with ortho

rectified photo-mosaics produced from PhotoScan, were georeferenced using ArcGIS software version 10.6. Post

field mapping for this project was also done using ArcGIS 10.6 on a Surface Pro 3 tablet (4 GB RAM, Intel (R) 

Core(TM) i5-4300U @ 1.90 GHz 2.50 GHz) running 64-bit Windows 10 Pro. All contours were produced from the 

37 These photomodeling methods were adapted from primary text written by Ted Parsons and published in Smith 
et al. (2019a).
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georeferenced DEMs, PhotoScan, and ArcGIS. Finally, the photo-mosaic dimensions were checked against 

coordinates recorded in the field using a Leica TCR407power Total Station.

Fifty-one micromorphology block sediment samples were collected in 2018 and 2019 from the feature 

areas at Pickupsticks and Feature 2 at Swan Point. Swan Point Features 1 and 3 have not been sampled yet due to 

budget constraints (portions of these features remain intact for future sampling potential). Block samples for 

micromorphological soil analysis were taken from the various excavation walls, which were determined to be the 

best representative of both the anthropogenic and natural sediments. These were taken using 4 x 2.5 x 3.5 inch 

plastic sampling boxes (i.e., Courty et al. 1989). The samples were dried, impregnated with crystic polyester resin, 

and thin sectioned (following protocols outlined by Murphy 1986)38. The average size of the resin blocks was 5 cm 

x 5 cm x 10c m. Thin sections were manufactured by Quality Thin Sections in Tucson, Arizona; the blocks were cut 

into slabs then processed into 5 × 7 cm thin sections with a standard thickness of 30 μm (see Kielhofer et al. 2020: 

7).

38 Due to university closures related to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic in 2020, the author did not have access to the 
laboratory equipment necessary for a microscopic analysis of the thin sections. Therefore, they are only given a 
cursory macroscopic description, with the understanding that a detailed analysis will take place at a later date.

The preserved interior floor of Feature 2 at Swan Point was exposed, and 20 cm-thick wall baulks were 

left intact for profiling and sampling until the final field days when they were also excavated. This method was not 

used at Pickupsticks, where the actual living floor either partially or wholly incorporated the underlying bedrock. 

Feature 1 at Swan Point has been almost entirely previously excavated, and further excavations were conducted 

only to produce detailed stratigraphic descriptions. Feature 3 was also only described through an in-depth field 

investigation. All profiles were sketched in detail and photographed each day (pre- and post-excavation) for 

photomodeling in the field.

9.4 General Stratigraphic Summary of the Sites

Swan Point consists of two excavation loci. The main locus is at the southeast tip of the knoll. It is 

characterized by 0.7 to 1 m of aeolian sand and wind-blown silt (loess) deposition overlying a highly degraded 

outcrop of mica-rich schistic bedrock being primarily of felsic gneiss (Birch Creek Schist) (Dilley 1998: 147). 

Geoarchaeological analysis of site formation processes is ongoing by Jennifer Kielhofer (University of Arizona) and 

Joshua Reuther (University of Alaska Museum of the North) (Kielhofer et al. 2020). The stratigraphy and 

archaeological deposits at the main locus are relatively undisturbed by annual freezing and thawing of sediments 

(cryoturbation) or other post-depositional non-cultural mixing processes, such as bioturbation, except for a few 

krotovinas and invasive prehistoric cultural pits (Dilley 1998; Holmes 2001; Kielhofer et al. 2020). Two types of non- 

cultural subsurface sediment disturbance mechanisms (faunal turbation and floral turbation) have been noted as 

present within the excavated areas of these cultural features. Krotovinas and tree roots were encountered in the 

cultural layers, but their impacts on the archaeosediments have been minimal and easily tracked (Figure 35).
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The Protohistoric/Historic zone is assumed to be primarily observed on the surface and in the sod layer: 

the A/O horizon (10YR 2/1) (Figure 35). It represents the organic-rich sediment layer and the root mat. Below 

surface measurements began at the base of the sod and top of mineral soil. The top 40 cm of cultural remains 

almost entirely corresponds with the Bw horizon layer (fine silt). The Bw horizon (10YR 3/3) represents a very fine 

aeolian silt loam with some interspersed organics. It generally transitions to a C horizon (fine silt) below. The C 

horizon (10YR 4/6) represents a very fine, organic-poor aeolian silt; very thin (<1 cm thick) organic-rich “stingers”, 

often generalized as paleosols, are also evident (see Kielhofer et al. 2020: 1-2). Levels 1-6 tend to be within the Bw 

horizon, while the transition between the Bw and C horizons tend to occur across the site in Level 7. At the bottom 

of the C horizon, a thin layer of highly degraded, discontinuous, schistic rubble and aeolian sands marks the 

transition to the Terminal Pleistocene stratigraphy (Dilley 1998; Holmes et al. 1996).

CZ1a is vertically assumed to encompass the top 4 levels, or 20 cm, of sediment. Horizontally, the 

radiocarbon samples suggest that this component may be separated into a northern, older component, and a 

southern, younger component. CZ1b is assumed to encompass the next lower two levels (or 10 cm) of sediment. 

CZ2 represents the following deepest two levels (10 cm). These arbitrary vertical groupings are informed through 

dated hearth features, faunal remains, and formal lithic classifications.

Even though the vertical displacement of artifacts appears limited, it was considered necessary to conduct 

a comprehensive analysis of all within the upper eight layers (top 40 cm of the stratigraphic column) to provide 

data confirming that observation. Initially, this project was limited to analyzing only CZ1a as it corresponded 

closest in time to the housepit occupations at Swan Point and Pickupsticks. However, because there was no 

stratigraphic separation between the artifacts in these three components, it was soon recognized that the 

inclusion of CZ1b and 2 would allow for a systematic comparison of raw material and activity behaviors across 

time. Additionally, it would provide a more informed idea if any vertical artifact displacement occurred within the 

top 40 cm of deposition.

The natural taphonomic processes at Locus 2 is quite similar to the upper locus (Figure 35). CZ1a1 is 

represented by a single artifact, a moose talus, in the top two levels. CZ1a2 is represented in levels 2- B, or the Bw 

horizon. CZ2 is represented in levels 5-12, primarily the C horizon, and CZ3a is represented at the base, only by a 

single artifact, a wapiti humerus fragment. At Locus 2, CZ3a is represented in the three levels above the rubble 

layer (Figure 35).

The Pickupsticks site depicts similar formation processes to those observed at Swan Point, but with a few 

crucial differences. It is located at the top of a smaller knoll, about 50 meters above the surrounding valley, with 

expansive views toward the Tanana Valley to the southwest. It is characterized by 0.3 to 1 m of aeolian sand and 

wind-blown silt (loess) deposition overlying a highly degraded outcrop of mica-rich schistic bedrock, being 

primarily of felsic gneiss just as with Swan Point. However, sediment accumulation has been minimal on the knoll's 

southern and central areas, typically less than 30 cm deep. It gradually grows thicker to at least a meter toward the 
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north (lee) side of the hill. Due to the shallow nature of the sediments, a relatively thicker Bw horizon has formed, 

and the C horizon is minimally defined.

Additionally, a thicker layer of very fine, well-sorted aeolian sand exists to the northern end of the hill. 

The difference in the processes between the two sites may be due to a higher aeolian-energy environment. Only a 

single cultural occupation has been described at the site, similar in time to Swan Point CZ1. The artifacts are 

generally restricted to the top 45 cm in the Bw horizon (Figure 46).

9.5 Results

9.5.1 Feature 3, Swan Point

Feature 3 at Swan Point is a small, ovoid surface depression and associated berm (Figure 34, Figure 47). 

The feature appeared to intrude into the lower C horizon. It was devoid of any directly associated artifacts in 

primary provenience, except for a handful of scorched wood at the base. All lithics recovered appeared to follow 

the general disturbance pattern of the strata and are assumed to represent a disturbed earlier cultural zone (likely 

CZ1a and 1b). Calcined bone fragments (n=133) were also recovered, one of which was identified as likely a 

longbone from an American marten (Martes americana) but may also represent older disturbed material (Figure

48) .

A sample of unburned wood was recovered from the base of the feature (Figure 49, Figure 43) and was 

sent for assaying to the University of Georgia Center for Applied Isotope Studies. The assay from the scorched 

wood returned a modern date: 200±20 BP (UGAMS 43502: Table 11), suggesting it is associated with the 

Protohistoric/Historic component at the site. No other artifacts were located definitively in situ within the feature. 

The east profile suggests stratigraphy consistent with that observed elsewhere at the main locus (Figure 35, Figure

49) . The feature appears intrusive from below the sod layer to 20 cm above bedrock.

No evidence in the stratigraphy suggested that it has been disturbed since its initial construction. The 

artifacts recovered were observed to follow the vertical and horizontal displacement pattern of the underlying C 

horizon and are therefore assumed to be associated with the previous cultural components (Figure 49). No further 

evidence was recovered suggestive of the intent of the feature's construction. In the absence of definitively 

associated artifacts, it is difficult to interpret the function of this feature; most likely, it may have been used for 

storage of some type (e.g., food, non-food items, or trash).

9.5.2 Feature 1, Swan Point

Feature 1 at Swan Point represents an ovoid depression roughly 2 m x 1 m long, oriented SE/NW (Figure 

47, Figure 48). Previous excavations have taken place in 1992, 2002, and 2009. The feature represents an intrusive 

pit dug through all of the Holocene sediments and into the Pleistocene sand layer. It appeared to be capped by 

about 10 cm of undisturbed sediment (Figure 50 and Figure 51). An older hearth feature found less than a meter to
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Figure 46. Generalized stratigraphic profile, excavation levels, cultural zones, and mean calibrated dates from Pickupsticks, near the northeast corner.
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Figure 47. Swan Point excavation areas including test pits (some additional negative test pits remain unlocated for this study), and landform contours (10 cm, 

derived from 5 m2 DEM), surface depression outlines.



Figure 48. Feature 3: A: Surface photomodeled DEM of Feature 3 prior to excavation in 2018, B: The base of the 
feature exposed and outlined in white, C: Artifact scatter in relation to Feature 3, D: The completed excavation.
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Figure 49. Feature 3: east wall profile and photomosaic image.



Figure 50. Feature 1: east wall profile and photomosaic image.

Figure 51. Feature 1: north wall profile and photomosaic image.

the south of the feature suggests that little disturbance occurred of any cultural layers outside the pit feature. 

However, undoubtedly any older artifacts found within the pit upon construction may have been scattered about 

the site.

Artifact density is relatively light in this area, especially regarding the lower levels. None of the faunal 

remains were identifiable, but most cluster in close association with F2019-2, a hearth feature which was assayed 

at twice the age (~1,775 cal BP) of Feature 1 (~852 cal BP) (Table 11, Figure 43, Figure 52). Several historical 

objects, including four .30 caliber cartridges, aluminum foil, a can, and a folding knife blade section, have been 

found in association with the feature. They are considered intrusive due to the radiocarbon dates and the
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Figure 52. Feature 1: south wall profile and photomosaic image.

undisturbed stratigraphic layer. The dated sample of charcoal was recovered from the base of Feature 1 (Figure 51, 

Table 11).

No evidence in the stratigraphy suggested that the feature has been extensively disturbed since its initial 

construction. In Feature 1, the A/O horizon (10YR 2/1) represents the organic layer and the root mat. The Bw 

horizon (10YR 3/3) represents very fine silt with some interspersed organics. The C horizon (10YR 4/6) represents a 

very fine, organic-poor silt. Beneath the surface, Feature 1 was recognized in the northwest end of the excavation 

as charcoal-rich fine silt, bifurcated by the Bw horizon (Figure 53). The southwestern section of the buried feature, 
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a portion of which remains in situ, was apparent as a poorly sorted matrix of sandy gravels (absent in the 

northeastern section) and charcoal (Figure 50 and Figure 51). The majority of charcoal was observed near the base 

of the buried feature.

The difference in sediment composition between the northwest and southeastern ends of the feature is 

telling, indicating a more complicated construction profile. The southeastern end appears to represent the original 

pit feature. The notes from the 2002 excavation suggested that a hearth feature was present in the northwest end; 

however, no charcoal was described from it. Instead, sketches and photographs indicate that this square feature 

interpreted as a hearth represents a section of the upper B horizon that had been displaced into the lower C 

horizon, possibly breaking off the edge and partially collapsing or being trampled to a lower level (Figure 54). The 

northwest end does appear to have been purposely dug out as well but is not as wide or deep and is filled with fine 

loess. It also has a thick deposit of charcoal (different from the 2002 "hearth" description), indicating a hearth, 

complicating interpretation. The southeast end is filled with poorly sorted sandy rubble and is clearly demarcated 

from the surrounding undisturbed sediment. The southeastern base of the feature had several layers of preserved 

burned material below the rubble fill. In the northwest, it was a single thin layer of charcoal that could be traced 

extending beyond the feature to the south in the west profile, likely on an old living surface (Figure 53). The 

horizontal border of the pit was clearly discernable as excavations progressed in 2018 and from photographs from 

2002, suggesting that the digging mechanism may have been through a punching-and-loosening method with an 

object like a sharpened pole (Figure 55).

Initial explorations in the 1990s considered the possibility that the feature was a housepit (VanderHoek 

fieldnotes 1992). Later ideas suggested that it was a historic trash pit due to the recovery of surface and subsurface 

historical artifacts in the upper levels (Holmes personal communication) (Figure 54). However, the radiocarbon 

assays strongly suggest that its construction is related to the younger occupations at the main locus: CZ1a1. The 

presence of historical artifacts is likely due to natural taphonomy or minor Historic period cultural disturbances. If 

it was a dwelling, it is perhaps a candidate for a short-term, single-person dwelling. The trampled area and 

potential hearth to the northwest suggest the entry/exit way and an associated hearth. We would expect piles of 

fire-cracked rock nearby if it represented a sauna (steam-bath house), which has not been located (i.e., Shinkwin 

1979: 45). However, the sharp stratigraphic change in the horizontal walls between the disturbed and undisturbed 

layers (Figure 54) suggests that it was not occupied as a long-term domestic feature of any kind.

A pattern of displaced B horizon sediment and interspersed B/C sediments in the northwest end suggests 

that part of the feature may have experienced a complicated period of crushing, trampling, or mixing; a detailed 

future micromorphological study could shed light on this. Perhaps it indicates a non-human intrusion into a buried 

cache. The feature appears to have experienced little use wear in the southeast (as indicated by the sharply 

contrasted disturbed/undisturbed sediment contact) and extensive use-life toward the northwest. The
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Figure 53. Feature 1: west wall profile, with all artifacts from feature depicted. Pink triangles represent faunal remains. Black dots represent lithic remains. 
Bottom figure illustrates the photomosaic image of the profile.
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Figure 54. Artifact distribution (left) and georeferenced excavation progress photos from 2002 of the excavated sandpit area and the discontinuous sediment 
area within Feature 1. Photos courtesy of Charles Holmes.



Figure 55. Feature 1: A: Surface photomodeled DEM of Feature 1 prior to excavation in 2018. The 2002 and 2009 
excavation areas are seen as a deflated area, B: Georeferenced photos from 2002 of the excavated sandpit area 
and discontinuous sediments area within Feature 1 (Photos courtesy of Charles Holmes), C: Artifacts scatter in 
relation to Feature 1, D: The completed excavation.
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complicated nature of interpreting this feature may suggest that several independent reuse events may have 

occurred.

9.5.3 The Pickupsticks Feature

The Pickupsticks site is at the top of a small isolated bluff (Figure 34, Figure 56), west of Caribou Creek at 

the north end of the Shaw Creek Flats. The site was initially discovered in 2011, resulting in the identification of a 

cultural surface depression and associated prehistoric artifact scatter (Holmes 2012). Test excavations took place 

in 2011, 2014, 2015, and 2017 under the guidance of Charles Holmes (Reuther et al. 2015, 2016a, 2018b) (Figure 

57). The surface depression was initially interpreted to be the remains of a semi-subterranean house pit. This 

conclusion continues to be supported by the results of each years' excavations within the feature. Two 

radiocarbon assays from construction materials produced an average age of ~852 cal BP. Thus, it currently 

supports the interpretation that the depression may represent an early Athabascan tradition residential structure 

(Table 9, Figure 43, (Holmes 2012)).

The previous testing outside of the depression suggests a single artifact bearing layer, almost entirely 

confined to Bw, II, III, and IV, or the top 40 cm, stratigraphically associated with the residence feature. The 

radiocarbon record suggests that the housepit may have disturbed a cultural component that was several 

centuries older. The natural stratigraphy was only apparent at the extreme ends of the main excavation block 

(Figure 58, Figure 59). In the two test units, the stratigraphy was noted to be quite shallow and is not considered 

here to be a good representation of the taphonomic history of the site. There are extensive prehistoric 

anthropogenic layers in the profiles; these are depicted as Roman numerals (except the lowest sand layer, which is 

considered natural). The natural deposition history is similar to that of Swan Point. It is a degraded, soft, bedrock 

layer, overlain by well-sorted, aeolian sand, which tends to coarser grains at the bottom with some rubble 

intermixed near the top, where it becomes fine silt (C horizon) (Figure 58). The C horizon is generally topped by a 

Bw horizon (fine silt) and an A horizon. The wildfire stripped most of the organic sod layer, much of the regrowth 

has been interrupted by the excavation efforts. The Bw horizon exhibits platy or channel microstructures 

throughout. These can be created both by vertical pressure/trampling or seasonal freeze-thaw cycles coupled with 

poor drainage (ID no. 1586 and 1587: Figure 58, Ge et al. 1993; Courty et al. 1994; Matthews 1995; Matthews et al. 

1994; Milek 2012; see also Kielhofer et al. 2020: 9, 24, and Figure 5).

The excavation revealed a complex soil profile within the feature. The sediment structure is the result of

1) a prehistoric excavation that dug a rectangular pit into the soft bedrock (Figure 60, Figure 61),

2) the collapsed associated wall and ceiling structure into the pit feature (Figure 62, Figure 63, Figure 

64).
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Figure 56. Pickupsticks excavation areas, including test pits, landform contours (10 cm, derived from 5 m2 DEM), 
surface berm, and inner depression outlines.
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Figure 57. History of excavation areas at Pickupsticks, including photomosaic image depicting berm and surface 
depression.

The structure appears to have been constructed as a rectangle (Figure 65, Figure 61). Scorched and unburned 

timber fragments and chunks were recovered in situ, suggesting a construction method involving attaching small

diameter (5-10 cm diameter) logs at 90° to each other (Figure 66, Figure 67, Figure 68).

Small pockets of poorly sorted sandy silt were noted to be in stratigraphic association with the timber 

fragments, but not above or below, suggesting an association with the timbers (ID no. 539: Figure 69, Figure 70). 

Pieces of birchbark were also recovered in association with the timber remains. They are interpreted to have 
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resulted from the wall linings (ID no. 533: Figure 71, Figure 70). Some internal structural posts, which likely 

supported a central beam, were also observed in the eastern end of the excavation (Figure 67, Figure 68).

Figure 58. Generalized stratigraphic profile from Pickupsticks, showing excavation levels, cultural zone, and mean 
calibrated date from the main excavation locus. North wall profile from the northeastern-most corner. 
Micromorphology thin sections depict the natural stratigraphy at the site. Samples 1586, 1587, and 1588 all depict 
channel microstructures and platy microstructures suggesting vertical pressure/trampling. 1594 and 1596 also 
depict some evidence of trampling; however, this layer is culturally sterile.
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Figure 59. Detailed micromorph sample key to Figure 58.
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Figure 60. False-color DEM depicting the bedrock contours and rectangular pit of the completed excavation. Red 
lines represent locations of drawn profiles.

An uncompacted complex matrix with evident voids was observed beneath the wall layer. The pit 

feature's central portions were filled with a complex mass of ash, charcoal, and sediment. No distinct hearth could 

be detected, but an enhanced area of ash mixed with sediment toward the central-front area of the feature, just 

above the regolith, hints of a possible candidate (Figure 63, ID no. 534 and 535: Figure 71). The lack of a distinct 

hearth may indicate the remnants of rake-out and trampling activity (Kovács 2013: 191). However, very little 

reddened soil is associated with the ash deposit, and it may be related to the complex post-occupational burning 

episode(s). Additionally, birchbark was found in situ along the bedrock pit, held there with possible wooden pegs 

(Figure 72, ID no. 543: Figure 69). The protohistoric bark houses of the Middle Tanana were constructed of a 

rectangular frame of small-diameter logs, covered in birchbark and a layer of insulating sod built over an oval pit 

dug several feet into the sediment (Figure 65, Figure 15) (Mishler 1986: 29-35; Pitts 1972: 107-120).

The feature likely represents a single-room dwelling. No evidence of any additional rooms was observed. 

The horizontal layers within the feature were uncompacted, probably the result of structural collapse and little 

post-depositional trampling (ID no. 532: Figure 71, Ge et al. 1993; Courty et al. 1994; Matthews 1995; Matthews et 

al. 1994; Milek 2012). Based on the prehistoric excavation of the bedrock, the original floor plan was rectangular
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Figure 61. Image depicts the prehistoric excavation into the bedrock, and wood and bark remains in situ.



Figure 62. Central-east wall profile bisecting the pit feature and interpreted collapsed structural features, A: 
Photomosaiced profile, B: Stratigraphic units and 2011 radiocarbon sample location, C: Hypothetical placement of 
north and south walls, D: Hypothetical collapsed walls and roof in relation to anthropogenic units.
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Figure 63. Central-south wall profile bisecting the pit feature and interpreted collapsed structural features. A: Photomosaiced profile, B: Stratigraphic units, C: 
Hypothetical vertical placement of east and west walls.



Figure 64. South wall profile.
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Figure 65. Photomodeled timber fragments, along with hypothesized wall collapse and original wall footprint.
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Figure 66. Intact wall frame construction: two upright logs and a crosspiece log, lying along the south wall of the 
excavation block.

Figure 67. Intermediate posts (bottom left) and associated wood fragments.
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Figure 68. Detail of Intermediate posts.
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Figure 69. Stratigraphic profile of the north-south profile bisecting the middle of the Pickupsticks feature. 
Micromorphology thin sections are from the northern central section, depicting the anthropogenic stratigraphy at 
the site. Sample 543 depicts the birchbark layer considered to be the remains of the floor. The soft bedrock is 
reserved in that thin section. Sample 539 depicts a section of one of the numerous quartz rocks found scattered 
through the residence ruins. Vertical fractures are indicative of uncompacted sediments.
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Figure 70. Detail micromorph sample key for Figure 71 and Figure 69.

(Figure 60, Figure 61). Based on the berms' location and the stratigraphic profiles, the original walls were likely 

several feet wider and longer than the outline on the floor (Figure 62). If the original construction included the 

expected wall benches, they likely ended at or near the bedrock feature. A hint of a faint depression leading to the 

west suggests the entranceway's presence was here, but that is speculation. The floor space is roughly 3.5 m x 5.5 

m, or ~19.25 m2. These measurements are smaller than those reported for the later average Ahtna (5.1 ± 1.2 m x 

5.6 ± 1.4, 29.9 ± 13.4 m2; O'Leary et al. 2020: 83; Potter 2007) and Dena'ina house sizes (5.6 x 6.7 m; O'Leary et al. 

2020: 73).

The collapsed wall construction materials and birchbark are scorched, and some charcoal is mixed within 

what is considered sod packed into the original walls. Very little ash is observed within this (ID no. 537, 539, 540: 

Figure 71, ID no. 533, 536: Figure 69). The scorch pattern appears to indicate that the structure had collapsed 

before a later burning episode. The collapse may have been a slow one over time due to abandonment, and the 

scorch marks on the wood may be due to a later wildfire. Stratigraphic units II, II, and IV represented discrete units 

of poorly sorted sand, quartz pebbles, loess, and charcoal. These are considered to have an anthropogenic origin. 

They are likely the result of sediments packed into the roof and wall as insulation (Figure 65, Figure 71, Figure 69).

The majority of household residences are assumed to have been built and maintained for an extended 

period. The Technological Investment Model suggests that the considerable amount of labor invested in their 

creation and maintenance is an adequate trade-off for long term occupancy, even if that residence pattern is only
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Figure 71. Stratigraphic profile from the central north-south profile bisecting the middle of the Pickupsticks 
feature. Micromorphology thin sections are from the central section, depicting the anthropogenic stratigraphy at 
the site. Sample 533 depicts the birchbark layer considered to be the remains of a wall. The irregular channel and 
void microstructures throughout are consistent with collapse and lack of vertical pressure/trampling. The gray 
discoloration in 534 and 535 may indicate the presence of ash, either from a central hearth or a residential burning 
episode.
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seasonal. Their traditional purpose in this region of the world was to offer a family a centralized shelter to annually 

return to during the winter season. They may have been abandoned and/or burned upon the death of the family 

head.

Occasionally houses such as this could be built for the express purpose of a short-term potlatch ceremony 

as an external gifting signal. The micromorphology may suggest evidence for a short-term occupation. The soft 

regolith, which was dug into as part of the original construction, was still observed in sharp relief. It had to be 

protected during the excavation, as it was soon noticed that repeated trampling wear was quickly crushing its 

edges (ID no. 543: Figure 69). Other evidence suggesting a short term occupation was the presence of birchbark 

covered floor indicated by bark fragments (Figure 72) and a lack of an apparent central hearth; other excavations 

suggest that internal hearths were lined with stones or logs (McFadyen Clark 1996: 70-71, 101, 104 pp; but see 

also Shinkwin 1979: 41, 44). These conflicting pieces of evidence suggest that the feature may have represented a 

short-term occupation, perhaps not related to household residency behaviors.

9.5.4 Locus 2, Swan Point

The second cultural locus at Swan Point exhibits a separate assemblage of artifacts and features whose 

radiocarbon dates fall between those recorded for the Late Taiga Period's CZ1a1-3a (Hirasawa and Holmes 2017: 

108; Holmes 2001: 158, 2008: 71) (Table 10, Figure 34, Figure 47). The second locus is downslope, approximately 

50 m south-southwest, along the south-facing slope. The second locus exhibits 0.4-1.5 m of loess deposition. 

Episodic soil development occurred during periods of lower loess accumulation and lower localized erosion rates 

(i.e., deflation) when the landform's surface was relatively stable. The locus was initially identified by a significant 

surface depression, which was tested (50-cm2 test unit) by Holmes in 2002 and expanded into a 3 m×50 cm trench 

excavated in 2005. The results from the 2005 excavation indicated the presence of a semi-subterranean housepit 

(referred to in fieldnotes as Feature 2), likely dating to ~1,890 cal BP (CZ1a2) (Holmes 2011a; dates since revised 

using the IntCal20 calibration curve). The area demonstrates a confined space of subsurface prehistoric cultural 

disturbance, including constructing a house and two additional pit features, surrounded by soil stratigraphy similar 

to the main locus, exhibiting limited disturbance and mixing.

9.5.4.1 Locus 2 Stratigraphy

The UAF field school excavated Locus 2 during the 2017 and 2018 field seasons. Seven discrete 

stratigraphic layers are defined here. Stratum I, the uppermost O/A horizon, is an organic mat with a thin layer of 

mixed humified organics and mineral matter (10YR2/1; black) that is devoid of artifacts. Below it is Stratum II, a 

deposit of fine-grained silt loam that caps the entire feature. This silt loam (Bw horizon) has a reddish-brown 

coloration near the top (10YR4/3) but trends toward a dark yellowish-brown (10YR3/4) at the bottom (ID no. 1075: 

Figure 73 and Figure 74; ID no. 1069: Figure 75 and Figure 76, ID no. 852: Figure 77 and Figure 78). An intermittent 

layer of ash and charcoal was found dispersed throughout the locus between the upper two strata
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Figure 72. Photomodeled fragments of birchbark and wooden peg inserted in the bedrock pit wall at the bedrock pit's northwest corner.
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Figure 73. West wall profile of excavation block, depicting the entrance tunnel in cross-section, and micromorph sample areas.



Figure 74. Micromorph sample key for Figure 73.

and is interpreted to not be of anthropogenic origin, likely representing the remains of at least one prehistoric 

wildfire at the surface of the Bw horizon. The lower portion of Stratum II is artifact bearing. Stratum VI (the C 

horizon) is fine-grained silt, interpreted to be the naturally-deposited loessic sediment into which the housepit was 

dug (10YR3/2; very dark grayish brown) (ID no. 1071, 1072: Figure 73, ID no. 1064: Figure 75, ID no. 844: Figure 77, 

ID no. 858: Figure 79 and Figure 80). Stratum VII is the heavily weathered schist bedrock underlying the entire site, 

which is easily dug
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Figure 75. Stratigraphic profile (north wall), bisecting the housepit feature on a grid east/west axis, and micromorph sample areas.
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Figure 76. Micromorph sample key for Figure 75.



Figure 77. Micromorph samples from Pit 1 area and south wall profile of Locus 2.
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Figure 78. Micromorph sample key for Figure 77.

through, and was disturbed during the initial prehistoric excavation of the pit (Figure 82)39. Intermittent layers of 

rubble and sand lie over the bedrock (ID no. 1070: Figure 73, ID no. 857, 1076: Figure 79).

39 This stratigraphic summary was published in Smith et al. (2019a:902-903) and has only been minorly modified 
here.

9.5.4.2 Feature 2, the Housepit

Stratum III (charcoal matrix) is an anthropogenic mixture of charcoal/loess layers restricted to the pit 

feature's confines. It is interpreted to be the burned remains of the wooden structure that formed the original 

domicile construction. Stratum IV is also confined to the pit feature. The horizon is composed of poorly sorted 

gravel, sand, and silt and is devoid of noticeable organics except for some charcoal (ID no. 1068, 1069: Figure 75, ID 

no. 852: Figure 79). It is tentatively interpreted to be the remains of moss/sod insulation. Similar sediment 

matrices have been observed on sod used on historic cabin roofs (see, for example, Mobley 2008) (Figure 35, 

Figure 81). The interpretation was bolstered by Smith's personal experience examining and excavating historic log- 

and-sod structures, particularly a cabin destroyed by a wildfire at Uhler Creek (EAG-00468) (work reported in Mills 

2010). In
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Figure 79. Micromorph samples from Pit 2 area and south wall profile of Locus 2.
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Figure 80. Micromorph sample key for Figure 79.

the context of the subarctic boreal forest, usable "sod" is dominated by moss and poorly sorted sandy loess, with 

little organic soil development as seen in well-drained loessic soils. Mossy sod like this is not typically found on the 

hill where the site is itself but is observed throughout the surrounding area, in poorly drained landscapes. Below 

these levels is Stratum V (10YR4/6; dark yellowish-brown), a compacted loess which forms the interior living floor 

and remaining wall structure (ID no. 1066, 1065: Figure 75, Figure 76), and, intermittently, the outdoor living 

surface (ID no. 1069: Figure 75; ID no. 851, 847: Figure 77; ID no. 1078, 860: Figure 79). A footprint was found 

embedded into the top of this horizon (Figure 83). Strata II-VI all contain artifacts, and Strata III-V are interpreted 

to be anthropogenic units.

Due to time and fieldwork constraints, the residence feature could not be exposed as a single unit. 

Different parts of it were excavated on different days during both years (i.e., Figure 83). Portions of the daily DEMs
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Figure 81. Stratigraphic profile (west wall) along 2005 trench, bisecting the housepit feature on a grid north/south axis.
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Figure 82. False-color DEM depicting the bedrock contours and rectangular pit of the completed excavation. Red lines represent locations of drawn profiles.
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Figure 83. Photomodel of the final day of excavation progress in 2017, depicting living floor, postmolds, entrance tunnel, and footprint in situ.



were mosaiced together using ArcGIS 10.7 to create a holistic residential floor plan model. The feature is 

reproduced in false color pertaining to elevation in Figure 84. The underlying bedrock remains in grayscale for 

contrast. An entrance tunnel or deeply-incised pathway leaves the house at a 45° angle on its eastern corner. Two 

probable post molds were found on the southern corner, and their shape resembles a gnarled root ball located at 

the base of many black spruce trees. A third possible post mold was observed along the southwestern wall (Figure 

83, Figure 84). The feature's sub-rounded nature and embedded small lithic and faunal fragments suggest discard 

patterns, floor maintenance, and sweeping behaviors (Matthews 1995; Matthews et al. 1997). Small charcoal 

pieces were observed in the roof layer in horizontal lines running along the house's long axis (ID no. 1068: Figure 

75), suggesting a construction similar to the lattice-like framework documented by Pitts (1972: 143) for the 

traditional dome-shaped winter tent. Two superimposed hearths were found forward of the house's center, closer 

to the door (Figure 82, Figure 85, and Figure 86). These two hearths may indicate the presence of re-use of the 

house over two separate seasons. The occupation of the housepit and associated footprint correspond with CZ1a2 

at the main locus and directly overlap with the dated hearth near Feature 1 (Figure 83). A reconstruction based on 

these feature interpretations and Roger Pitt's (1972: 115) descriptions of similar construction types are included in 

Figure 87. The regolith was observed to have been prehistorically disturbed, and an earthen floor was likely 

prepared on the foundational surface (i.e., Kovács 2013: 190). The floor space is roughly 2 m x 4 m or ~8 m2.

9.5.4.3 Feature 2, the Entrance Tunnel

The entrance tunnel deserves special mention (Figure 83, Figure 73). A clear living surface with 

microfractures, similar to those produced by trampling, can be observed (ID no. 1073: Figure 73, Figure 74). The 

living surface of the floor was observed to be lower than the surrounding outdoor living surface, a process that 

could be produced by purposeful digging (as to create a heat-trap inside the house) or from passive trampling as 

members entered and exited the residence regularly. A further line of evidence suggesting that it was a 

constructed tunnel was the observation that it was infilled by a layer of poorly mixed rubble, sand, and silt. This 

layer (Stratum IV) was observed to be thickly deposited on top of the floor. It was more ephemerally dispersed to 

the northeast and southeast of the residence, but not to the west. It likely represents the remains of a sod roof, 

and its relatively thicker deposit over the tunnel in contrast to the living surface directly to the north and south 

suggests that this sod extended over a long entranceway as well. See McFadyen Clark 1996: 145-168 for further 

examples of similar structures.

9.5.4.4 The Footprint

The remains of a small shod human footprint were also identified in 2017 (Figure 83, Figure 88, Figure 89). 

These findings were reported in Smith et al. 2019a. Laboratory analysis suggested that a footprint of its dimensions 

is typically left behind by an 8-9-year-old person with an average height of 137 cm (4 ft 6 in) and a healthy body 

mass of 35.5 kg (78 lbs.). The footprint was located on the top of the outdoor living surface horizon, between the
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Figure 84. False-color mosaic DEM of the housepit floor and entrance tunnel, associated footprint, and nearby pit feature (2006 excavation trench passes 
through the floor and creates the gap). The underlying bedrock is shown in grayscale.



Figure 85. Swan Point Feature 2, depicting the upper hearth, is seen as a charcoal streak in the central wall baulk. The Lower hearth has not yet been exposed.
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Figure 86. The lower hearth, directly below the upper one, can be seen as a charcoal streak on top of the degraded bedrock, capped by sterile sediment.



Figure 87. Sketch reconstruction of the Swan Point residence feature. Sketch based on information from Pitt 1972: 
115.

outer edge of the housepit feature and Pit 2. Because it is so well preserved, it is considered most likely related to 

the end of the residential occupation of this locus. As observed at Pickupsticks, the outdoor living surface horizon 

exhibits platy microstructures throughout, which can be created by vertical pressure/trampling or seasonal freeze

thaw cycles coupled with poor drainage (ID no. 851, 846: Figure 77, Figure 78). Fibrous fragments found outside 

the residential structure are suggestive of possible matting (Figure 90). The material was recovered in the same 

level, 50 cm grid southwest of the footprint.
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Figure 88. Photomodels of A: The footprint after initial excavation, sediment is damp muting colors. B: Footprint in dried sediment, depicting the color 
transition of the anthropogenic outdoor living surface that it is embedded in and the overlying natural aeolian deposited loess. C: Footprint with scale.
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Figure 89. A: Landmark analysis using a contour (B, E, and F) derived from photomodeled DEM (D), with the sole historic Dene moccasin (C) for comparison 
from the Wells Fargo Museum collection in Anchorage.
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Figure 90. Fibrous, leather-like material associated with the footprint on the living surface at Swan Point Feature 2. A: backlit, B: front-lit. Image by Eleanor 
Bishop.



A plaster mold was cast of the footprint feature at Swan Point was made in the field soon after discovery 

using Saran™ shrink-wrap placed across the impression's surface, and Plaster of Paris poured over the wrap. Before 

removing the actual footprint for museum accession, the feature's surface and sides were stabilized using Great 

Stuff™, a spray-on foam sealant. After the surrounding matrix with the impression was excavated, a 1/4-inch thick 

section of plywood was slipped under the print, and the feature was removed from the site. It was taken to the 

Anthropology Laboratory for Cultural and Environmental Scanning laboratory at the University of Alaska 

Anchorage, where a wood frame was constructed, and the footprint was placed within it. A base of Plaster of Paris 

was poured under the sediment of the feature and along all sides. The footprint sustained some minimal changes 

due to transportation, and some marginal surface damage occurred during the removal of the foam cast. The 

feature retained its shape during the preservation preparation process. The footprint was then removed from the 

foam casing and photo modeled to document any changes to the feature that might have occurred during 

transport. Next, a clear resin, Super Glaze™, was poured inside and across the footprint feature's surface to 

preserve structural integrity.

Scans with a NextEngine tabletop scanner were taken of the plaster footprint mold (scan settings: 360° 

over 12 divisions, HD setting, neutral color, and wide range). The possibility of additional noise being added to the 

model due to the high division setting was not observed to be significant. Two scans of the cast were performed in 

different positions, and then they were aligned and fused.

9.5.4.5 Pit Feature 1

Two subsurface features appeared to have once been intrusive pits. Initially, these were interpreted to be 

household cache features, similar to the description given by Ann Shinkwin at the Dakah De'nin's Village site (1979: 

81). However, their radiocarbon dates suggest that they are both associated with earlier, isolated activities. Pit 1 

may date to ~600 years earlier than the housepit (~2,536 cal BP) or similar in time to the end of CZ1b at the main 

locus (Table 10). No artifacts were observed associated with either feature. The same platy microstructures were 

seen in the base of Pit 1 (ID no. 845, 850: Figure 77), as is noted for the outdoor living surface (ID no. 851, 847, 846: 

Figure 77). That compaction pattern is not observed in the interior fill, which is fine loess (ID no. 845, 850: Figure 

77).

9.5.4.6 Pit Feature 2

Pit 2, the older of the two small features, depicts the opposite pattern: the platy microstrostructure is 

observed on the interior fill, but not the base layer, as with Pit 1 (ID no. 1077, 859: Figure 79, Figure 80). The pit 

dates to ~3,404 cal BP, corresponding with Swan Point CZ1b (Table 10). No further behavioral interpretations can 

be made concerning these features because no artifacts were recovered in direct association.
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9.6 Conclusion

Preserved and archaeologically investigated semi-subterranean housepits are rare in the Tanana Valley. 

Most of our understanding about them is from features and ethnohistorical documents pertaining to the much 

later 18th and 19th centuries CE (see, for example, Coffman et al. 2018; McFadyen Clark 1996; Pitts 1972; Rainey 

1939; Shinkwin 1979). The presence of a prehistoric housepit of this age at Pickupsticks that is similar in 

morphology to the later historic Athabascan tradition-era housepits at the nearby Goodpaster River village is 

unique in the Alaskan and Canadian archaeological record. It dates to the Athabascan tradition's early centuries, 

suggesting a strong line of evidence for cultural continuity, especially for the kinship system that this construction 

form symbolized. The protohistoric Upper Tanana winter houses that appear similar to the Swan Point feature 

were constructed of an ovoid frame of small-diameter logs. This framework was then covered in birchbark or 

hides, and a layer of insulating sod, skin, and moss, built over an oval pit, dug several feet into the sediment 

(McKennan 1959; Osgood 1971; Pitts 1972). While documented for other Alaskan Dene groups such as the 

Dena'ina, the Swan Point House's entrance tunnel appears to have no longer been used for Tanana houses at the 

point of contact, suggesting this was an original construction technique that was later abandoned. The similarities 

of the older Swan Point residence with ethnographically documented construction techniques also is a strong line 

of evidence of cultural continuity in this region for the past 2,000 years.
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Chapter 10: Spatial Artifact Analysis

10.1 Introduction

The following chapter focuses on interpreting the lithic assemblages from Swan Point and Pickupsticks.

The bulk of these artifacts are stone pieces, lithics used for tools and art. Lithics were a principal raw material for a 

significant period of prehistoric technology in Alaska (well into the Athabascan tradition). Their biased preservation 

over organic technological elements skews our understanding of the past. Regarding their preservation, they 

represent a taphonomic constant, and therefore, they provide a proxy for landscape use and mobility (Parish 2018; 

Potter et al. 2017). The comprehensive analysis of the lithic assemblage of Swan Point CZ 1a, 1b, 2, and 

Pickupsticks provides a comparison for these resources' relative values through time (Surovell 2009). Value 

identification is controlled through the identification of curation level indicated by lithic debitage. Size, weight, 

variation in the quality of lithics used, durability, and fracturability were aspects recorded (Surovell 2003). Energy 

expenditure is required for their procurement and curation; therefore, a provenance discussion is included, 

including typologies based on rock type, subdivided by visual attributes.

Previous researchers have indicated that some of these materials could be acquired locally, suggesting 

that they were obtained passively as actors moved toward other overarching goals or as a secondary acquisition 

during pursuits with other predominant aims. In other cases, the great distances to some key source quarries 

indicate that the primary goal was to obtain the materials (discussed in Chapter 11). In those cases, energy 

packages would have needed to be prepared to sustain the entire trip or were required to be collected along the 

way (e.g., Binford 1980; Little 2013; Potter 2005; Surovell 2003). Additionally, energy packages in the form of 

faunal byproducts are constrained seasonally and temporally, affecting long-distance routes taken for tool stone 

acquisition. A modeling exercise is conducted later in Chapter 11 to explore these ideas. However, to approach 

these problems, a basic description of the primary dataset from Swan Point and Pickupsticks is needed and is 

provided here.

10.2 Methods

10.2.1 Field Methodology

Standard archaeological field methods were used for excavation practices at the sites. These methods 

included setting a metric grid across the Swan Point site in 1991 and Pickupsticks in 2010, which was subsequently 

used and expanded across both landforms each year as needed using several different total stations as were 

accessible. A Leica TCR407power Total Station, accurate to 0.001 m, was used by Smith at both sites in 2017-2019. 

Grid north(Y) and east (X) was arbitrarily set at both locations (x=100, y=100). At the same time, the zenith (Swan 

Point Base Station 1: X=100, Y=86, Z=317.991 m, Pickupsticks Base Station 1: X=106.499, Y=85.001, Z=338.236 m) 
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was estimated using an average of multiple measurements taken with a handheld Garmin. For most of the years 

before 2019 at Swan Point, various individual datums were placed near active excavation units that correlate with 

the primary site datum allowing X, Y, and Z coordinates to be hand-measured by excavators. In later years, a total 

station was used for obtaining the provenience records. All excavated materials were screened using 1/8th inch (3.2 

mm) steel mesh. Screened artifacts were grouped and logged by 50 cm quadrants, and quadrants were excavated 

in 5 cm vertical levels (Burke et al. 2009; Hester et al. 2009; Kipfer 2007). During some years at Swan Point, a single 

field specimen (FS) log was maintained, while in other years, multiple simultaneous FS logs were used. Under 

Holmes, FS logs always began at "1" each year. Under Smith's excavations, a single FS log was continuously run 

between 2017-2019, except for Holmes' simultaneous work at the main locus in 2017 and 2018. FS bags were 

contained in individual day bags to be further processed in the lab. At Pickupsticks, a single FS log was maintained 

each year that reverted to FS 1 at the beginning of each field season.

10.2.2 Laboratory Analysis

The laboratory analyses undertaken for this study were designed to build upon earlier studies. A small 

percentage of the formal tool lithic technology and ~60% of the microblade assemblages of the youngest Cultural 

Zones (CZ) of Swan Point (CZ1a, 1b, and 2) have been investigated and summarized by Holmes (2006, 2008) and 

Hirasawa and Holmes (2017). A comprehensive lithic and spatial analysis of the debitage remained to be 

completed for the upper three components at the main locus and, therefore, forms a focus of this study. No data 

from Pickupsticks have been previously published.

At Swan Point, 43,515 lithic artifacts and six osseous tool fragments had been cataloged for Levels 0-8; 

41,105 were located, analyzed, and presented here (94.4%). At Pickupsticks, all 3,475 lithic artifacts have been 

cataloged and analyzed. All artifacts were weighed using an Adam Equipment Co. Model ADP 3100L scale, accurate 

to 0.01 grams. All length measurements were recorded using a Neiko brand digital caliper accurate to 0.01 mm.

Lithic artifacts at Swan Point were simplified into eight raw material categories and 43 subcategories 

(Table 13), and at Pickupsticks, eight categories and 20 subcategories (Table 14). Lithic raw material types were 

determined by 16 types of lithology and 50 subtypes (Table 15, Table 16). Identification of these types was aided 

using James Dixon et al. 's (1985: 6-22) lithology chart developed for use in the Talkeetna uplands of southcentral 

Alaska. Initially, their categories for argillite and chalcedony were also incorporated; however, it was noted often 

that many larger artifacts could partially be classified simultaneously as chert, chalcedony, or argillite. Therefore, 

these three types were all grouped as a crypto-crystalline silicate, here termed chert.

Additionally, the difference between some rhyolites and cherts were often visibly indistinguishable from 

each other. It is assumed here that transparency and color together help to determine lithological classification. 

The color was determined using a Munsell Soil Color Book (Munsell Color 2017). Transparency and Thermal 

Alteration were coded Yes/No. Cortex type was coded as Ground/Polished, Melted, Patina, Polished, Rough,
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Smooth, and Ventifact. All lithics not classified as a bifacial tool or microblade-related were measured to a 5 cm 

size class.

Table 13. A comprehensive summary of lithic artifact types by artifact group at Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2

Specimen
Miscellaneous 
Tool

Unifacial/ 
Expedient 
Tool

Bifacial/ 
Formal 
Tool Burin Ochre

Core & 
Blade 
Technology Debitage Gastrolith Total

Abrader/Whetstone 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Adze Fragment 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Anvil Fragment 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Anvil Stone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Biface Tip 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 21
Biface, Medial Fragment 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 18
Biface Edge Fragment 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 10
Biface Ear 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3
Biface, Base 0 0 56 0 0 0 0 0 56
Biface, Complete 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 13
Blade 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 8
Blade, Utilized 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 18
Burin 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 9
Burin Spall 0 0 0 148 0 0 0 0 148
Burin Spall, Retouched 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3
Burin Spall, Utilized 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4
Cobble, Chipped 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Flake 0 0 0 0 0 0 40483 0 40483
Flake Core 0 23 0 0 0 0 2 0 25
Flake Core, Retouched 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Flake Core, Utilized 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Flake, Bifacially Worked 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Flake, Retouched 0 105 0 0 0 0 0 0 105
Flake, Utilized 0 129 0 0 0 0 0 0 129
Gastrolith 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 761 761
Lead 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 30
Ground Stone Fragment 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26
Hammerstone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Microblade 0 0 0 0 0 1113 0 0 1113
Microblade Core 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 11
Microblade Core Fragment 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 12
Microblade Core Tablet 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 15
Microblade Core Tablet, 
Bifacially Retouched

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Microblade, Retouched 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 18
Microblade, Utilized 0 0 0 0 0 334 0 0 334
Ochre 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 21
Scraper 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 16
Scraper Fragment 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 34
Scraper Fragment, Notched 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Scraper, End 0 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 26
Scraper, Spall 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
Scraper, Tabular 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Uniface 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
Total 43 366 121 164 51 1530 40485 761 43521
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Table 14. A comprehensive summary of lithic artifact types at Pickupsticks

Specimen Miscellaneous Tool
Unifacial/ Bifacial/ Formal
Expedient Tool Tool Burin Ochre

Core & Blade 
Technology Debitage Gastroliths

Biface Tip 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4
Biface Base 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Biface, Complete 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Blade 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3
Blade, Utilized 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Burin Spall 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 5
Burin Spall, Utilized 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3
Flake 0 0 0 0 0 0 3335 0 3335
Flake Core 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Flake Core, Retouched 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
Flake, Utilized 0 68 0 0 0 0 0 0 68
Gastroliths 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 24
Microblade 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Ochre 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3
Scraper, End 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Blade, Retouched 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Cobble, Broken 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Core, Irregular 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Flake, Burinated 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Tablet 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Total 1 89 7 9 3 7 3335 24 3475
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Table 15. Lithic material groups at Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2
Raw Materials Cultural Zone Total %
Category Subcategory 1a 1a% Category % 1b 1b% Category % 2 2% Category % Total Total % Category Total %

Basalt Basalt 652 3.43 3.43 330 2.18 2.18 116 1.24 1.24 1098 2.52 2.52

Chert

Chert, Gray Transparent 772 4.06

69.84

874 5.76

66.46

391 4.18

68.55

2037 4.68

68.38

Chert, Gray Banded 1690 8.90 1298 8.56 731 7.81 3719 8.55
Chert, Black 2314 12.18 1918 12.65 731 7.81 4963 11.40
Chert, Black Transparent 329 1.73 128 0.84 115 1.23 572 1.31
Chert, Clear/Black 497 2.62 376 2.48 592 6.33 1465 3.37
Chert, Green 616 3.24 814 5.37 1125 12.02 2555 5.87
Chert, Dark Gray Transparent 2327 12.25 1391 9.17 714 7.63 4432 10.18
Chert, Light Gray 175 0.92 129 0.85 170 1.82 474 1.09
Chert, Gray 666 3.51 368 2.43 237 2.53 1271 2.92
Chert, Clear 398 2.09 258 1.70 159 1.70 815 1.87
Chert, Dark Gray 2764 14.55 1678 11.06 1239 13.24 5681 13.05
Chert, Clear/Gray 170 0.89 245 1.62 46 0.49 461 1.06
Chert, Brown 198 1.04 110 0.73 81 0.87 389 0.89
Chert, Multi-Colored 31 0.16 17 0.11 1 0.01 49 0.11
Chert, Purple 51 0.27 209 1.38 17 0.18 277 0.64
Chert, Unknown 57 0.30 36 0.24 5 0.05 98 0.23
Chert, Red 199 1.05 229 1.51 56 0.60 484 1.11
Chert, Reddish Gray 14 0.07 1 0.01 4 0.04 19 0.04

Diorite Diorite 111 0.58 0.58 101 0.67 0.67 66 0.71 0.71 278 0.64 0.64
Stibnite Stibnite 2 0.01 0.01 23 0.15 0.15 5 0.05 0.05 30 0.07 0.07
Ochre Ochre 15 0.08 0.08 4 0.03 0.03 2 0.02 0.02 21 0.05 0.05
Clinker? Clinker? 75 0.39 0.39 137 0.90 0.90 6 0.06 0.06 218 0.50 0.50
Organic Tool Organic Tool 4 0.02 0.02 0 0.00 0.00 2 0.02 0.02 6 0.01 0.01
Petrified Wood Petrified Wood 0 0.00 0.00 1 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00
Pumice Pumice 0 0.00 0.00 2 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.00 2 0.00 0.00
Quartz Quartz 226 1.19 1.19 280 1.85 1.85 201 2.15 2.15 707 1.62 1.62
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Table 15 continued

Raw Materials Cultural Zone Total %
Category Subcategory 1a 1a% Category % 1b 1b% Category % 2 2% Category % Total Total % Category Total %

Quartzite

Quartzite, Multi-Colored 270 1.42

5.85

19 0.13

3.29

32 0.34

7.80

321 0.74

5.38

Quartzite, Black 391 2.06 59 0.39 50 0.53 500 1.15
Quartzite, Brown 28 0.15 40 0.26 9 0.10 77 0.18
Quartzite, Gray 219 1.15 328 2.16 471 5.03 1018 2.34
Quartzite, Red 165 0.87 12 0.08 14 0.15 191 0.44
Quartzite, White 39 0.21 41 0.27 154 1.65 234 0.54

Rhyolite

Rhyolite, Gray 559 2.94

12.83

876 5.78

20.32

684 7.31

15.84

2119 4.87

16.09

Rhyolite, Dark Gray 209 1.10 522 3.44 95 1.02 826 1.90
Rhyolite, Brown 1601 8.43 1583 10.44 544 5.81 3728 8.57
Rhyolite, Red 27 0.14 40 0.26 34 0.36 101 0.23
Rhyolite, White 41 0.22 61 0.40 125 1.34 227 0.52

Mica-Schist Mica-Schist 206 1.08 1.08 99 0.65 0.65 11 0.12 0.12 316 0.73 0.73
Scoria/Pumice Scoria/Pumice 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 1 0.01 0.01 1 0.00 0.00
Shale Shale 7 0.04 0.04 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 7 0.02 0.02
Slate Slate 20 0.11 0.11 1 0.01 0.01 3 0.03 0.03 24 0.06 0.06
Unknown Unknown 457 2.41 2.41 269 1.77 1.77 215 2.30 2.30 941 2.16 2.16

Obsidian

Obsidian 247 1.30

2.14

140 0.92

1.71

49 0.52

1.10

436 1.00

1.76

Obsidian, Batza Tena 133 0.70 112 0.74 54 0.58 299 0.69
Obsidian, Wiki Peak 9 0.05 7 0.05 0 0.00 16 0.04
Obsidian, Group G 9 0.05 0 0.00 0 0.00 9 0.02
Obsidian, Hoodoo 8 0.04 0 0.00 0 0.00 8 0.02

Total 18998 100 100 15166 100 100 9357 100 43521 100 100
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Table 16. Lithic material groups at Pickupsticks
Material Type Basalt Chert Clinker? Conglomerate Diorite Mica

Schist Obsidian Ochre? Ochre/Granite Quartz Quartzite Rhyolite Total

Basalt 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19

Chert, Gray 
Transparent 0 184 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 184

Chert, Gray
Banded 0 417 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 417

Chert, Black 0 232 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 232

Chert, Black 
Transparent 0 490 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 490

Chert,
Clear/Black 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13

Chert, Green 0 226 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 226

Chert, Dark 
Gray
Transparent

0 397 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 397

Chert, Clear 0 497 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 497

Chert, Dark 
Gray 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Chert, 
Clear/Gray 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

Chert, Brown 0 114 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 114

Chert, Multi
Colored 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

Chert, Purple 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Chert, Red 0 68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 68

Diorite 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Ochre 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3

Clinker? 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28

Quartz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 98 0 0 98
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Table 16 continued

Material Type Basalt Chert Clinker? Conglomerate Diorite Mica
Schist Obsidian Ochre? Ochre/Granite Quartz Quartzite Rhyolite Total

Quartzite, 
Multi-Colored 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 11

Quartzite, 
Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 157 0 157

Quartzite, 
Brown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3

Quartzite,
Gray 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 0 44

Quartzite, 
Red 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3

Rhyolite,
Gray 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 122 122

Rhyolite, Dark
Gray 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 123 123

Rhyolite,
Brown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6

Rhyolite, Red 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
Rhyolite,
White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115 115

Mica-Schist 0 0 0 0 0 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 39

Obsidian 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 33

Obsidian,
Wiki Peak 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5

Conglomerate 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

Total 19 2659 28 3 1 39 38 1 2 98 218 369 3475

Total % 0.55 76.52 0.81 0.09 0.03 1.12 1.09 0.03 0.06 2.82 6.27 10.62 100



At Swan Point, the 50 lithology subtypes were subdivided into the following classes (the alpha-numeric 

code was developed for use in the field during the early efforts at Swan Point and Broken Mammoth before 1995). 

Original descriptive notes of the classes were not located and were redeveloped here, after reanalysis. The 

lithology correlation allowed for missing artifacts (n=2410) to be spatially mapped. Pickupsticks' artifact 

classification followed that of Swan Point. Basalt (B1) was a single class, ranging from black to very dark gray. Chert 

was classified as Gray Transparent (C2), Gray Banded sometimes transparent (C3), Black Opaque (C4), Black 

Transparent (C6), Clear/Black (C10), Green or Greenish Gray, both transparent and not (C11), Dark Gray 

Transparent (C12), Light Gray Non-Transparent (C13), Gray Non-Transparent (C14), Clear and White (C15), Dark 

Gray, sometimes non-transparent (C16), Clear/Gray banded (C18), all Red transparent and non-transparent (J1), 

and Reddish Gray Transparent (J3).

Swan Point chert material types C1, C5, C7, C8, C9, C17, and J2, could not be verified for reanalysis, as 

they were mostly represented by artifacts that remained unlocated for this study (n=2416; 6.6%). They likely 

corresponded with additional new chert classifications, which are brown transparent (CB), light gray, light 

brownish gray, and white/gray chert (CG), multi-colored, sometimes transparent cherts (CM), and clear/purple, 

clear/red, gray/purple, gray/red transparent (CP).

Rhyolite was classified as Gray, including light gray, greenish-gray, and brownish gray hues (R1), Dark Gray 

(R3), Brown (R4), R2 could not be confirmed at Swan Point, but likely corresponded to the new classifications of 

Reddish gray Rhyolite (RR), or White Rhyolite (RW). Currently, the rhyolite artifacts from both collections have not 

been included in any substantial XRF analyses. However, results from Samuel Coffman and Jeffery Rasic (2015) 

suggest that Groups A and B seem to be best represented in regional assemblages elsewhere in the Middle 

Tanana, both speculated to have an origin source in the Central Alaska Range.

Quartz was present in several forms: White Quartz Q1), Multi-Colored Quartzite (Q3), Black Quartzite 

(QB), Brown Quartzite (QBr), Gray Quartzite (QG), Red or purple Quartzite (QR), and White Quartzite (QW).

One unusual material type is a glassy, metamorphosed non-transparent material, possibly a kind of 

clinker, which was a variety of greenish-gray hues (O?) (Figure 91 and ID no. 00427: Figure 115). Present also was 

Diorite (D1), Lead or Stibnite (ore, not spent bullets, having a consistency similar to a crayon) (G1), Ochre (H1), 

Mica-Schist (S1), Shale (SH), Slate (SL), Unknown types (UN), Scoria (SC), Petrified Wood (P1), and Conglomerate 

(CO).

Currently, 43% (n=332) of the total obsidian assemblage at Swan Point (n=766) has been geochemically 

analyzed using various laboratory methods since the early 1990s, beginning with samples used by John Cook 

(1995). At Pickupsticks, only 13% (n=5) of the total obsidian assemblage has been geochemically analyzed (n=38). 

The current summaries are the results of a non-destructive comprehensive X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) analysis by 

Joshua Reuther and Jeff Rasic (2020) (Flake attribute measurements were minimized to complete the analysis to 

near 100% to produce a spatial reconstruction of the site. Those included were thermal alterations, usewear, 

retouch, cortex type, and percent (Andrefsky 2001; White 1963), and 5 mm size class (i.e., Potter 2005). Still, it 
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took the assistance of 11 additional undergraduate volunteers at the University of Alaska Anchorage 16 cumulative 

months to thoroughly analyze the collection. Flake typologies (bifacial/unifacial thinning, bipolar, simple, shatter, 

platform type, termination type, flake portion, dorsal scar count, or individualized three-dimensional 

measurements) which can provide insight into percussion type, were categories not analyzed here (Andrefsky 

2001; Prentiss 1998; Sullivan and Rozen 1985; White 1963). Of the analyzed Swan Point subset, 90% (n=299) is 

sourced to Batza Tena, 4.8% (n=16) to Wiki Peak, 2,.4% (n=8) to Hoodoo Mountain, and 2.7% (n=9) to the unknown 

location of Group G. At Pickupsticks all five analyzed pieces are sourced to Wiki Peak. Some of these results have 

been previously published by John Cook (1995) and Robert Speakman et al. (2007) (Table 17).

Figure 91. Typical clinker debitage from Swan Point.
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Flake attribute measurements were minimized to complete the analysis to near 100% to produce a spatial 

reconstruction of the site. Those included were thermal alterations, usewear, retouch, cortex type, and percent 

(Andrefsky 2001; White 1963), and 5 mm size class (i.e., Potter 2005). Still, it took the assistance of 11 additional 

undergraduate volunteers at the University of Alaska Anchorage 16 cumulative months to thoroughly analyze the 

collection.40 Flake typologies (bifacial/unifacial thinning, bipolar, simple, shatter, platform type, termination type, 

flake portion, dorsal scar count, or individualized three-dimensional measurements) which can provide insight into 

percussion type, were categories not analyzed here (Andrefsky 2001; Prentiss 1998; Sullivan and Rozen 1985).

40 Over ~90% of the collection was analyzed by myself, reducing any opportunity for the introduction of inter
observer error.

Table 17. Obsidian geochemical source summaries at Swan Point and Pickupsticks.

Obsidian Source
Obsidian, 
Swan Point

Obsidian, 
Pickupsticks

Obsidian, 434 33

Unprovenanced

Obsidian, Batza Tena 299 0

Obsidian, Wiki Peak 16 5

Obsidian, Group G 9 0

Obsidian, Hoodoo 8 0

Total 766 38

Bifacial technological attributes were determined by flaking pattern (Comedial, Ground, Parallel, 

Random), dorsal flake scar extent (</> midline), edge angle, blade length (right and left), neck height (right and 

left), haft width, and length, base length, shoulder to corner (right and left), hafting type (auriculate, concave 

based lanceolate, ear, fishtail, flat-based lanceolate, convex-based lanceolate, side-notched, and ulu-like), biface 

stage (Muto 1971), usewear (edge, edge ground, face polish, impact fractures), and hafting wear (Yes, No, 

Possible, Unknown). Only two artifacts, each biface ears, could not be located for this analysis (see Andrefsky 

2005).

Microblade technology essentially functions as formalized flakes for use. Additional microblade 

technological attributes were determined at Swan Point by length, width, dorsal scar number, section (proximal, 

medial, distal, complete), termination (crushed, feathered, hinged, polished, retouched, step), and usewear (edge, 

end, face polish, none, polish, retouched). Of the Swan Point assemblage, 1,439 of a total known 1,524 were 

located and analyzed (94.4%). A 60% sample of artifacts from these components has already been discussed by Yu 
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Hirasawa (Hirasawa and Holmes 2017). It will not be discussed in depth here, except for their spatial patterning 

and further landscape behavioral studies not previously tested.

These data were coded and entered into an Excel datasheet. The sheet was uploaded into SPSS 26 for 

statistical analysis and was uploaded into ArcGIS for spatial analysis and depiction. All maps were generated in 

ArcMap. Artifact density rasters were generated using the Kernel Density tool in ArcGIS 10.8. Density is calculated 

by a 1 cm2 area, although screened artifacts are only accurate to the 25 cm2 area.

For data reconstructing Middle Tanana geological terminology, James Kari provided unpublished digital 

dictionary files in Middle Tanana and Lower Tanana that he has been assembling since 2017 (n.d.a., n.d.b.). The 

Middle Tanana dictionary is formatted using Lexware and is described as an "alphabetized integrated root

morpheme file" (Kari 2019b: 47). This dictionary is being developed in tandem with Lower Tanana and Dena'ina 

dictionaries. Ahtna and Koyukon dictionaries have already been published, though editing is ongoing (Jette and 

Jones 2000; extensively described in Kari 1990; 2019b: 47-49). Some of the formal lithology names in the 

dictionary are defined by the inclusion of a color as a descriptor. These color terms are summarized in Table 18. 

Note that the same root is used to describe shades of yellow and brown, as well as those for blue and green. The 

Middle Tanana dictionary (version 2.4) was the primary resource, and the Lower Tanana dictionary (version 2.8) 

and Ahtna Athabascan Dictionary (Kari 1990) were referred to only for several additional terms that have not yet 

been reconstructed for Middle Tanana. The Lexware file was used to search for terminology and root-morphemes 

related to rock or stone, color, and tool types, as well as limited aspects of structure and function (Table 18, Table 

19, Table 20). These aspects are used as descriptors for lithic material type characteristics and technological forms 

attested to by the archaeological findings at the sites and in the dictionary. This dictionary has also been used to 

inform a reconstruction of traditional Middle Tanana place names. Several of these toponyms recall ancient lithic 

procurement sites embedded about the landscape (Kari 2015a; 2017; Kari and Smith 2017), summarized here.

10.2.3 Faunal Analysis

Faunal attributes were determined as specimen (bone or enamel), taxon, cranial/postcranial, body side, 

element, landmark, age (adult, subadult, juvenile, fetal), fusion (fused/unfused), weathering (none, some, heavy) 

burning (none, light brown, brown, dark brown, black, calcined), modification, modification location, longbone 

breakage, longbone break location. At Swan Point, six osseous fragments had been altered for use as a tool and 

were measured using the same attributes as bifacial lithic technology and are included in the tool summaries here. 

The taxonomic identification was facilitated by the comparative faunal skeletal collection at the Alaska Consortium 

of Zoorachaeologists Laboratory at the University of Alaska Anchorage. Only a small portion of the overall faunal 

assemblage from the Swan Point Main Locus (CZ1a, 1b, and 2) was available for analysis, as Dr. Krasinski was 

simultaneously analyzing much of it at Adelphi University. Since this analysis does not approach either a 

statistically significant portion of the known assemblage or a random sampling of it (it is unknown at this time what 

percent of the overall assemblage this represents), findings will be discussed as descriptive, as they highlight 
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features and cultural zones. They will be incorporated into Krasinski's future report. A complete analysis of the 

faunal remains from Swan Point Locus 2 and Pickupsticks will be discussed here.

Table 18. Middle Tanana color terminology. Note the emphasis on light to dark rather than principle hues.
Root Color Example
kon' Clear Sunlight reflecting off a water 

ripple
tth'ųų Transparent ID no. 24923 Figure 114
ts'eł Bright/White Bright light
k'utl; giy White FS 2017: 56 Figure 97
baa, bee; giyh Gray/Off-White ID no. 24967 Figure 114
beets Tan ID no. 13919 Figure 114
dzqq Murky Silty river water
tthox, tthuuk Yellow/Brown ID no. 24192 Figure 95
tsiik, tsiyh Yellow/Orange Tip of ID no. 24736 Figure

114
k'il Red/Pink Middle of ID no. 24736 Figure 

114
t,eł Dark Red, Blood Red Blood; ID no. 24984 Figure

114
deldiat (UT) Blue/Green Summer leaves. Consider the 

spectrum blue-green by 
standing on a bluff viewing 
the shifting hues of the tree 
leaves of those appearing 
close to yourself versus those 
distant on the horizon (Figure 
2)

tl'its Blue/Black A typical color in historic 
glass beads (Grover 2016)

zen Dark/Black ID no. 05459 Figure 115
t'uuts; tl'ets, tl'its Black FS 2017: 80 Figure 114
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Table 19. Sample of Middle Tanana Basic technological terminology
Item Root Literal Artifact/Feature Example

adze chįį'aay, -chįį'aay' related to paddle? ID No. 00011, 07332 Figure 94

anvil bek'e ch'edetthedi (LT)

arrow fletching, duck feather -t'aa feather

arrow, axe, knife-edge, edged object k'a' “edged object”

arrow, blade, gun k'aa “sharpened edge” similar to the root for “hat” ID No. 14246, Figure 96

arrow, blunt tl'eth, tos, k'a' gode also related to horsefly and lake snail

arrow, spear shaft keth, ch 'eketh “shaft”, "arrow shaft"

arrow, spear, for large game ch'oltthadi (LT) “object that has been pounded”

awl ttheł “instrument to poke” ID No. 26707 Figure 94

awl, beaver tooth drill ts'iighu' “beaver tooth”

awl, small drill bore for snowshoes sreyi (LT), sesi (AT)

axe, stone ttheetthiif, ttheebees “large stone+stone”

babiche strips kałenh

baby basket tth'aatl

beads yaa'yu'

beads, bone ch'etth'ene'

blind, barricade xwkeeł

boat gunwale -degheyh (LT) “top rail”

boat paddle taa'aay, -taa'aay' "paddle"

boat pole dees tiddhe'

boat, birchbark ts'iiyh

boat, branch frame, skin cover ch'eghwts (LT), c'eghots (AT)

boat, skin Ieghodzi

bow, similar to tth'iił tth'eftįį' “forearm + handle”

bowl, ceramic fok, ufok, -ufoge (from Koy), *?utha “pot, clay, vessel”

button ts'etsoł
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Item Root Literal Artifact/Feature Example

cache pit, underground tsaa k'ee Figure 48, Figure 55

cache, hanging ehnuuy

cane, staff gig “forked, cane”

chisel, ice fuu chize ice chisel (English borrowing)

club xet, -ghule' “instrument for clubbing”

club, caribou antler ch'ede' xał “antler club”

coffin, box tenet, tiit, theeł “box”

cooking stick, skewer, spit juk

cross-brace tth'α'

firedrill or fungus (Chaga) tl'eet, besge also related to horsefly and lake snail

fish spear ethtl'eni also related to horsefly and lake snail

fishhook Jith “hook”

fishhooks, baited łox “fish ferments in water”

fishing dipnet chiize

fishnet teehbiit “? +snare”

fishnet weights, stone tthatthit (LT) “stone sets”

fish trap, cylindrical (summer or winter) eth “funnel”

fish trap, weir sieve material ch 'eeluu “? + stakes”

gaff hook sex “hooked branch”

hammer ch'etthedi, tl'αtthedi “tough?+pound, rear?+pound” ID No. 26779 Figure 115

handle -tiin'

house corner post, stud pole ch'enyiddhe' Figure 67

house, birchbark, semi-subterranean nitsiit Figure 68

house, moss, winter house dlaat shyex Figure 15

house, structure xwnex, xunox, yex
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Item Root Literal Artifact/Feature Example

knife seey “knife” ID No. 00128 etc., Figure 94

knife, crooked seey ch 'eelghodi, seey zaa “crooked knife”, “indoor?+knife”

knife, crooked; for carving snowshoes denh seey “my knife”

knife, dagger, for hunting seey chox “big knife”

knife, spearhead, copper with voluted handle tl'aalaageze “herd migrating+gap between fingers”

knife, spearhead, copper with voluted handle tl'athtth'eghi (LT reconstruction) “coiled in the rear”

knife, stone (legendary) laabees ?created+stone

knife, ulu-like beetseli stone+? ID No. 00823 etc., Figure 114

lancet, pointed object xwgoł ID No. 24736, Figure 114

mat teei

mattock ch'eghozi

nail, tack, peg tr'etr Figure 72

pack xeeł

planks, slats Hs

plate, dish tth'aak

quiver k'aath “quiver”, related to skin

rack pole ch 'etse+

rack, elevated duxdzeł

raft xiith, xįįth

ring, finger laatth'ex

rope, line tl'uuł “willow-bark rope”

scraper, side, made of shin bone be+ ch 'ijeeyi

scraper, skin bendaasi mortuary work?+skin ID No. 03324, Figure 95

scraper, skin daadiidhoghe “skin scraper”

scraper, skin flesher natthll “flesher” ID No. 24288, Figure 95
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Item Root Literal Artifact/Feature Example

sled xetl

sled, toboggan, travois, of skin beth “skin”

sled, top beam xetl daatuu'

snare fence, ungulate tthik

snare, barricade xeł similar to darkness, club

snare, deadfall trap heet, 'eet

snare, trigger go+ dhega' (LT) “trap trigger”

snare, ungulate biił “snare”

snowshoe lace, fine ch'enghet

snowshoe lacing needle aayh beth “snowshoe skin”

Snowshoes aayh

spear titth, -tiddhe' i.e., “pole”

spear for fish, bear; with detachable head diinah ?

spear or large knife for killing bears 'uyuun root recalls being watchful?

spear, barbed, for fish or beaver ethtl'eni (LT)

spear, bear ch'edeeth “? + thick”

spear, for fish or bear, toggling head ch 'uugeedi “stab it”

spear, throwing k'a' teekiyi “arrow+to make animate+place”

spear, toggle nah, diinah “take it”

spoon ts'ekaał

tent, summer skin shelter, teepee niibaadl Figure 118

wedge net

whetstone ttheek'aał ID No. 26778, Figure 95



Table 20. Middle Tanana lithic terminology, including Lower Tanana and Ahtna roots
Root Lithology Literal Artifact/Feature 

Example
thee (MT), ttha (LT), 
tsae (AT)

Large rock Large stone, boulder

ttheek'une', 
ttheek'on' (MT), 
tthak'wna' (LT)

Stone, rocks, gravel, cooking stones, 
steambath rock

Burning/fire stone Present, not 
photographed

bees (MT), ts'es (AT) Stone Stone, related to 
boiling (O+t+beets = 
to cook by boiling)

Present, not 
photographed

niidhaayh (MT), 
tthak'wn' ts'ila (LT)

Gravel Gravel (MT), tiny 
stone cinders (LT)

thaayh (MT), thoyh 
(LT), saas (AT)

Sand Sand

łeets (MT), łats (LT),
łaets (AT)

Silt, ashes Dirt, ashes

łech'ek, łeec'ak (MT), 
thoyh tl'esr (LT), 
bestl'es, łic'ak (AT)

Mud, slimy substance Mud

ch'enaage (MT), 
ch'enok (LT), naak'e 
(AT)

Mineral lick? Mineral lick?

ttheenełghozi Mineral lick medicine Mineral lick medicine
*be∙shr-tr'e? (Proto 
Dene), behts'eh, 
bests'eh (MT), 
bahtr'a, lezreni (LT), 
bests'ae (AT)

Obsidian, chert, amethystine quartz, 
white quartz

Female stone (PD), 
stone, black (MT)

ID No. 04008, Figure
95

besde' Coal, jet Jet
tsiik, tsiyh (MT), 
tsiyh (LT), tsiis (AT)

Ochre Ochre color, i.e., 
yellow-orange, 
unless a compound is 
added to 
differentiate it

Present, not 
photographed

tthee k'udli, lek'wdli Quartz White rock, it is 
white

FS 2017: 56, Figure 97

ttheet'ox (MT), 
tthataL (LT), ts'estaeł 
(AT)

Shale Rock nest (MT), chop 
(LT, AT)

ID No. 00128, etc.,
Figure 94

k'osr (Koy) Schist, and other types of knappable 
stone

Related to edge ID No. 03324, Figure
95

tsaeziił (AT) Scree Loose rock on 
mountainside, gravel

geeluu (MT), galu 
(LT)

A translucent, possibly yellowish rock 
(e.g., chert/chalcedony/agate)

Exact + ice? ID No. 24923, Figure 
114
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Table 20 continued

Root Lithology Literal Artifact/Feature 
Example

tsiy, ts'iitsiy 
(MT), ts'etsiyi 
(LT), c'itsey 
(AT)

Iron/Metal *tsƏy =move 
elongated, ts'ii 
=related to ts'iik
(whining/groaning 
sound)

ttheetsqq',
ts'itsiy t'eex 
(MT), tthatson'
(LT), tsedi (AT)

Copper Rock excrement, raw 
iron, that which is 
hammered (AT)

ID No. 26707,
Figure 94

ts'eyuun 
k'a'tthee'

Lead/Stibnite/Galena/Molybdenum/Antimony Stick Indian's shells Present, not 
photographed

gool (MT), 
denji (LT), ts'es 
dicaaxi (AT)

Gold Gold (MT), money 
(LT), rock money 
(AT)

10.2.4 Refit Analysis

A limited refit analysis was conducted throughout the years by Dr. Holmes, mainly focusing on formal and 

informal tool types. Several further refits were able to be documented by Smith. These refits transcend multiple 

excavation levels, and in a few cases, cultural zones cast doubt on the idea that vertical displacement is limited. In 

these cases, the mean excavation level of represented artifact pieces was assumed to be the best representative 

level of the whole artifact, and this is reflective of their depiction on the artifact plates.

Between Holmes and Smith, 27 artifacts have been refit across Swan Point belonging to the upper eight 

levels. Twelve (44%) of these refits represent artifacts recovered from matching excavation levels. Nine (33%) of 

these represent artifacts from different excavation levels within matching cultural zones. Six (22%) represent 

artifacts recovered from different excavation levels and different cultural zones (four were recovered from pieces 

in CZ1a and 1b ). Two were recovered from pieces found in CZ1a, 1b, and 2). These refits are found randomly 

about the excavation area and do not demonstrate any specific area of potential post-depositional disturbance. If 

these refits are considered accurate proxies for post-depositional artifact displacement, then perhaps as much as 

20% of the assemblage has been displaced through taphonomic processes into other cultural zones.

10.2.5 Component Analysis

Forty-four flakes were recovered in the sod layer and considered at face value part of the Protohistoric 

cultural zone. Since a clear trend has been demonstrated in the ethnoarchaeological literature review showing a 

preference in moving away from the utilization of stone for tools during the preceding centuries in this region, they 

may be considered intrusive from CZ1a. An Independent Samples T-Test was calculated between material type 

group representations in each Cultural Zone as defined by Holmes to test this (n=43,446 artifacts, n=49 raw 

material types, n=4 cultural zones). Based on the results, we can state the following:
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There was no significant difference in mean lithic raw material groups between Cultural Zones:

• Protohistoric and 1a (t43∙i84 = .297 p= .406).

There was, however, a significant difference in mean raw material groups between Cultural Zones:

• 1a and 1b (t31583∙393 = -8.026 p< .001).

• 1b and 2 (t19763∙458 = .454 p< .001).

• Pickupsticks and the contemporary component at Swan Point: CZ1a (t5311∙157 = 7.669 p< .001).

Except for the Protohistoric Zone and CZ1a, the differences in raw material group representation in each 

CZ were statistically significant; therefore, since raw material visibility is unique to each, it is assumed that vertical 

mixing has likely been minimal. Each CZ appears to represent real temporal differences in the choice of 

representative raw materials. All 44 lithics recorded for the Protohistoric Zone are considered synonymous with 

and intrusive from CZ1a since there is no significant difference in the raw materials' visibility between each.

If extensive vertical artifact mixing indeed occurred, these processes should trend toward producing a 

homogenized dataset. An Independent Samples T-Test was again calculated to test for differences between 

material type group representations, this time, by each level (n=43,446 artifacts, n=49 raw material types, n=8 

levels). Based on the results, we can state the following:

There was no significant difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Level 0 (sod) and Level 1 (t46∙394 = -.529 p= .461).

There was a significant difference in mean raw material groups between all other levels:

• Level 1 and Level 2 (t1764∙467 = 2.67 p< .001).

• Level 2 and Level 3 (t7919∙826 = 5.508 p< .001).

• Level 3 and Level 4 (t12117∙426 = -4.778 p< .001).

• Level 4 and Level  5 (t14923∙838 = -3.717 p< .001).

• Level 5 and Level 6 (t15739∙798 = -.930 p< .001).

• Level 6 and Level 7 (t11055∙764 = -.934 p= .003).

• Level 7 and Level 8 (t9020∙676 = -.688 p< .001).

With the exception of Level 0 (sod) and Level 1, the differences in raw material group representation in 

each level were found to be statistically significant; therefore, since raw material visibility is not trending toward 

homogenization, it is assumed that vertical mixing has been minimal, and each level is likely the result of discrete 

occupation events within each cultural zone, not all of them having a representative radiocarbon date (i.e., Bowers 
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et al. 1983). All 44 lithics recorded for the sod layer are confirmed synonymous with Level 1 since there is no 

significant difference in the raw materials' visibility between each. The tools, having a different use life than the 

debitage remains, may be prone to different post-depositional movement than the debitage remains and might 

not be reliable proxies for post-depositional processes.

At Locus 2 of Swan Point, where the intrusive housepit is located, the radiocarbon and stratigraphic 

record suggested a somewhat similar yet not quite analogous cultural series of occupations than at the main locus 

~50 meters away. These artifacts were separated and tested similarly. The stratigraphy in the easternmost 2.5 grid 

meters of the locus was observed to be undisturbed by the prehistoric digging and construction of the nearby 

housepit. The artifacts from that sublocus were separated and tested similarly (n=800 artifacts, n=18 raw material 

types). At Locus 2 in the undisturbed strata (no artifacts were present in Layer 0 or 1), there was no significant 

difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Level 2 and Level 3 (t9.027 = 0.675 p= 0.517).

• Level 3 and Level 4 (t50∙200 = -1.360 p= 0.180).

• Level 4 and Level 5 (t163∙812 = 1.867 p= 0.064).

There was a significant difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Level 5 and Level 6 (t241∙862 = 4.639 p< .001).

Again, there was no significant difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Level 6 and Level 7 (t96∙186 = 0.187 p= 0.852).

• Level 7 and Level 8 (t52.857 = 1.844 p= 0.071).

• Level 8 and Level 9 (t65∙922 = -1.234 p= 0.222).

• Level 9 and Level 10 (t22.766 = -0.273 p= 0.787).

Artifact counts below Level 10 were too low to test for significance. At this locus, the transition from the 

Bw/C horizon occurs between 20-30 cmbs (Level 4-6), corresponding with the observed statistical break between 

Level 5 and 6. These artifacts were then grouped as hypothetical cultural zones (Levels 2-5=Group 1, and Levels 6- 

10=Group 2) and tested against each other to see if these differences remained by groups. There was a significant 

difference in mean raw material groups between them:

• Group 1 and Group 2 (t524.667 = 8.753 p< .001).

Therefore, homogenization has occurred within these two groups but not between them. It is inferred 

then that the assemblage from Locus 2 is most likely the result of two Cultural Zones, a lower, older one (Group 2), 

and an upper, younger one (Group 1). Group 1 is considered synonymous with the housepit occupation, and likely 
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contains some mix of Group 2 artifacts that were disturbed and displaced by its construction. Group 2 artifacts 

were found in association with a dated paleosol, considered a proxy for the time of occupation (UGAMS 47573: 

7,842-7,975 cal BP (Table 10)). This date is similar in age to CZ2 at the main locus. The artifact material types from 

this locus were also compared against each other grouped by natural and anthropogenic horizon (n=1478 artifacts, 

n=19 raw material types, n=2 cultural zones):

There was a significant difference in mean raw material groups between:

• B Horizon and the underlying Roof Sod Stratum (t278∙050 = -5.800 p< .001).

• B Horizon and the Floor Stratum (t948∙422 = -3.588 p< .001).

• The Roof Sod Stratum and Floor Stratum (t336∙901 = 3.269 p< .001).

• C Horizon and the underlying Roof Sod Stratum (t355∙747 = 2.891 p= .004).

• C Horizon and the Floor Stratum (t935∙282 = 8.587 p< 0.001).

Ultimately, at Locus 2, differences were also demonstrated between the artifact raw material types in the 

natural stratigraphy and the anthropogenic horizon, suggesting that discrete behaviors that produced the debitage 

were associated with each. At Pickupsticks, the artifacts' distribution suggests a single occupation layer; however, 

the radiocarbon record suggests two occupations, separated by about 600 years. Therefore, this test was extended 

to that site as well (n=3475 artifacts, n=22 raw material types, n=1 cultural zone). There was no significant 

difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Level 1 and Level 2 (t294∙967 = -1.142 p= .719).

• Level 2 and Level 3 (t278∙944 = 5.508 p= .466).

• Level 3 and Level 4 (t765∙527 = 1.442 p= .011).

• Level 4 and Level 5 (t858∙753 = -.196 p= .916).

• Level 5 and Level 6 (t1069∙116 = -.200 p= .022).

There was a significant difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Level 6 and Level 7 (t886∙185 = 5.245 p< .001).

• Level 7 and Level 8 (t385∙685 = -6.276 p< .001).

Again, there was no significant difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Level 8 and Level 9 (t164∙735 = .414 p= .037).

• Level 9 and Level 10 (t21∙132 = -. 054 p= .688).

• Level 10 and Level 11 (t22∙709 = -.442 p= .698).
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Finally, there was a significant difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Level 11 and Level 12 (t13∙083 = 1.854 p= .003).

Other levels were not included due to their low yield of artifacts (n<10). The two similar groups of levels 

were combined as separate hypothetical cultural zones to test if they represented different occupations. There 

was no significant difference in mean raw material groups between:

• Group 1 (Levels 1-6) and Group 2 (Levels 8-11) (t567∙653 = -2.067 p= .022).

The conclusion that no difference exists regarding the overall assemblage concerning material type 

groups and excavation level either suggests that relatively uniform homogenization has occurred across the site or 

that it is all the result of a single occupation's behaviors. The statistical anomaly in Level 7 and 8 may be due to a 

buried wall feature at that level. The difference observed between Level 11 (n=12), and 12 (n=50) might be skewed 

by low numbers.

Recognizing that much of this assemblage lies within the area of prehistoric disturbance, the artifacts 

recovered from undisturbed sediments were separated and tested (n=215 artifacts, n=22 raw material types, n=1 

cultural zone). There was no significant difference in mean raw material groups from the undisturbed sediments 

between:

• Level 1 and Level 2 (t87∙562 = .942 p= .018).

• Level 2 and Level 3 (t44∙911 = .952 p= .080).

• Level 3 and Level 4 (t33∙284 = -.911 p= .141).

• Level 4 and Level 5 (t28∙931 = 2.874 p= .097).

• Level 5 and Level 7 (t7∙998 = -2.704 p= .078).

No other undisturbed levels contained artifacts. Therefore, given the spread of the three radiocarbon dates, the 

entire assemblage at Pickupsticks is considered to have likely been the product of homogenization processes of at 

least two occupations rather than be the result of a single occupation.

10.2.6 Formal Tool Analysis

Bifacial technology is generally reserved for projectile points, knife blades, cores, and some scrapers. 

Complete bifaces are rare at Swan Point, and no tool caches were observed. Broken bifacial base sections (the 

hafting element) is the most common discarded form, suggesting that the majority of bifacial crafting activity here 

results from episodes focused on retooling spent and recovered hunting weaponry and processing tools. The 

remains of distal fragments may suggest either elements broken during active onsite production or pieces perhaps 

embedded within carcass portions brought on-site and further processed or consumed. Overall, the specimen 
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section types represented are relatively uniform across cultural zones, suggesting similar behaviors regarding this 

technology type through time (Table 21). However, at Pickupsticks, the ratio of biface distal to proximal sections 

(tips to bases) is opposite of Swan Point, suggesting less emphasis on onsite retooling. However, this may be a 

function of visibility. Much of the area outside the housepit has not been excavated and may show a different 

pattern. Overall, chert and rhyolite were the preferred material type for bifaces at both sites and across cultural 

zones. At Swan Point, some basalt, fine quartzite, and even quartz were used in their production; but obsidian 

appears to have been actively avoided for use in bifacial technology at both sites.

Burin technology is considered to be associated with microlithic technology and organic tool working. It is 

represented at both sites and all cultural zones (Holmes 2008). However, it is most strongly associated with Swan 

Point CZ1b, suggesting that this period exhibited a higher focus on organic tooling efforts (Table 22). Chert and 

rhyolite are the preferred material types at both sites. Burin spalls are differentiated from microblades by irregular 

faces and generally being twice as thick. Only one obsidian artifact was labeled as a burin spall, suggesting that this 

material type was avoided for these tools also.

Table 21. Bifacial artifacts by Cultural Zone at Swan Point and Pickupsticks
Swan Point CZ

TotalPickupsticks 1a 1b 2
SPECIMEN Biface Tip 4 9 6 6 25

Biface, Medial Fragment 0 11 2 5 18
Biface Edge Fragment 0 4 3 3 10
Biface Ear 0 0 2 1 3
Biface, Base 2 25 20 11 58
Biface, Complete 1 5 5 3 14

Total 7 54 38 29 128

Table 22. Burin artifacts by Cultural Zone at Swan Point and Pickupsticks
Swan Point CZ

TotalPickupsticks 1a 1b 2
SPECIMEN Burin 0 0 9 0 9

Burin Spall 5 45 84 19 153
Burin Spall, Retouched 0 0 3 0 3
Burin Spall, Utilized 3 1 1 2 7
Burinated Flake 1 0 0 0 1

Total 9 46 97 21 173

Expedient technology, the utilization of flakes, etc., are prevalent at both sites and all cultural zones. Flake 

cores are noted at all of them, but a disproportionately large amount of retouched flake cores are observed at 

Pickupsticks. No retouched flakes or unifacial tools were observed at Pickupsticks. Scrapers are present at both 

sites and all cultural zones but are especially associated with Swan Point CZ1a and 1b. Only end scrapers are 

present at Pickupsticks, and they are absent from Swan Point CZ2 (Table 23).
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Table 23. Unifacial and expedient artifacts by Cultural Zone at Swan Point and Pickupsticks.
Swan Point CZ

Pickupsticks 1a 1b 2 Total
SPECIMEN Flake Core 2 16 7 1 26

Flake Core, Retouched 14 0 2 0 16
Flake Core, Utilized 0 2 0 1 3
Flake, Bifacially Worked 0 0 4 0 4
Flake, Retouched 0 51 32 21 104
Flake, Utilized 68 56 50 22 196
Scraper 0 6 7 3 16
Scraper Fragment 0 34 0 0 34
Scraper Fragment, Notched 0 1 0 0 1
Scraper, End 5 19 7 0 31
Scraper, Spall 0 7 3 0 10
Scraper, Tabular 0 1 0 1 2
Uniface 0 5 5 1 11

Total 89 198 117 50 454
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10.3 Results

10.3.1 The Swan Point Protohistoric/Historic Component

It is beyond this project's scope to discuss the Protohistoric/Historic component at Swan Point, except for 

the lithic artifacts found in association with them. No historical artifacts have been recovered from Pickupsticks. 

The Swan Point Historic component is primarily composed of finds from the surface and sod layer (Level 0). The 

assemblage is dominated by faunal remains and discarded manufactured trade items. A single pit feature (Feature 

3) appears associated with radiocarbon assay dates but was otherwise empty of material remains. All of the 

historic artifact types were recovered from the surface, sod, and first two 5 cm levels (Levels 1 and 2). All lithics 

recovered from this association are considered intrusive from Level 1, CZ1a1.

10.3.2 Swan Point CZ1a (1a1: 725-1,150 cal BP and 1a2: 1,450-2,115 cal BP) Summary

Cultural Zone 1a encompasses the top four 5-cm levels, or 20 cm of the mineral horizon at the main locus, 

and the top 5 levels at Locus 2. The main locus can roughly be split into a younger sub-CZ in the north (CZ1a1) and 

an older sub-CZ in the south (CZ1a2) by radiocarbon date clusters (Figure 42). The Feature 1 pit dates suggest it is 

associated with CZ1a1, and a small hearth located near the southern end of the feature is associated with the older 

CZ1a2. The housepit, Feature 2 at the second locus, is also associated with CZ1a2 (Figure 92). Due to the site's 

relatively small surface area, it cannot be assumed that the artifact clusters are necessarily cultural zone isolates 

for these two areas. At the main locus, eight potential hearth-like features were reconstructed for CZ1a from the 

fieldnotes; these include descriptions of charcoal, soot, ashy soil, or reddened sediment concentrations (e.g., 

Matthews et al. 1994; Shahack-Gross et al. 2004).

Thirty-five biface pieces are associated with the northern half of the block, arguably in association with 

CZ1a2. Eighteen are also bases, although dominated by chert (n=13) (rhyolite=3 basalt=1 and quartzite=1). Six tips 

cluster along the northeast margin of the block. Biface tips are suggestive of breaks that occur during use, either as 

a cutting or piercing action. Three of these have observable edge wear, indicative of knife use. Five medial and two 

edge fragments are also scattered randomly, as well as five complete bifaces; two exhibit edgewear, and two have 

impact fractures (Figure 93, Table 24).

Of the complete bifaces (n=5), five had hafting wear, three had impact fractures, two had edge wear, and 

two had heat treatment evidence. Of the proximal biface bases (n=26): six were thermally altered, 16 had hafting 

wear, 10 had edge grinding, four had edge wear, and two had impact fractures. Of the distal biface tips (n=10): one 

was thermally altered, five had edge wear, and one had impact fractures (Table 24). Chert, rhyolite, and basalt 

were preferred materials (Table 25, Figure 94, Figure 95, Figure 96, Figure 97, Table 25).

The presence of scraper discards and fragments suggest that hide-working processes were present. They 

are scattered across the whole block, with little patterning between the north and south halves (Figure 98). The
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Figure 92. Kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage and features associated with CZ1a, both loci.
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Figure 93. Biface distribution at Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2. Artifact refits are depicted as red lines. The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage 
size class.
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Table 24. Biface details located in context with CZ1a, Swan Point, both loci

ID No. Locus Flaking Pattern Section

Material 

Type Code

Thermal 

Alterations

Biface 

Stage 

Code Usewear Hafting Wear Hafting Type

142
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C13 No 5 None No Auriculate

158
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C18 No 4 None No Flat

418
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C18 No 4 Edge No n/a

823
Main Locus
Block Random Edge Fragment C16 No 4 Edge No

Ulu-like or 
winged

824
Main Locus
Block Random Distal C3 Yes 5 Edge Yes Side notched

827
Main Locus
Block Random Distal C18 No 4 Edge No n/a

828
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C12 Yes 4 Edge Ground Yes n/a

835
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C14 No 5 Edge Ground Yes n/a

4030
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C3 Possible 4 Edge Unknown n/a

5144
Main Locus
Block Random Distal C18 No 4 None No Flat

5455 Test Pit Random Proximal C18 Yes 3 Edge No n/a

5613
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C13 Possible 5 None No

Concave
Base

6278
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C4 No 5 None Yes

Convex
Lanceolate

6280
Main Locus
Block Random Distal J1 No 5 Edge No n/a

6299
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C16 No 5 Edge Ground Yes

Concave
Base

7594
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal R1 No 4

Impact
Fractures Yes

Convex
Lanceolate

8219
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal J1 No 3 Edge No n/a

8655
Main Locus
Block Random Complete J1 Possible 2 Edge No n/a



Table 24 continued
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ID No. Locus Flaking Pattern Section

Material 

Type Code

Thermal 

Alterations

Biface 

Stage 

Code Usewear Hafting Wear Hafting Type

8661
Main Locus
Block Random Edge Fragment C16 No 4 Edge No

Ulu-like or
winged

9690
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Random Proximal C6 No 5 None Yes Auriculate
9814 Test Pit Random Distal B1 No 4 Edge No n/a
9925 Feature 1 Block Comedial Proximal O4 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Fishtail

12614
Main Locus
Block Parallel Proximal B1 No 5 Edge Ground Yes

Convex
Lanceolate

12617
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C16 Yes 3 None No

Convex
Lanceolate

13045
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal QB No 5 Edge Ground Yes

Convex
Lanceolate

14246
Main Locus
Block Random Complete C3 Yes 5 Edge Ground Yes Side notched

15606
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Random Edge Fragment B1 No 4 Edge Unknown n/a

17685
Main Locus
Block Random Proximal C4 No 4 None Yes Auriculate

21040
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Random Proximal B1 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Auriculate

22342
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Ground Medial OR No 5 Edge Ground No n/a

22343
Main Locus

Block 1a1? Ground Medial OR No 5 Edge Ground No n/a

22344
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Ground Distal OR No 5 Edge No n/a

22345
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Ground Medial OR No 5 Edge No n/a

22399
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Parallel Proximal R1 No 5 Edge Ground Yes n/a

22682
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Random Complete B1 No 4
Impact
Fractures Yes Auriculate

23184
Main Locus

Block: 1a1? Comedial Proximal RR No 5
Impact
Fractures Yes Auriculate
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ID No. Locus Flaking Pattern Section
Material Type 
Code

Thermal 
Alterations

Biface 
Stage 
Code Usewear Hafting Wear Hafting Type

24105
Main Locus
Block: 1a1? Ground Medial SL No 5 Edge Ground No n/a

24263 Main Locus Block Random Distal O4 No 5 None No n/a

24478
Main Locus
Block: 1a1? Random Proximal B1 No 5 Edge Ground Yes

Convex
Lanceolate

24622 Main Locus Block Random Medial C14 No 5 None No n/a
24640 Main Locus Block Random Distal C14 No 5 None No n/a
24656 Main Locus Block Comedial Medial C16 Yes 4 Edge No n/a

24708 Main Locus Block Parallel Complete C12 No 5
Impact
Fractures Yes Flat

25105 Main Locus Block Random Medial R3 No 5 Edge Ground No n/a
26647 Main Locus Block Comedial Medial R1 No 5 Edge Yes n/a
26775 Main Locus Block Random Proximal RR Yes 4 None No Auriculate

27324 Main Locus Block Random Medial Q1 No 4
Impact
Fractures No n/a

27596
Main Locus
Block: 1a1? Random Edge Fragment B1 No 3 Edge No n/a

FS 51 Main Locus Block Random Distal R1 No 5 Edge Ground Yes
Convex
Lanceolate

FS 56 Main Locus Block Random Distal Q1 No 5
Impact
Fractures no Fishtail

FS 83 Main Locus Block Random Proximal C16 No 5 None Yes
Convex
Lanceolate

FS 506 Feature 2 Random Complete C16 No 4 None No
Convex
Lanceolate

FS 945 Feature 2 Random Proximal B1 No 4 None No n/a

FS 998 Feature 2 Random Medial B1 No 4 None Maybe
Convex
Lanceolate

FS 1174 Feature 3 Trench Random Proximal C16 No 4
Impact
Fractures No n/a



Table 25. Other non-expedient artifact uniface details from Swan Point CZ1a.

ID No. Locus Specimen

Material 

Type Code n=

Thermal 

Alterations

Cortex 

Type

Obsidian 

Source

11 Main Locus Block Adze Fragment 
Ground Stone

B1 1 No Smooth

128 Main Locus Block Fragment SL 1 No Polished
147 Main Locus Block Abrader/Whetstone QB 1 No Polished
224 Main Locus Block Cobble, Chipped Q3 1 No Polished
234 Main Locus Block Scraper, End J3 1 Possible None
826 Main Locus Block Scraper, End J3 1 Possible None
2188 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 No Smooth
2922 Main Locus Block Flake Core C11 1 Yes None
2994 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall J1 1 No None
3324 Test Pit Scraper S1 1 No Smooth
4008 Main Locus Block Scraper, End BT 1 No Rough Batza Tena
5160 Main Locus Block Flake Core C16 1 No None
5164 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 Yes None
5680 Main Locus Block Flake Core J1 1 Yes None
6064 Main Locus Block Flake Core QG 1 No None
6079 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 No None
6264 Main Locus Block Flake Core QR 1 No None
6269 Main Locus Block Flake Core QR 1 No None
6272 Main Locus Block Flake Core QR 1 No None
7022 Main Locus Block Scraper, End B1 1 No None
7332 Main Locus Block Adze Fragment B1 1 No Smooth
7583 Main Locus Block Scraper, End R4 1 No None
8248 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
9620 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No Smooth
9890 Feature 1 Adze Fragment B1 1 No None
10047 Feature 1 Block Flake Core C16 1 Yes None
12483 Main Locus Block Scraper, End C16 1 Yes None
12490 Main Locus Block Scraper, End B1 1 No None
12737 Main Locus Block Flake Core C16 1 No Rough
13405 Main Locus Block Scraper, End J1 1 Yes None
13589 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment SH 1 No None
13591 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment SH 1 No None
13591 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment SH 1 No None
13592 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment SH 1 No None
13593 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment SH 1 No None
13594 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment SH 1 No None
13598 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment SH 1 No None
14279 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
16245 Main Locus Block Scraper, End B1 1 No None
17190 Main Locus Block Flake Core J1 1 Possible None
17533 Main Locus Block Uniface C16 1 Yes None
17747 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 3 No None
17880 Main Locus Block Flake Core C10 1 No None
20430 Main Locus Block Scraper, End B1 1 No None
21008 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall S1 1 No Smooth
21009 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall S1 1 No Smooth
21011 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall S1 1 No Smooth
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Table 25 continued

ID No. Locus Specimen

Material 

Type Code n=

Thermal 

Alterations

Cortex 

Type

Obsidian 

Source

21011 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall S1 1 No Smooth
21059 Main Locus Block Scraper, End CM 1 Yes None
21130 Main Locus Block Flake Core C10 1 Yes Rough
21136 Main Locus Block Flake Core C12 1 No None
21176 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall S1 1 No Smooth
22347 Main Locus Block Scraper S1 1 No None
22348 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No None
22348 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No None
22348 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No None
22348 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No None
22348 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No None
22626 Main Locus Block Anvil Fragment R4 1 No Smooth
22663 Main Locus Block Flake Core C3 1 Yes None
22783 Main Locus Block Cobble, Chipped S1 1 No Smooth
22784 Main Locus Block Scraper, Tabular

Scraper Fragment,
QG 1 No Grinding/Polishing

23131 Main Locus Block Notched S1 1 No Smooth
23133 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No Smooth
23139 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 4 Yes None
23139 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 7 Yes None
23139 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 2 Yes Smooth
23139 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 Yes Smooth
23173 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No Rough
23173 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No Rough
23176 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No Smooth
23178 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No Smooth
23179 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No Smooth
24144 Main Locus Block Scraper Fragment S1 1 No None
24144 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall S1 1 Yes Polished
24157 Main Locus Block Cobble, Chipped

Ground Stone
Q3 1 No Smooth

24179 Main Locus Block Fragment
Ground Stone

SL 1 No Polished

24180 Main Locus Block Fragment
Ground Stone

SL 1 No Polished

24181 Main Locus Block Fragment
Ground Stone

SL 1 No Polished

24183 Main Locus Block Fragment SL 1 No Polished
24192 Main Locus Block Scraper, End R4 1 No Rough
24211 Main Locus Block Flake Core C15 1 No None
24213 Main Locus Block Uniface C16 1 Yes Smooth
24233 Main Locus Block Scraper, End

Ground Stone
C16 1 Yes None

24243 Main Locus Block Fragment
Ground Stone

R4 1 No None

24252 Main Locus Block Fragment
Ground Stone

QBr 3 No None

24252 Main Locus Block Fragment QBr 1 No None
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Table 25 continued
Material Thermal Cortex Obsidian

ID No.

24253

24258
24280
24288

24334

24334

24334
24373
24373
24390
24391
24665
24675
24729
24743
24746
24747
24753
24907
24930
26778
FS 49
FS 60
FS 75
FS 1170
FS 1460
FS 1460

Locus

Main Locus Block

Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block

Main Locus Block

Main Locus Block

Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Main Locus Block 
Feature 1 Block 
Feature 1 Block
Feature 1 Block

Specimen

Ground Stone 
Fragment
Ground Stone
Fragment
Scraper, End
Scraper, End 
Ground Stone
Fragment
Ground Stone
Fragment
Ground Stone
Fragment
Ochre
Ochre
Flake Core
Ochre
Uniface
Scraper
Scraper, End
Flake Core, Utilized
Scraper
Scraper
Scraper
Flake Core, Utilized 
Scraper, End 
Abrader/Whetstone 
Scraper, End 
Scraper, End 
Uniface
Uniface
Cobble, Chipped
Cobble, Chipped

Type Code

SL

SL
C16
R4

SL

SL

SL
H1
H1
C12
H1
C2
C16
C2
J1
R1
R1
C2
C4
C16
QG
C2
C2
C11
C16
QW
QW

n= Alterations

7 No

1 No
1 No
1 Yes

1 No

1 No

2 No
6 Possible
2 Possible
1 No
1 Possible
1 Yes
1 No
1 Yes
1 Yes
1 No
1 No
1 No
1 No
1 No
1 No
1 Yes
1 Yes
1 No
1 No
1 No
1 No

Type

None

Polished 
Smooth 
None

Polished

Polished

Polished 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Smooth 
Smooth 
None 
None 
None 
Smooth 
None 
None 
None 
Smooth 
None 
None

Source

random pattern extends to the expedient flake tools (Figure 99) and burin spalls (Figure 100) (Table 26). Two 

unique artifacts of note are a copper bipoint, located via metal detection, near the hypothetical CZ1a1 location, 

and broken pieces of a large basalt adze, situated in the older CZ1a2 (Figure 100). Microblades and their associated 

cores, tablets, and larger blades are fairly evenly distributed about the locus. They do not cluster toward the north 

or south, appearing to be part of both assemblages (Figure 101, Table 27, Figure 94, Figure 95, Figure 96, Figure 

97).
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Figure 94. Artifacts from Swan Point CZ1a Level 1. Not shown: dark gray rhyolite medial biface section 25105. 
Image by Eleanor Bishop.
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Figure 95. Artifacts from Swan Point CZ1a Level 2. Image by Eleanor Bishop.



Figure 96. Artifacts from Swan Point CZ1a Level 3. Not shown: basalt bifacial edge fragment ID no. 15606, gray chert biface medial and tip sections ID no.'s 
24622 and 24640, and black chert lanceolate biface base ID no. 6278. Image by Eleanor Bishop.



Figure 97. Artifacts from Swan Point CZ1a Level 4. Image by Eleanor Bishop.
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Figure 98. Scraper and uniface distribution at Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2. Artifact refits are depicted as red lines. The background is a kernel density map (10
cm) of debitage size class.
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Figure 99. Flake core and tool distribution at Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2. Artifact refits are depicted as red lines. The background is a kernel density map (10
cm) of debitage size class.
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Figure 100. Burin, ochre, copper, and other miscellaneous artifact distributions at Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2. Artifact refits are depicted as red lines. The 
background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage size class.
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Figure 101. Core and blade technology distribution at Swan Point CZ1a, 1b, and 2. Artifact refits are depicted as red lines. The background is a kernel density 
map (10 cm) of debitage size class.



Table 26. Miscellaneous artifacts by Cultural Zone at Swan Point and Pickupsticks.
Swan Point CZ

Pickupsticks 1a 1b 2 Total
SPECIMEN Abrader/Whetstone 0 2 3 1 6

Adze Fragment 0 3 0 0 3
Anvil Fragment 0 1 0 0 1
Anvil Stone 0 0 1 0 1
Cobble, Chipped 0 5 0 0 5
Cobble, Broken 1 0 0 0 1
Ground Stone Fragment 0 21 1 4 26
Hammerstone 0 0 1 0 1

Total 1 32 6 5 44

Table 27. Core and Blade technological artifacts by Cultural Zone at Swan Point and Pickupsticks.
Swan Point CZ

Pickupsticks 1a 1b 2 Total
SPECIMEN Blade 3 5 3 1 12

Blade, Utilized 1 12 5 0 18
Microblade 1 358 597 162 1119
Microblade Core 0 2 4 5 11
Microblade Core Fragment 0 1 8 3 12
Microblade Core Tablet 1 9 3 3 16
Microblade Core Tablet,
Bifacially Retouched

0 1 0 0 1

Microblade, Retouched 0 4 11 2 17
Microblade, Utilized 0 108 170 46 324
Blade, Retouched 1 0 0 0 1

Total 7 500 801 222 1530

When rendering digitized artifact density maps, they can either be generated by cumulative artifact count 

(Esdale 2009; Potter 2005; Potter et al. 2018), artifact weight (Potter 2005), or artifact size. All potentially can 

generate very different spatial organization maps, depending on the desired investigation.

• A map produced by artifact count will be biased by total numbers and their location

o High amounts of small artifacts will influence a map where any post-depositional artifact movements 

will likely be highlighted.

• A map produced by artifact weight will be biased toward size and number

o It will be influenced by material types that are denser and heavier (and, therefore, less likely to be 

affected by post-depositional events than others.

• A map produced by artifact size will be biased by material types that are not curated as much as others 

(i.e., Surovell 2003).
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Binford considered the third option to reflect original site behaviors as most likely, informed by his 

"Working Around a Hearth" model (1983: 153) (Figure 102). In this model, workers seated near a fire will not face 

it directly, and a drop zone of smaller debris will form in direct association with their location. Few pieces of this 

debris will make it into the fire, although a toss zone of larger artifacts may collect on the opposite side of the 

worker's hearth. A backward toss zone of the larger objects will form an arc behind the workers. Informed by this 

model, it is considered that rendering density maps by artifact size is more likely to minimize post-depositional 

taphonomic effects and will be more likely to represent original site behaviors.

Figure 102. Adaptation of Binford's “Working Around A Hearth” model (1983: 153).

CZ1a appears to strongly resemble a workshop, where hunting weapons were dismantled and 

refurbished, and extensive hide and woodworking took place. This behavioral summary appears consistent 

through all the levels in that zone. The statistical results of material types by levels suggest significant differences 

exist between them, likely suggesting multiple episodes of use. Using Binford's "Working Around A Hearth" model, 

each level of CZ1a was mapped by lithic artifact size class and hearths. Hypothetical back toss zones were drawn 

around the density clusters that subjectively appeared as arcs, and hypothetical workers were placed near 

secondary density plots informed by Binford's model. Comparing each of these levels, the lithic density map of 

Level 0 and 1 is far more different than Levels 2-4 (Figure 103). While differences exist between Levels 2-4, similar 

patterns run between them, suggesting that homogenizing processes have affected these levels more than the 

uppermost one. Additionally, it indicates that the lithic assemblage of Levels 0/1 may represent an undated 

occupation between the Historic/Protohistoric occupation (~1,800-1,915 AD) and CZ1a1 (725-1,150 cal BP). The 

combination most informs the final, generalized reconstructed Working Around A Hearth Model of Levels 2-4 

(Figure 104).
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Figure 103. Comparison of hypothetical “Working Around a Hearth” models by CZ1a levels (Binford 1983). The 
background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage size class.
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Figure 104. Hypothetical “Working Around a Hearth” model for CZ1a (Binford 1983). The background is a kernel 
density map (10 cm) of debitage size class.
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10.3.3 Pickupsticks (784-918 cal BP and 1,400-1,530 cal BP) Summary

The radiocarbon dates at Pickupsticks may suggest two occupations. These would only be separated by 

about six centuries. Both date temporally with Swan Point CZ1a: the housepit at Pickupsticks corresponds with the 

dates at Swan Point Feature 1 (CZ1a1), and the older alces tibia fragment corresponds with Swan Point CZ1a2. If 

there are also two lithic components corresponding with these dates, it cannot yet be demonstrated spatially or 

statistically. However, this may become demonstrable through more excavation outside the residence area.

Seven bifaces have been recovered from Pickupsticks, five in association with the housepit. Three broken 

distal biface sections and one basal fragment were recovered from the house's forward section, and one larger 

base was recovered toward the back of the house. No bifacial refits have been demonstrated yet. The complete 

notched biface was recovered from an excavation unit separate from the block at the housepit. Notched bifaces 

may be more strongly associated with atlatl darts than bow and arrows, which appear to have primarily utilized 

osseous points (Hare et al. 2004; 2012). Two similar points were recovered from the northern area at Swan Point, 

correlating with the older cluster of CZ1a dates, CZ1a2, which would correspond with the moose tibia date. All 

bifaces had evidence of usewear (Table 28, Figure 105, Figure 106). Four scrapers were also recovered (Table 29). 

Only a single artifact has been classified as a microblade; five larger definitive blades were also recovered (one 

retouched and one with usewear). An irregular core that might be associated with microblade production was 

recovered. At this point, microblade production seems to have been minimal to non-existent at the site (Figure 

106, Figure 107).

Table 28. Biface details located in context from Pickupsticks

FS 

Number Locus

Flaking 

Pattern Section

Material 

Type 

Code

Thermal 

Alterations

Biface 

Stage 

Code Usewear Retouch

Hafting 

Type

2014-29 Housepit Random Proximal R4 No 4 Edges No N/A
Side-

2015-1 Unit 1 Random Complete C4 No 5 Edges Edges notched
2019-834 Housepit Random Distal C3 No 5 Yes No N/A

Lanceol
2019-1035 Housepit Random Proximal C11 No 5 Yes No ate
2019-1223 Housepit Random Distal C4 No 5 Yes No N/A
2019-1398 Housepit Random Distal C16 No 5 Yes Yes N/A
2019-1542 Housepit Parallel Proximal C4 Yes 3 Yes Yes None

Most of the lithic deposition has occurred in what is interpreted to be the front southwest corner of the 

house (Figure 105). An idealized seating chart, according to typical Interior Alaskan Dene cultural ideals, is depicted 

in Figure 108. The lithic production is dominated by the southwest corner, where unmarried girls and mothers 

would be expected to work, but only on one side of the house. Faunal discards cluster towards the front of the 

house, with much of the identified remains in the front-center. A pattern of two outdoor discard areas to the 

northwest and southeast corners of the house are apparent.
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Figure 105. Debitage (top) and bifaces (bottom) and features associated with Pickupsticks. Artifact refits are 
depicted as red lines. The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage size class.
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Figure 106. Artifacts from Pickupsticks. Image by Eleanor Bishop.



Figure 107. Scrapers, and flake core and tool distributions (top), and burin, ochre, and other miscellaneous core- 
and-blade-like artifact distributions (bottom) at Pickupsticks. Artifact refits are depicted as red lines. The 
background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage size class
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Table 29. Scrapers and uniface details from Pickupsticks.

FS 

Number Locus Specimen

Material 

Type 

Code Section n=

Thermal 

Alterations

Cortex 

Type

Obsidian 

Source

2015-14 Test Pit 1 Core, Irregular B1 Complete 1 No None n/a
2011-44 Housepit Scraper, End WP Distal 1 No None Wiki Peak
2015-2 Test Pit 1 Scraper, End C3 Proximal 2 No None n/a
2019-254 Housepit Scraper, End R1 Complete 1 Yes None n/a
2019-711 Housepit Scraper, End R1 Complete 1 Yes None n/a
2019-289 Housepit Tablet C15 Complete 1 Yes None n/a

Figure 108. Hypothetical ideal seating chart for the Pickupsticks house. The background is a kernel density map (10 
cm) of debitage size class.
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At Pickupsticks, 2,985 individual faunal remains were identified (Figure 109), of which 388 could be 

categorized to some level beyond "unidentified specimen" (NSP (number of specimens)=2,985, NISP (Number of 

Identified Specimens)=388; Table 30, Table 31, Table 32). The recovery and identification of faunal specimens are 

rare in the Interior Alaskan prehistoric record, a product of the boreal forest's highly acidic soils. The 388 NISP 

represents 13% of the NSP; species identified include moose (Alces alces), wolf or domesticated dog (Canis lupus or 

Canis lupus familiaris), coyote or domesticated dog (Canis latrans or Canis lupus familiaris), river otter (Lutra 

canadensis), muskrat or hare (Ondatra zibethicus or Lepus othus), red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus), and 

unidentified bird (Aves)41. Most of the specimens (97.5%) exhibit evidence of burning. All specimens were 

incomplete (fragmented) and weathered to varying extents. In all cases, bone lengths were incomplete. Thus, 

these identifications are used with caution. All were visually examined for evidence of human and non-human 

animal modifications, but very little was observed (gnaw marks, cutting, tool use, digestion, e.g., Binford 1981; 

Lyman 1994; Stiner et al. 1995). None of the remains have been further examined microscopically, so these results, 

while interesting, are not considered conclusive. Unfortunately, due to the highly fragmentary nature of the NISP 

dataset (13%), further analysis of NISP by MNI (Minimum Number of Individuals), MNE (Minimum Number of 

Elements) (Lyman 1994), or MAU (Minimum Animal Units) (Binford 1984), cannot be performed. However, Table 

30 and Table 31 are still grouped by MAU for ease of clarity and display.

41 See Table 33 for Middle Tanana taxon names.

Moose (Alces alces) was represented by several forelimb, hindlimb, and teeth fragments. At least one 

tibia fragment dated to 1,580±25 BP (1,400-1,527 cal BP), predating the housepit. The date could indicate the 

presence of two cultural components or the remains of an older item curated for use during the final occupation. 

River otter (Lutra canadensis), muskrat or hare (Ondatra zibethicus or Lepus othus), and red squirrel (Tamiasciurus 

hudsonicus) were all represented through fragments of limb elements. For these smaller mammals, classifications 

remain tentative, as definitive identification can be influenced by complete longbone element length and more 

identified remains. Concerning the canid remains, wolf (Canis lupus) was identified through a rib fragment and 

coyote (Canis latrans) through a femur fragment. Coyotes are currently understood to have arrived likely in the 

early 20th or late 19th century (Hody and Kays 2018). Their expansion across North America is correlated with the 

wolf's extirpation (Ballard et al. 2003). Coyotes tend to avoid wolf-dominated areas, a pattern that seems to be 

valid throughout the Holocene (Fuller and Keith 1981; Nowak 2003). Therefore, the apparent presence of these 

canid remains may actually be domesticated dog remains. The presence of fur-bearing animals and bird remains 

may indicate a fall occupation, as this was the time of the best fur condition, and activities were not consumed by 

fishing. Most of these species present at Pickupsticks are within the expected faunal assemblage remains for late 

Holocene Interior assemblages (Potter 2008a, 2008b), although taboos concerning canids and otters should be 

remembered. All animal types present here were typically acquired through the use of snares and projectile 

weaponry (Table 33).
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Figure 109. Identified fauna taxa locations at Pickupsticks. The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of 
faunal debitage size class.
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Table 30. Cranial NISP from Pickupsticks

Animal Unit n= Taxon

Body 

Side Element Age Burning

% NISP of 

Assemblage

Tooth42,
2 Large Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Black 0.07
63 Large Mammal Unknown Tooth, Unidentified Unknown Calcined 2.11
1 Large Mammal Unknown Tooth, Unidentified Unknown Dark Brown 0.03
28 Large Mammal Unknown Tooth, Unidentified Unknown None 0.94
105 Mammal Unknown Tooth, Unidentified Unknown Calcined 3.52

Cranial Elements 9 Mammal Unknown Tooth, Unidentified Unknown None 0.30
1 Mammal Unknown Zygomatic? Unknown Calcined 0.03
1 Moose (Alces alces) Left43 3rd Molar Unknown None 0.03
1 Moose (Alces alces) Unknown Tooth, Unidentified Adult None 0.03
1 Red Squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) Right44 Incisor Adult None 0.03
1 Red Squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) Right Incisor Adult None 0.03
1 Red Squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) Unknown Incisor Adult Gray 0.03

Total Cranial Specimens 214 7.17

Assemblage Total 2985 100

42 ghu' (tooth).
43 tl'eghęh ts'ęy (left side).
44 xuuzuunh ts'en (right side).
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Table 31. Postcranial NISP from Pickupsticks

Animal Unit n= Taxon Body Side Element Landmark Age Burning
Breakage 
Type

Break 
Location

% NISP of 
Assemblage

Trunk
Elements

1 Large Mammal Unknown Rib45 Caudal Edge Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.03

2 Large Mammal Unknown Rib Caustal Groove Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.07

1 Large Mammal Unknown Rib Shaft Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.03

3 Large Mammal Unknown Rib Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Midshaft 0.10

1 Large Mammal Unknown Rib Shaft Unknown Calcined Unknown Unknown 0.03

1 Large Mammal Unknown Rib? Shaft Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.03

1 Medium Mammal Unknown Rib Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Midshaft 0.03

1 Wolf (Canis Lupus) Left Rib Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Midshaft 0.03

1 Large Mammal Unknown
Sacrum/
Innominate46

Scapular Spine/ 
Sacral Crest? Adult Calcined N/A Unknown 0.03

Total 12 0.40

Forelimb
Elements

1 Large Mammal Right Humerus47

Trapezoid-
Head Juvenile None N/A Proximal 0.03

1 Moose Right Magnum Complete Adult None N/A N/A 0.03

1 Moose Right Ulna Ulnar Tuberosity Adult Calcined N/A Unknown 0.03

1
Red Squirrel (Tamiasciurus
Hudsonicus) Right Humerus Head Adult Gray Spiral N/A 0.03

Total 4 0.13
Medial/Lateral

Hindlimb 
Elements

1 Coyote (Canis latrans) Left Femur48 Condyles Adult None N/A N/A 0.03

1 Moose (Alces alces) Right Tibia49 Anterior Cres Adult None Spiral Midshaft 0.03

1 Moose (Alces alces) Right Tibia Distal Epyphesis Juvenile None N/A None 0.03

1
Red Squirrel (Tamiasciurus 
Hudsonicus) Right Femur Head not present Adult Gray Transverse N/A 0.03
Red Squirrel (Tamiasciurus Transverse

1 Hudsonicus) Right Femur Missing distal end Adult Gray and spiral N/A 0.03

1 River Otter (Lutra canadensis) Left Tibia Distal Epyphesis Sub-Adult Calcined Transverse N/A 0.03

Total 6 0.20

45 ch'eyaaddhe' (rib meat, rib cage).
46 k'iibeege' (hip bone).
47 Likely similar to -ts'ila dudeqdi (Dena'ina: above forearm).
48 ghothchine' (femur, lap).
49 dzaatjj'(tibia).



Table 31 continued
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Animal Unit n= Taxon Body Side Element

Unknown Limb
Elements

9 Bird? Unknown Unidentified
Unidentified

15 Bird? Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

3 Bird? Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

1 Large Mammal Left Long Bone
Phalanx,

1 Large Mammal Unknown Unidentified
Phalanx,

1 Large Mammal Unknown Unidentified

1 Large Mammal Unknown Unidentified

4 Large Mammal Unknown Unidentified
Unidentified

1 Large Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

6 Large Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

51 Large Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

1 Large Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

1 Large Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

7 Large Mammal Unknown Long Bone

19 Mammal Unknown Unidentified

1 Mammal Unknown Unidentified
Unidentified

1 Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

10 Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

1 Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

6 Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

2 Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

2 Medium Mammal Unknown Long Bone
Unidentified

1 Medium Mammal Unknown Long Bone

Landmark Age Burning
Breakage 
Type

Break 
Location

% NISP of 
Assemblage

Unknown Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.30

Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.50

Shaft Unknown Calcined Unknown Unknown 0.10

Medial Border? Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.03

Medial Border? Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.03

Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Midshaft 0.03

Unknown Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.03

Unknown Unknown None N/A Unknown 0.13

Medial Border? Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.03

Shaft Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.20

Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 1.71

Shaft Unknown Calcined Spiral Midshaft 0.03

Shaft Unknown None Crushed Midshaft 0.03

Shaft Unknown None Spiral Midshaft 0.23

Unknown Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.64

Unknown Unknown Calcined Unknown Unknown 0.03
Condyle/ Epicondyle/
Head Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.03

Shaft Unknown Calcined Crushed Midshaft 0.34

Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Midshaft 0.03

Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.20

Shaft Unknown None Unknown Unknown 0.07

Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Midshaft 0.07

Shaft Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.03



Table 31 continued

Animal Unit n= Taxon Body Side Element Landmark Age Burning
Breakage
Type

Break 
Location

% NISP of 
Assemblage

Unknown Limb
Elements

1 Medium Mammal Unknown
Unidentified
Long Bone Shaft Unknown None Spiral Midshaft 0.03

1 Moose (Alces alces) Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.03

3
Muskrat/Hare (Ondatra zibethicus/
Lepus othus) Left 1st Phalanx50 Head Adult Gray Transverse N/A 0.10

1
Muskrat/Hare (Ondatra zibethicus/
Lepus othus) Unknown 2nd Phalanx Head Adult Gray Spiral N/A 0.03

1 Mammal Unknown
Unidentified
Long Bone

Condyle/ Epicondyle/ 
Head Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.03

Total 152 5.09

Assemblage Total 2985 100

50 Possibly tl'egh+tth'ene' (following Dena'ina: hand+bone).
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Table 32. Unidentified NISP from Pickupsticks

Animal Unit n= Taxon Body Side Element Landmark Age Burning

Breakage 

Type

Break 

Location

% NISP of 

Assemblage

Unidentified Specimens

263 Large Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 8.81
3 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Black Unknown Unknown 0.10
1 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Brown N/A Unknown 0.03
2169 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 72.66
134 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Calcined Unknown Unknown 4.49
3 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Gray N/A Unknown 0.10
1 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown None N/A N/A 0.03
1 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown None N/A Unknown 0.03
12 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown None Unknown Unknown 0.40
5 Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Some Burning Unknown Unknown 0.17
5 Medium Mammal Unknown Unidentified Unknown Unknown Calcined N/A Unknown 0.17

Total 2597 87.0

Assemblage Total 2985 100



Table 33. Traditional fauna taxon, acquisition technology, and utility
Middle Tanana 
Name Species Average Mass (lbs.) Food? Hunting Technology
Deniige Moose 1100 Yes Snare/Projectile
Tikaan Wolf 130 Avoided, used for fur Avoided
Tikaan gaay51 Coyote 30 Avoided, used for fur Avoided
Lii Dog 20-100 Avoided, used for packing, hunting, protection Assisted hunting
Uziiy' River Otter 18 Avoided Avoided
Gah, Gex Hare 11 Yes Snare
Dzenh Muskrat 3 Yes Snare
Tsuuye Bird n/a Yes Snare/Projectile
Dlik Red Squirrel 1 Yes Snare
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51 There is no terms found for coyote in the Middle Tanana, Lower Tanana, Koyukon, Tanacross, Upper Tanana or Ahtna dictionaries, supporting the evidence
of their recent arrival in Alaska. The Dena'ina term: tiqindi gguya and Gwich'in term zhoh tsal both mean “small wolf” informing the reconstruction here.



10.3.4 Swan Point Locus 2 (1,810-2,115 cal BP) Summary

The radiocarbon analysis of the housepit feature at Swan Point indicates that it belongs to the earliest 

centuries of the CZ1a2 occupation (Table 10). One isolated Alces talus has a date almost nine centuries younger 

than the residence feature, matching dates consistent with CZ1a1 from the main locus. If the talus is cultural, it 

suggests that some lithic artifacts may be associated with this younger component (Table 33, Table 34). However, 

no statistical difference is observed between the artifact material types belonging to these strata, as demonstrated 

earlier. Therefore, if they represent two occupations, homogenization processes have occurred, or no lithics are 

associated with the younger faunal element.

Table 34. Lithic artifact count at Swan Point Locus 2 by natural and anthropogenic horizon
Cultural Zone
1a 2 Total

Horizon Sod 2 0 2
B 388 204 592
B/C 113 15 128
C 329 115 444
Sand 1 0 1
Roof Sod 202 0 202
Charcoal Matrix 5 0 5
Living Floor 491 0 491

Total 1531 334 1865

Biface recovery was minimal at Locus 2 (Figure 110), but unique was one tool representing bifacial 

retouch around the edges of a refurbished microblade tablet (Table 24, Figure 111). Microblades were the 

dominant tool type (Table 35, Figure 110), with some evidence of expedient flake use. Artifact density within the 

house feature is especially light, potentially reflecting cleaning activities. No artifact refits have been identified. The 

lithic deposition has been strongest in the back of the house. Material types chert, rhyolite, quartzite, and basalt 

were preferred (Table 36). None of the faunal remains (n=348) were identified. All represented extensive 

fragmentation and burning, all but five pieces were calcined, and most of these were embedded within the floor 

sediment. A small concentration was encountered in a nearby test pit (Figure 112), possibly representing a hearth

cleaning toss area. CZ1b represents perhaps two distinct occupations spanning the Northern Archaic tradition in 

Interior Alaska. At Swan Point, it is represented by the artifacts in Levels 5 and 6 (20-30 cmbs, B horizon) at the 

main locus. Eight potential hearth-like features have been reconstructed for CZ1b from the fieldnotes. See Figure 

113 for a possible seating model of the housepit.

10.3.5 Swan Point CZ1b (2,535-3,600 (Locus 2 Pits) and 4,800-5,525 cal BP (Main Locus)) Summary

Thirty-seven biface pieces are associated with CZ1b. Two were basalt (one distal tip and one complete). 

Twenty-three were of various types of chert (15 broken proximal bases, one distal tip, three edge fragments, one
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Figure 110. Biface distribution (top) and core and blade technology distribution (bottom) at Swan Point Locus 2. 
The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage size class.
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Figure 111. Artifacts from Swan Point Locus 2, associated with the housepit feature (CZ1a, Feature 2). Image by 
Eleanor Bishop.
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Table 35. Lithic artifact type count at Swan Point Locus 2 by cultural zone
Cultural Zone

Total1a 2
Specimen Biface Tip 1 0 1

Biface, Medial Fragment 1 0 1
Biface, Base 1 0 1
Blade, Utilized 4 5 9
Flake 1155 283 1438
Flake Core 0 2 2
Flake, Utilized 13 4 17
Gastrolith 267 2 269
Microblade 69 30 99
Microblade Core Tablet 3 0 3
Microblade Core Tablet, 
Bifacially Retouched

1 0 1

Microblade, Retouched 1 0 1
Microblade, Utilized 15 8 23

Total 1531 334 1865

Table 36. Lithic material type at Swan Point Locus 2 by cultural zone.
Cultural Zone

Total1a 2
Material Type Basalt 111 47 158

Chert, Gray Transparent 88 4 92
Chert, Gray Banded 22 3 25
Chert, Black 445 153 598
Chert, Black Transparent 69 65 134
Chert, Clear/Black 7 4 11
Chert, Green 24 23 47
Chert, Dark Gray Transparent 20 4 24
Chert, Light Gray 2 2 4
Chert, Gray 70 11 81
Chert, Clear 8 0 8
Chert, Dark Gray 158 7 165
Chert, Brown 21 2 23
Chert, Red 4 3 7
Chert, Reddish Gray 9 2 11
Quartz 5 0 5
Quartzite, Multi-Colored 232 2 234
Quartzite, Gray 2 0 2
Rhyolite, Gray 3 0 3
Rhyolite, Dark Gray 0 2 2
Rhyolite, Brown 197 0 197
Unknown 34 0 34

Total 1531 334 1865
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Figure 112. Utilized flakes (top) and faunal remains distribution (bottom) within the Swan Point housepit 
excavation block. The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage size.
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Figure 113. Hypothetical ideal seating chart for the Swan Point house. The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage size class.



ear, three complete). Nine were rhyolite (four bases, three tips, one medial section, one complete). Two biface 

refits were of clinker (distal tip), and one was a quartzite base (Figure 93, Table 37).

Twenty bifaces sections are proximal bases, dominated by chert (n=15), present also is rhyolite (n=4), and 

quartzite (n=1). Six of these have observable edge wear, suggestive of knife use, and 10 have evidence of hafting 

wear. One medial section, three edge fragments, and two ears are also scattered randomly, as well as five 

complete bifaces; three exhibit edgewear, but no impact fractures were observed (Figure 93, Table 37).

Of the complete bifaces (n=5): two had hafting wear, three had edge wear, and two had evidence of heat 

treatment. Of the proximal biface bases (n=20): five were thermally altered, eleven had hafting wear, 12 had edge 

grinding, six edge wear. None exhibited any impact fractures. Of the distal biface tips (n=6): none exhibited any 

thermal alteration, but four had edge wear, and one had face polish (Table 24). Chert and rhyolite were the 

preferred material types (Figure 114, Figure 115).

Scraper and scraper fragments are suggestive of the presence of hide-working (Figure 98, Table 38). 

Expedient flake tools (Figure 99) and burins and burin spalls are present (Figure 100). CZ1b contains the only 

discarded burins in these upper levels (n=9). Microblades and their associated cores, tablets, and larger blades 

form an interesting sinuous distribution about the locus (Figure 101, Figure 114, Figure 115).

The spatial organization of CZ1b depicts two striking patterns: the biface, scrapers, and microblade 

distribution patterns cluster along a sinuous, almost backward "S" shape through the main excavation block (Figure 

93, Figure 98, Figure 101). Other artifacts appear stochastically distributed (Figure 99, Figure 100). Unlike the 

differences observed in the spatial patterning between Levels 0-4 in CZ1a, the spatial patterns of Levels 5 and 6 for 

CZ1b is very similar (Figure 116). There are several hypotheses:

• The pattern fits Binford's Working Around A Hearth model, suggesting two workshop areas 

(Figure 116, Figure 117),

• Or it indicates the footprint of two tents or wikiup-type structures, where an internal pattern of 

living space floor-wear has pushed items in the ground and on or near the surface toward the 

tent margins and the central hearth area,

• Alternatively, the presence of a ring of hearths surrounding a central activity area indicates an 

outdoor use-zone where smudge fires were constructed in a circle to reduce insect pest activity, 

such as mosquitos, or as part of the hide tanning process (e.g., Haynes and Simeone 2007: 89; 

Lutz 1959: 18-20),

• Potentially, it represents a combination of the above scenarios (Figure 118.).

The second hypothesis is weakened because no hearths were observed in what would be the central 

areas of either of these proposed tent areas. However, not all residential features should be expected to have an 

internal hearth, which may have been season-dependent (Pitts 1972). The third hypothesis is supported by the 

spatial arrangement that the reconstructed hearths which cluster along the margins of the hypothetical southern
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Table 37. Biface details located in context with CZ1b, Swan Point.

ID No. Locus

Flaking 

Pattern Section

Material Type 

Code

Thermal 

Alterations

Biface Stage 

Code Usewear

Hafting

Wear Hafting Type

352 Main Locus Block Random Base C3 Yes 5 Edge Yes Side Notched
427 Main Locus Block Parallel Tip O? No 5 Edge Yes N/A

Convex
481 Main Locus Block Random Base C14 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Lanceolate
518 Main Locus Block Random Edge Fragment C3 Yes 5 Edge Yes Side Notched
829 Main Locus Block Parallel Complete C16 Yes 5 Edge No Side Notched
832 Main Locus Block Parallel Medial R4 No 5 Edge No N/A

Ulu-like or
833 Main Locus Block Random Edge Fragment C16 No 4 Edge

Impact
No Winged

Ulu-like or
3318 Test Pit Parallel Edge Fragment C12 No 5 Fractures Yes Winged

Convex
5377 Main Locus Block Random Base C16 Possible 5 Edge Ground Yes Lanceolate
5459 Test Pit Random Base C4 No 5 Edge Yes Fishtail
7817 Main Locus Block Parallel Tip C11 No 5 None No N/A
8676 Main Locus Block Parallel Base R4 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Auriculate
9331 Main Locus Block Random Base R4 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Concave Base

Convex
10061 Feature 1 Block Random Base C16 No 4 None Unknown Lanceolate
12816 Main Locus Block Random Complete B1 No 3 Edge Yes Concave Base
15006 Main Locus Block Random Tip R3 No 4 Edge Unknown N/A

Convex
15647 Main Locus Block Random Base C4 No 5 None No Lanceolate

Convex
16376 Main Locus Block Random Complete C16 No 4 None No Lanceolate
16598 Main Locus Block Random Tip R1 No 4 Edge No N/A
16820 Main Locus Block Random Ear C16 No 5 None No Ear

Convex
17125 Main Locus Block Random Complete R4 No 4 None No Lanceolate
20472 Main Locus Block Ear Unknown Unknown 4-5? Unknown Unknown N/A

Convex
22431 Main Locus Block Random Base C16 No 3 Edge Ground No Lanceolate

Convex
24736 Main Locus Block Parallel Complete CP Possible 5 Edge Yes Lanceolate



Table 37 continued

ID No. Locus

Flaking 

Pattern Section

Material Type 

Code

Thermal 

Alterations

Biface Stage 

Code Usewear

Hafting

Wear Hafting Type

24954 Main Locus Block Random Base C11 No 4 Edge No
Convex
Lanceolate

24956 Main Locus Block Random Base C16 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Side notched
25000 Main Locus Block Random Tip B1 No 5 Edge Unknown N/A
25044 Main Locus Block Comedial Base R4 No 5 Edge Yes N/A
25046 Main Locus Block Random Base C3 No 5 Edge No N/A

26764 Main Locus Block Random Base QG No 5 Edge Ground No
Convex
Lanceolate

26765 Main Locus Block Random Base C16 No 5 Edge Ground No Auriculate

26766 Main Locus Block Random Base C4 No 5 Edge Ground No
Convex
Lanceolate

26768 Main Locus Block Random Base R4 No 5 Edge Ground No
Convex
Lanceolate

26776 Main Locus Block Parallel Tip R1 No 5 Face Polish No N/A
26962 Main Locus Block Random Base C12 Yes 4 Edge Ground Yes Flat
FS 80
FS
1480

Main Locus Block Random Base C4 Yes 5 Edge Ground Maybe Flat

Feature 3 Trench Random Base C14 Yes 5 Edge Yes Side Notched
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Figure 114. Artifacts from Swan Point CZ1b Level 5. Not shown: black chert lanceolate biface base ID no. 15647, and dark gray chert microblade core fragment 
ID no. 9825. Image by Eleanor Bishop.



Figure 115. Artifacts from Swan Point CZ1b Level 6. Not shown: dark gray chert lanceolate biface base ID no. 
10061. Image by Eleanor Bishop.
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Table 38. Other non-expedient artifact uniface details from Swan Point CZ1b.

ID No. Locus Specimen

Material 

Type Code n=

Thermal 

Alterations

Cortex 

Type

Obsidian 

Source

343 Main Locus Block Uniface R4 1 No None
350 Main Locus Block Uniface R4 1 No None
351 Main Locus Block Uniface R4 1 No None
466 Main Locus Block Ground Stone Fragment C 1 N/A N/A
479 Main Locus Block Burin C16 1 Yes None
853 Main Locus Block Flake Core J1 1 Yes None
970 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall C3 1 No None
970 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall C3 1 No None
2315 Main Locus Block Scraper N/A 1 N/A N/A
4007 Main Locus Block Scraper R1 1 No Rough
4009 Main Locus Block Scraper N/A 1 N/A N/A
4013 Main Locus Block Flake Core C14 1 Possible None
5329 Main Locus Block Burin, Donnelly C11 1 Yes None
6115 Main Locus Block Flake Core C16 1 Yes None
7782 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 No None
7802 Main Locus Block Flake Core CM 1 Yes Smooth
9974 Feature 1 Block Burin J1 1 No None
12813 Main Locus Block Uniface R4 1 No None
12814 Main Locus Block Anvil Stone N/A 1 N/A Ventifacted
13689 Main Locus Block Scraper R4 1 No None
13919 Main Locus Block Scraper R4 1 No Rough
14325 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
14325 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 3 No Rough
14325 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
14328 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 2 No Rough
14328 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
14335 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 8 No Rough
14985 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
16476 Main Locus Block Flake Core J1 1 Possible None
16831 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
17223 Main Locus Block Flake, Bifacially Worked R4 1 No Smooth
17224 Main Locus Block Flake, Bifacially Worked R4 1 No None
17231 Main Locus Block Flake Core, Retouched C3 1 Yes None
17401 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
17406 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
19039 Main Locus Block Burin J1 1 Yes None
20477 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
20482 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
21013 Main Locus Block Scraper, Spall QG 1 No Smooth
21182 Main Locus Block Burin C3 1 Yes None
21303 Main Locus Block Burin, Donnelly C16 1 Yes None
22633 Main Locus Block Scraper, End C15 1 Yes None
23238 Main Locus Block Uniface C16 1 Possible None
23245 Main Locus Block Flake, Bifacially Worked C16 1 Possible None
23247 Main Locus Block Scraper C16 1 No None
23248 Main Locus Block Flake, Bifacially Worked C16 1 No None
24923 Main Locus Block Scraper, End C15 1 No None
24937 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 Possible None
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Table 38 continued

ID No. Locus Specimen

Material 

Type Code n=

Thermal 

Alterations

Cortex 

Type

Obsidian 

Source

24942 Main Locus Block Scraper, End C16 1 No None
24943 Main Locus Block Scraper, End C16 1 No None
24967 Main Locus Block Scraper, End BT 1 No Smooth Batza Tena
24970 Main Locus Block Scraper, End C16 1 Yes Rough
24981 Main Locus Block Scraper, End C3 1 No None
24984 Main Locus Block Burin J1 1 No None
24994 Main Locus Block Flake Core R4 1 No Smooth
25013 Main Locus Block Abrader/Whetstone QBr 1 No Polished
25040 Main Locus Block Abrader/Whetstone SL 1 No Polished
25041 Main Locus Block Lead/Stibnite G1 1 No Rough
25051 Main Locus Block Burin C2 1 Yes None
25058 Main Locus Block Flake Core, Retouched J1 1 Yes None
25248 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 Possible None
25424 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 Possible None
25425 Main Locus Block Abrader/Whetstone QG 1 No None
26754 Main Locus Block Burin C16 1 No None
26761 Main Locus Block Scraper B1 1 No None
26779 Main Locus Block Hammerstone QG 1 No Smooth
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Figure 116. Comparison of hypothetical “Working Around a Hearth” models by CZ1b levels (Binford 1983). The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of 
debitage size class.
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Figure 117. Hypothetical “Working Around a Hearth” model for CZ1b (Binford 1983) (left), and hypothetical tent ring model for CZ1b (right). Alternatively, the 
southern ring is explained as an activity area ringed by smudge fires designed to reduce insect activity. The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of 
debitage size class.



Figure 118. Hypothetical wikiup-type structure, modeled after a summer birch bark tent (Pitts 1972: 128) 
surrounded by a ring of smudge fires.

ring; however, none were observed or recorded for the northern ring (Figure 117). The dual ovoid pattern has 

strongly homogenized the spatial patterning of Levels 5 and 6, unlike those levels above and below. The southern 

ring has affected the distribution patterns of Levels 3 and 4 above it, and the northern ring appears to have 

affected Levels 2-4 above it to an increasingly lesser extent (Figure 103, Figure 104, Figure 116, Figure 117).
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10.3.6 Swan Point CZ2 (7,500-8,200 cal BP) Summary

CZ2 represents an occupation during the transitional period of the final millennium of the Paleoarctic 

tradition, prior to the Northern Archaic tradition's appearance in Interior Alaska (Holmes 2008, 2011b). At Swan 

Point, it is represented by the artifacts in Levels 7 and 8 (30-40 cmbs, B/C horizon) at the main locus and Levels 6

12 at the second locus. At the main locus, 19 potential hearth-like features were reconstructed for CZ1b from the 

fieldnotes.

Twenty-seven biface pieces are associated with these levels. One is a basalt base. Fifteen were of various 

types of chert (six broken proximal bases, four distal tips, two edge fragments, one ear, and two complete). Eight 

were made of rhyolite (four bases, two tips, one medial section, one edge fragment), one was a complete quartzite 

biface, and two fragments were of a worked, calcined bone reminiscent of osseous points (Figure 93, Table 39).

Eleven bifaces sections are proximal bases, although slightly dominated by chert (n=6), then rhyolite 

(n=4), and basalt (n=1). None of these have observable edge wear, but six have been edge ground, and eight have 

evidence of hafting wear. One exhibits impact fractures. Four medial sections, three edge fragments, and one ear 

are also scattered randomly, and three complete bifaces; one exhibited impact fractures, and one had evidence of 

hafting wear.

Of the complete bifaces (n=3), one had hafting wear, one had edge grinding, and one had evidence of 

heat treatment. Of the distal biface bases (n=11), one was thermally altered, eight had hafting wear, six had edge 

grinding, and one had impact fractures. Of the distal biface tips (n=6), two were thermally altered, one had edge 

wear, one had impact fractures, and one was edge ground (Table 39). Chert and rhyolite were the preferred 

material types (Figure 119, Figure 120).

Scraper and scraper fragments suggest that a substantial amount of hide-working was conducted (Figure 

98, Table 40). Expedient flake tools (Figure 99) and burins and burin spalls are present (Figure 100). Microblades 

and their associated cores, tablets, and larger blades form an interesting sinuous distribution about the locus 

(Figure 101, Figure 119, Figure 120).

The spatial organization of CZ2 is strikingly different from the upper levels. While Binford's "working 

around a hearth" model helped reconstruct possible work areas for levels 1-6; for levels 7-8, it becomes 

challenging to observe any definitive discard arcs according to the model's predictions (Figure 121). A cluster of 

biface and biface fragments are found in the northeastern part of the excavation block, but otherwise, the 

remaining artifacts appear randomly scattered. (Figure 98, Figure 99, Figure 100, Figure 101). One potential 

pattern is observed in the debitage patterning: it forms three seemingly concentric rings of discarded clusters 

(Figure 122). It may be that these levels experienced more scattering taphonomic effects. See Table 41 for a 

summary of tool types by CZ at Swan Point.
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Table 39. Biface details located in context with CZ2, Swan Point.

ID No. Locus

Flaking 

Pattern Section

Material 

Type Code

Thermal 

Alterations

Biface 

Stage 

Code Usewear Hafting Wear Hafting Type

613 Main Locus Block Parallel Base C16 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Flat
838 Main Locus Block Random Complete C15 No 4 None No Convex Lanceolate
2417 Main Locus Block Random Complete C16 Yes 4 Impact Fractures No N/A
5230 Main Locus Block Random Base C16 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Convex Lanceolate
7610 Main Locus Block Random Edge Fragment C16 No 4 Edge No Ulu-like or Winged
8784 Main Locus Block Ground Medial OR Calcined 5 Edge Ground No N/A
9754 Main Locus Block Parallel Tip R1 No 5 None No Flat
20511 Main Locus Block Parallel Tip C16 No 5 None Unknown N/A
20514 Main Locus Block Ear N/A N/A 4-5 N/A N/A N/A
21345 Main Locus Block Random Edge Fragment R3 No 5 Edge No N/A
23430 Main Locus Block Random Base C16 No 4 Edge Ground Yes Convex Lanceolate
25383 Main Locus Block Parallel Base R1 No 5 Impact Fractures Yes Concave Base
25401 Main Locus Block Random Medial C12 No 5 Edge No N/A
25487 Main Locus Block Random Medial R1 No 3 None No N/A
25501 Main Locus Block Random Base R4 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Convex Lanceolate
25552 Main Locus Block Parallel Base B1 No 5 Edge Ground Yes Concave Base
25557 Main Locus Block Random Base C3 No 4 None No Convex Lanceolate
25567 Main Locus Block Parallel Tip R1 No 5 Impact Fractures Yes Concave Base
25603 Main Locus Block Random Tip C3 Yes 4 None No N/A
25622 Main Locus Block Parallel Base C16 Yes 5 None Yes Flat
25647 Main Locus Block Random Base R4 No 4 None Yes Flat
26762 Main Locus Block Random Edge Fragment C3 No 4 Edge No N/A
26763 Main Locus Block Parallel Tip C18 No 5 Edge No N/A
26767 Main Locus Block Random Tip C3 Possible 5 Edge Ground No Convex Lanceolate
26769 Main Locus Block Random Base R4 No 5 Edge Ground No Convex Lanceolate
27067 Main Locus Block Random Base C10 No 4 None No N/A
N/A Test Pit Random Complete QG No 4 Edge Ground Yes Convex Lanceolate



Figure 119. Artifacts from Swan Point CZ2 Level 7. Not shown: light gray rhyolite medial biface section ID no. 
25487. Image by Eleanor Bishop.
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Figure 120. Artifacts from Swan Point CZ2 Level 8. Not shown: medial osseous worked fragments ID no. 8784. Image by Eleanor Bishop.
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Table 40. Other non-expedient artifact uniface details from Swan Point CZ2.

ID No. Locus Specimen

Material Type 

Code n=

Thermal 

Alterations Cortex Type Obsidian Source

485 Main Locus Block Scraper BT 1 No Smooth Batza Tena
517 Main Locus Block Abrader/Whetstone SC 1 No Rough
540 Main Locus Block Scraper J1 1 Yes None
2377 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 No None
5225 Main Locus Block Ochre H1 1 No None
7448 Main Locus Block Ground Stone Fragment QG 1 No Smooth
7449 Main Locus Block Ground Stone Fragment QG 1 No Smooth
7450 Main Locus Block Ground Stone Fragment QG 1 No Smooth
7451 Main Locus Block Ground Stone Fragment QG 1 No Smooth
7614 Main Locus Block Scraper, Tabular R1 1 No None
14380 Main Locus Block Uniface C11 1 No None
16861 Main Locus Block Flake Core BT 1 No Smooth Batza Tena
17159 Main Locus Block Lead G1 1 No Rough
17316 Main Locus Block Lead G1 1 No Rough
17467 Main Locus Block Scraper R3 1 No Smooth
20009 Main Locus Block Lead G1 1 No Rough
20501 Main Locus Block Lead G1 1 No Rough
20513 Main Locus Block Lead G1 1 No Rough
25542 Main Locus Block Flake Core, Utilized Q1 1 No Rough
FS 577 Locus 2 Flake Core J1 1 No Rough
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Figure 121. Comparison of hypothetical “Working Around a Hearth” models by CZ2 levels (Binford 1983). The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of 
debitage size class.



Figure 122. Hypothetical discard rings for CZ2. The background is a kernel density map (10 cm) of debitage size 

class.
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Table 41. Tool type by Cultural Zone at Swan Point.
Specimen Protohistoric 1a 1b 2 Housepit Total
SPECIMEN Abrader/Whetstone 0 2 3 1 0 6

Adze Fragment 0 3 0 0 0 3
Anvil Fragment 0 1 0 0 0 1
Anvil Stone 0 0 1 0 0 1
Biface Tip 0 8 6 6 1 21
Biface, Medial Fragment 0 10 2 5 1 18
Biface Edge Fragment 0 4 3 3 0 10
Biface Ear 0 0 2 1 0 3
Biface, Base 0 24 20 11 1 56
Biface, Complete 0 5 5 3 0 13
Blade 0 4 3 1 1 9
Blade, Utilized 0 7 5 0 5 17
Burin 0 0 9 0 0 9
Burin Spall 0 45 84 19 0 148
Burin Spall, Retouched 0 0 3 0 0 3
Burin Spall, Utilized 0 1 1 2 0 4
Cobble, Chipped 0 5 0 0 0 5
Flake Core 0 16 6 1 1 24
Flake Core, Retouched 0 0 2 0 0 2
Flake Core, Utilized 0 2 0 1 0 3
Flake, Bifacially Worked 0 0 4 0 0 4
Flake, Retouched 1 51 32 21 0 105
Flake, Utilized 0 48 43 22 15 128
Gastrolith 0 61 80 306 411 858
Lead/Stibnite 0 2 23 5 0 30
Ground Stone Fragment 0 21 1 4 0 26
Hammerstone 0 0 1 0 0 1
Microblade 1 278 597 162 79 1117
Microblade Core 0 2 4 5 0 11
Microblade Core Fragment 0 1 8 3 0 12
Microblade Core Tablet 0 6 3 3 3 15
Microblade Core Tablet, 
Bifacially Retouched

0 0 0 0 1 1

Microblade, Retouched 0 4 11 2 0 17
Microblade, Utilized 0 99 170 46 9 324
Ochre 0 15 4 2 0 21
Scraper 0 6 7 3 0 16
Scraper Fragment 0 34 0 0 0 34
Scraper Fragment, Notched 0 1 0 0 0 1
Scraper, End 0 19 7 0 0 26
Scraper, Spall 0 7 3 0 0 10
Scraper, Tabular 0 1 0 1 0 2
Uniface 0 5 5 1 0 11

Total 2 798 1158 640 528 3126
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10.4 Raw Material Source Determinations

The following section discusses known and potential raw material source locations within the regional 

lithic landscape. It is supplemented with reconstructions from Middle Tanana ethnolinguistic data. Most of the raw 

material subcategories described above; their sources, however, remain unknown. Much of the Delta River to the 

southwest flows through the Last Glacial Maximum till deposits of the Donnelly Moraine (Matmon et al. 2010; 

Pewe, 1975; Pewe and Holmes 1964; Pewe, and Reger 1983; Reger et al. 2008; Ten Brink 1983). The Delta River 

originates south of the Alaska Range in the Tangle Lakes region, cutting through various bedrock formations and 

glacial deposits. The result is that the riverbed and other streams in the region contain various material types that 

could potentially be useful for tooling (Potter et al. 2018: 177).

For this project, the boundary of Local/Non-Local for material types is those that are within/without the 

hypothetical catchment basin territory (Figure 14). At the nearby Gerstle River and Delta River Overlook sites, it 

was predicted and demonstrated that local material types should be preferentially exploited as seasonal rounds. 

Planned forays can be oriented to strategically target these extraction locales (Potter 2005; Potter et al. 2018). 

These types should be more likely to appear across cultural zones. Throughout their life history, the process of 

curating cobbles, cores, and tools reduces them in physical size. Therefore, cortex presence trends by raw material 

subcategories are considered a proxy for distance from the quarry. If increased quality in raw material type also 

means increased accessibility difficulties, a response will favor emphasized curation. Individuals will attempt to 

extend their tools' use-life as long as possible. Finally, tool types made on high-quality types from limited 

accessibility sources should depict a higher ratio of the tool:debitage pieces (Andrefsky 2008; Potter 2005; Potter 

et al. 2018; Surovell 2003). Raw material proportions are remarkably consistent across components and sites 

(Table 15, Table 16). No correlation groups could be made between the presence of cortex, size class larger than 

2.5 cm, and tool:debitage ratio for Swan Point CZ1a, CZ1b, CZ2, or Pickupsticks. Each independently classified types 

to categories of Local and Nonlocal materials. Therefore, the following discussion focuses on known tool stone 

sources.

Some broad generalizations can be made from these component summaries:

• Almost all material types are present in all cultural zones

• Obsidian variability increases in the younger components at Swan Point (Table 42, Table 43, 

Table 44, Table 45)

• Osseous tool crafting is directly present in CZ1a and 2, and organic tool crafting is indirectly 

inferred for CZ1b through the presence of burins

• The main locus at Swan Point was always utilized as an important workshop area

• Chert, then rhyolite, was the preferred tool stone for bifacial, unifacial, and core and blade 

technology (Table 46, Table 47, Table 48, Table 49)

• Obsidian was only used in the production of microblades, scrapers, and expedient flake tools 

(Table 42, Table 43, Table 44, Table 45)
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Table 42. Unprovenanced obsidian tool types, Swan Point CZ and Pickupsticks 
Pickupsticks SP CZ1a SP CZ1b SP CZ2 Total

Flake 28 234 130 48 440
Flake Core 0 0 0 1 1
Flake, Retouched 0 3 2 0 5
Flake, Utilized 5 0 3 0 8
Microblade 0 5 1 0 6
Microblade Core Tablet 0 0 1 0 1
Microblade, Retouched 0 0 1 0 1
Microblade, Utilized 0 5 1 0 6

Total 33 247 140 49 469

Table 43. Batza Tena obsidian tool types, Swan Point CZ and Pickupsticks
Pickupsticks SP CZ1a SP CZ1b ■ SP CZ2 Total

Specimen Flake 0 120 96 53 269
Flake, Retouched 0 2 1 0 3
Microblade 0 2 4 0 6
Microblade, Retouched 0 2 4 0 6
Microblade, Utilized 0 6 6 0 12
Scraper 0 0 0 1 1
Scraper, End 0 1 1 0 2

Total 0 133 112 54 299

Table 44. Wiki Peak obsidian tool types, Swan Point CZ and Pickupsticks
Pickupsticks ∣SP CZ1a SP CZ1b Total

Specimen Flake 2 5 3 10
Flake Core, Retouched 1 0 0 1
Flake, Utilized 1 0 0 1
Microblade 0 1 1 2
Microblade, Utilized 0 3 3 6
Scraper, End 1 0 0 1

Total 5 9 7 21

Table 45. Other provenanced obsidian debitage from Swan Point CZ1a
Group G Hoodoo Total

Specimen Flake 9 8 17
Total 9 8 17
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Table 46. Artifact type by material type, Swan Point CZ1a

Material Type

Miscellaneous 

Tool

Unifacial/ Expedient 

Tool

Bifacial/ Formal 

Tool Burin Ochre

Core & Blade 

Technology Total

Antler 0 0 4 0 0 0 4
Basalt 3 13 9 2 0 9 36
Chert 0 110 30 41 0 386 567
Clinker? 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Diorite 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
Graphite 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
Hematite 0 0 0 0 15 0 15
Mica-Schist 1 37 0 0 0 0 38
Not Catalogued 0 1 0 1 0 12 14
Obsidian 0 6 0 0 0 24 30
Quartz 0 1 2 0 0 0 3
Quartzite 10 11 1 0 0 1 23
Rhyolite 2 16 7 2 0 71 98
Shale 0 7 0 0 0 0 7
Slate 16 0 1 0 0 0 17
Total 32 204 54 46 17 504 857

Table 47. Artifact type by material type, Pickupsticks

Material Type

Miscellaneous 

Tool

Unifacial/ Expedient 

Tool

Bifacial/ Formal 

Tool Burin Ochre

Core & Blade 

Technology Total

Basalt 3 0 0 0 0 0 3
Chert 6 44 6 9 0 7 72
Conglomerate 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Mica-Schist 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
Obsidian 1 7 0 0 0 0 8
Ochre? 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Ochre/Granite 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
Quartz 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Quartzite 2 7 0 0 0 0 9
Rhyolite 1 13 1 0 0 0 15

Total 16 73 7 9 3 7 115

Table 48. Artifact type by material type, Swan Point CZ1b

Material Type

Miscellaneous 

Tool

Unifacial/Expedient 

Tool

Bifacial/Formal 

Tool Burin Ochre

Core & Blade 

Technology Total

Basalt 0 5 2 0 0 5 12
Chert 1 71 23 90 0 638 823
Clinker? 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
Graphite 0 0 0 0 23 0 23
Hematite 0 0 0 0 4 0 4
Not Catalogued 1 2 1 2 0 40 46
Obsidian 0 7 0 1 0 22 30
Quartz 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Quartzite 3 2 1 0 0 4 10
Rhyolite 0 21 9 4 0 67 101
Slate 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total 6 109 38 97 27 776 1053
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Table 49. Artifact type by material type, Swan Point CZ2

Material Type

Miscellaneous 

Tool

Unifacial/Expedient 

Tool

Bifacial/Formal 

Tool Burin Ochre

Core & Blade 

Technology Total

Basalt 0 2 1 0 0 10 13
Bone 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
Chert 0 32 15 19 0 216 282
Graphite 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
Hematite 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
Not Catalogued 0 1 1 0 0 2 4
Obsidian 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
Quartz 0 1 0 0 0 1 2
Quartzite 4 3 1 0 0 1 9
Rhyolite 0 12 9 2 0 20 43
Scoria/Pumice 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total 5 53 29 21 7 250 365

To make sense of these results, it is essential first to understand both our Western culturally-informed 

concept of geology and compare it with a reconstruction of the Tanana Dene geological constructs. The Western 

scientific study of geology represents a legacy of Earth Science in the Western European scientific tradition. It was 

an early outgrowth of the Enlightenment Period's Natural Philosophy and was a significant contributor in the early 

development of the discipline of archaeology (Goldberg and MacPhail 2006; Rapp and Hill 2006). The western 

perspective of geology simplifies rock types into useful categories that are typically determined by their physical 

and chemical properties and the original mechanisms that led to their formation and potential alteration (as 

demonstrated throughout this chapter). The application of these concepts to archaeology is the study of 

geoarchaeology. Geoarchaeology incorporates the fundamentals of both geology and archaeology to understand 

the taphonomic processes that affect and contribute to archaeological assemblage preservation. Building even 

further upon those concepts is the study of ethno-geoarchaeology or incorporating cultural factors that can 

influence the geoarchaeological record (Tsartsidou 2017).

The lithic materials analyzed from these site assemblages are summarized here by their English names 

and Western geological typology. Their provenance can be generally inferred for most types, and for others, exact 

quarry locations are known. They represent primarily metamorphic materials, but igneous and sedimentary types 

are also present. As stated earlier, much of the obsidian from both sites have been geochemically characterized 

through the use of X-Ray Fluorescence and Neutron Activation Analysis and potentially identified to the obsidian's 

original geologic source area. The two primary obsidian sources represented in these assemblages are Wiki Peak in 

the Nutzotin Mountains to the east (Cook 1995; Patterson 2010:Appendix B) and Batza Tena in the central Koyukuk 

River Valley to the west (Clark 1995; Cook 1995). A unique material type, possibly a candidate for clinker, is a glassy 

opaque grainy green/gray material that is likely from a nearby unknown source as it appears to be unique to the 

Shaw Creek assemblages. Chert dominates both collections by number and weight, and while primary sources are 

known in Livengood to the west (observed by myself in 2012 (described in Proue et al. 2013, 2014); Cook 1977: 

257-299) and Tangle Lakes to the south (Lawler 2019; Mobley 1982). Its presence has been noted throughout the 
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gravels of the Quaternary till, moraines, and glacial outwash deposits within the Delta and Tanana Rivers valleys 

and the tributaries that flow north from the central Alaska Range. These deposits have been dated to the Donnelly 

and Delta Glaciations (e.g., Hamilton 1980; Reger and Pewe 2002; Wilson et al. 1998), it is unknown to the extent 

and ease that these deposits can be found.

A chert reduction site that is relatively close to this area is located near the mouth of the Little Delta River, 

XMH-00167 (Potter et al. 2007), where the investigators observed chert cobbles to be in secondary glacio-fluvial 

deposition. Basalt likely originated from the Wrangell Mountains forming at the contact of lava and glacial ice 

there but is also found regionally in secondary deposits within glacio-fluvial gravels formed in tributaries of the 

Copper River (Richter et al. 2006; Sicard et al. 2017). Rhyolite sourcing studies represent ongoing research. 

Preliminary findings suggest that known artifacts represent ten distinct geochemical groups. The Groups B (likely 

originating from the central Alaska Range), C (likely originating from the Kuskokwim Mountains), and I (probably 

originating from the Nenana River Valley) are strongly represented in central Alaskan Late Prehistoric and Late 

Holocene assemblages. These are likely candidates for the types described at Swan Point and Pickupsticks 

(Coffman and Rasic 2015). Ochre and lead ore/stibnite sources remain undocumented scientifically, but 

ethnolinguistic work summarized here indicates sources near Black Rapids Glacier and the Goodpaster River 

headwaters northeast of Healy Lake (Kari 2015a; Mishler 1986). Copper originated in several locations around the 

Wrangel Mountains (Cooper 2012: 571), and an XRF analysis comparing the sample elemental composition of the 

bipoint to native copper nuggets from the Mt. Wrangell area found no difference between them (Thompson 2016). 

The remaining material types from Swan Point and Pickupsticks have been suggested to likely represent local 

sources (Little 2013: 56-62; Potter 2005: 394-396).

There are two basic unrelated terms for "rock" or "stone" found in the Middle Tanana Lexware dictionary. 

These are bees and tthee. The noun bees is a root in the likely name for "obsidian": behts' eh, or bests' eh, meaning 

"stone, black" or "stone, white/bright" and implies portability. The term can also refer to stones used in a steam 

bath. The root ts' eh similar is in sound to the root ts'et52, meaning "bright, white," such as ts'ets'eł, meaning "high 

fog, fog in the mountains." Behts' eh then literally means "bright foggy-like stone," an apt descriptor of the 

appearance of many types of Alaskan obsidian, and also recalls the steam rising off stones in a sauna. The term is 

found as the root beets, meaning both a portable and boiling stone, as in to cook using boiling stones. It calls back 

to the traditional gendered division of labor for the Tanana people, where food preparation was considered to be 

the purview of those identifying as female (ts' ee). Beets'e' refers to one's aunt. In traditional terms, these were 

women who were the ego's father's sister or mother's brother's wife (not the ego's mother's sister). Likewise, the 

women's ulu-like knife is called beetseli. The root bees is also found in laabees, describing a legendary, stationary, 

large, sharpened (like a guillotine) knife. The example Kari provides in the dictionary is telling: "Uts' idhe' laabees et 

inaych'iittheetl”: “We chopped his calf in two with the knife.” Kari has reconstructed a likely Proto-Dene candidate 

52 A brief pronunciation guide can be found in Kari (2019b).
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for an obsidian term as *be∙shr-tr'e?53, meaning literally “female stone.” It is similar to the verb theme, implying 

portability. It also recalls how boiling stones were rotated between birchbark baskets or ceramic pots and a 

heating fire (Kari 2019b: 71-72) (cooking vessels (tok: Table 19) were not typically placed in direct contact with 

flames). The term for coal or jet is besde' (Table 20)

53 An asterisk typically signals a reconstructed word in lexicographical methodology.
54 Surviving fragments depict pictographs using only the orange-colored ochre (UAMN n.d.).

The second root for stone, “tthee,” is also used to describe cooking and steambath stones as ttheek'une': 

“stone, rocks, gravel, cooking stones+ fire, burning” and is similar to ttheek'on' literally stone+fire, or steambath 

rock. It appears to be a more generalized root, describing several rock types, tool stones, and landscape features. 

The root may reflect cultural ties with Ahtna, the Copper River people. A similar word for stone or rock or possibly 

an unknown rock type in Ahtna is ts'is or tth'ith, which is a rare borrowing in Middle Tanana but is marked as a 

cognate for the Ahtna term (Table 20).

When discussing the extensive lore surrounding Bluff Cabin Ridge, located directly across from the mouth 

of the Goodpaster River, Abraham Luke described the place name as Tthee T'ox Ddhele', literally: “rock nest 

mountain.” Luke described the rock type as “some kind of flat rocks, rock pile, like a book,” which potentially 

indicates a shale-type outcrop or schistic slabs. Luke seems to have been describing the outcrop's natural layering 

as being reminiscent of interwoven twigs and grass in a bird's nest.

The term for ochre is tsiik, referring literally to yellow ochre (tsisyu: “ochre paint”), which appears more 

orange to an English speaker, or tsiyh: literally “ochre” (likely red). The term tsiiyh tl'iige' literally is “dark ochre” 

but refers to the color blue; it is the term used describing the paint used at the Moose Creek Bluff paintings54 

(Giddings 1941). The term for quartz is tthee k'udli, literally: “white rocks.” This root also can be utilized as a 

compound to describe lithic technology: ttheek'une' daadiidhoghe: “stone skin scraper”, ttheek'aat: “whetstone”, 

or even tthee yex: “stone shelter.” Most tool terminology, however, does not compound with lithic roots, 

reflecting the preferred use of other materials (Table 19). One final odd term is geeluu, which is referred to as “a 

yellow rock.” Some insight may be found in the roots gee': “exact” (adjective), and luu: “ice” (Table 20). The Lower 

Tanana Dictionary identifies this term with chert, chalcedony, or agate.

Four specific terms for metal are found in the dictionary. Gool “gold” is clearly an English borrowing. The 

formal term for iron is tsiy: “iron”, from the Proto Dene *tsƏy = “move elongated.” This definition appears to recall 

the smithing methods required to form it from its original shape into a tool. One of several terms describing Euro

Americans is ts'iitsiy dneey: “iron people”, recalling the 19th-century trade origin of iron implements. The 

terminology for copper and iron are related: the term for copper may be derived from the former, ts'itsiy t'eex, 

which literally means “raw iron” (Table 20). This relationship between iron and copper terminology is similar in 

Inupiaq. The term for iron savit,haq is also synonymous with the general term for “metal”, while copper kanηuyak 

receives a specific identifier (MacLean 2011).
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The last metallurgical term is unique; ts'eyuun k'a'tthee' literally "stick Indian's shells [dentalium]." 

Ts'iyuun literally means “spirit” or “ghost.” It may also mean “arrowhead made of lead.” Mertie Baggen recorded 

informant Bessie Barnabas as describing it as "black shell [i.e., dentalium], heavy, melts like gold, tender rock, shell 

underneath." It originated from a "mountain with lead, white rock, at head of Goodpaster; [Labetsne] man turned 

to rock up Goodpaster lead underneath, white marble on top, for rings." This material is interpreted as the mineral 

“lead” in the dictionary, and it was described as being rolled into cylinders or bars and taken to trading posts or 

fairs (Table 20). Abraham Luke described this source as high on Mt. Harper, accessible only by a pole ladder 

(Mishler 1986: 41).

A gold prospector who spent several years in the 1930s on Tibbs Creek in the upper Goodpaster, Carl 

Tweiten (1990: 37), recalled that much of the gold-bearing quartz in feeder streams of the Tibbs Creek headwaters 

bore high amounts of stibnite. Stibnite is the principal ore of antimony, which colored the material blue; one creek 

in the headwaters carries the official name Antimony Creek. Tweiten (1990: 39-40) also observed molybdenum ore 

deposits on a divide between the South Fork Goodpaster and Healy River. He discusses the extensive presence of 

lead in several hard rock deposits inside several mining tunnels on the creek (two of which were named the Blue 

Lead and Gray Lead Claims). Probably, both lead ore (galena) and the two other lead-like minerals are strong 

candidates for ts'eyuun k'a'tthee'. All three can be nearly visually indistinguishable from each other. The north side 

of Mt. Harper is called Tseyh Tl'iige “shiny ochre.” It is a likely source of the shiny silver-colored ochre found in the 

Holocene levels at Swan Point (described as “lead” or “graphite” in the original catalogs: their classifications 

remain unconfirmed by any independent geochemical analytical methods). Geologist Theodore Chapin also 

described a molybdenite-bearing quartz vein high on Mt. Harper's south flank (then called Rainy Mountain, which, 

according to Tweiten, was a calque of the local Native place name). It was observed near the top of a pass to the 

South Fork Goodpaster River (Chapin 1919: 329).

Beyond these names, there does not appear to be any further terminology for tool stone in the Middle 

Tanana dictionary, perhaps a function of both historical and research factors. Additional information can also be 

gleaned from the Dene place names database, where informants have noted quarry sources for tool stone, whose 

use had been passed forward in oral tradition. Abraham Luke pointed out that a local source for red ochre was 

located above the toe of Black Rapids Glacier but had never been there himself (ANLC0892a 1983; ANLC3676a: 

1980). No place names associated with obsidian are known from Middle Tanana territory. A cluster of obsidian 

names is regionally associated with the Prindle Volcano and Denison Fork (mbehts'eh ndiig: “obsidian stream”), 

suggesting a small outcrop may be in that vicinity.

Interestingly, the Wiki Peak obsidian source, located in the Nutzotin Mountains, does not carry an 

obsidian signifier like Dennison Fork or the famous Batza Tena: “obsidian trail” source does. Beaver Creek, which 

flows along the mountain's northern flanks, is simply called taatthee niign: “rock [cobble] water stream.” This 

name's general or simplistic nature suggests that perhaps it was the primary obsidian tool stone acquisition area 

for an ancient Dene band centered in this region who did not feel the need to differentiate it from other tool stone 
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types. Ben Potter (personal communication) noted that all assemblages were heavily, if not entirely, dominated by 

the use of that obsidian source (see also Patterson 2010).

Three names surrounding the abandoned village at Kechumstuk recall stone use. Diamond Mountain is 

called ts'ik'aa: “from edged stone.” A small knoll to the southwest is called mbehts'eh teyy': “obsidian hill.” The 

‘obsidian hill' was colloquially termed “flint hill” in English, suggesting that quality chert and obsidian may not have 

been typologically differentiated prehistorically by the Dene as they are in the Euro-American geological tradition. 

The third location was unnamed, but Abraham Luke noted that a widely-known tool stone quarry was located 

across the Mosquito Fork from the village high atop a hill (ANLC3676a).

Several other place names expound on the second root for stone. Quartz Lake and its adjoining mountain 

are termed tteech'el: “broken rock”, perhaps a descriptor of the local fractured quartz observed in the bedrock. 

The southeastern toe of Bluff Cabin Ridge at the Goodpaster River's mouth and its associated creek are termed 

tthee t'ox: “rock nest,” describing a shale-like rock that was utilized. McRoy Creek, east of Harding Lake, also 

carries the same name. Otherwise, the Middle Tanana territory is apparently devoid of further specific lithic quarry 

indicators; other place names that describe stone seem to refer instead to the appearance of landforms, as in the 

case of the ridge at the Salcha River mouth: Ttheech'uudegeet Ddhele': “rock that is poked-mountain.”

Finally, Copper Creek, which flows into the lower Charley River, and Molly Creek, which flows into the 

Middle Fork Fortymile River, both carry in the neighboring language Tanacross, names suggesting copper. These 

are ttheebaa nda': literally “gray rock stream” (possibly copper-implied) and ttheetsqq ndiig: literally “rock 

excrement55 stream” (the Tanacross term for copper).

55 Natural copper oxide and the feces of a bear who has recently been on a diet dominated by blueberries are very 
similar in color ranges and hues.

In the archaeological record, lithic technology had been extensively minimized during the Athabascan 

tradition of the past millennium. This reduced influence of stone as a multi-use essential material source appears 

at face value reflected in the lack of many formal lithic terminologies in Middle Tanana. It may be a factor of the 

dictionary itself; no thorough search through the other five Lexware root-morpheme dictionaries has yet been 

completed to see if this trend continues. If the neighboring languages are enriched with more specific lithic 

terminology, they could be reconstructed for Middle Tanana. If not, it lends credence to the proposal that the 

linguistic trend demonstrated here follows techno-cultural trends seen in the archaeological record that 

emphasized osseous materials over lithics throughout the past millennium and reflects the actual language as it 

was spoken in the 19th century. The dictionary is detailed in terms of non-lithic implement technology; therefore, it 

is not a stretch to consider that it is a descendant of the language spoken by the earlier Northern Archaic people 

(likely similar in an unknown degree to Middle Tanana). Table 19 provides a detailed list of many of these terms, 

some of which still incorporated lithic or metallic parts. Many were entirely created from organic materials by the 

end of the 19th century but had incorporated lithic/metallic portions in earlier periods.
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The lack of named lithic procurement areas in Middle Tanana territorial toponyms may be a factor of 

geology; it might be a cultural factor (they might not have been given a proper name, but this seems less likely). It 

may be a factor that a large number of place names in Middle Tanana were elicited by women (Bessie Barnabas, 

Eva Moffit). Women may have experienced and interacted with the landscape in a fundamentally different way 

than men due to the strict rule of sexual divisions of labor. They tended not to go on the fall/winter hunting trips 

with men. A review of the Middle Tanana place names corpus shows that the place names cluster more strongly 

with primary riverine and lacustrine environments rather than upland language areas. The pattern contrasts with 

the pattern of the downriver and upriver languages. The surrounding languages have elicited far more upland 

place names. It is possible, then, that the male experience of the Middle Tanana lithic landscape is muted in the 

reconstruction efforts. The principal male informant, Abraham Luke, was primarily familiar with the area between 

Big Delta and Dot Lake, much of it within the Tanacross language area.

This exploration of terminology and place names has provided several insights into primary procurement 

locations and cultural meanings of obsidian, ochre, copper, slate or shale, quartz, and their uses for the 

protohistoric population. However, it has not provided much (if any) insight into two types, rhyolite and chert, 

which make up 87% of the assemblage at Pickupsticks, and 82% of Swan Point CZ1a. It may be a function of their 

disuse (the Protohistoric component at Swan Point does not use these materials), or the terminology has not yet 

been reconstructed, or their original names were only generalized descriptors (e.g., red stone or yellow stone, 

etc.).

10.5 Conclusion

A wide variety of lithic types and qualities were utilized in all the occupation levels at Swan Point and 

Pickupsticks. These types reflect locally available items within the central Tanana, others throughout the central 

Alaska Range, and farther types traveling from the Koyukuk, Copper, and southern Yukon territory areas. The 

following chapters will take this data further, modeling procurement and seasonality.

Stone terminology themes appear to have reflected gendered preference, natural appearance analogs, 

color, intended function, and continued utility. The terminological themes embedded in hand tool technology 

seems to follow the same trend. It is likely that in earlier periods when stone played a more prominent role in the 

necessary technology, the terms were likely much wider than is known today. This process of simplification and 

terminology loss is probably a function of the long-trend in the emphasis on organic-based technology, as well as 

the reconstructed lexicographical nature of the language. Future work should analyze neighboring languages for 

similar trends and patterns. It may be that those language territories that had primary access to raw material 

sources than the Middle Tanana may be more enriched in this terminology
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Chapter 11: Inferences from Top-Predator Data for Modeling Seasonal Lithic Procurement Strategies as a 

Dynamic System

11.1 Introduction

The discussion on traditional place names framed the sense of place for the Alaskan Dene and offered an 

understanding of the temporal depth of culture and language. It illustrated the intricate landscape knowledge and 

how this was maintained orally. Evidence presented here suggests that this pattern has been stable throughout 

the Tanana Valley, Central Alaska Range, and Middle Susitna River Valley for over 7,000 years. The material cultural 

objects of the region, then, become the biographies of life-histories and data points of human agency (Hufford 

1990: 50). These objects also allow us to evaluate the ideas of landscape enculturation (Jordan 2003: 306). The 

symbolic meaning of landscapes becomes apparent through the procurement, manufacture, transportation, use, 

and discard of significant objects (Thornton 2008: 33).

The previous chapter focused on identifying raw lithic materials used for tool crafting found at Swan Point 

and Pickupsticks and their spatial distributions there. Further, it took steps to identify the probable source 

locations for some of these materials. That identification provided a beginning and an ending point for these 

artifacts' use-lives. Presumably, these artifacts experienced a spectrum of use between their origin and discard 

points, where they were potentially carried, crafted, used, retooled, and perhaps traded.

The present chapter seeks to develop models exploring the hypothetical question of how these materials 

might have been moved about the landscape. The methods used in this chapter rely on geographic information 

system (GIS) modeling. Geospatial modeling has proven to be a robust approach for more fine-grained analysis of 

an area's archaeological potential, particularly in Interior Alaska (see Gelvin-Reymiller and Potter 2009; Reuther et 

al. 2013; Potter 2006; Smith 2012). The methods applied in this study were first explored and developed for the 

Yukon-Tanana Uplands (Smith 2012) and developed further in Hays et al. (2014); Higgs et al. (2014); Smith and 

Stern (2015), building upon methods designed by Potter (2006), and Zeanah et al. (1995).

GIS probability models can help define the potential for archaeological preservation in a particular 

landscape. Models calculate landscapes as high to low potential for containing archaeological sites (Hudek et al. 

2001). It is assumed and then tested that the location of archaeological sites on the landscape is not random. 

Archaeological sites are present at a location because people were once there. People were there because they 

were drawn to it for various reasons (shelter, food, viewshed, curiosity, ease of travel, etc.). A variety of 

taphonomic factors biases their present-day presence. If these reasons are recurring, they will form a landscape 

pattern. Patterns can be used to infer past activities that can be logically modeled and fall under the "conservative 

behaviors" discussed earlier. In an environment where human niche construction pertaining to the development of 

resources and travel has been minimized, and resources are stable and predictable, the relationship between 

human activities and naturally occurring ecological variables will be amplified.
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Probability models of prehistoric behaviors such as these should be likened to predictive models used in 

professional sports. The success of those sports models is based on seasonal and long-term repetitive trends. 

Those can be effectively modeled, and teams' success and individuals' behaviors can be generally predicted over 

time. Sports models are limited by dynamic factors: small unpredictable changes (e.g., a sprained ankle, a poorly 

executed play, bad turf, or an unforeseen weather pattern) can have large-scale consequences and shift the 

system from the modeled predictions. However, on a mid-range scale, predictive modeling is successful enough to 

inform a generalized model of both team and individual player success across a season.

An adaptive conservative pattern accentuating energy capture and conservation should develop if an 

environmental system produces a long-term, predictable attractor state for specific human behaviors. Predictable 

patterns can be mathematically modeled. These models simplify the complex system into a dual scheme of 

independent variables that describe the ecological system and dependent variables, which are the expression of 

human behaviors drawn to the independent variable attractors. Dependent variables are archaeology events (e.g., 

sites, travel corridors). The independent variables are the biophysical characteristics of locations, such as prey 

location, vegetation, slope, elevation, geomorphology, and distance to water (Hudek et al. 2001).

11.2 Creating an Ecological Background Model: Background

The challenge posed by modeling prehistoric human land use data is that there is a constant risk of 

projecting present cultural ideals and concepts of risk mitigation and net energy capture on the past and to an 

unfamiliar culture. Tests such as these will assist in recognizing if those patterns exist or not. If past humans, like us 

today, were preoccupied with minimizing risk through energetic conservation, it should be reflected in the 

temporal-spatial patterns that appear in a model simplified to those constraints.

The first purpose of this chapter is to model an ecological system informed by predator (wolf) foraging 

choices. The personal life goals of wolves are far less known to us than for prehistoric people. Yet, if their activities 

fall into discrete temporal-spatial patterns, what might these patterns signify? If the seasonal patterning of present 

wolf activity is similar enough to the past cultural human activity in the same region, then the higher resolution of 

the ecological relationships provided by the wolf data can be used to inform the prehistoric human land use 

patterns. Creating season-specific geospatial models informed by archaeological data is daunting as seasonal 

occupation data is absent from most archaeological assemblages, necessitating the need for a detailed proxy 

(wolves) by which to create an informed digital landscape. At its basic level, the wolf ecology exercise is a proof of 

concept for prehistoric human land-use modeling as a related analytical method. Any differences and similarities 

revealed between how wolves and humans use the same landscape is an interesting byproduct and allows for 

further behavioral hypothesis extrapolations.

This exercise is not an ecological determination model exploring wolf and human behavioral parallel 

evolution. It is impossible to reconstruct a highly detailed digital model of prehistoric societies and their ecological 

interactions. The archaeological record represents a biased preservation record; it is incomplete, and conclusions 
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are ambiguous. Reconstructions of detailed past humans and correlations with current predator landscape use are 

therefore problematic from a scientific standpoint. Having addressed these shortcomings, and despite them, this 

chapter aims to model outcomes of explicitly specified, modeled human-ecological interactions as informed by a 

competing predator species on the same landscape. The results of present predator/prey interactions are 

compared against the well-documented archaeological record to provide a guide of correlation likelihood. It allows 

for further experimental consequences to be analyzed when key species are removed from the food-web, a step 

that cannot be modeled without the wolf value-informed landscape.

The methods used to build the human and wolf foraging models here are the same. Since niche

construction behaviors have been prehistorically minimized in this region, prehistoric human activity is considered 

a factor of natural environmental constraints and influences. It is then predicted that the constraints will affect all 

predator species in the same area to differing extents. If the constraints appear to similarly affect both the 

archaeological and wolf ecology models presented here, then the ecology model can be used to model human 

behaviors in different scenarios, such as by season or by certain prey absence. If no similarities in seasonal wolf 

society foraging patterns and human cultural foraging patterns can be demonstrated to exist, then no correlation 

between the two species' land-use patterns exist.

11.3 Methodological Background

11.3.1 Theoretical Background

Behavioral Ecology (BE) assumes that specific decision behaviors/strategies are evolutionarily favored to 

create adaptive phenotypes, described as the 'phenotypic gambit' (i.e., Smith and Winterhalder 1992). The 

phenotypic gambit is utilized as a methodological structure to model behavioral strategies and fitness outcomes. 

BE model functional cause-and-effect mechanisms that are justified through observations both in controlled and 

natural environments. Natural selection is assumed to be the mechanism influencing behavioral responses to 

specific environmental constraints. Behaviors are expected to respond through adaptation in the same way that 

the ecological world adapts and evolves responses to forces inflicted upon it. Behaviors resulting in more energy 

gain through less energy output should have a higher chance of being reproduced within a system, assuming the 

system can maintain itself for a long enough multi-generational period (Bettinger 1991; Smith and Winterhalder 

1992).

Evolutionary processes have produced many species that can behaviorally adapt to a wide variety of 

ecological pressures. One adaptation phenomenon is that of behavior sorting in which behaviorally plastic 

organisms like Homo sapiens or Canis lupus adapt or fit their behavioral repertoire to the environment they 

happen to reside in (Shelton and Martins 2016; Sih et al. 2011). Both species are adept in shifting their behaviors 

to optimize fitness across wide ranges of habitats. Forces of natural selection have also honed this capacity for 

plasticity, and then local conditions dictate what behaviors are actually enacted. Interior Alaska is characterized as 
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a hydric, forested landscape that has not supported specialist grazing niches for millennia (Heintzman et al. 2016; 

Lanoe et al. 2017). Species-specific models can be built using biological survey information that records those 

animals' locational presence in any given season. These would inform us of "moose landscapes," "caribou 

landscapes," or "salmonid landscapes," where they would enlighten the reader of the ecological variables that 

each species is most likely to want to target for food and shelter and how these might change each season. These 

could further be used to inform potential reasons for archaeological site locations. For instance, a cluster of sites 

might correlate strongly with variables that only mountain sheep might also specifically target in the autumn. This 

degree of prey-specific modeling can become a time-consuming process and may be unnecessarily complex. To 

streamline it, a predator who exploits a similar food-base as humans and interacts throughout the year with the 

local food-web can be chosen for a proxy.

The presence of large predators, such as wolves, is generally regulated by the availability of large 

herbivore biomass and competition from others within the predator guild (Ballard et al. 2003; Sinclair 2003; Van 

Valkenburgh 2001). The hypocarnivorous diet of wolves requires them to seek out similar prey in all four seasons 

that non-agrarian, subsistence-based human cultures also targeted (Thiel et al. 1998). In Alaska, early humans 

entered into, disrupted, shared, and came to dominate the predator guild that wolves had long successfully 

interacted with. The early Beringians competed for similar ecological niches as wolves as they dispersed northward 

out of Africa into temperate, subarctic, and arctic climes (Fritts et al. 2003; Lanoe et al. 2017; Meachen et al. 2014; 

Pardi and Smith, 2015; Pfeiffer 1982).

Wolves are one of the most adaptable and widely distributed land mammals after humans and had 

successfully adapted to all ecological types of the Northern hemisphere (Mech and Boitani 2003a: xv). Wolves, 

being unable to make primary use of culture and technology, must use their own highly-complex social structure 

and biology (Harrington and Asa 2003; Mech and Boitani 2003b; Packard 2003) to pattern on and seek out prey in 

their preferred habitats and dispatch them using a combination of topography, ecology, and social behaviors, 

which disadvantage the prey animal. Behavioral patterns that they shared with foraging human groups were an 

adaptation to hunting and scavenging large herbivores, hunting in family groups, pair bonding, group cooperation, 

communal care, year-round cooperation between sexes, leadership hierarchy, food-sharing, and territorial defense 

(Fritts et al. 2003; Hall and Sharp 1978; Mech 1966, 1970; Peters and Mech 1975; Schaller and Lowther 1969). They 

supplement their meat-based diet with necessary flora (generally fruits) as necessary (Peterson and Ciucci 2003). 

They must also use human avoidance strategies, and their diets have been negatively affected through indirect 

human competition (Lanoe et al. 2017; Okarma 1993; Theuerkauf 2009).

Prior to industrialized technology, humans also needed to use complex social interactions and close

encounter hunting behaviors to acquire the same general game types, and loose analogies observed between 

human and wolf societies may provide insight into early human cultures (Hall and Sharp 1978; Hultkrantz 1965; 

Schaller and Lowther 1969). Studies into the shared history and parallel evolutionary development between the 

two otherwise unrelated species is a topic rarely studied in anthropology (i.e., Schaller and Lowther 1969). Studies 
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are heavily androcentric and focus instead on the cultural perceptions, human use of, and habitat competition 

with these canids. Current cultural perceptions of wolves remain highly emotional, driving the types (and lack) of 

human-wolf interaction studies (Mech and Boitani 2003a: xv).

Early people appear to have intimately observed wolf behavior in northern climates and drew analogies 

from them to inform their own lifeways (Kumar and Rahmani 2001; Mech 1998; Stephenson 1982; Stephenson and 

Ahgook 1975). For the Tanana Dene, wolves were special and carried unique avoidance taboos, but were not 

placed in any category that elevated them significantly above other non-food animal species (see also Hall 1981; 

Lopez 1978; Stephenson and Ahgook 1975). Wolves were viewed with respect concerning their hunting prowess 

and were considered to have been descended from early mythic human-like beings (McKennan 1959; Vitt 1971). 

Some Alaskan Dene groups considered them as brothers and hunting assistants (Osgood 1936; Townsend 1981). 

They were also considered as competitors for food, dangerous, and were killed in prehistoric times both for 

population culls and fur (Fritts et al. 2003; see also Boas 1888; Mary-Rousseliere 1984; Nelson 1983; Stephenson 

1982).

Since humans generally outcompete wolves for the same resources, the rare places on the landscape 

where free-range wolves and their prey can interact today with limited human competition are essential to inform 

this type of study. They can provide a proxy pattern for investigating prehistoric human kill and initial butchery 

sites of the same prey types. If a strong correlation is observed between them and these independent variables, 

then we cannot dismiss the possibility that the unique ecology of Interior Alaska has allowed both species to 

exploit similar landscapes in similar ways. If prehistoric human cultures here had not adopted appreciable 

mechanisms to circumvent the unique ecological constraints of the Interior (such as the extensive niche

construction activities there during the 20th and 21st centuries), then archaeological sites may predictably pattern 

similarly to wolf societies in those areas. Additionally, the logistic settlement patterns of Northern Archaic and 

Athabascan cultures may reflect the wolf society locational behaviors of acquisition and initial package processing, 

as their behaviors of den choice and resource exploitation choice are often far removed (Mech and Boitani 2003a: 

xvi). Further, prehistoric human travel corridors should also target these resource areas for optimal energy capture 

if individuals were attempting to encounter prey as they traveled between known locations.

Optimal Foraging Theory provides a theoretical justification for simplifying the modeling process in the 

way detailed here. These models were developed and explained in Smith (2012: 40) and Smith and Stern (2015); 

the current work builds upon that. For this exercise, these models must be applied heuristically. First, the Diet 

Breadth model explains how predators and foragers will internally rank their prey according to net energy return. 

They will naturally gravitate toward actively searching for the highest-ranked game. Along the way, they will either 

passively encounter lower-ranked food items or meet the opportunity to abandon the search for the highest- 

ranking game in favor of lower-ranked items (Bayham 1979; Bettinger and Baumhoff 1982; Bettinger et al. 1997; 

Broughton 1994a, 1994b, 2002; Byers and Ugan 2005; Grayson and Delpech 1998; Gremillion, 2002; Morin et al. 

2020; Rapport 1971; Yesner 1981). In Interior Alaska, the highest-ranked game is caribou, moose, Dall sheep, and 
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salmon (Table 50: from Smith 2012: 180). These high-ranking and season-specific game share habitats with many 

other lesser-ranked species so that during acquisition hunts for this big game, foraging groups can encounter 

smaller-ranked caloric packages. For example, a family may move into a riverine environment in order to capture 

several moose; while there, no moose are seen, but rabbits are using the same patch, so a rabbit drive is 

organized. In this way, the higher-ranked patches drive the food quest, and diet reality, which may, in reality, be 

dominated by lower-ranked items, still mimics the search for high-return game.

Table 50. Seasonal Diet-Breadth rankings of Interior Alaskan foraging items (From Smith 2012: 180)
Rank Season Resource Caloric Mean Data Source
1 Spring Caribou 11950 Winterhalder 1977,1981
1 Spring Moose 11950 Winterhalder 1977,1981
2 Spring Fish 6430 Winterhalder 1977,1981
3 Spring Beaver 3460 Winterhalder 1977,1981
4 Spring Hare 1900 Winterhalder 1977,1981
5 Spring Muskrat 1375 Winterhalder 1977,1981
6 Spring Waterfowl 720 Winterhalder 1977,1981
1 Summer Muskrat 3825 Winterhalder 1977,1981
2 Summer Fish 3790 Winterhalder 1977,1981
3 Summer Beaver 3460 Winterhalder 1977,1981
4 Summer Waterfowl 1980 Winterhalder 1977,1981
5 Summer Hare 1900 Winterhalder 1977,1981
6 Summer Blueberries 250 Winterhalder 1977,1981
1 Fall Caribou 11280 Winterhalder 1977,1981
1 Fall Moose 11280 Winterhalder 1977,1981
1 Fall Sheep 11280 (Ranked equal to deer; Zeanah et al. 1995)
2 Fall Muskrat 3825 Winterhalder 1977,1981
3 Fall Beaver 3460 Winterhalder 1977,1981
4 Fall Hare 1900 Winterhalder 1977,1981
1 Winter Caribou 6050 Winterhalder 1977,1981
1 Winter Moose 6050 Winterhalder 1977,1981
1 Winter Sheep 6050 (Ranked equal to deer; Zeanah et al. 1995)
2 Winter Hare 1900 Winterhalder 1977,1981

The Patch Choice model helps to illustrate why and when one habitat patch is chosen over another 

(Barton et al. 2007; Brown 1988; Brown and Mitchell 1989; Smith 2012). Each prey or edible vegetation item is 

found in habitat patches or areas on the landscape where they tend to cluster more predictably. For prey items, 

these are areas where vegetation is optimal for food and shelter. For vegetable food items, these are areas where 

sunlight, water, and soil conditions are optimal. Predator/foraging individuals who can better understand, find, 

and predict these patterns will likely find themselves at a nutritional advantage over individuals who are not.

However, if a habitat patch is a prime location for a herd of caribou, it does not mean that caribou will 

always be found there in a predictable abundance. The Marginal Value theorem (Bettinger 1999; Bousman 2005; 

Burger et al. 2005; Garvey 2008; Keene 1981; Kuhn and Miller 2015; Surovell 2003, 2009; Zeanah et al. 1995;
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Zutter 1989) and the Ideal Free Distribution model (Kennett et al. 2006; Kennett et al. 2009; Winterhalder et al. 

2010) explore how and to what degree the habitat patches are utilized and abandoned. If caribou are found to be 

sparse in one river drainage, how long will the foragers search there before leaving it to search in the next one, if 

they perceive it to have a similar chance for caloric return?

These heuristic concepts are used to inform the following model construction. The model will identify the 

ecological variables that predators look for to locate both the highest-ranked game and also find lower-ranked 

foraging items along the way. It seeks to inform multiple goals simultaneously; how to return from far distant 

toolstone quarries in such a way that the greatest food encounter success occurs. It also seeks to model outcomes 

of what happens when those high-ranked food items are not found and how this alters the return trip.

11.3.2 Representation of Data Inputs in GIS

One of the best platforms for creating a geospatial model today is through ArcGIS, a computer program 

specifically built for working with maps and other forms of geographic information. Building a model in the 

program allows a computer to quickly search for relationships between numerous variables (e.g., biological 

resources, proximity to water, archaeological sites, etc.) and display them graphically and digitally for 

interpretation (Barton et al. 2010).

Two types of data are used within GIS modeling: vector data and raster data. Vector data represent 

simple points, lines, and polygons, such as GPS location data. Raster data are used to project an image such as 

aerial imagery and can be represented in a variety of digital formats. Some raster images are simply landscape 

aerial photography. In the case of aerial imagery, each pixel represents the visual spectrum of the landscape, or 

what humans can see. In other instances, rasters can represent landscape elevations. In that case, each pixel is 

given a number that represents the particular elevation in meters or feet that some specific area is above sea level. 

The dependent variables (site locations and random point locations) are vector datasets in this model. The 

independent variables (elevation, slope angle, pingo presence, and vegetation type) are raster datasets.

The basic model development process involves five steps (i.e., Gelvin-Reymiller et al. 2012, and Reuther et 

al. 2010: 4):

1. Selection and digitization of relevant and available independent environmental variables;

2. Incorporation of dependent cultural variables and an independent dataset to control for 

stochasticity;

3. Definition of measurement standards for dependent and independent variables;

4. Statistical analysis of the relationships dependent and independent variables, and

5. Construction of model parameters through weighting variable layers and calculating multiple

layer values. A range of values from low (low potential) to high (high potential) will enable the 

development of a more effective survey strategy design process.
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11.3.2.1 Step 1: Relevant Ecological Datasets: Independent Variables

The process of determining the critical, independent environmental variables to use creates simplified 

habitat patches. Warren Porter et al. (2002; see also Mech and Boitani 2003c: 159) demonstrated that animal 

success in a given ecosystem could be generalized to three key variables56:

56 This “bottom up” approach is not a successful model in all ecosystems; it is successful here, so it is useful. 
However, at a global scale, these intertwined ecological relationships are non-linear (Mech and Boitani 2003:160).

• Topography

• Climate

• Vegetation

Animal metabolic rates heavily depend on vegetation diversity and cover, directly affecting their 

behavioral patterns, body maintenance, reproduction, and physiology (Humphries and McCann 2014). In the 

absence of agricultural niche construction, human foraging success may also be dependent on these three 

variables. For this model, we can assume that:

• If human and carnivore behavior is determined by prey presence, and

• If that prey, being herbivorous, is dependent on vegetation type for food and shelter, and

• If vegetation is a function of topography and local climate,

Then:

• Vegetation and topography proxies can be established to represent productive herbivore habitat patches 

on the landscape, and

• Both carnivore and human predation patterns will also be attracted to those same proxies as they draw 

the prey they seek.

The goal of a model is to simplify reality into understandable and predictable mechanisms. The daily lives 

of people in the past were, of course, every bit as complex as they are today. Simplifying these complex everyday 

occurrences to a few generalized rules attempts to define the key variables around which daily, seasonal, and 

annual life events were oriented. For example, if caribou hunting was a key part of the yearly subsistence 

economy, then a raster depicting caribou habitat could be used to represent an attractive area where people 

might go hunting them. However, this may be too generalized, as it suggests an equal likelihood for caribou to be 

found anywhere within it. To address this, we identify that caribou need water, specific vegetation for food, and 

specific topographic features for shelter (such as warm-season snow patches). Rasters depicting the 

presence/absence of water, preferred vegetation type, slope, and aspect, then describe a more fine-grained 
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prediction of potential caribou patches. The combination of these then provides an attraction proxy for human 

predation patterns.

The process of building the model helps to discover the vital resources that may have influenced the 

locations of archaeological site placement in the past. It informs us today where we can anticipate finding 

archaeological resources. Each independent variable was analyzed independently for significant patterns in 

relation to the dependent variables. Once significant patterns are demonstrated to exist, each variable is 

resampled (explained below) to represent these patterns and then submitted into the model together to produce 

a final probability surface that informs us of areas on the landscape that are more likely to contain sites.

11.3.2.2 Step 2: Relevant Dependent Variables

In the model area, dependent variables are affected by and attracted to the model's independent 

ecological variables. It is these effects that are studied to inform the model output. The groups of dependent 

variables are:

• All known regional prehistoric sites pertaining to the temporal period,

• All known regional traditional place names,

• Wolf land-use site locations, and

• Random locational points.

The prehistoric site location list comes from two sources; the primary source is the Alaska Heritage 

Resources Survey (AHRS), which has compiled information on over 45,000 known historic and prehistoric sites 

within Alaska into one digital database. The place-name list is derived from various publications by James Kari 

(combined in Kari and Smith 2017, summarized earlier). Place names often record past human locational presence 

in the form of local use areas, seasonal camps, and villages that are not yet listed in the AHRS database. The 

difference between these two datasets suggests that our knowledge of the archaeological record in the study area 

is not complete. Both of these sources, the AHRS list, and the place name list, were combined to provide one 

dependent variable group. The purpose of the model is to produce a least-cost path that depicts a best-case 

scenario of the least energy expenditure between the material origin and terminus locations.

The model also utilizes GPS locations of wolf dens, species kills, and deaths in and surrounding the Yukon- 

Charley Rivers National Preserve, located northwest of the research area collected between 1993 and 2014 (Burch 

2011). These are used to inform and reconstruct a hypothetical seasonal resource acquisition landscape. The 

cultural dataset is weakened by the fact that in most archaeological sites of the Alaska Interior, little fauna has 

survived to document what was being harvested at those locales. Additionally, the majority of the sites are not 

temporally bounded by season. Therefore, as documented in the ethnographic review, it is quite challenging to say 

with any certainty what resources or season of occupation a cluster of sites in a specific locale might be targeting.
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Additionally, modern and historic human hunting and land-tenure patterns have drastically affected the 

free movement of native fauna on the landscape. Therefore, since the ecological variables used here represent 

modern measurements, the past ecosystem reconstruction is best informed by focusing on a region close to the 

study area where modern human behaviors have been minimized. In Interior Alaska, potential analogs are 

represented by various federal and state land management agencies. Wolf land-use patterns represent a real food

web landscape and inform us on a sub-regional scale where target species can be acquired.

One of the purposes of conducting the earlier cultural chronology summary is to understand how other 

researchers had interpreted the results of archaeological explorations in this region in order to grasp how and 

when changes occurred in the record. This model is not useful for predicting how Native Americans utilized this 

area 9,000 years ago. However, it is handy for inferring land use for the past 6,000 years as the regional ecology 

has mostly remained in a generally similar since then (i.e., Edwards et al. 2000; see also Bowman 2017: 144-160).

A fourth dependent variable dataset is needed to test the degree that the sites diverge from a truly 

stochastic pattern. A series of randomly generated points were generated in ArcMap within the study area to test 

this. All sets of dependent data will be tested against each independent ecological variable. If no difference can be 

observed between site locations and random point locations concerning a specific independent variable, its 

relationship is considered indeterminant. That variable is rejected from use in the final cumulative model57. If a 

statistically significant difference is demonstrated to exist between site locations and random points within a 

specific environmental variable, then that pattern will be interpreted to be significant and will be used in the final 

model design.

57 See list of rejected independent variables.

11.3.2.3 Step 3: Definition of Measurement Standards

The smallest modeling unit must contain all the resources necessary to determine an average foraging trip 

or a traditional catchment basin (Barton et al. 2010; Ullah 2011; Vita-Finzi et al. 1970; Yesner 1981). For the Middle 

Tanana people, catchment basins could be determined by:

• Daily use

o How much food could be found within a day's walk to fulfill an individual or family's daily needs

• Seasonal use

o Determined by seasonally available critical species, such as caribou, salmon, or vegetable foods

• Annual use

o Encompassing all the different smaller daily and seasonal catchment basins

Since predictive modeling generally loses efficacy as resolution increases, models based on daily or singular 

occurrences will be less reliable than those based on annual use.
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The purpose of the model is two-fold: first, to create a value-informed seasonal landscape, and, second, 

to explore movements of stone about the landscape. Presumably, tool stone was a resource used throughout the 

year to develop seasonal-specific tools (Potter 2008a, 2008b). Therefore, the annual catchment basin is considered 

the smallest boundary necessary (Figure 14). For the Tanana people, the yearly catchment basin included a 

seasonal village located on the banks of the Tanana River and a secondary river drainage on the north and south 

side of the river (Haynes and Simeone 2007). For the Shaw Creek People, this likely included Shaw Creek on the 

north side of the Tanana and Delta Creek on the south side in the best of resource years. Raw materials considered 

to be "locally acquired" were likely picked up passively as people moved about this territory. However, other 

material types documented within the Swan Point and Pickupsticks assemblages, such as the various obsidian 

types, suggest materials that were brought from a distance far beyond the annual catchment basin. These extra

territorial sources were either, 1: acquired through direct forays, where individuals made singular, long-distance 

travels for the materials, or 2: they passed territorial boundaries through trade networks.

The model must then be large enough to bound a recognizable ecological system that encompasses the 

provenance origin of the artifacts and their terminal location. The terminal sites are Swan Point and Pickupsticks. 

The most accurate origin locations pertain to the obsidian artifacts due to their geochemical sourcing methods. 

Locations known are Batza Tena, Wiki Peak in Alaska, and Mt. Hoodoo in British Columbia. Several bedrock chert 

source quarries are known, one near Livengood at Rosebud Knob (i.e., Cook 1977), two in the Tangle Lakes area 

(e.g., Lawler 2019; Mobley 1982), and a secondary source at the mouth of the Little Delta River (Potter et al. 2007). 

These four locations will be used as proxy sources for the chert artifacts, which have not been subjected to any 

geochemical sourcing attempts. More distant quarry locations suggest that silver-colored ochre was acquired from 

Mt Harper and red ochre from an area near Black Rapids Glacier (Kari 2015a; Mishler 1986). Several places in the 

Copper and Chitina River Valley have known copper sources (Cooper 2007; Kari 2013). These far-flung sites all fall 

within the Temperate Continental United Ecosystem, which broadly describes boreal forested regions affected by a 

continental climate in Alaska (Nowacki et al. 2001). The boundary of this system was used to bound the final 

models. Ecological variables are incompletely studied, published, and available between the United States and 

Canada, however, so the model is constrained in the east by the U.S./Canada border.

11.3.2.4 Step 4: Statistical Analysis

In these models, every pixel within each raster used was programmed to represent a 30 m2 area. The 30 

m2 areas are considered the best mean representation of the constant dynamic processes that are continually at 

work on the landscape. Weathering processes, such as erosion, change slope angles over time. Vegetation is 

continuously responding to climate shifts. The area that a site might cover might be as small as a single artifact or 

as large as an entire city. Various tools have been used to record the locations of sites over the past seventy years 

in Alaska. Many of them have not been re-inventoried or verified. Recent attempts to update the known site 

inventory in the Middle Susitna valley through fieldwork found that the difference between recorded site locations 
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and their true locations on the landscape was a discrepancy that was up to 300 meters in any direction (Hays et al. 

2014; see also Potter et al. 2001; Reanier 2003); other surveys have suggested this is a problematic pattern for 

older survey's site locations. The 30 m2 resolution helps to minimize the potential effects of mapping errors in site 

locations. The pixel size chosen for this model is, therefore, considered to be the best-generalized resolution that 

still conveys meaningful dataset conclusions.

The models are built to test if prehistoric site locations are stochastically located across the landscape. 

The strength of a connection between dependent and independent variables is determined through a 

nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. The test is used to demonstrate if there is a difference between the two 

hypotheses:

• Site locations exhibit a statistically significant relationship with key environmental variables, or

• There is no difference between the relationship between sites, random points, and environmental 

variables.

The Mann-Whitney U analysis is expressed as a mathematical formula, and as such, the solution is given in three 

parts: the score, the degrees of freedom (D.F.), and the P-value. The P-value tells us if the difference between the 

two datasets is significant or not. It is a common standard to use the P-value of 0.05 as the point where the 

difference is significant or not. Only the independent variables with a statistically significant relationship to the 

cultural and biological dependent datasets are used to build the final model.

11.3.2.5 Step 5: Weighting Variable Layers

When creating a geospatial model, an initial problem of equifinality must be solved. Initially, the numeric 

values within each pixel of any raster dataset are not necessarily equivalent to another raster dataset. Thus, each 

must be resampled to produce datasets that are equally comparable to each other. For this model, the state of 

equifinality is defined as the value held by past people for a particular environmental variable. It is, of course, 

impossible for us to determine the actual subjective level of value held by any specific group of people for any 

specific ecological variable at any point in time. Following the law of parsimony that "entities should not be 

multiplied without necessity," here, a binary system of "value" (+1) vs. "no value" (0) is used. Only rarely is a more 

detailed relative value system implemented (where one variable is demonstrated to be consistently valued more 

than another valued variable). Here, this system of value is called the "human attraction code."

The next goal is to resample each raster from its respective environmental codes to their statistically 

informed human attraction codes. The human attraction code is merely expressing the binary perception of value 

prehistoric people seem to have viewed the world. For example, if the χ2 test suggests that people avoided certain 

areas in the past, those areas are given a neutral value of "0"58. If the analysis indicates that people were attracted 

58 These are not negatively valued (-1) as they may just represent the absence of evidence.
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to other areas, those places are given a positive value of "1." Some rasters suggest differing levels of relative value 

are present. In these cases, numeric values increase ordinally to represent the relative values (e.g., "1", "2", "3", 

etc.). Relative values are determined by the degree to which the dependent variables are associated with each 

independent variable. The greater the percentage, the higher the relative human attraction code (or weight) will 

be.

The model's goal is to represent how wolves seasonally use the landscape and test if this is an appropriate 

proxy for past human hunting behaviors. The model's outcome is useful for testing if our perception of seasonal 

prehistoric land use (usually derived from the artifact record) is consistent with the spatial record. The model's 

conclusions can inform a detailed archaeological survey strategy within the project area, highlighting areas for a 

more intensive study. Additionally, the model can facilitate routing decisions that can avoid or minimize the use of 

archaeologically sensitive areas.

11.4 Methodological Operationalization

The model utilizes GPS locations of wolf dens, kills, and deaths, collected by the National Park Service in 

the Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve (Y-CRNP) and the surrounding area, collected between 1993 and 2014. 

Wolves in the Y-CRPN have been actively monitored since the 1990s and studied using GPS collars since 2002 

(Burch 2011). During the biological year59 of 2011, ten wolf pack home ranges were demonstrated to be utilizing 

the Preserve lands. These packs were estimated to range in size from 1 to 13 animals, for a total population of 59 

individuals, or a mean of 5.9 wolves per pack, or 4.5 wolves per 1,000 km. The measured population is highest 

during the autumn months and lowest during the spring, likely due to attrition. The population is likely highest 

when pups are first born during May; population counts are taken during aerial surveys, not through direct ground 

observation of dens. Population size between 1993 and 2011 suggests an overall mean population decrease of 26% 

during that time (Burch 2011). Active population control by humans occurs in the areas surrounding the preserve 

lands.

59 Measured from May 1-April 30: spring is March - April, summer is May - August, fall is September - October, 
and winter is November - February (Burch 2011).

The wolf-prey interaction points are dominated by caribou kills (n=172) and moose kills (n=228); other 

species, such as Dall sheep kills (n=6), are not represented in large enough numbers to reconstruct similar seasonal 

risk patches. Moose and caribou are the traditionally preferred prey of Interior Alaskan wolves (Ballard et al. 1997; 

Dale et al. 1994, 1995; Peterson and Ciucci 2003: 110). The following steps describe how the models were built:

1. The wolf points were first separated by the biological season they were recorded in,

2. Each seasonal wolf dataset was tested against the three variables (vegetation, slope, and 

elevation class) to determine four seasonal-specific weighted values:
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a. A ratio of wolf data presence to meters2 of land was used to determine the simplified 

relative weight,

b. Each variable class was recalculated according to the informed weights,

c. The three independent variables for each season were combined to form four seasonal 

models,

3. The wolf points were recombined into a single, non-seasonal dataset to mimic the AHRS data, as 

the majority of archaeological points are not constrained temporally or seasonally,

4. The wolf locations, AHRS locations, and random site locations were tested against each seasonal 

model to observe any stochastic trends,

5. The patch ranks from the Y-CRNP catchment basin were used to inform a larger Interior-wide 

model,

6. The moose kills and caribou kills were removed from seasonal wolf datasets to construct 

seasonal model risk patch scenarios where one or the other or neither ungulate species were 

available,

7. Least cost paths were generated across the season risk landscapes to model potential travel 

corridors from source quarries to Swan Point and Pickupsticks.

11.4.1 Step 1: Boundary Creation

A spatial boundary for a catchment basin was created using watershed boundaries that encompassed 

most of the points (Figure 123). The boundary was larger than the Preserve boundaries and encompassed roughly 

26.8 thousand square kilometers. Within this boundary, 557 individual data points were used. These were split into 

three categories: wolf kills types (n=456), wolf dens (n=46), and wolf deaths (n=55). Each point also had a date of 

data collection; this point was used as a seasonal marker and split into the biological seasons: spring (n=249), 

summer (n=81), autumn (n=79), and winter (n=194). For this study's purposes, this sample was assumed to be an 

accurate reflection of wolf presence on the landscape throughout the year. The findings from this model were 

then used to create the larger, Interior-wide model.

11.4.2 Step 2: Statistically Significant Independent Variables

I then test each seasonal wolf dataset against various individual ecological rasters for statistically 

significant trends. These included:

• vegetation types60 (NLCD 2001)

60 When the hydrography variable “proximity to water” (250 m generalization for wolves, 150 m for humans (Higgs 
et al. 2014)) was removed from the water, the statistical results were not appreciably changed, indicating that this 
variable may be controlled for by vegetation type, which is both affected by and determinant of open water. Since 
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• surface physiography (USGS DEMD n.d.)

o Slope (30 m pixel, 5° generalization)

o Elevation (30 m pixel, 200 m elevation generalization)

The first group of independent variables is represented by one raster, a 30-meter generalized vegetation 

type dataset. As defined by the National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD 2001), vegetation type is used as a proxy for 

potential habitat areas of crucial animal and plant species that humans would have utilized. The second group of 

independent variables is represented in three forms of output derived from the 2 arc-second Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM) published for the state of Alaska by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The DEM provided 

two useful forms of output for this model: elevation and slope. Independent variables from past modeling efforts 

include other datasets that are here considered either false, positively-influential, or redundantly reflected in 

vegetation type and topography (see Gelvin-Reymiller and Potter 2009; Hays et al. 2014; Potter 2006; Smith 2012). 

These include:

• generalized game habitats produced by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (LeResche and Hinman

1973)

o Moose

o Caribou61

o Dall sheep

o Salmon (ADF&G 2013)

results were inconclusive, proximity to water remained in the wolf model but was removed from the final human 
model.
61 Interestingly, there were no significant trends demonstrated for the presence or absence of wolves in published 
game habitats (LeResche and Hinman 1973). For example, it was equally likely that a recorded wolf kill of a caribou 
would occur within the generalized caribou habitat area as outside it. The wolf test ultimately demonstrates that 
generalized habitat areas are not representative of real landscapes at this resolution and are not useful for 
informing geospatial modeling choices.

• Aspect (USGS DEMD n.d.)

• Trails

• Hydrography (NRCS 1995)

• Permafrost

• Moraines (USGS DEMD n.d.)

• Terraces (USGS DEMD n.d.)

• Surface Geology (NRCS 1995)

• Bedrock geology (Beikman 1980)

• Stream proximity (DNR SGU 1985)
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Figure 123. Wolf data points (top), archaeological data points (bottom), and model boundary (red) surrounding the 
Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve. Black regional boundary marks the larger inferred model area.
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These three chosen variables (vegetation, slope, and elevation class) are thus hypothesized to be the 

proxies that together provide low-risk areas of shelter, food, viewsheds, and travel corridors as perceived by 

modern wolves in the Y-CRNP (after Porter et al. 2002; also following the “bottom-up” approach by Mech and 

Peterson 2003: 139). It may be that these specific findings modeled here are only applicable to the latitudes of 

Interior Alaska (~62°-68°N) and are inappropriate for modeling efforts farther north or south of this unique 

latitude.

Each variable tested against the wolf locations was initially represented by individual rasters. The 

presence of each key ecological variables was generalized by a 30 m2 pixel. If patterned correlations were 

demonstrated between wolf locations and that variable, the variable was given a positive value weight of 1 (known 

wolf presence, therefore active predator use). Their absence was given a neutral value of 0 (no active use, no 

demonstrated active avoidance). Areas of known wolf avoidance on the landscape were given a negative weight (

1). The purpose of the value range (1, 0, -1) attempts to represent the decisions of active and encounter pursuit (1) 

and active avoidance (-1). If more than one variable appeared to be both selected for, but one was clearly favored 

over another, relative whole-number positive value ranges beginning at (1) were assigned to reflect this apparent 

ranked preference. A ratio of data location numbers:meters2 they were represented in was used to minimize the 

effect that larger classes might have on highly productive but small patches. The neutral value (0) also informs 

areas of "no value" where there is no information one way or the other.

Finally, to study if a difference could be seen between an actual stochastic pattern and the wolf point 

pattern, 2,000 randomly generated points were created across the model area. The Mann-Whitney U test 

compared if there was a patterned difference between the site locations, random points, and variables 

represented in the rasters.

11.4.3 Step 3: Seasonal Landscape Model Creation

The individual rasters were then combined in ArcGIS into a final spatial calculation. When combined, 

positive values that overlap with others will reflect niches with higher net productivity. Therefore, it is 

hypothesized that predators will recognize and actively seek these areas out as increasingly "risk-averse." Areas 

that decrease in value should reflect decreased landscape productivity and thus be avoided or at least not targeted 

by wolves. Four seasonal geospatial models were created, representing generalized ecological optimality ranges 

for winter, spring, summer, and autumn, recognizing that foraging strategies shift with the seasons.

11.4.4 Step 4: Statistically Significant Dependent Variables

The wolf life-cycle had to be similarly reduced to a series of geospatial points indicating their presence 

and activities to mimic the archaeological dataset, which exists as locational points on the landscape (Figure 123). 

Unlike the wolf points, which have time-stamps attached, in most cases, archaeological sites cannot be confidently 

attributed to a seasonal occupation or resource extraction item. After creating the individual seasonal models 
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informed by the seasonal wolf point datasets, all the wolf points were recombined into a single dataset to reflect 

the archaeological dataset. By recombining all the wolf points and retesting them against each seasonal model, we 

can test the idea that a single archaeological dataset can also be tested against seasonal deterministic models. Two 

outcomes are possible; significant trends will either be apparent from the statistical results, or the final calculation 

will produce no statistical difference.

Using SPSS 26, a discriminant function statistical analysis comparing seasonal risk scores derived from the 

seasonal models of the wolf and AHRS location points in the Y-CRNP catchment basin. It suggests that the null 

hypothesis was no difference between the two groups must be rejected (Wilks' Lambda=0.994, df=1, sig.<=0.001). 

These results mean that wolf locations and prehistoric sites in this area cluster differently according to each 

modeled patch's risk ranks. The wolf data is confirmed to be a useful proxy predicting prehistoric human land use 

behavior, and further, prehistoric humans appear to be utilizing resources better than wolves. The conclusion is 

not surprising, given that these are two unrelated species with quite different external historical pressures. Do 

these results also mean that the ranked patch model cannot be used as a proxy for prehistoric human use? A 

second discriminant function statistical analysis compared seasonal risk scores derived from the seasonal models 

of the wolf, AHRS, and random location points in the Y-CRNP catchment basin. It also suggests that the null 

hypothesis was no difference between the two groups must be rejected (Wilks' Lambda=0.976, df=2, sig.<=0.001). 

These results mean that wolf locations and prehistoric sites in this area while clustering differently regarding patch 

productivity, are attempting to capitalize on the same resource base in an energy-efficient manner. They do not 

group randomly regarding the carnivore-informed risk ranks of each seasonally modeled patch. The archaeological 

sites are still statistically clustering toward the higher-ranked areas and avoiding the lower-ranked areas (Figure 

124, Figure 125). It appears that in many cases, the seasonal productivity models are a better predictor for 

archaeological site clustering than wolf locations, even though they were initially informed by wolf use.

11.4.5 Step 5: Model Expansion

A larger model boundary was created encompassing the Temperate Continental United Ecosystem, which 

broadly describes boreal forested regions affected by a continental climate in Alaska (Nowacki et al. 2001). These 

ecosystems broadly correspond with most of the Dene language groups' linguistic boundaries in Alaska and 

encompass most of the known lithic raw material source locations needed for the following model effort. The 

same ranked weights derived from the Y-CRNP catchment basin were used to inform the larger model. This 

boundary was considered appropriate since these areas all fall within a broadly similar ecosystem with similar 

predator-prey relationships.

11.4.6 Step 6: Modelling Resource Shortfalls

The next step was simply to remove the wolf kills of moose and caribou from the seasonal datasets and 

rebuild the seasonal models without them. These would create modeled scenarios where I could explore how 
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differently human movements through these productivity patches are affected by losing one or the other of these 

essential ungulates. No ungulate kills were recorded for the summer season, so these scenario models could only 

be created for spring, autumn, and winter62 63. This type of modeling scenario is only possible using the wolf-foraging 

data and cannot be informed from the archaeological dataset. It also cannot be informed by using biological survey 

data from caribou or moose. Even during periods of low population, their members are still likely using the same 

basic foraging strategies as highlighted as necessary here.

62 Alaskan wolves have been observed to spend much of the summer primarily scavenging winter kills (Peterson et 
al. 1984).
63 The high productivity patches do not cover much acreage compared to the others, causing the low numbers of 
site locations in these areas.

Figure 124. Site type clusters by modeled spring and summer seasonal productivity patches.63
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11.4.7 Step 7: Modelling Optimal Travel Corridors

For this step, the least-cost path tool was used in ArcGIS. These paths are generated using an algorithm 

that determines the lowest accumulated cost from an origin cell (here, each cell is 30 m2) toward a destination. It is 

recalculated for each destination cell based on its surroundings (Dijkstra 1959; Rees 2004; Ullah 2011). The 

resulting trail represents the least energy-expensive route from the origin to a destination based on every other 

cell on the modeled landscape. Usually, this is simply calculated through slope (it takes less energy to walk down a 

10° slope than up it). This exercise recognizes that a forager will actively need to replace their depleted energy 

reserves as they walk toward a destination. Therefore, they may decide to walk a route that best reserves energy 

while at the same time providing the best chance to encounter food. Such a path may dramatically differ from one 

that is based on slope alone.

Figure 125. Site type clusters by modeled autumn and winter seasonal productivity patches.
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First, each of the three modeled scenario rasters (patch productivity informed all seasonal-specific wolf 

foraging, denning, and natural mortality points, patch productivity informed by all caribou kill foraging locations 

removed, and patch productivity informed by all moose kill foraging locations removed) for each of the four 

seasons was resampled using the Cost Distance and Flow Direction tool in Spatial Analyst. Then, these rasters were 

used to inform the Cost Path created in Spatial Analyst. The output raster generates the best probability path 

between a starting point and a destination point.

For this exercise, the destination point was always Swan Point. The proximity of Pickupsticks (~5 miles 

away) would result in identical paths, rendering models to both destinations unnecessary.

The path origin points were seven long-distance well-known lithic raw material sources:

• Batza Tena (obsidian) (Clark 1995; Cook 1995)

• Wiki Peak (obsidian) (Cook 1995; Patterson 2010:Appendix B)

• Rosebud Knob (chert) (Cook 1977: 257-299)

• Landmark Gap (chert) (Lawler 2019; Mobley 1982)

• Mt. Harper (stibnite ochre) (Kari 2015a; Mishler 1986: 4164)

• Kechumstuk (chert?) (ANLC3676a)

• The mouth of Chitistone River, where Chief Nicolai's copper camp was located (Kari 2013)

64 Mishler's description here may be confusing the Mt. Harper and Black Rapids ochre sources.
65 Not modeled, as no Native ceramic artifacts were located at either site, but important to note, nonetheless.

Several other known raw material sources are not as far distant as these, including:

• Long Tangle Lake (chert) (Lawler 2019; Mobley 1982)

• XBD-00167 (chert) (Potter et al. 2007)

• Peak north of Black Rapids Glacier (red ochre) (Kari 2015a)

• Rampart site (clay)65 (Rainey 1939: 376-377)

Several of these closer sources were also modeled, but it was quickly observed that they were located 

along or very near to the generated least-cost paths for the more distant sources. Their trails would then be 

modeled identically to the more distant ones. Therefore, they are not discussed separately, but their locations are 

depicted on the appropriate maps.

Each path creates a best scenario case to answer the following question: If a person was traveling from a 

source (i.e., Batza Tena) where they picked up obsidian for tool work to a destination site (i.e., Swan Point) where 

the discards of that material were found, what would be the best possible path that they might take? Several 

assumptions are made:
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• All things being equal, the generalized vegetation patches have not radically changed or been disrupted 

over the past 6,000 years (Edwards et al. 2000),

• The actors are intimately informed about the landscape they are traveling in and have destination goals,

• Traveling to and from the site and source is the primary goal, and encountering prey for consumption 

along that route is the secondary goal,

• The trip is concluded in the same season that it was embarked.

The decision in the mind of the rational actor then is, "If my goal is to travel by land or water from Batza 

Tena to Swan Point, where and how should I travel about the landscape in such a way that I can best expect to 

encounter the game I need for food along the way without spending extra energy on needless side quests to find 

food?" These are the best-case scenarios where the rational actor knows that the landscape is abundant with food, 

or that no caribou will be encountered on the trip, or that no moose will be encountered along the journey.

These scenarios are weakened by the fact that not all the assumptions can be held to have been equal for 

actual, individual trips, and many of these material types may likely have passed hands through trading or gifting 

between source and drop locations. Additionally, on many journeys, the game acquisition was the primary goal, 

and lithic procurement may have been the secondary goal. Also, emotionally-informed decisions such as taking an 

obscured route through hostile territory or extensively chasing game would likely generate quite different cost

path outcomes. These types of decisions cannot be modeled using these methods, but they may inform them. The 

following cost paths often highlight sections of ethno-historically documented Native trails and may help to inform 

those as well. They should not be considered "real" paths since they often model meandering routes through 

featureless terrain. They represent statistical probabilities and therefore are a best-case answer to "if 1,000 trips 

are taken between Batza Tana to Swan Point, and these goals remain largely the same, what route will they tend 

to follow?" Therefore, the sections where the cost-paths generate routes across valleys and through passes, where 

the traveler risks far more energy expenditures in an enclosed space, are more likely to highlight actual travel 

corridors.

11.5 Results

The following models provide three possible scenarios for trips from seven quarry locations. The 

Pickupsticks site is depicted on each map but not modeled as a destination because its proximity to Swan Point 

would produce identical paths. No ungulate kills were recorded for the summer months, so only a single path 

could be generated for that season.

11.5.1 Travelling from Batza Tena

For Batza Tena, the presence or absence of caribou did not affect the seasonal paths. However, the lack of 

moose on the landscape predicted a more upland route to the north. Generally, a trip on the Tanana and Yukon 

Rivers was predicted to be the best routes for spring and summer, with overland routes through the Koyukuk
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Valley's lowlands. Overland routes northeast of the Yukon River in the vicinity of Nuklauket Pass were predicted for 

the autumn and winter season. A secondary overland trail was predicted for winter and spring scenarios through 

the Little Melozitna River headwaters country (Figure 126).

11.5.2 Travelling from Wiki Peak

For transporting materials from Wiki Peak to Swan Point, the presence or absence of caribou or moose 

generally did not change the best-predicted route, which would be down Beaver Creek, a tributary of the Upper 

Snag River, overland to the Chisana River, and down the Tanana River to Shaw Creek and then to Swan Point. The 

only time a different predicted route was produced was by removing moose from the autumn model. In this 

scenario, a better caribou-encounter trail was predicted through the southern foothills of the Alaska Range to the 

Delta River, then into the Delta Creek drainage, and north to Swan Point (Figure 127).

11.5.3 Travelling from Rosebud Knob

Rosebud Knob is a quarry location where black and clear banded chert or chalcedony could be found. 

Chert matching this visual description is common in Tanana Valley assemblages and was located at Swan Point. For 

spring, the scenario paths predicted overland, meandering routes sticking to the lowlands. Summer predicted a 

riverine route down the Tolovana River and up the Tanana. For autumn, the best path scenarios predicted an 

upland course, and winter produced similar lowland routes like for spring. On these maps, XBD-167, an extensive 

lithic reduction site that may be nearby, has been depicted. The site is too close to model individual travel routes, 

and all would be nearly identical to each other and the Batza Tena and Rosebud knob trails that pass by (Figure 

128).

11.5.4 Travelling from Kechumstuk

Abraham Luke described a tool stone quarry to the east of Kechumstuk Village. This location is another 

potential source for chert. Most predicted scenarios flowed the Mosquito Fork and following Billy Creek toward 

the Tanana. Summer and spring predicted the use of the Tanana River as a travel corridor from there. Spring, 

autumn, and winter predicted that the southern Yukon-Tanana foothills and associated lowlands would be the 

best places to encounter game. An overland trail crossing the lower Healy River, Volkmar River, and Goodpaster 

River was predicted for winter. However, if neither moose nor caribou was removed, the best trail became the 

Tanana. In autumn, a trail overland to the Middle Fork Fortymile River, crossing the Healy River headwaters and 

down the South Fork Goodpaster, was predicted (Figure 129).

11.5.5 Travelling from Landmark Gap

The Landmark Gap quarry is located in the Tangle Lakes region. The nearby Long Tangle Lakes quarry is 

depicted on the maps. Also depicted on the map is the location by Abraham Luke of a red-ochre quarry near Black
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Figure 126. Cost-Path seasonal trails from Batza Tena to Swan Point. Red= caribou and moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but caribou are absent.
Yellow=caribou are present, but moose are absent.
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Figure 127. Cost-Path seasonal trails from Wiki Peak to Swan Point. Red= caribou and moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but caribou are absent.
Yellow=caribou are present, but moose are absent.
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Figure 128. Cost-Path seasonal trails from Rosebud Knob to Swan Point. Red= caribou and moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but caribou are absent.
Yellow=caribou are present, but moose are absent.
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Figure 129. Cost-Path seasonal trails from Kechumstuk to Swan Point. Red= caribou and moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but caribou are absent.
Yellow=caribou are present, but moose are absent.



Rapids Glacier. The proximity of the ochre source and Long Tangle Lakes quarry predict identical trails to them as 

to Landmark Gap. Generally, most of the scenario trails follow the Delta River through the Alaska Range. For 

autumn and winter, most of the predicted trail pass overland to the Delta Creek drainage, then to Swan Point 

(Figure 130).

11.5.6 Travelling from Mt. Harper

To transport stibnite ochre from the northern slopes of Mt. Harper to Swan Point, traveling down Healy 

River and then the Tanana River to Shaw Creek is predicted to be the best scenario in spring and summer. For 

autumn and winter, the South Fork Goodpaster River and overland to Quartz Lake then to Swan Point was 

predicted. However, if caribou are removed, a better trail is to take the regular stem of the Goodpaster (Figure 

131).

11.5.7 Travelling from Chief Nicolai's Copper Camp

A single Native Copper bipoint was recovered from Swan Point, and geochemical signatures suggest no 

difference with native Wrangell Mountain copper (Thompson 2016). Since numerous potential sources for this raw 

material are known from the Wrangel Mountains, one of the most distant points were chosen as a proxy. This 

location is Chief Nicolai's copper camp located at the mouth of the Chitistone River. Interestingly, all predicted 

scenario trails passed through the Native village of Gulkana, even when they diverged prior to their arrival there. In 

spring and summer, all predicted paths used the Chitina and Copper River for travel corridors to Gulkana. More 

upland routes along the flanks of Mt. Drum and Wrangel to Gulkana were predicted in autumn and winter. From 

Gulkana, different seasonal game scenarios predicted trails to split at Gulkana, either northwest up the Gulkana 

River to the Delta River toward Swan Point, or northeast up the Copper River to Mentasta Pass, down the Tok and 

then Tanana Rivers to Swan Point. One trail interestingly diverged; if moose were absent during the autumn 

months, a best=predicted trail was over Chisana Pass to the Nabesna River headwaters, up Jack Creek and across 

the southern Alaska Range foothills to the Delta River, then to Swan Point (Figure 132).

11.6 Discussion

This modeling effort illustrates wolf-foraging movements within the Yukon-Tanana Uplands' natural food 

web when controlled by vegetation and topography. It attempts to minimize the interspecies behavioral or cultural 

differences observed between wolves and humans by highlighting what and how both species value as shared 

resources. These are prey that exhibits a high energy net capture package over energy loss through acquisition 

expenditure. It is simplified through the hunting of mainly caribou and moose, with passive, or second-choice, the 

capture of smaller food items during the quest for those two primary ungulates. Within the model is an implicit 

expectation that humans and wolves prefer both ungulates to be optimally available. It takes further steps to
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Figure 130. Cost-Path seasonal trails from Landmark Gap to Swan Point. Red= caribou and moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but caribou are absent.
Yellow=caribou are present, but moose are absent.
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Figure 131. Cost-Path seasonal trails from Mt. Harper to Swan Point. Red= caribou and moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but caribou are absent.
Yellow=caribou are present, but moose are absent.
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Figure 132. Cost-Path seasonal trails from Chief Nicolai's copper camp to Swan Point. Red= caribou and moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but 
caribou are absent. Yellow=caribou are present, but moose are absent.



model how foraging movements are altered when only one or the other can be found. Additionally, it illustrates 

how humans outcompete a competitor species in their own space when niche construction has been minimized.

The models illustrate that during the spring and winter months, the site locations model the closest to the 

random point pattern, suggesting these are the periods of highest stress and uncertainty (Figure 124, Figure 125). 

Those conclusions are also implied from the ethnographic record. The data for the summer months are 

unfortunately not detailed enough to produce alternative scenarios of resource shortfall. During these months, 

wolf dietary behavior is dominated by fasting, scavenging winter kills, and consuming beavers, hare, and smaller 

prey (i.e., Peterson and Ciucci 2003: 111, 118-119). These food items indicate that wolf behavior during these 

months show a preference for exploiting wetland habitats, just as prehistoric humans did. The ethnographic record 

confirms that summer subsistence fishing and bird-hunting activities restricted travel, and long-distance travel 

would have likely been limited. Autumn and winter were preferred times for ungulate acquisition, likely assisted by 

predictability in migration movements, prey distracted by rutting behaviors, and deep late-winter snows 

disadvantaging escape.

In some cases, removing one or the other ungulates produces a robust and complex effect on 

predator/forager movements through the landscape. In other cases, no difference can be seen. These serve to 

illustrate how removing a critical species throughout Interior Alaska might have uncertain effects on humans. It 

may cause dynamic, innovative land-use movements or technological shifts for one band while leaving no 

discernable effect on its neighbor (Figure 133, Figure 134). This dynamic complexity level can be observed in the 

models even when ecological diet-breadth choices are held the same across the landscape. It also illustrates the 

desire for prey conservation so emphasized in the ethnographies; conservation ensured future return and lessened 

the likelihood of disrupted seasonal movements.

These dynamic models serve to illustrate the behavioral or cultural plasticity needed for long-term 

survival in these ecologically extreme regions. The loss of one of these critical species can force band movements 

to a region located too far away from other potential secondary resources within their traditional catchment basin. 

In such cases, innovative social mechanisms such as the extended family network can ease mobility and resource 

access stress. Almost all of these hypothetical trails pass through multiple band territories documented during the 

19th and 20th centuries. It appears to have been rare for individuals to pass through these many territories safely.

The easiest way for these materials to pass was then likely as traded items and may infer a life-history for 

them that spanned multiple seasons and perhaps years. These possibilities are beyond the purpose of this 

exercise. It may also illustrate a reason for the loss of stone as a material type; its value likely increased with every 

passage of hands, similar to copper implements. If it became too expensive to acquire traded tool stone as 

populations increased, desirable alternative materials such as bone, antler, and wood would have become 

apparent.

Loss of a regional species for a prolonged period of time can result in a punctuated period of rapid change 

in land use strategy, and thus any seasonal toolkit dependant on it. If a species is lost for long enough, it's
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Figure 133. Cost-Path seasonal spring trails (top) from raw material sources to Swan Point. Red= caribou and 
moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but caribou are absent. Yellow=caribou are present, but moose are 
absent. Cost-Path seasonal summer trails (bottom) from raw material sources to Swan Point.
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Figure 134. Cost-Path seasonal autumn (top) and winter (bottom) trails from raw material sources to Swan Point. 
Red= caribou and moose are available. Blue=moose is present, but caribou are absent. Yellow=caribou are present, 
but moose are absent.
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reintroduction may not result in a shift back to the old land-use system, but it may merely become complimentary. 

The potential for this is observed in the summer model. Wolf locations inform it during these months. Both wolves 

and humans seem to be focusing their behaviors on the same streams, but for different reasons. Prehistoric 

humans concentrated on fishing (both anadromous and non-anadromous fish), while wolves are likely targeting 

other associated wetland fauna. At this scale, however, the use-pattern appears identical.

The modeling effort also can help to highlight potential overland foot travel routes between places. A high 

degree of uncertainty is attached to the possible trails for lowland areas, and these are best thought of as areas 

with great potential for stochastic walkabouts. The upland areas, especially chosen valleys and passes for trail 

corridors, are much more likely to represent real prehistoric trails. In particular, it was quite interesting that the 

location of Gulkana Village, C'uul C'ena' (Sequence # 661.2: Kari 2013), was modeled as a centralized midway 

attractor point. Trails diverged from their origin point before coalescing at Gulkana, then widely diverging across 

the landscape again before coming together at Swan Point. When seen through the model's perspective, it is no 

surprise that the Ahtna Chief Least Weasel chose this location as his home (Cuuy Ak' ae, Sequence #667: Kari 2013; 

see also Cooper 2007:30-31). There, he built his vast wealth based on the copper and fur trade (Kari and Tuttle 

2018: 86-92; see Cooper 2007; Hanson 1999, 2008; Workman 1976 for the archaeological reports on this site, 

named for the historic Ringling homestead on which it was excavated).

Finally, this exercise helps to illustrate the shifting perceptions of optimality in a dynamic landscape. The 

Optimal Foraging models help to inform trips are most likely to encounter energy gain packages on a long-distance 

journey from two static points that never change. The shortest distance between those two points is not always 

the most optimal trip. In some scenarios, the presence and absence of game in high ranked patches does not affect 

the actor moving across them. In other cases, the modeled paths suggest extensive and meandering walkabouts 

are the best solution. These models illustrate the intersection of BE and CT: small changes (such as the lack of 

caribou) at the beginning of a journey can result in drastically different optimal energy-gaining pathways sought 

out.

11.7 Conclusions

This chapter details an experimental approach of modeling alternative scenarios of the effects that 

ecological dynamics have on foraging behaviors. These modeled scenarios represent behavioral choices that are 

seasonally constrained. They are the consequences of decisions that combine perceptions of the environment as a 

cost-benefit system. These relatively simplified models can inform further socioecological research on the 

movement of goods throughout the prehistoric landscape. Additionally, seasonally-constrained behavioral choices 

informed by another competitive species allow an extra degree of confidence in the modeling effort. It also acts as 

a proof-of-concept, a blind study confirming the methodology, a step that is lacking in other similar geospatial 

modeling efforts.
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Chapter 12: Discussion

12.1 Introduction

This dissertation has covered a wide variety of topics. Each of these was considered necessary to explore 

and highlight the developmental paths of specific cultural aspects crucial to the ongoing ethnogenesis of the 

Middle Tanana people. The regional oral traditions suggest that at an unspecified point in the prehistoric past, 

demographic pressure originating from the Copper River basin resulted in novel forms of regional conflict in the 

Middle and Upper Tanana Valleys. The resolution of these tensions and conflicts are traditionally said to have been 

solved by the formerly endogamous bands choosing to broaden, formalize, and intensify their pre-existing kinship 

networks, producing a shift toward exogamous marriages and binding non-related families together in economic 

partnerships in villages. The process facilitated demographic growth, seasonal sedentism, and increased 

territoriality. These shifting cultural ideals are reflected in seasonal household forms, as they moved from being 

single-family structures to multi-family houses, reflecting the new, inter-family partnership networks.

12.2 Insights from Swan Point and Pickupsticks Artifacts

The use and treatment of obsidian, found throughout the Holocene record at both sites, is intriguing. At 

these two sites, it remains regulated mainly to microblade and scraper manufacture. It is conspicuously absent 

regarding biface manufacture, either as a knife or projectile points, a pattern that may also be corroborated in 

other Alaskan Northern Archaic and Athabascan assemblages (Fuqua 2020; Keeney 2019). While this avoidance 

pattern could be interpreted to indicate that obsidian was avoided for use as projectile points, it may be that 

obsidian projectile points simply experienced a far shorter use-life. If so, they would have tended to be expended 

at relatively closer distances from their procurement sources. In comparison, obsidian used as miocroblades and 

scrapers would have experienced a longer use-life and be discarded at relatively greater distances from source 

locations.

12.2.1 Artifact insights from Swan Point Level 1 (700-200 cal BP)

At the main locus of Swan Point, a protohistoric and early Native Alaskan Historic component, including 

possibly some Euro-American Historic contributions, exist on the surface and mixed in with the sod and O Horizon. 

The lithics' spatial distribution in Level 0 and Level 1 also exhibit a strong difference from those below it, suggesting 

a separate, young undated occupation, potentially only several centuries old. Feature 3 is either associated with 

this recent occupation or the Historic component. The Level 1 assemblage contains artifacts associated with 

hammering and splitting organic materials, hide work, and some butchery (Figure 94).
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12.2.2 Artifact insights from Swan Point Level 2-4 (CZ1a1 and 1a2: 725-1,150, 1,450-2,115 cal BP)

The latest dated prehistoric component at the Swan Point main locus (CZ1a1) contains evidence of two 

unique manufacturing materials in addition to the lithics. The first is a native copper bipoint from Level 1, 

potentially the undated younger component based on the different spatial debitage patterning (ID no. 26707: 

Figure 94). Bipoints were utilized both as awls and were also part of one of four known copper arrowhead or 

endblade manufacture sequences. In this technique, the bipoint formed a central spine, and a separate sheet of 

copper was hammered around it to form the blades (Franklin et al. 1981: 29-30; see also Cooper 2007: 154-157). 

The second is direct regional evidence for osseous arrow manufacture in the form of fractured distal and medial 

point sections dated ~675 cal BP (ID no. 22344 and 22345: Figure 95, Table 11). Two lithic bifaces from Level 3 

CZ1a were also likely intended for use as arrowheads: these are ID no. 00158/05144 and 24708 (Figure 96). Both 

are similar in form to Kavik/Klo-Kut points (Smith 2012), which become visible in the regional archaeological record 

generally after the Swan Point occupation. Other broken biface sections are found in every level of Swan Point 

CZ1a, but if interpreted as projectile points, their use as either dart points or arrow points are obscured. These 

different projectile point technologies may have been utilized side by side or belong to different occupations; to 

the north, the Klo-Kut site on the Yukon suggests that a preference for osseous arrows existed between 1,200-600 

cal BP and stone-tipped arrows after that (Morlan 1973; Cinq-Mars 1974). The presence of bow-and-arrows as a 

technological concept in the Middle Tanana during this time period was recently questioned by Doering et al. 

(2020: 485). However, additional evidence for regional arrow manufacture and use in the Central Alaskan Range 

spanning the past 1,000-1,200 years BP is detailed in the Alaskan ice patch recoveries (i.e., VanderHoek et al. 2012: 

Table 1 and Figure 5). Several small stone projectile points identified as arrowheads were also recovered from a 

prehistoric house floor at MMK-012, Lake Minchumina, dating between 1050-1540 cal BP (Holmes 1986). The 

central Alaska record lacks the radiocarbon resolution that the southern Yukon ice patch assemblages have 

provided for that region. The remainder of the Swan Point CZ1a assemblage contains tools related to hide work, 

unifacial and bifacial tool discards, and microblade production (Figure 95, Figure 96, Figure 97).

12.2.3 Artifact insights from Pickupsticks (784-918 cal BP and 1,400-1,530 cal BP)

The artifact record at the Pickupsticks house presents a complicated picture. The recovered artifacts are 

finely crafted, related to butchery (unifaces), hunting and meat package reduction (broken bifaces), and utilized 

blades and burin spalls (Figure 106). The faunal items present there, while fragmentary and often singular, appear 

to represent possible consumption behaviors, and use of animals considered in the early 20th century as ‘engii 

(taboo), especially in the case of the otter remains (one calcined distal left tibia). Otters were considered a 

powerful creature, and the only culturally appropriate handling of these animals was traditionally reserved for 

especially powerful sleep doctors (shamans).

Unused quartz debitage and rocks were also heavily represented within the Pickupsticks feature, but not 

outside of it. These quartz pieces, potentially manuports, were also directly associated with the wall remains, 
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suggesting they were somehow associated. Monty Rogers (2015: 59-60, and Chapter 5) extensively discusses the 

association of quartz and Dena'ina house features. His work concluded that quartz had general, multi-purpose 

utility based upon its hardness (for crushing) ability to hold an irregular edge, utility as a heating stone, and also for 

black ochre. Copper-bearing quartz was a source of paint, but it had to be crushed and fired in order to be utilized 

(2015: 89). Mineral pigments were considered to be deeply powerful (i.e., Thomas 2005).

12.2.4 Artifacts insights from Swan Point Locus 2 Housepit (1,810-2,115 cal BP)

Very few formal artifacts or larger pieces of debitage were recovered from the housepit locus, suggesting 

that stone tool work was oriented away from the household and is likely represented in the CZ1a levels 2-4 at the 

main locus.

12.2.5 Artifact insights from Swan Point Level 5-6 (CZ1b: 2,535-3,600, 4,800-5,530 cal BP)

The assemblage contains burins, microblade production, scrapers, unifaces, and a wide variety of biface 

forms, suggesting that an extensive amount of tool crafting, hide work, and meat package reduction was occurring. 

The spatial analysis of Levels 2-4 at Swan Point depicts a horizontal patterning similar to Levels 5 and 6 below for 

CZ1b, suggesting a single period of disturbance that affected these levels only. The double-ring-like disturbance 

pattern of artifact discards indicates the presence of either tents or a circular, heavily utilized work area 

surrounded by smudge fires, or perhaps a combination of both. The pattern seems most strongly to have affected 

the levels of CZ1b (2,535-3,600 cal BP (the pit features at Locus 2) and 4,800-5,530 cal BP (Main Locus)). Since the 

hearth locations of these levels form well with the horizontal lithic patterning of these levels and the horizontal 

orientation of preserved hearths, it is suggested that these lower levels represent the actual point of disturbance, 

rather than the later, upper ones.

12.2.6 Artifact insights from Swan Point Level 7-8 (CZ2: 7,500-8,200 cal BP)

The assemblage is dominated by biface forms and fragments, discarded microblade cores, and several 

scrapers. Levels 7 and 8 of CZ2 represents a very different spatial pattern of artifacts, one of large concentric 

bands. The main locus of Swan Point suggests that while various, unique activities affected the spatial disturbance 

patterns throughout the site, site activities throughout the Holocene were consistent with retooling efforts and 

food package processing and consumption activities.

12.3 Insights into Household Archaeology and the Rise of Social Complexity

The residential feature at Pickupsticks is identical in size, form, and construction, to those historically 

described at the nearby Goodpaster River village. The main difference is that they were separated in time by 

almost ~700-800 years. This temporal pattern is remarkable, suggesting that a stable aspect of one of the most 

fundamental units of culture, the family and household, remained constant throughout this period. Residences 
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reflect the family structure intended to be housed within and symbolically represent the basic familial, social 

shelter (i.e., McFadyen Clark 1996). As such, they will trend towards similarity within a culture, as regional 

members seek to share identity concepts of social structure and comfort (Coupland 2013). Therefore, these 

preserved houses are much more likely to reflect their periods' common household styles, rather than being 

anomalies. The Pickupsticks house is similar in form to the homes designed to hold two non-related families in 

economic partnership and their respective surviving elders (sometimes referred to as a “four-family” house due to 

the inclusion of grandparents as residents). This line of evidence suggests a stable kinship and linguistic-cultural 

system was in place in this region throughout the Athabascan tradition of the past millennia. This proposition has 

been accepted since John Cook proposed it in 1969 from work at Healy Lake.

The residential feature at Swan Point does not readily reflect a structured, dual-family household. While it 

is large enough to have perhaps housed two small families, it is more likely that this feature represents a shelter 

for a single natal family, likely over at least two separate seasons (Figure 113). Being about 1,900 years old, the 

residence is dated ~1,000 years earlier than the Pickupsticks house (784-918 cal BP). If it also represented the 

average household of the Middle Tanana (1,810-2,115 cal BP), it suggests that during the millennia separating the 

two, the concept of the household sustained a fundamental cultural change. If the spatial patterning of artifacts in 

Swan Point CZ1b, dating several millennia earlier, indeed are the remains of tent-like features, it is a further line of 

evidence of increasing technological investment through time towards more permanent and substantial residence 

types.

The residence features are interpreted here to be symbolic representations of the regional Dene society. 

Each house would have been built as a comforting reminder of the communal interaction with the universe. By 

taking on agency and actively constructing the family home environment, power was shifted from an external 

source to an internal one. The role of the extended family and their consumption patterns and renewal rites of 

resources took on an intensified role. The transition from single-family structures to multi-family structures 

between 2,000 and 1,000 years ago is observed as a local manifestation of increasing social complexity. It reflects a 

widespread socio-economic pattern that was also especially visible in Northwest Coast societies of the same period 

(Angelbeck 2016; Angelbeck and Grier 2012; Grier 2003)

These residential features represent a significant investment of time and resources. The Technological 

Investment model suggests that the payoff would be better for shelter and safety for longer periods. Additionally, 

house features could theoretically be repetitively returned to on a seasonal basis and reused. This pattern 

facilitated a logistical mobility system that funneled resources toward these seasonal villages. These were likely 

framed by watershed tenure and kinship strategies. It was important that kin who lived in extra-regional villages 

could predictably find their relatives on the landscape at proposed times, no small feat in the dense sub-arctic 

boreal forest. Investment into the arenas of extra-regional kinship maintenance and non-related family partnership 

households may also be a proxy for investment into potlatching and wealth aggrandizement via reciprocal gift 

exchange. This idea was predicted earlier to be represented in the archaeological record as the need for storage 
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features and large communal buildings. As mobility decreases and seasonal sedentism rises, more time can be 

invested in technology and material culture that does not need to be highly mobile. Additionally, the dual-family 

partnership system is a likely proxy for potlatch behaviors. Further, the additional pit features throughout the later 

Holocene Record at Swan Point, if indeed anthropogenic in origin, suggest food storage behaviors, which can also 

indicate potlatch planning (i.e., Boraas 2007).

Wood remains at both residential features show evidence of scorching. There are several potential 

reasons for this: accidental household arson, arson associated with conflict, burning associated with natural forest 

fires, accidental burning associated with cultural landscape burning, or purposeful burning and purification of a 

deceased person's house and personal belongings.

The floors of both residential features are the best preserved. The Swan Point house exhibits a thick (~10 

cm) anthropogenic sediment deposit that preserves the remains of small lithic debitage and crushed, calcined 

bones. The floor of Pickupsticks appears to have not been formed of sediment, but the actual soft, degrading 

regolith with a layer of birch bark on top. The presence of a sediment floor deposit over the disturbed regolith at 

Swan Point and the lack of any such deposit over the disturbed regolith at Pickupsticks potentially indicates 

relative occupational periods. The Swan Point occupation would then be considered much longer than at 

Pickupsticks. There is little evidence to provide a robust occupation duration of either feature. A general lack of 

diversity in lithic types and forms at the Swan Point feature suggests a limited occupation; as time increases, a 

wider variety of lithic types and forms will have an opportunity to be lost in the vicinity. However, the presence of 

a hearth at the main locus exhibits an identical probability spread of radiocarbon dates as at the residential 

feature, suggests the possibility that many activities occurred there, away from the house feature. The two 

hearths, buried vertically one above the other within the residence, exhibit identical ages, suggesting a more 

limited occupation occurred. For the Pickupsticks residence, a greater variety in discarded lithic types and forms is 

present; however, the faunal remains indicate the possibility that the assemblage is a palimpsest, including an 

earlier occupation. While in the field, the regolith was observed to be quite soft and easily damaged. After 

photomodeling, sediment was brought in to stabilize the prehistoric anthropogenic excavation. The soft nature of 

the bedrock was noted elsewhere on the site and at Swan Point; this is not due to any prehistoric Holocene 

exposure. Due to the lack of any evidence that the prehistoric use of the residence did not wear down these cuts, 

two hypotheses emerge:

• The feature was used only for a limited time, reducing the chance for wear on the floor,

• Construction methods were used that protected the regolith from wear.

No data was recovered that could support or refute the second hypothesis; so, it can only be noted as a 

possibility. The first possibility is also supported because no firm evidence of an internal hearth was observed, a 

necessary addition for long-term use. The presence of birchbark as used for flooring material also would be 

dangerous in the presence of a fire. Personal extensive experience with birchbark as kindling has shown that it is a 
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commonly used item that can quickly and easily be lit. It burns for a prolonged period, thus quickly igniting larger 

diameter wood than other kindling items by volume. If the Pickupsticks house was not used as a long-term 

residence, the high level of effort and construction quality observable in it suggests that it may have been built 

only to display those qualities, as ethnographically documented potlatch houses were known to be. Lithics were 

not produced and discarded ubiquitously throughout the house but are only associated with the traditional 

women's activity area, and even then, only on one side of the house. Faunal discards are directed towards the 

center of the house and two outdoor “middens” near the front and back of the house. The lithic pattern of one

sided production (the opposing half of the women's side of the feature does not exhibit the same pattern) and lack 

of homogenizing horizontal spread of discards throughout the feature, with faunal discards ubiquitously collecting 

towards the front-center, is suggestive of short-term use. It is also perhaps indicative of only one side of the house 

producing, but both sides consuming.

The Pickupsticks house represents the built habitus, symbolizing an individual or individuals who were 

actively strategically maneuvering widely-held fundamental Dene cultural constructs of obligating one's unrelated 

rivals to themselves (e.g., Bourdieu 1977; Mauss [1925] 2016; Thornton 2008: 14). These behaviors are evident 

through displays of producing an elaborate potlatch house whose only intended use was to host non-related 

guests (the house structure symbolizing the traditional dichotomous categorization of the Tanana people (i.e., 

Bourdieu 1973)). Its symbolic consumption may have been completed through a final ceremonial burning or 

abandonment (Mauss [1925] 2016: 115-117). It is important to remember that the kinship terminology appears to 

be a Proto-Dene innovation, far more ancient than the inter-familial household partnership innovation. Therefore, 

the dual-family household likely represents an “improvement” built upon the older traditional kinship structure.

The presence of fur-bearing animal remains suggest an autumn occupation, also indicated by the fact that 

excavations into the sediment would have needed to occur during the warmer months when the ground was 

sufficiently thawed: likely June-September. It was also ‘engii for children to come into contact with these 

creatures, indicating that their presence was absent from the building or perhaps even the site.

While all things held spiritual meaning and symbolism to the Middle Tanana Dene, several powerful 

cultural display elements of this site may be present. One is the house's placement; it was located on a hill's apex, 

with a wide viewshed (when trees are not present) to the southwest of the Shaw Creek Flats. Presumably, its 

location there would be more challenging to conceal. Its position may have been an overt signal for its location, 

perhaps aided with smoke. The apparent deliberate placement of small quartz cobbles and pebbles throughout the 

structure's walls may have held undefined symbolic significance. Other stones were known to possess significant 

spiritual power; see, for example, the Koyukon entry for obsidian/amethystine quartz:

“baats'e, -k'ebaats'e' (n.; dene) CLU, maats'e L, baasts'e “obsidian, stone amulet, "amethyst, amethystine 

quartz" - JJ "The amulet is a translucent stone, which the common people cannot distinguish from an 

ordinary pebble, the shamans only being aware of its preternatural qualities. It has two eyes, generally 
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not visible to common mortals. The shamans wear it hanging on a string passed around the neck, 

generally in a moose-skin pouch. The one used by Moglloye Tleegllesteek To' (died 1901) was about 7" 

long and 2 ½" thick, the sides tapering to a thin edge, and one end to a blunt point, which gave it a vague 

resemblance to a duck's bill. It was probably buried with him, or perhaps inherited by his wife." (b-7) - JJ 

"The maats'e constitutes the one who possesses it, under the special protection and guardianship of the 

spirits, and common people are generally afraid of having anything to do with it."” (Jette and Jones 2000: 

85).

However, it is the presence of the otter bones within the structure is perhaps the most intriguing; by 

displaying the untouchable remains, the individual was declaring their great power as a Sleep Doctor, displaying a 

magical prowess that could safely manipulate the rules of ‘engii. Handling these objects would otherwise destroy 

the luck, power, prestige, and intelligence of the average individual (McKennan 1959; Vitt 1971: 125). Thus, this 

site's purpose only becomes apparent within its social environment by understanding its cosmological and 

economic impacts on living individuals (Kristiansen 2004, 2013). Given the multiple lines of evidence supporting 

the presence of symbolic agency and ritualized roles, the possibility that the moose tibia fragment, which predates 

the building's occupation, represents a prehistorically curated item should not be discounted pending further 

excavation and analysis of the outdoor activity areas.

12.4 Insights into Social Structure at the Swan Point Main Locus

Earlier, in Chapters Four and Six, I presented the cultural expectations of the archaeological expressions 

for gendered and age-graded divisions of labor. At Swan Point, the presence of potential hide-working activity 

areas is possibly associated with the ring-like debitage distributions and scraper discards. Skin-working is 

significantly associated with (but not limited to) the ethnographically documented identities of adult, married 

Dene women's roles. It is also attested to by the numerous discarded lithic scrapers of various types. It is expected 

that, if younger, stronger women were present in the camp, elder women likely could focus their crafting expertise 

on skilled adornment, as hide preparation was extremely taxing. Informants discussing the technology types 

present at the Ringling site recalled that scraping hides with boulder spalls was a task given to children (Hanson 

2008: 122-123), and scraping tools were curated matrilineally (2008: 123).

12.4.1 Swan Point Level 1 (700-200 cal BP)

The presence of tools associated with osseous and dendric tool crafting (i.e., burins, adzes, stone 

pounders) ethnographically was especially associated with (but not limited to) male identities and was an 

especially valued practical activity of older men. The tools related to large game hunting were often (but not 

always) the purview of young unmarried or middle-aged married men and are mostly visible as broken discards, 

complete bifaces, and microblade discards. Biface tips are more evident than broken bases, perhaps indicating that 
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they were transported back to the sites within meat packages where they were found and discarded either during 

further processing or consumption (others might be the remains of knives broken during use).

12.4.2 Swan Point Level 2-4 (CZ1a1 and 1a2: 725-1,150, 1,450-2,115 cal BP).

The footprint feature is the best direct evidence of the presence of children. Additional methods for 

identifying the presence of younger age-grades are provided in a recent paper by studying lithic core discards 

(Gómez Coutouly et al. 2020). Their model categorizes individuals as skilled (adult), apprentice (teenager), novice 

(pre-teens), and beginner knappers (children) by identifying less-skilled and unskilled knapping mistakes in the 

Swan Point CZ4 assemblage. Similar artifacts are also observable in the upper levels. The upper-most microblade 

core discarded in CZ1a Level 2 (ID no. 09614: Figure 95) represents a skilled user who abandoned a core without 

flaking mistakes when it became too small to use. A microblade core discard from Level 4 (ID no. FS 2017: 55: 

Figure 97) depicts a series of blade removal failures (stacked step fractures across the front). These likely represent 

the work of a skilled practitioner who attempted to rejuvenate some flake removal mistakes that resulted in the 

core's premature discard (Gómez Coutouly et al. 2020: 10-11). Generally, while the biface discards in CZ1a are 

representative of a high level of skill, the biface discards of Levels 3 and 4 may depict varying levels of talent: ID no. 

22682 and 00158/001544 (Figure 96) appear to represent the biface reduction skills of an apprentice knapper. 

Crude bifaces and irregular flake cores on locally available materials perhaps are indicative of novice crafting.

Scrapers also show a spectrum of fine crafting to crude but functional shaping, potentially indicative of experts and 

novices working together.

12.4.3 Swan Point Level 5-6 (CZ1b: 2,535-3,600, 4,800-5,530 cal BP)

In CZ1b, a high level of craftsmanship is observed in many of the scrapers, bifaces, and microblade cores. 

Contrasting them in particular, the large refit microblade core ID no. 05176, etc. (Figure 114) depicts several 

microblade scars ending in step fractures. The core shattered due to improper heat application, suggesting that 

the core was either discarded in a hearth or the apprentice was experimenting unsuccessfully with heat treatment 

to attempt to improve the knappability of the core and correct the mistakes. No sub-par shaped scrapers appear in 

either Level 5 or 6, suggesting that if young girls were present, they were not engaged in the skinning activities.

12.4.4 Swan Point Level 7-8 (CZ2: 7,500-8,200 cal BP)

In CZ2, the microblade cores and bifaces all depict only a high level of craftsmanship. No scrapers are 

present, possibly indicating behaviors associated with weapon retooling and meat processing are the only 

observable activities. This component may indicate the presence of a small group limited to task-oriented, skilled 

adult individuals at a logistic camp.
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12.5 Insights from Comparative Regional Assemblages

Throughout the Middle Tanana region, other important comparative sites that have been published 

research include:

• Alaskan Ice-Patch archaeology of the central Alaska Range (VanderHoek et al. 2012)

While the Alaskan Ice Patch cultural record pales compared to the recoveries and level of effort devoted 

to those in the Southern Yukon Territory area, it has provided a comparative dataset that appears analogous. 

Preserved artifacts suggest regional bow and arrow technology stretching back at least 1,000 years and osseous 

projectile points for five centuries prior.

• Klein Site (Doering et al. 2020: 480; Reuther 2013: 21)

o Lower Locus, 520-560 cal BP

o Upper Locus, 1,080-1,280 cal BP

The Klein Site is located on the northern bank of Quartz Lake in the southeastern area of the Shaw Creek 

Flats. A copper bipoint and sheet remains are associated with the Upper Locus. Both loci exhibit bifacial and core- 

and-blade lithic reduction strategies that are dominated by the use of local materials.

• Fish Creek (Cook 1977: 160, 72-180) 

o 1,900-3,300 cal BP

The Fish Creek site comprises four excavated loci located on a small knoll near the southeastern margins 

of Summit Lake, near Isabel Pass at the Gulkana River's headwaters. Over 10,000 lithics of 13 types of chert, 

obsidian, quartzite, slate, and basalt are represented in bifacial, core-and-blade, burin, scrapers, hammerstones, 

and expedient technological forms. Burned and fragmented faunal remains dominated the faunal assemblage, 

which included a small number of fish remains. Three conventional radiocarbon dates suggested dates between 

2,100 and 3,500 cal BP, consistent with the notched bifacial technology recovered from the site. Additionally, the 

researchers suggested that partial-ring-like scatters of lithic debris may point to the presence of non-permanent 

habitation structures.

• Mead (Holmes 2001; Little 2013; Potter et al. 2011; Potter et al. 2013)

o CZ1b 4,244-4,008 cal BP (Little 2013: 34)

o CZ2 6,900 cal BP and 8,800 cal BP (Little 2013: 36)

The Mead Site is on a rocky bluff overlooking the Shaw Creek Flats, about a mile from the mouth of Shaw 

Creek. CZ1b is interpreted to be the remains of a long-term, residential base camp based on the relatively wide 
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array of locally-provenanced debitage types. The otherwise lack of bifacial technology is interpreted to be the 

result of their manufacture at Mead but use and discard off-site. CZ2 is understood to be the remains of a short

term spike camp, with bifacial remains suggesting an increased period of resource stress.

• Banjo Lake (Esdale et al. 2015: 40)

o ~6,200-7,000 cal BP

The Banjo Lake site is located on the Delta Moraine, east of Jarvis Creek. The assemblage represents a 

significant, yet disturbed, lithic assemblage associated with extensive expedient lithic production, as well as bifacial 

and core-and blade technology. The collection is also associated with at least one (possibly two) hearth and is 

interpreted as the remains of a short-term camp, likely associated with prey butchery behaviors. The assemblage 

contains 7,000 lithics and over 12,000 unidentified faunal remains. Lithic types used included various cherts, 

rhyolite, basalt, obsidian, andesite, quartz, quartzite, limestone, sandstone, and slate.

• Delta River Overlook (Potter et al. 2018: 71)

o C8b 2,240 cal BP

o C8a 3,560 cal BP 

o C7b 4,150 cal BP 

o C6a 6,820 cal BP

The Delta River Overlook site sits on a west-facing promontory, which juts out into the Delta River plain 

near Donnelly Dome. For the Northern Archaic components at DRO, C8b is interpreted to be a residential base 

camp, where wapiti, ground squirrel, hare, and lynx remains were identified. C8a remains are dominated by a 

small, dense cache of ~50 bifaces and uniface blanks, suggesting an abandoned toolbag. Additionally, the remains 

of a very large artiodactyl were recovered. C7b is the result of a short-term processing site that included bison and 

small mammals. C6a results from a camp where the processing of wapiti, caribou, grouse, and several types of fur

bearing mammals occurred. The late occurrence and harvest of bison and wapiti at DRO remains singular in the 

Middle Tanana Valley.

• XBD-376, Hollembaek's Hill

o Late Holocene component

o Middle Holocene component

o ~8,000 cal BP component

o 11,950 cal BP component 

o ~14,000 cal BP component
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Preliminary analyses of this important residential site from the early Holocene Transitional Period have 

only been summarized in several conference talks and posters. Excavations are revealing an unparalleled sample of 

faunal remains associated with a buried anthropogenic pit feature corresponding in time with Swan Point CZ2; 

(Lanoe 2018; Lanoe et al. 2019a; Tedor and Holmes 2011).

Other important regional comparative assemblages are known to exist but have yet to be published. 

These include:

• XMH-915, XMH-917, and XBD-110 (Julie Esdale, personal communication 2020)

o Athabascan tradition

• XBD-020, Healy Lake Village Site reanalysis (initially published by Cook 1969 and 1989, awaiting 

the publication of recent work by Thomas Gillispie)

o Athabascan tradition

o Northern Archaic tradition

• XBD-131 Broken Mammoth (Dilley 1998; Holmes 1996; see a compilation of radiocarbon 

chronologies in Kielhofer et al. 2020: 5, Table S2)

o CZ1a (1,900-2,900 cal BP)

o CZ1b (4,900-5,400 BP)

o CZ2 (7,900-8,400 BP)

• XBD-072, the Cook Site (similar dates to Broken Mammoth; Reuther 2013)

o 1,850 cal BP

o 3,000 cal BP

o 5,500 cal BP

o 7,900-9,000 cal BP

• XMH-246, Gerstle River Middle and Late Holocene components (Potter 2005: 200)

o C7 4,000-4,700 cal BP

o C6 5,800 cal BP

o C5 7,300 cal BP

o C4 8,300-9,000 cal BP

• TLM-215 (Dixon 1985; Hays et al. 2014)

o This site may include the remains of a housepit dating to 1297 cal BP (Beta 7846).

• CHR 030, Slaven's Roadhouse site (Urban et al. 2016)

o Geophysical survey results suggest the presence of early Northern Archaic housepit 

structures (6,000-4,000 cal BP)
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12.6 Insights into the Role of Language, Material Culture, and Ancient Genetics on Interior Alaskan Dene 

Ethnogenesis

Language is one key aspect of cultural identity, and Chapter 5 explored how it both guided and made use 

of Dene land-use economics. It also explored what is known about the history and dispersal of the ancestral 

language family into Interior Alaska, the historical processes of its replacement on the landscape by Indo-European 

languages, and the aspects which have survived. The most robust theoretical methods point to a linguistic origin in 

Northern British Columbia and Southern Yukon, potentially including the Tanana River's headwaters. A sense of 

great antiquity is embedded within the structure of the place names and the languages themselves. When 

modeled with potential archaeological proxies, one can turn back the clock and reconstruct a prehistorical 

narrative by correlating the linguistic and archaeological records. This exercise produced hypothetical terminus 

ante quem scenarios, being the latest possible date for linguistic spread through material correlates throughout 

the state. This relative model suggested that the presence of Proto-Dene in the Middle and Upper Tanana is at 

least as old as the early Holocene, likely being embedded there prior to 7,000 years ago and then spreading 

throughout the state in various expansion waves associated with the Northern Archaic and Athabascan traditions. 

Again, this type of modeling cannot definitively point to the oldest appearance of the language. Still, it indicates 

that we should focus efforts on the unique environmental stressors of the extreme warming and extinction 

patterns during the millennia of ~11,000-7,000 years ago to illuminate questions of ethnolinguistic genesis.

Our limited knowledge of ancestral genetic flow covered briefly in Chapter 5 suggests that prior to the 

influx of old-world genetic haplotypes associated with Euro-American expansion of the past five centuries, the 

unique genetic signal observed is interpreted to be a pattern of gene flow originating from western Alaska and 

Northeast Asia occurring during the Middle Holocene. The signal is interpreted to be that of a population being 

absorbed by the pre-existing ancestral Dene. Prior to this, the Early Holocene genetic picture is one of a 

transitional population equally similar to later East Asian and Northern North American populations, possibly 

suggesting a pattern of genetic drift in the process of producing the dominant haplotypes we observe today.

The archaeological reconstructions of Chapter 6 points to a pattern more similar to the Historical 

Linguistics reconstruction than the Ancestral DNA pattern. It highlights a long period throughout the Middle 

Holocene of material cultural stability, but one indicating initial high mobility and later resource intensification. 

Extensive work by Potter (2016) suggests that this is signaled by an increase in site structure variation from the 

earlier Denali complex components and a formal toolkit marked by decreased variation. It also indicates that more 

external cultural influences on Interior Alaskan traditions came from the east and southeast from North America 

rather than to the west in Northeast Asia. It also strongly suggests ongoing technological influences from the 

earliest periods of settlement in Alaska.

These reconstructions serve to illustrate the dynamic, independent, and multidirectional paths that genes, 

language, and technological culture take to form the cultural identity of any one period. This dissertation does not 

support any current ideas that suggest Proto Dene dispersed throughout Interior Alaska via the Proto Eskimo 
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genome or the later Interior Norton archaeological tradition (although these undoubtedly left other cultural traces 

on the ancestral Dene). Instead, the stance it takes is that the Interior Norton tradition and Paleo-Eskimo genome 

was absorbed by the Northern Archaic and Athabascan tradition people through the ancient expansive Dene 

kinship networks. This extra-regional and extensive familial kinship system may have outcompeted any other 

socio-political system based on smaller natal family concepts if initial demographic pressure is held more or less 

equal. The Dene concepts of kinship support a system of competition and reciprocity designed to reduce inter-clan 

violence and enhance landscape sharing and interpersonal movement with non-relatives (Mauss [1925] 2016: 115

117). The long-term success of Proto-Dene as a linguistic system may have been intimately tied to their traditional 

kinship networks, which appear to have deep antiquity (Ives et al. 2010). There exists a theme that the sib 

organization may have been an adaptive non-violent stress response to growing populations and small-scale 

migrations. It should be recognized as an integral success strategy originating during periods of increased 

demographic stress, decreased mobility, and intensification of local resources.

If the Interior Norton or earlier Paleo Eskimos did not contribute language or kinship systems to the Dene 

but contributed an extensive genetic legacy, what other cultural borrowings may have occurred? Increased social 

cooperation means technological investment can be conducted by an increased variety of actors, ideas, and a 

larger variety of trade items. Holmes (1986) explored the material cultural borrowings between the Interior Norton 

and Northern Archaic traditions surrounding Lake Minchumina. Any long-lasting technological borrowing appears 

to have become minimized in the later Athabascan tradition. The remaining cultural aspects may be apparent in 

residential use and landscape mobility patterns. The Interior adaptations of the Paleo-Eskimo people are still 

extensively understudied. Their manifestations as the Interior Norton and Riverine Kachemak traditions suggest 

cultures that were more heavily focused on riverine and lacustrine resources than perhaps the contemporary 

Northern Archaic tradition (who also focused on them but to a lesser extent; Potter 2008b). The Paleo-Eskimos 

may have positively influenced the trend towards using cold season permanent residences (adopted in Interior 

Alaska between 2,000 and 500 years ago). Still, the Athabascan housing styles and architecture are genuinely 

Dene, reflecting concepts of kinship and cultural ties influenced by the Ttingit and Eyak on the southern coasts. The 

land-use trends toward decreased mobility and an increased focus on freshwater resources during this time may 

be a subtle influence of the Interior Norton, as food preference is often heavily culturally informed (i.e., Mintz and 

Du Bois 2002). This idea should not be considered a unidirectional influence from the Paleo-Eskimos as these 

trends are also seen throughout the North American Pacific Northwest. Still, if these cultural developments were 

trending towards this type of land use, it may have facilitated a desire of the Alaskan Dene to incorporate both the 

Interior Norton and Paleo-Eskimos into their extended kinship networks non-violently.
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12.7 Insights into the Role of Late-Holocene Volcanism

It has long been proposed that the two eruptions of Mt. Churchill had a fundamental and long-lasting 

effect on Dene settlement patterns and migrations. While this appears to be true in the case of the latter eruption 

in the southern Yukon region, in Alaska, the signal is muted. The Pickupsticks house feature dates to just after Mt. 

Churchill's second eruption, and the Swan Point house dates to just prior to the first eruption. These crucial shifts 

in household type, then, suggest that the shift in expanded kinship cooperation, as signaled by the change in 

housing types, appear to have occurred in the interim between the two eruptions, perhaps signaling a different 

social response to the latter eruption's ecological stressors.

Is there a correlation? Regarding the second, more massive eruption (1,170-1,095 cal BP (Davies et al. 

2016)), Bill Workman's original observation (1979) that material cultural change is observed in the Southern Yukon 

records remains undisputed. Additionally, the shift from atlatl to bow and arrow technology also correlates 

strongly with the second eruption's timing. However, recent work suggests that this eruption had only minimal 

observable effects on Alaska population size and land-use strategies, despite the evidence of shifting technological 

and raw material use during this time (Lynch et al. 2018; Mullen 2012; Doering et al. 2020). Still, despite over 40 

years of work since David Derry and Bill Workman proposed the Athabascan Migration hypothesis, no smoking 

guns, so to speak, have emerged in the Alaskan record. Instead, a pattern of gradual but sustained cultural change 

over the past two millennia appears to be the best interpretation of the Interior Alaskan record.

Regarding the earlier, smaller eruption of Mt Churchill (1,560-1,689 cal BP (Reuther et al. 2019)), a 

stronger though not robustly demonstrated regional pattern of disruption appears observable (Lynch et al. 2018; 

Mullen 2012; Doering et al. 2020). The earlier, smaller eruption may have had a stronger effect on eastern Interior 

Alaskan populations than the later, more massive eruption. It may have provided a catalyst for the tradition of 

population movements north from the Copper River into the upper and Middle Tanana basin. However, what may 

be a likelier case is that there is no strong causal connection between the volcanic events and the cultural changes 

that surround them temporally. The eruptions may have simply occurred at opportune times, being useful as 

chronological constructs for both scientific and traditional history reconstructions.

12.8 Insights from Trail Modeling

The Least-Cost Path modeling exercise illustrates how movement through and use of the land can 

radically shift depending on the presence or absence of a critical species. It also illustrates how ultimate goals (in 

the form of destinations) might not change in the face of perceived high-risk scenarios. In other words, a natural 

disaster might occur, a volcanic eruption disrupts the food web for several years, or the population of a key 

seasonal species might hit a critical low point. Despite these setbacks, an individual, family, or band may continue 

to choose to return to a favored destination but using the local landscape in a much different pattern. Obsidian, 

ochre, and other raw material procurement locations remain stable despite ecological perturbations. These can 

potentially act as a predictable, stabilizing anchor during times of high stress. Additionally, the model highlights 
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how removing a key species from the entire landscape has a differential effect on localized areas. Predicted 

landscape use, even in adjacent riverine basins, can have quite different responses to ecological dynamism, with 

some resulting in abandonment and others showing no visible response.
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Chapter 13: Conclusion

This dissertation began by framing the current identities that the descendants of the Middle Tanana 

people utilize today, and how that has been influenced by historical factors further framed during the 20th and 21st 

centuries by Euro-American traditions of law, kinship, and land tenure. It explored the ethnographic works 

produced between the Depression Era and today and reconstructed the culture as it may have been in the 19th 

century and focused on those aspects that may have influenced the archaeological record.

From that point, it summarized the results of almost 90 years of archaeological work in the Valley. 

Archaeologists are primarily in agreement that the material-cultural expression of the Dene people, the 

Athabascan tradition, is recognizable in Interior Alaska for the past 1,000 years. It is firmly associated with Dene 

migrations into the Kobuk River Valley and Cook Inlet. Earlier models that suggested all Athabascan tradition 

correlates in Alaska are related to volcanic events around 1,100 years ago from Mt. Churchill is no longer 

considered tenable. While it certainly caused disruptions in land-use and may have helped spur some Dene 

migrations from British Columbia into the southern Pacific Coast and American Southwest, no significant 

population change is observable in Alaska.

Instead, it is more apparent that a continuum of punctuated cultural changes over the past 2,000 years in 

the Interior culminated in the shift from the earlier Northern Archaic tradition to the later Athabascan tradition. 

This conclusion is supported by the genetic record, which may seem to have been significantly influenced by the 

Proto-Eskimo genetic population between 5,000 and 1,000 cal BP. This influence may have brought with it new 

ideas of land tenure and resource use; changes which also slowly occur during this time. These may have also been 

the result of adaptation requirements of the Interior ecosystem. The middle and late Holocene saw the extirpation 

of bison and wapiti and the growing influence of caribou and salmon.

The cultural and genetic changes do not appear to have affected the Dene language much. Kari's work has 

shown that today's languages reflect a protolanguage that appeared and expanded across a landscape that was 

empty of any other human tongue. It also distinctly points to an origin point in northern British Colombia. There is 

specific terminology, especially related to kin, resources, and technology, that indicate great antiquity and internal 

cultural innovation. Alien borrowings are rare and only correspond with cultural interactions of known 19th and 

20th-century language groups. Studies of some of these borrowing suggest cultural interactions that date as far 

back as the Middle Holocene. The Dene language family in its 19th and 20th-century forms is likely a late-to-middle 

Holocene phenomenon in many western, central, and south-central areas of Alaska. In eastern Alaska, namely 

Middle Susitna Valley, Tanana Valley, and central to upper Yukon valleys, it has at least a Middle-to-Early Holocene 

presence.

Proto Dene should be considered a Middle Holocene phenomenon and, therefore, strongly associated 

with the Northern Archaic tradition. The success of the proto-language may have been tied with the kinship 

mechanisms that the Dene languages appear to have had great antiquity. These extended kinship systems may 
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have allowed external populations such as the Interior Norton Paleo Eskimos to be absorbed by the Dene through 

marriage ties. While it appears to have not influenced the language, the intermingling of these two cultures may 

have influenced the Dene material culture in much the same way as it influenced its population genome.

This study strongly supports the following conclusions: The Dene people, as defined by their genetics, 

have been a singular presence in the Tanana Valley since the Terminal Pleistocene. The genetic history has been 

reconstructed directly from six individuals, five of whom were recovered from within the Alaskan Dene's territorial 

bounds, with extensive comparisons with individuals outside that area. Two crucial periods of gene flow are 

essential to consider: The Historic period, which has introduced extensive genetic diversity from around the world, 

and the Paleo-Eskimo period, which brought unique haplotypes from eastern-Siberia 4,000-2,000 years ago. The 

early Holocene period likely marks a unique time of genetic drift that drove differentiation from the pre-existing 

Beringian genome.

The Alaskan Dene mythology emphasizes ancient cultural roots in the landscape. Some of the stories of 

Traveler recall a period of widespread ecological stress, resulting in animals being given the smaller physical forms 

they have today, and in some other cases, extinction. Many of the cultural practices of ‘engii, the right way to form 

a relationship between the human community and the environment, were said to be a response formed during 

this period of ecological stress. Ecologically, the best period that may be recognizable to these stories is the period 

of dramatic long-term warming documented in the early Holocene. This time was a long-term process of 

extinctions, widespread reduction in physical animal forms of large species, and the eventual expansion of the 

boreal forest during Holmes' Transitional Period.

The radiocarbon record indicates punctuated human use of the Shaw Creek drainage throughout the 

Holocene (see also Kielhofer et al. 2020: 5 Figure 3). The past 5,000-700 years are preserved in the radiocarbon 

record at Swan Point and indicate a variety of settlement behaviors, from long-term housing to possibly seasonal 

tents. Perhaps short-term occupations are only indicated through preserved hearth use.

The feature record indicates a wide variety of pit features are preserved; some are anthropogenic in 

construction, while others remain ambiguous. For the cultural depressions, their intended use is not always 

apparent. The artifacts record suggests that Swan Point appears to have been most popularly used as a workshop 

and game processing location throughout its Holocene history. Additionally, tool types represented recall the Dene 

ideals of the gender and age class division of labor. The presence of the artifact groupings and residence features 

are suggestive of behaviors often attributed to all adult members of a band, and the presence of a child's footprint 

is also indicative of their inclusion as well.

Artifact analysis has been demonstrated here and in other's work to document extensive, long-distance 

overland and riverine networks across central Alaska. These procurement networks appear to have been stable 

throughout the Holocene, with copper being utilized for the last ~1,400 years. Despite raw material stability, 

technological forms utilizing them were flexible and adapted to needs. Bifaces are reduced in size through time 

with a strong preference for regionally-available chert, while scrapers and microblades tend to utilize a wider-array 
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of material types. The biface materials likely correlate more strongly with actual band movements, while the 

materials used for scrapers and blades may represent extra-band cooperative trading networks.

Finally, it is agreed that the millennium between 2,000 and 1,000 cal BP is a crucial period of long-term 

intensification of cultural behaviors (rather than extensive migrations from elsewhere) that were likely held by the 

earlier Northern Archaic people. That multifactorial intensification process led to the ethnogenesis of the historic 

Dene cultures and the archaeological expression as the Athabascan tradition.

The final cultural shifts that occurred is attested to in the local mythology. These stories documented how 

the endogamous bands of the Copper River and Middle and Upper Tanana areas reorganized their landscape use. 

To do this, they transformed from endogamous, highly-mobile territorial bands to exogamous, seasonally- 

sedentary villages where bands joined in exogamous marriages and economic partnerships. During this time, 

mobility became reduced, but social mechanisms for utilizing or moving into extra-territorial locales became highly 

developed. The kinship terminology appears to be far more ancient than this shift.

This period is recognizable with the adoption of cold-season residences, which, in the Middle Tanana, 

show a strong diffusion pattern from the Copper River area. From the dates at Swan Point and Pickupsticks, we can 

suggest that the period where village life and exogamous marriage and hunting partnerships developed was the 

critical period between both eruptions of Mt. Churchill, roughly between 1,800 and 1,000 cal BP.
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Appendix

The following transcript is included to illustrate the complexity of ethnographic reconstructions. Many of 

the themes discussed by myself earlier are also presented here, in the first-person form, from an emic perspective. 

The text provides access to the informant's voice and helps to balance my etic interpretations.

Eva Moffit was born in 1907 and passed away in 1993. She is considered to be one of the last first- 

language speakers of the Salcha Dene (Salchaket) dialect. She worked directly with anthropologists and linguists 

throughout her life, helping to document much of what the academic community presently knows of the Salcha 

people and their language. The data she included in the following narrative is often personal, emotional, and 

makes use of traditionally recursive narrative forms. It often highlights unilateral perspectives on inter-family 

conflicts, which can be a bit distracting for the reader from the cultural themes otherwise highlighted earlier in the 

main body of this dissertation. Despite that, the perspective is at the same time both one of a women's viewpoint 

and a child's outlook. It carries their values; their voices that are often overlooked in other documentary records 

and are therefore included in full here.

Many of Eva's taped narratives and interviews can be accessed and listened to on the Alaska Native 

Language Archive's webpage. The following narrative was chosen for reproduction here for its breadth of themes, 

travel narratives, and cultural information. The narrative describes her childhood, and her mother (Bessie John 

Barnabas's (~1892-1986)) childhood and life.

Recording: ANLC0922

Title: Eva Moffit

Interviewer: Craig Mishler

Date: November 11, 1983

Interview Location: Not given

Transcript by Gerad Smith

The archived recording can be accessed at http://www.uaf.edu/anla/item.xml?id=ANLC0922

See Figure 12 for a reference map
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[EM]

You ask me question, then I'll talk.66

66 Standard American English was Eva Moffit's second language, as this verbatim transcript indicates. In Middle
Tanana, gendered pronouns are non-existent. For speakers whose first language was Dene, English gender-specific 
personal pronouns were often interchanged, sometimes in the same sentence, confusing transcript readings if not 
understood.
67 Bessie John Barnabas.
68 Chief John.
69 Location uncertain, somewhere in the region of the Little Delta River headwaters.

[CM]

Yes. You said you lived at Goodpaster Village when you were young?

[EM]

No, I didn't. My mother67 did.

[CM]

Your mother lived there?

[EM]

Uh-huh. Her father68 died, and they lived at Mutton Hill69. They grow up on Mutton Hill. His father life.

[CM]

Marten Hill?

[EM]

Uh-huh.

[CM]

Where's Marten Hill? Is that upriver here?

[EM]

Up, that's Ice Hill [Donnelly Dome]

[CM]

Near Salcha?

[EM]

Across the river. That's where they're hunting sheep, game; then they came back, they stay at Salchaket for a 

while, fish. After they catch fish, then they go up on Mutton Hill again, for moose, caribou, porcupine [?] trapping. 

Always like this. Then they come down. Then they go up visit Goodpaster. Her sister [?name] he's married, he visit 

her sister, his uncle, Frank Luke grandpa. That's his uncle. He visit there. Then they were all summer visit there. 

Keep talking there; then they keep talking together. After that, fall time, they come down. My grandmother [?] 

caribou hide, make a parka for the kids, getting ready, for going up to Mutton Hill again. That's the only place he 

go. Some people go up Salchaket River. Some people go to Wood River. Some people go to Dry Creek. Across the 

road. Dry Creek. My grandfather go to Mutton Hill. Dry Creek go this way, and uh, Wood River, and Dry Creek go 

this way. You come down to Big Delta. You fish in there, huge fish in there too.
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[CM]

Your mother?

[EM]

My grandfather.

[CM]

Your grandfather.

[EM]

My mother and my grandfather, her mother. She tell me story about it. After that, my mother say, he's so lonely 

for the kids. He's all alone. His two brothers, that's all. So, he went, come down Salchaket, a lot of kids, Salchaket. 

They got a house, Salchaket. My grandfather, he don't like Salchaket. He want to trap for fur, make money. Hunt 

game. That's all he want. So he ask his mother, “When we going, where we going this time?” “Where we always 

go, go to Mutton Hill [?].” Oh, she's crabby. “When we gonna go? Christmastime?” “Not Christmas time. I don't 

know about Christmas. Middle of winter, we going to go home.” They don't know nothing about Christmas, that 

time. Then they hunt. My brother70, my uncle, two uncles, got sled. My grandfather got sled. My grandmother get 

up, she pull sleigh. Not sled but toboggy. They had dog team that haul all the meat. They haul it down to Salchaket.

70 Old Paul.

And they got cache. Little Delta, someplace. Where they were fishing, they got cache there too. They put some 

there, for their travels back and forth. They go across here, they go to Mutton Hill, then they come down to Big 

Delta, Little Delta, then from there they fish, and they catch, and they bear[?] trap for a while, and then they go up 

there. They go [?]. They came down; this way, everyone came down. Now go cook. He cook porcupine, cook 

caribou meat first. Next moose meat, then sheep, he cook. He make big cook for everybody. Then everybody eat. 

Then they stay, not even month. Go back same place again. My mother don't like it. He won't be around for the 

kids. But they have to go back. Then after they go back, they come back again. They go down to Seegelsiide [Circle 

City]. That's where trading post, there. They sell the fur there.

[CM]

Where?

[EM]

Seegelsiid. Segel...

[CM]

[?]

[EM]

Circle City, they call it. I don't know. In the city, they got store there. Then they go there with a sleigh full of fur. 

They go there, and they sell all the fur. They buy lots of stuff, come back to Salchaket, put it in cache, then go back 

up the river again. They keep travel, travel, and they start to hunt for beaver. They catch beaver, beaver. They got, 

I don't know how much beaver they got. Then they came down summertime. He told my mother's uncle, “You 
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take care of my wife. You fix fish trap for her.” “We do that, yeah.” So, she go down to Tanana again with her 

beaver skin[s]. Three months paddle. Takes about three months to come up, pulling boat. They went down and 

they got a lot of boats stuck. Two weeks, three weeks down there with people. They buy stuff down there and 

then they come up. After they come up, then they cook for um, white man grub. Everyone dying for. They cook 

rice, apple, and um, tea, sugar...that's all they know they eat. They cook that for them and besides meat. After they 

ate, they tell story. After that, one week, some people want to go up Salchaket River. Some go to Goodpaster. 

Some go to Big Delta. Some go to Dry Creek. Some go to Wood River. My grandfather say, “Gonna go to Mutton 

Hill.” So, they all split. They know where everyone go. My grandfather know. So, who don't have good luck, they 

follow where they go. They meet them, “We didn't have no luck. We are just starving—nothing to eat. My 

grandfather have good luck, alright. He give him meat. He stay with them, he kill moose for them, he give them 

meat. He give him sled load, and they go home. He bring his wife and kids back up there. He stay with my 

grandfather and uh he tell ‘em, say: you got two loads now. You make one trip, second trip, then you can go back 

home. So they did. They go back home. After they went home, they tell them they start fishing, through the ice. 

For pike. Salchaket River. Or lake. Harding Lake. Harding Lake has lots of pike, that, uh, that they're fishing for, 

pike. My grandfather didn't come. He stay up. Everybody left. My mother sad, feel sad. I cry. Then we keep 

moving. And my daddy got sick. I thought my father gonna died. He was pretty sick. “I'm gonna go just like today, 

ok? I can go.” In the fall time. “I can go, and I can pack.” We fix his pack. Just a little ways. He [?] go he, come back 

to it. We camp again. And we went. And we look back again, and he's gone. We walk back. Here he's still in camp, 

too far. So we put up the tent back again. And my mother say, “You cannot make nowhere.” “Well, am I supposed 

to stay here? I'll be alright after a while.” He just have headache. Back. Finally, just like...he die. Just like all [?] he 

breathe. Everything just froze. Then I don't know, long way to water. My mother say, “We going get some water.” 

And I come back, my brother say, “Gee whiz. No more daddy.” And others say, “No more daddy, no more gonna 

see daddy no more.” Our houses he where now[?]. No good house no more. What are we gonna do? And 

everybody cry. He go to his daddy and carry his shirt. Pretty soon: Eva makes breathing noise he come back to the 

grave. They look. He died! They looking.”Let me up! Let me up!

EM emphasizes with breathing noises

“What happened? Just a little while. I'll get up.” All that, he feel good. All they go down, he up. In the morning we 

went to Clearwater, from our place to Clearwater. That far, he walk. Down he go again. He can't make it. My 

brother and two brothers come across, get sled, then they, we put her in sled. We “Aaahhhh” little bump. He 

holler, “Get me a gun, give me a knife! I kill myself. You suffer me.” He tell her, his wife. Good place, they try to 

give him ride, but ice is rough. Finally, we made it to home. Every night. Her sister, her niece, my grandmother, her 

daughter, his son, five, all stay with it. All the people that want to see him. He's too mean. Nobody visit him. He's 

all alone. Nobody see him. His son went down to Tanana. Circle City. He give him money, over 500 dollar money I 

guess. He give him, he went down to get some, he tell him what to buy. Grub. No fur. He didn't make no fur, 

nothing. He was sick. So...they're coming. He tell him, “Son, you tell your uncle, and you're...tell them I will make it 
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to my father. I will make it to my father. He's pretty sick, but when you see him, you tell him. “Yeah, so, how's your 

daddy?” “He's pretty sick, anytime he's going to die, but we'll make it to see him. But they didn't make it. Before 

they come in, about five days more, they come in, my grandfather die. And pretty soon, five days, they shoot. My 

brother shoot: bang, bang, bang. “Uh oh, my daddy die.” They come, my brother, my uncle, cry. “Yep, my father 

die.” So, they come up. His brother, two brothers, his uncle, came up. They visit, when they tell them, give them 

word, he's the chief, Salchaket. He want to tell them what to do. And uh, one from Minto, one from Nenana, one 

from Tanana. Three. They came down to see it.

[doorbell rings]

[EM]

Yeah? They sit there; they bury him. After that, those people went down back. They give bad news all his family, 

down in Nenana, all over.

[CM]

What was his name? His Indian name?

[EM]

John. My grandfather named John.

[CM]

Did he have an Indian name too?

[EM]

Uh, Indian name is uh, _________71

71 Correct Middle Tanana spelling of Eva's grandfather's name (English: John Barnabas) was very uncertain.

[CM]

Ddhiy-Nool-Ah?

[EM]

_______uh-huh. __________  is my grandfather's name. He's a big chief there.

[CM]

At Salcha?

[EM]

No, Salchaket.

[CM]

Salchaket.

[EM]

Uh-huh. He don't hardly go to Goodpaster or Big Delta. He just move around. Check on people. Then they come 

back. My grandmother. They don't know what to do. They move to Clearwater. Nobody. No tent. Long time ago, 

they say, “You're a widow!” Brother-in-law take everything away from you. They don't give; they don't leave 

nothing with you. But my uncle got mad and take everything back to her mother. She gotta have everything from 
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my father. You can't take everything away from her. So, they took half away from people. Not like, uh...my father 

don't treat my mother right. Don't treat like, my father. “Treat her nice,” he tell them. They give half them stuff.

So, she's alright after that. And she move to Clearwater. And they put a tent up. They don't have tent, just like this 

house. They had [?] meadow. This side, this, this, like you do, they do some [?] place. This side, bedroom. Just like 

this. Right in middle. Wood, this side. Doorway, this side.

[CM]

They used tree, small trees? Bend them?

[EM]

Uh-huh. They got all like this. They carry it around on the house. That bent one. They carry it around. They can 

make that [?]. That can they travel it around when they carry it around. Put tree around this way, though72. 

Anyone that care, they may use it

72 Eva is describing the construction of a summer bark house, see Pitts 1972:117-123.
73 Uncertain: literally house+brush+house.

[CM]

Can they.

[EM]

But this one here, they carry it around. They got two.

[CM]

Can they, can they pack that?

[EM]

They pack it up and put it in sleigh. Some time they pack that. Summertime.

[CM]

Winter, they use dogs? To pull it?

[EM]

Uh-huh.

[CM]

What, what do you call that kind of house?... Indian name.

[EM]

Nex ts'ił yex 73

[CM}

[Repeats name]

[EM]

Uh-huh. When they move, then my mother, my grandmother's brother-in-law, he lost his wife. He lost his wife; he 

got little boy. Nobody take care, so he got my mother to take care of it, so he have to feed them. “Go with me, go 
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up to uh, Dry Delta74 with me.” So, they go with him. He kill caribou; there he go to kill caribou. He give them fat 

one. He give to them. You dry, my grandmother dried that meat. They kept doing that. They get lots of meat. He 

kill moose. He give to them. Cause his boy there. Every time he kill moose, beaver meat, he give them. Duck, he 

give them. They dried for that kid. And my grandmother got lots of food. So pretty soon, springtime, that boy, 

someway he got sick. They couldn't do, no doctor, nothin'. He thought about that big. “I'm going to take it down, 

Chena. I want him to die Chena with me. When I die, I'm going to be buried there.” He told my grandmother. So, 

he put the boy in the boat, and he went down to Chena. My mother and her kids, that's all with her. He brought 

them out to Salchaket. There, they wait there; they listen for him. Then, uh, my grandfather uncle, Frank Luke's 

grandpa, he want my grandmother. My grandmother don't want him. They don't want. Uh, his brother tell him, 

“Go. You got nobody to take care of you. Hard time. Just the same, we don't... [inaudible, telephone rings] you go.” 

[Recording pauses, resumes]

74 While never acknowledged by anyone who recorded English place names for the Middle Tanana region, there is 
a variety of toponyms there incorporating the descriptor “delta” as part of the name. Both Lt. Allen and the 
geographer Orth provide plenty of personal reasons for these descriptors, but it should be pointed out that the 
phrase “Ddhel' tah” in the Middle Tanana language means “among the mountains.” This would have likely been a 
common phrase often overheard by the early American explorers who were being led by Native guides through 
the region and may have influenced the English names.
75 “Graveyards” refer to the individually fenced burial houses, not cemeteries.

[EM]

My grandmother, he cry, way. He go up to Goodpaster. My aunt's small.”

[CM]

Let me move the microphone closer.

[EM]

My aunt is awful small. My aunt and my mother, my two, his two brothers, they scared to run. They big enough. 

They don't stay with their mother. My other uncle, his back is broke. His back is no good, so he stay in different 

place with his uncle [inaudible] stay with his mother. So, he stay with some uncle. Only one, that's the one buried 

down Chena. He's married to Chief David...daughter. So, he's buried down Chena. My uncle. My mother's brother. 

My mother's brother buried down there, Chena, and my sister is buried down there, her aunt buried down there, 

my mother's aunt. And, uh, her sister buried down there. Four of them buried down there buried, four. Chena 

graveyard.

[CM]

They have no graveyard at Salchaket?

[EM]

They got Salchaket graveyard, but that too hard to bring summertime. No boat. Nobody have boat. Just canoe. So, 

they can't bring it, so they bury it down there. So, uh, that's why some time I go down, I go to graveyards75. 

Sometimes the Native Association, they take me down there. Then my mother got married. Just like a dog. Older 

man look, Jarvis, his brother, “What I get, her? Give to me, give to me.” They give to him. My father, my mother, 
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poor. Nothin'. Nothing to eat. Finally, the...the Nenana Chief went up to potlatch that his grandpa die. That one 

raise him, his father's uncle. He raise him, he die. My mother make little potlatch. They feel very proud of that. 

Then he speech, “No more, Bessie stay around her. No more Susie stay around here.” That's my grandmother. “No 

more. They go back to Salchaget. No more, they scared around, no more. They go and stay in their home. When 

they married, their husband got to stay with them,” Chief say. From Nenana. Then they told old man, “You help 

them me; you send them down. “I will,” old man say. So, everybody left. Then, uh, Henry, my father's brother, 

“We'll go up to Little Delta. With them for a while. Hunt. I want to see how do they treat those people. His own 

brother, my father's brother. My father's...Henry's brother.”

[Telephone rings, recording pauses, resumes]

[EM]

And, uh, see, they make me forget.

[CM]

Yep. You were, talking about the, having, making them go back to Salchaget?

[EM]

Oh, they make them go back to Salchaget. Then uh, oh, they go up to Little Delta with them. And, uh, his own 

brother go with them. Old man look, and uh, he give them fish. Don't feed, uh, Bessie, and uh, Barnabas. That's my 

father's name. “You, that's all, you and your wife eat. Don't give nothin' to them. That much. They mean. His own 

brother! He tell him. He didn't say nothin'. He put that fish on the sled, and then they go. And his wife say, “He 

cook it.” After he cook it, he serves it. They stay in one tent together. And uh, old man look say, “Don't feed them. 

He tell my, “Why do you give us? Why don't you eat it your own?” My father say. Uh, his brother, “Don't talk. Eat. 

And just watch [inaudible]. That's what I'm here for. I'm going to take you [pelts?] away now. Eat.” So, they eat. 

Then, they go up there; they get mad. My father kill moose. He give the whole body; they took the hindquarters. 

For food. They serve to Little Delta Roadhouse. So, they bought tea, sugar, shell, something they need; they bought 

all of it. And they want hindquarter. They don't want meat, body. They get mad. Very mad. Very. My father's 

brother got mad. They just jump up, and uh, “That's the way you treat my family, huh? They poor! They have a 

hard time! What you want to say that for? He do best he can, he give you the meat! They got nothing in the house! 

They stay with me,” he tell them. Then “Oooooh,” he hoooowl. “Oh, get rid of us. Let's go down.” They load the 

sleigh; they all went down. They all left him. Then they meet his younger brother, Jarvis. “I left my brother and 

come to your house.” “How come you all come down?” He speak right there to my mother and father. And uh, my 

father brother, “Why don't you go up and meet your brother? Me too. I want my brother. How come I go and see 

my brother up there for? That's the way you always treat my family, huh? And I'm going to take my whole family 

back to Salchaget. No more, no, I never left my family up there, in Goodpaster with you folks anymore. I'm going to 

move in Salchaget for good.” He tell them. So, he didn't see no more work there. My mother left her tent, stove 

there, sew. everything they left there. And he don't know who took it. So, they come down; they stay Salcha.
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That's the time when they meet Munson76. Store. “Little man. Store man. I'll be a store man; I got lots of money. 

Someby I'll have big store. I'll have big roadhouse. Υou folks gonna work for me. Make big house for me.” So, they 

give him job; they build big house, big store, upstairs. Up...

76 In 1904, William F. Munson built a roadhouse and store at the mouth of the Salcha River.
77 The Salchaket Mission was actually built in 1909.
78 The Episcopalian mission operated from 1909-1920. The missionary mentioned was likely the Reverend Charles 
Betticher, or possibly Bishop Peter Trimble Rowe, or less likely, Archdeacon Hudson Stuck (Simeone 2007).

[Recording pauses, resumes]

“Gonna have a hotel, ladies' room, you gotta make for me a man's room, one room. Ladies' room gotta be 

different.” He tell them. They did. And big lesson room. One long table room. They make it. “Yeah, that's good, 

good.” He pay them. After that, when I was born, 1907, that's when mission come up77. Salchaget was born. And, 

uh, mission come up, this white man come up78.

[CM]

You remember her?

[EM]

No, I was born that time. I was in the basket. He don't want; he don't want me to sit in basket he tell my mother 

[laughs]. And my mother he give baby clothes. “You do like white people. No more baskets. No Indian, no more.” 

He tell them. So, yeah, he give all kinds of diaper, everything he give to my mother. So, he raised me in that...baby 

clothes. And my brother, he too much. Next to me, he raised in the basket, that one. Nighttime, he keep it, 

nighttime. He thought, uh, that's why he never come. [laughs] So he put in basket that night, and uh, him and Miss 

White, come in, walk in. He see that baby. Booooy, he don't say nothin' to him. He put the baby and the diaper 

under it. He dress him nightgown. [laughs] then they get that basket hidden “Bessie, I don't want to see that one 

no more. He wet the bed. That's why he do that. I'll leave you something.” He went home, he bring rubber blanket. 

“You put this one underneath. No more.” My mother, she just laugh and laugh she say. After that, my mother told 

me, “I can't go travel no more. I got too many kids.” My father's all hunt. Then he lost kid. Was three. My brother, 

me, my little sister. Three. That's all she got. We walk. Then, uh, we went to Dry Creek. Clearwater. We go to 

Clearwater first.

[CM]

Is that Clearwater up above Big Delta, there?

[EM]

Not this site, down below. Salchaget. Across Salchaget. This site. Big bluff hanging by here, they call that right 

across from that.

[CM]

There's two Clearwaters.

[EM]

Yeah.
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[CM]

This is the one lower down.

[EM]

Uh-huh. Lots of graveyards there too, at Clearwater. That high hill, look. Lots of graveyards there.

[CM]

I think Abraham Luke said he lived there for some time. When he was young. At that place.

[EM]

Not Clearwater. He used to live Five-Mile Hill.

[CM]

Five-Mile Hill

[EM]

And, uh, that's [inaudible personal name: Hervile?] Homestead. I don't know why that man build a homestead 

there, that he should get money. That's their homestead.

[CM]

Uh-huh.

[EM]

The name on it, all over the man try to found them, and they didn't found them. He wanted to pay them. I didn't 

know where they stayed that time too. They stayed Dot Lake, and they stayed Tanacross, and they stay Mansfield, 

and I really don't know where they are. I told them, that's why that he don't know where Mansfield. He don't 

know Dot Lake. He don't know Tanacrossing. Which we look where? I say I don't know; I just travel when as 

people. His son live there. His son could get, you could pay his son, I tell them. They got cash there, everything.

That's good fish camp there. The man that got that place, and they didn't even tell them he built a house there. He 

made a road to there too, I seen that.

[CM]

Go ahead and finish your story there; I don't want to break your thought there.

[EM]

From there, we went to Clearwater. Maggie, Ethel, and John Paul, Titus that's all of them. Maggie don't want to 

stay home alone. One girl. So, my mother, she had baby, family away. My father say, “I don't want my wife to stay 

over there, cause she's, family away, if she get sick over there, what are we gonna do? Mitchel[?] say I don't want 

to take her. My father say, “They come down.” My mother come down. Finally, my mother say, “Alright, I'll go.” 

So, my mother went across, with them. We go. We went to Clearwater; we went to Dry Creek. We went to Dry 

Creek, lots of wood. My mother cut wood. My father hunt. They kill moose. They come down. We got enough 

meat, so we started coming down. That Clearwater never freeze, so we can't go across yet. We wait till just a little 

while for it to freeze, then we made it back again. They wait for it to freeze, and then they go across. After that, it 

melt, and it never freeze again. So, we went across that, and then we go across Tanana, we come to Salchaget.
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Then my mother come, my auntie came in, “We go to school! “she tell my mom. “Gee, I want to go to school too.” 

“Sure!” She was packin' baby. Me, I was just small. So, I went in there, to school with my mother. I sat down, and 

Miss White give me some toy to play with. I sit in corner and sat down and play. My mother learned school. So too 

much trouble. Then my grandmother came down. My grandmother stay home with me. So, no more, I don't go 

with my mother. I stay home with my grandmother.

[CM]

So, your mother's mother?

[EM] 

No, his aunt. His father's sister. I call her grandma [laughs]

[CM]

Your mother's...

[EM] 

My mother's father's aunt. sister. My mother's aunt. And I call her grandma. She cryyyyy. He thought he lost his 

boy. He raised that boy; he thought he die. He cry. Pretty soon, Christmastime. [inaudible sentence, perhaps 

contains personal names] He talked to men. Then he said, “Your grandma cryyyy for you. Yeah, [personal name] 

died, but Medicine Man make me, I get up, and I'm all right now. Your grandma stay our house,” my father tell me. 

My mother run in. “Grandma! Auntie! Yeah,” she was crying.”[Personal name] coming.” “Really?” “Yeah, he's 

coming.” She get up and look. She run, grab, finally, “Grandma...crawl.and still, you have...Grandma.” They come 

in “[Personal name] died. They tell you I died. I never did. He tell.” Finally, he stay at that window, his grandma. 

That spring, his brother, together, they, dog team, they haul log. They build their grandmother house, no time. 

Then, uh, they work for Joe Tiller. They bought lumber, window, door; they fix their grandmother house just fast. 

They bring their grandmother in. Put bed there. Their bed. They move stove in there. They fix their grandmother 

good. After that, they sit there. And, uh, his grandmother thank them lots. “That's why I work hard and raise you. 

Many time thank you, for you, my grandson, you do that to me.” “Grandma, don't worry. That's your own house. 

Not belong to us. Yours,” they tell him. They tell her. And, uh, Joe Joseph79 get married, Tanacross. And John 

Joseph get married, Dot Lake. And she's all alone there. Then her house burned down. Then, Joe Joseph, he came 

down and get her grandmother, take him to Tanacross. And she died, Tanacrossing. I don't know where they are 

buried, Tanacrossing or, uh, Mansfield. I don't know. I never found out. She's from Salchaget, but they all buried up 

there. All of them. They all from Salchaget, but they're all buried up Tanacrossing. Tommy John, his wife, her three 

kids. They from Salchaget. They visit up there, they all died from the flu.

79 Not to be confused with Chief Joe.

[End of narrative]
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